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Is it necessary to write an additional book on palliative care? This is the question I asked myself when IntechOpen offered me the chance to serve as editor for a book project on the topic. My main doubt was that such a vast argument must be comprehensively addressed for developing a treatise that can be useful for those who already know the subject and for students or non-healthcare providers who are approaching it [1]. Work with these features can take years to complete, and after a treatise is completed, it immediately needs updating.

The alternative is to focus the reader's attention on some aspects of the subject and to commission recognized experts to deal with the individual chapters. Although the result of this approach cannot be compared to a textbook, the editorial path is dynamic, fast, and allows the reader to extrapolate what (for example, a chapter) really interests them.

In truth, in collaboration with the publisher, we had already followed this approach in 2017. With moderate satisfaction, and according to several readers to whom I asked for an opinion, I can affirm that the book Highlights on Several Underestimated Topics in Palliative Care [2] is a decent editorial product. Other publishers have also produced multiple texts on selected issues of palliative care such as pediatric [3] and geriatric palliative care [4], symptom management [5], and ethics [6].

Data from clinical studies, evidence-based medicine investigations, and guidelines continuously enrich the wealth of knowledge in all fields of medicine and therefore also in palliative care. In addition, some topics, such as organizational and policy aspects, are very relevant in this area. On this basis, the idea was to collect updated information on selected topics in a new editorial work. In this sense, this book represents the natural complement of the previous book and the wish to publish another volume in the next 2–3 years. However, even if we started thinking of producing a book with few contributions, the enthusiasm of the authors of the chapters and the incredible commitment of the IntechOpen editorial team, led to the creation of a full-bodied volume. Given its eighteen chapters, and thanks to its systematic nature as well as to the value of the authors, it is very close to a textbook.

This book is divided into five sections.

In the first section we have an Introductory chapter.

The second deals with palliative care topics in selected clinical settings, such as palliative care of the infant and child, and in gynecological oncology. The third section focuses on the role of the caregiver. Expert readers will deepen their knowledge on this aspect of fundamental importance, while those who approach the subject will find useful information. The efforts of the authors to address this particularly sensitive subject are appreciable. Subsequently, the fourth section collects chapters on symptoms and the use/effect of drugs in these particularly vulnerable patients. Since pain is the main symptom, its careful assessment and adequate treatment are mandatory. In this context, the use of opioids represents
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Chapter 1
Introductory Chapter: Delirium in Palliative Care

Marco Cascella

1. Introduction
This introductory chapter aims at presenting an overview of delirium in palliative care. In this setting, it is one of the most frequent, but often misunderstood and difficult to treat, symptoms. Moreover, this is a matter of paramount importance as delirium is associated with a heightened rate of falls, increased cognitive and functional damage, and important patient and family psychological discomfort. In these particularly vulnerable patients, distress — expressed as a feeling of fear, anguish, humiliation — can be deleterious and is ethically unacceptable. Delirium is further associated with increased healthcare costs [1].

The term delirium derives from the Latin word deliria which literally means "to come out of the trace". It refers to a serious change in the mental state that leads to confusion and reduced awareness of the environment. This change is often accompanied by perceptual symptoms, such as hallucinations, or by cognitive symptoms such as disorientation and memory loss [2]. Nevertheless, rather than a symptom, delirium is a complex neurocognitive syndrome characterized by brain dysfunction with perturbations in the degree of consciousness, attention, thinking, perception, memory, psychomotor behavior, emotional sphere, and sleep–wake rhythm [3]. These clinical features differentiate delirium from a state of agitation that can be due to other undetected symptoms or physical needs (e.g., pain or full bladder).

2. The extent of the problem
In the palliative care setting, delirium represents a frequent clinical condition. In patients with advanced cancer, for instance, research showed that its prevalence varies from 13 to 88% [4]. Despite on admission delirium prevalence ranges between 13 to 42%, the higher prevalence occurs in the last 24 to 48 hours of life (terminal delirium), when the phenomenon becomes part of the complex picture of multiorgan dysfunction [5]; in this context, delirium is particularly difficult to treat, and it is considered as the predominant symptom for starting terminal sedation [1]. Overall, the reversibility is about 30% [6] and failure to respond to treatment may become indicative of a worse prognosis already after the first week of palliative care [7].

Despite its high prevalence and clinical significance, delirium is poorly sought; of note, Rainsford et al. [8] demonstrated that the diagnosis of delirium was performed only in 30% of in-hospice patients.
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3. Mechanism and causes

The genesis of delirium is multifactorial. In general, all conditions that can induce a neuroinflammatory process are potential causes of delirium. Through the action of cytokines, chemokines, tumor necrosis factor-alpha, and other inflammatory agents (e.g., interleukin (IL)-1, and IL-6), a cascade of events is activated; it culminates in endothelial and microvascular damage and alterations of the blood–brain barrier. Again, disorders of neurotransmitter pathways such as the dopamine and acetylcholine systems, involving respectively dopamine excess or acetylcholine depletion, have a key role in the pathophysiology of delirium [9]. Further, in clinically ill patients, the impairment of cerebral oxidative metabolism is another potential mechanism to be considered [10].

Although drugs such as opioids, anticholinergic drugs, steroids, chemotherapies and metabolic disorders such as metabolic encephalopathy, nutritional deficiencies, electrolyte disturbances, dehydration are the main inducers of delirium, many conditions can provoke delirium. These causes include constipation, infections, hematological changes, paraneoplastic syndromes, brain neoplasms, central nervous system (CNS) secondarisms, seizure disorders, hypoxia, hypo/hypercarbia, and environmental factors. Several acronyms are commonly used to memorize and recognize potential causes. Sometimes the cause of the delirium cannot be found (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMES</th>
<th>Drugs</th>
<th>Infections</th>
<th>Metabolic</th>
<th>Environmental</th>
<th>Structural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THINK</td>
<td>Toxic Situations such as shock, dehydration, deliriogenic medications, organ failure</td>
<td>Hypoxemia</td>
<td>Infections</td>
<td>Immobilization</td>
<td>Non-pharmacological interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELIRIUM</td>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>Electrolyte disturbances</td>
<td>Lack of drugs withdrawals</td>
<td>Infection</td>
<td>Reduced sensory input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I WATCH DEATH</td>
<td>Infections</td>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>Acute metabolic causes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>CNS pathology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Bush [3].

Table 1. Acronyms used to memorize possible causes of delirium in palliative care.
4. Clinical features

According to the type of psychomotor activity, there are three subtypes of delirium:

- **Hyperkinetic form.** It features agitation, restlessness, with or without hallucinations.

- **Hypokinetic form.** It is improperly referred to as “quiet delirium” or “acute encephalopathy”. This type is featured by apathy, declined responsiveness, reduced psychomotor function, withdrawn attitude, lethargy, and drowsiness.

- **Mixed form.** The person may exhibit a fluctuation between the hypoactive and hyperactive subtypes where there is an alternation between the hypokinetic form and the hyperkinetic form.

In palliative care, the hypoactive and mixed are the most frequent subtypes of delirium. The lack of tangible agitation and the erroneous belief that the patient is drowsy because of illness, drugs administered, or an underlying depressed habitus, make this subtype very often misunderstood. This is a serious care gap as hypoactive delirium is frequently associated with perceptual disturbances and distress [11].

5. Diagnosis

According to the recently updated guidelines of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), the assessment of delirium should be performed in all hospitalized patients who are at risk of experiencing it, including oncological and terminally ill patients (respectively up to 88% and 50% incidence) [12]. Despite this and other recommendations, the lack of a systematic assessment for delirium is a serious issue.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V, 2013) [2] defined delirium based on four criteria, namely:

- An alteration of consciousness characterized by a reduced ability to focus, maintain or shift attention.

- A cognitive change (such as memory deficit), language alteration, and the development of a perceptual disorder (such as delusion) that are not dependent on a pre-existing condition of dementia.

- A development of the disorder in a short time with daily fluctuations.

- Evidence collected from the medical history, physical examination and laboratory investigations that show that the disorder is caused by physical conditions resulting from a serious pathology, problems of alcohol abuse or drug intoxication, or withdrawal.

Of note, despite DSM-V is the gold standard for the diagnosis of delirium, it cannot be easily administered by non-psychiatrist personnel including nurses. This is a great limitation as nurses have constant contact with the patient throughout the day, and they could efficiently evaluate modifications in the patient’s attention and
awareness over time. Furthermore, diagnostic instruments for delirium are mostly based on the DSM-III or IV. Thus, many efforts are being made to validate updated versions or to develop new tools [13].

In addition to the DSM-V, the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) classification from the World Health Organization (WHO) is conventionally adopted. The 11th Revision (ICD-11) defined delirium as a neurocognitive disorder characterized by disturbed attention (i.e., reduced ability to direct, focus, sustain, and shift attention) and awareness (i.e., reduced orientation to the environment) that develops over a short period of time and tends to fluctuate during the course of a day, accompanied by other cognitive impairment such as memory deficit, disorientation, or impairment in language, visuospatial ability, or perception. Disturbance of the sleep-wake cycle (reduced arousal of acute onset or total sleep loss with reversal of the sleep-wake cycle) may also be present. The symptoms are attributable to a disorder or disease not classified under mental and behavioural disorders or to substance intoxication or withdrawal or to a medication’ [14]. Thus, this approach includes more details on non-cognitive features, and it seems to better address the problem of the diagnostic and pathophysiological difference between delirium and states of dementia.

Practically, suspicion of delirium can be induced by changes or fluctuations in usual behaviors. These fluctuations can occur in the day’s course, although more severe symptoms usually manifest during the evening and the night. The diagnosis of delirium requires healthcare professionals who are trained and competent in the diagnosis of delirium. It can be made by referring to tools or simple cognitive tests, for example by having the patient recite the days of the week or the months of the year. Among the most commonly used instruments, there are the Confusion Assessment Method (CAM) [15] and the Delirium Observation Screening (DOS) scale [16]. Although the choice of tool to be used depends on the level of training of the staff, commonly used tests may require a short training period. About CAM, the training manual is available at the website of the American Geriatrics Society [17]. On the contrary, the DOS can be administered without specific training.

The CAM method was also validated in palliative care [18]. It consists of a 9-item questionnaire and a diagnostic algorithm encompassing four items/features. In particular, the features “acute onset and fluctuating course” and “inattention” are needed, along with “disorganized thinking” or “altered level of consciousness” [3]. The DOS scale is a 13-item tool. Since each item can be scored 0 or 1, the total score can range from 0 to 13 and a score of ≥3 indicates delirium. Similar to CAM, it was validated in palliative care patients [19].

Among the other tools, there is the 5-item Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (Nu-DESC) [20]. As Bush et al. [21] highlighted, it offers poor sensitivity for detection of the hypoactive form and is not validated in palliative care. Other tools are the NEECHAM Confusion Scale [22], the 13-item Delirium Rating Scale (DRS) [23] and the Memorial Delirium Assessment Scale (MDAS). This latter was also validated in palliative care [24].

6. Prevention

Prevention is based on early recognition of any precipitating causes. Pharmacological interventions, including antipsychotics, are not recommended as prophylactic strategies. For this purpose, the NICE guidelines recommend only non-pharmacological interventions [12]. Avoiding polypharmacy, in particular delirogenic drugs such as benzodiazepines, opioids, and corticosteroids is of paramount importance for delirium prevention. Moreover, in all frail patients, and even more in the presence of risk factors for delirium, multi-component preventive
interventions must be implemented. These approaches are based on temporal–spatial reorientation, mobilization programs, sleep hygiene, maintenance of adequate hydration, and provision of visual and hearing aids, if used by the patient.

7. Therapy

Treatment of delirium often requires the combination of pharmacological (e.g. major tranquilizers) and non-pharmacological (reorientation, communication, and sleep hygiene) interventions tailored to the patient.

7.1 Causal therapy

Clinical and physical assessment including appropriate laboratory and radiological investigations can help identify the cause of the delirium. Moreover, rapid recognition and treatment of the underlying cause can often avoid resorting to more complex symptomatic pharmacological and non-pharmacological strategies. Treatment of the underlying cause may include:

- Correction of potential fluid or electrolyte disturbances
- Removal of potential pharmacological agents
- Removal of potential physical issues
- Adequate pain assessment (also looking for non-verbal signs in cognitively impaired individuals) and management [25]

For evaluating the delirogenic potential of drugs, optimizing the medication use, the DEL-FINE score can be used. Drugs (and drug withdrawal) are assigned a score ranging from “three = strong delirogenic potential” to “zero = no delirogenic potential”. For instance, a score of three is assigned to amitriptyline, atropine, clomipramine, and the withdrawal of benzodiazepines, ethanol, and opioids [26]. Nevertheless, the causal treatments can often be difficult as, even when the root cause is identified, it cannot be reversible. Therefore, symptomatic treatments are often used. These treatments include pharmacological therapy and non-pharmacological strategies.

7.2 Symptomatic treatment

Drugs useful for managing delirium may include antipsychotics and in selected cases benzodiazepines including diazepam, lorazepam, and midazolam. The latter class of drug can be indicated in the case of alcohol withdrawal or epilepsy delirium. Other drugs such as α-2 receptor agonists, psychostimulants, cholinesterase inhibitors, and melatonergic drugs are also used although no recommendations have been released so far.

About antipsychotics, it was demonstrated that both conventional (e.g., haloperidol) and atypical antipsychotics including olanzapine, risperidone, quetiapine, aripiprazole are effective in the treatment of delirium. Of note, the efficacy and safety of haloperidol at low doses (up to 10 mg/day) are comparable to those of atypical antipsychotics such as risperidone, olanzapine, and quetiapine [27]. In palliative care, haloperidol is one of the most used drugs. It is commonly administrated for the treatment of delirium and for the prevention and/or
treatment of nausea/vomiting (including the opioid-induced ones) [28]. Even if it represents the preferred drug in the treatment of delirium, its use is limited by concern for side effects. Usually, the onset of extrapyramidal disorders is dose-dependent and cardiotoxicity — QTc prolongation or torsades de pointes (with a QTc > 450–500 ms immediate drug withdrawal is recommended) — generally rarely occurs for low doses [29]. However, in patients under palliative care, many factors such as the severity of the underlying disease and organ damage, comorbidities, cachexia, hypoproteinemia, advanced age, and polytherapy can increase the risk of side effects. For example, haloperidol pharmacokinetics (Table 2) mostly depends on CYP2D6 functioning.

About doses, in mild delirium with no underlying psychiatric illness haloperidol can be used at the dose of 0.5–1 mg bid, both oral or subcutaneous (0.25–0.5 mg for elderly patients). In moderate delirium, the dose can be doubled. In severe and terminal delirium the dose is 0.5–4 mg both oral or subcutaneous (possibly repeated every 45–60 min) with a maximum of 2–20 mg/day.

Among the other antipsychotics, risperidone (0.5–4 mg/day) could be useful in patients requiring high doses of haloperidol or at high risk of developing haloperidol-induced extrapyramidal or cardiac effects. Olanzapine (2.5–10 mg/day, orally or i.m.) has an efficacy comparable to haloperidol but can induce sedation due to its antihistaminergic action; thus, it is not recommended in elderly patients with dementia or hypoactive delirium, although its use can be beneficial for the regulation of the sleep–wake rhythm [30]. Quetiapine (from 12.5–25 mg/day up to an average dose of 50–175 mg/day) has an intense antihistaminergic activity which can worsen confusion. It can also cause hypotension. Finally, the first-generation antipsychotic agent levomepromazine is also used to address intractable nausea or vomiting, and for severe delirium in the last days of life. This phenothiazine is administered orally or by subcutaneous bolus injection (10–25 mg, repeatable as required after 2 hours) or continuous subcutaneous infusion (25–100 mg/day).

It must be emphasized that the efficacy of antipsychotics and other pharmacological interventions for the treatment of delirium in palliative care is still under debate [31, 32]. The use of antipsychotics and/or other medications becomes inevitable for the management of hyperactive or mixed delirium with severe agitation and anxiety but they must be given short-term and at the lowest effective dose. Symptomatic therapy of delirium is also mandatory if it becomes a source of suffering.

---

| T1/2 | p.o.: after a single dose (e.g., 2–4 mg) 14.5–36.7 hrs; up to 21 days after chronic administration i.m.: 10.1–26.2 hrs i.v.: 20.7 hrs (decanoate i.m.: 21 days) |
| Onset of action | p.o.: > 1 hr. s.c.: 10–15 min i.v.: seconds |
| Duration of action | s.c.: up to 24 hrs i.m.: 4–6 hrs |
| Vd | 9.5–21.7 L/kg |
| PPB | 92% |
| Cl | 0.9–1.5 l/kg/h |

Abbreviations: p.o., oral; i.m., intramuscular; s.c., subcutaneous; i.v., intravenous; Vd: Volume of distribution; PPB, Plasma protein binding; Cl, Clearance.

---

Table 2. Main haloperidol pharmacokinetics.
7.3 Non-pharmacological strategies

Non-pharmacological approaches such as behavioral and educational interventions, and cognitive activities as well as methods aimed at improving sleep, vision, and hearing functioning, are useful for addressing the issue of delirium. Encouraging family visits is another effective non-pharmacological strategy to be strengthened.

Communication strategies play a role of fundamental importance. Among the many examples reported, those proposed by the Mother Élisabeth Bruyère health care organization seem to be simple and effective. According to these suggestions, it is mandatory to use a calming voice, speak slowly and in short simple sentences, present one idea at a time and if needed, repeat the sentence. It is also suggested to avoid contradicting the person, accepting his/her arguments. Finally, rapid movements or gestures that can be misinterpreted as aggressive must be avoided [33].

8. Conclusion

Although clinical experience and scientific evidence underline that delirium can lead to multiple clinical and healthcare problems and that its timely recognition and treatment can induce a remission of the clinical picture, screening of cognitive conditions and delirium remains an unmet need. As the efficacy of pharmacological treatments has not yet been proven, greater efforts must be focused on prevention and early diagnosis. In short, the strategies to be adopted for prevention are quite codified. It is crucial to recognize potential risk factors and, since according to the ICD-11, delirium is essentially featured by disturbed attention and awareness, a careful evaluation of changes in usual behaviors is mandatory. The suspicion, in turn, must direct towards the administration of validated tools. Although the effectiveness of antipsychotics and other pharmacological treatments is still questioned, the use of these drugs is especially necessary for the treatment of hyperactive or mixed delirium featuring severe agitation and self or hetero-injurious behaviors. The hypoactive subtype, although very frequent, is little recognized and requires multicomponent non-pharmacological approaches.
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Abstract
In this chapter we discuss the delivery of palliative care in the paediatric intensive care unit environment. Illustrated by challenging cases, we describe the role of intensive care in symptom management for the child with terminal or life-limiting illness. We detail the importance of a multidisciplinary team and their roles in the provision of individualised care for the child and their family. The importance of family-centred care and advance care planning is expanded upon. In addition, we explore end of life issues that are particular to children in intensive care such as withdrawal of life-sustaining therapies and organ donation. Finally, we discuss how to ensure the delivery of high-quality palliative care in the paediatric intensive care environment.
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1. Introduction

Although modern medicine has undoubtedly improved survival among children with life-limiting disease, there remains a substantial requirement for paediatric palliative care. Approximately 21 million children per year need the input of palliative care medicine [1].

Infants, children and adolescents who may benefit from a palliative approach to their care fall into four patterns of disease progression [2, 3]:

1. Conditions for which potentially curative treatments have failed (e.g. malignancy)
2. Life-limiting conditions for which certain treatments may prolong life, but premature death still occurs (e.g. cystic fibrosis)
3. Conditions for which treatment is almost exclusively palliative but their progression may be slow and protracted (e.g. congenital cardiac defects, neurodegenerative disease)
4. Non progressive neurological conditions which result in an increased susceptibility to complications and premature death (e.g. cerebral palsy)
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Paediatric Intensive Care has similarly seen the mortality amongst children decrease substantially in the last two decades to less that 5% [4]. With improved survival rates, we have also noticed an increasing need for palliative care in the management of the sequelae of chronic and progressive medical illness amongst our patients.

Palliative care in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) may therefore be used in the following contexts [5]:

- Life-threatening illness where life-sustaining therapies have been deemed futile and must be withdrawn.
- Uncontrollable symptoms requiring advanced care which is not available or practical on the regular ward.
- Significant morbidity secondary to progressive non-malignant illness or a chronic life-limiting conditions [6].

Delivery of palliative care in PICU requires both acceptance by the child’s family that their length of life will be short, and a holistic approach from a multidisciplinary team. A focus on symptom control and family-centred care at the end of a child’s life may improve the experience of death for both patient and family unit [7]. We aim to facilitate a period of time for the family which will be associated with positive memories [8].

2. The role of PICU in symptom management

‘Relief of pain and other symptoms’ is one of the domains of high-quality palliative care in the PICU [9]. The purpose of symptom management is to maximise comfort and improve quality of life for the child in their final hours, days or months [10]. Optimal management requires an understanding of the underlying disease process and anticipation of symptoms that may arise. Symptoms are particular to each individual patient and can vary substantially [11].

Studies show that bereaved parents have rated the management of end of life symptoms poorly [12] and it is therefore important to provide individualized care which is both tailored to the patient’s specific symptoms, and acceptable within the broader context of their family.

Symptom management may be provided with non-pharmacological or pharmacological means. Although a constellation of symptoms may be seen in the child receiving palliative care, here we discuss problematic symptoms that may arise in PICU.

2.1 Pain management

Pain assessment and management is fundamental to good palliative care practice. Our goal is to alleviate pain and the fear that it garners in the child and family [13].

Pain is assessed using age-appropriate tools [14], and attention is paid to the impact of pain upon the family unit [15]. We initiate pain management in a manner that is similar to that on the ward, with adherence to the WHO analgesic ladder [16] and utilisation of opioids as the cornerstone of therapy. We employ non-pharmacological measures such as physiotherapy and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) in conjunction with pharmacological therapies.
We are often presented with patients with recalcitrant pain where alternatives to opioid therapy are sought. These patients may have developed opioid tolerance, side effects with increased doses or may have infiltrative or neuropathic pain that is poorly responsive to opioids.

Despite the absence of convincing evidence for their efficacy [17, 18], adjuvant agents such as clonidine, ketamine and intravenous lignocaine [19, 20] may produce a significant improvement in pain.

Other specific pain therapies may also be employed for intractable pain or to mitigate against intolerable effects of analgesic agents. Peripheral nerve blocks can be used for discrete, well-defined areas of pain secondary to tumour infiltration [21] and, may encompass neurolytic methods for permanent pain relief. Spinal administration of opioids, local anaesthetics, baclofen or other adjuvants may also be used to good effect [22]. Involvement of specialties such as anaesthesiology, pain medicine and neurosurgery can support the institution of these therapies.

2.2 Psychological support

Many children, regardless of age, will experience psychological issues at the end of life. PICU staff must actively seek and attempt to address these matters as research has shown that psychological issues at the end of life are often under recognised by staff [12, 23]. A clinical psychologist should be involved and can provide evidence-based interventions for emotional or behavioural symptoms [24]. Therapeutic interventions such as cognitive behavioural therapy and relaxation strategies are used in conjunction with pharmacological treatment for relief of distressing symptoms.

Although anxiety may be present throughout a life-limiting illness, it may be particularly pronounced at the end of life. The child may express a fear of death itself, or a fear of uncontrolled pain and suffering around the time of death [25]. Parental anxiety and fear can strongly influence this. Management is dependent upon the age and understanding of the child. Guided by the parents, a degree of open communication about their condition and provision of verbal reassurance may alleviate anxiety significantly. Conservative strategies such as relaxation, meditation, or music therapy are also beneficial. This complementary therapy can play a significant role in the provision of holistic care to patients and their families. If drug therapy is deemed necessary, benzodiazepines may be useful anxiolytics.

Cerebral irritability is occasionally a feature in the paediatric patient receiving palliative care. The child may be agitated and inconsolable. Reassurance, and the creation of a peaceful environment can be complementary to pharmacologic strategies. Gabapentin has been shown to be effective in these cases [26], but may not always be practical due to its enteral route of administration. Alternative drugs which may be utilised in cases of severe distress include; levomepromazine; clonidine; chloral hydrate and lorazepam. Formulations can be made specifically by pharmacy to allow rectal or buccal administration.

2.3 Other symptoms and their management

2.3.1 Bleeding

Thrombocytopenia, coagulopathy or local tumour effects may cause bleeding in the dying child. Simple measures can be utilised in the case of haemorrhage. The child can be nursed on dark coloured bedding. Tranexamic acid- soaked gauze can be applied to bleeding mucous membranes and adrenaline- soaked gauze can be applied directly to bleeding points. Occasionally, blood transfusion may be
administered. Although this could be seen as controversial in the dying patient, justifica-
tion is based on whether transfusion has the potential to improve the patient’s symptoms [27]. Catastrophic bleeding, as may be seen in acute pulmonary haemor-
rhage, can be both a distressing and terminal event. Subcutaneous or intravenous morphine and midazolam should be administered in this scenario to ensure comfort of the patient.

2.3.2 Dyspnoea and secretions

Dyspnoea refers to the subjective sensation of finding it difficult to breathe and, may be a particularly distressing symptom for the child and family. It is important to rule out treatable causes of dyspnoea in the dying child, such as pulmonary oedema, pleural effusion, anaemia and anxiety. Simple supportive measures that may improve the child’s comfort include gentle suctioning, positioning and mouth care. More specific therapies such as bronchodilators and diuretics may be administered. Interdisciplinary discussion should take place regarding the relative benefits and risks of more invasive interventions such as pleural drain or blood transfusion.

Excessive secretions are common in all stages of palliative care. Gentle suctioning and positioning to allow drainage can also be helpful here. Pharmacological measures for excessive secretions include hyoscine hydrobromide or glycopyrro-
nium bromide.

When entering the terminal phase, secretions may pool in the upper airways and cause particularly distressing sounds, also known as the ‘death rattle’. When secretions are linked with dyspnoea, administration of morphine or midazolam can be considered. Dosing intervals are based upon a perceivable change in the child’s dyspnoea or distress.

To illustrate the role of paediatric critical care medicine in symptom manage-
ment, a series of case vignettes are provided below. Each is a challenging case where symptoms have been difficult to optimise on the regular ward, necessitating referral to the PICU team.

**Case 1:**
A 4-year-old with ALL who was referred from the ward team with severe chemotherapy related mucositis and painful dermatitis. His pain had been difficult to control despite using IV morphine boluses and regular clonidine. The patient was distressed and unable to take oral fluids. A ketamine infusion was commenced with a good improvement in patient comfort. This infusion was continued over a period of days until improvement was seen in his dermatological condition. The infusion was gradually weaned and discontinued, and the patient was suitable to be transferred back to the oncology ward.

**Case 2:**
A 2-year-old with a terminal pelvic malignancy had invasion of her lumbosacral plexus and severe neuropathic pain. Standard palliative analgesic regimens had been unsuccessful. An intravenous infusion of lignocaine was commenced with some improvement in her symptoms. An intrathecal catheter was sited, and infusion of opioids with local anaesthetic provided her with greatly improved pain relief in her final days.

**Case 3:**
A neonate with central respiratory depression, seizures and limb contractures was admitted to PICU for non-invasive ventilation. A palliative care referral was made, and gabapentin was commenced for central irritability. He was subsequently discharged to the ward.
3. Communication

Communication plays a key role in the delivery of high-quality end of life care in PICU [28, 29]. In this highly technical environment, the discussion of diagnoses, interventions and prognoses must be delivered using language that the patient and family will easily understand.

When the clinical trajectory shifts and the goals of care are realigned to focus upon comfort measures, this can be a particularly stressful and disorientating time for the family. High-quality communication during this time can reduce the risk of stress-related disorders in the bereaved family [30].

As discussion shifts from procedure-oriented conversations to planning the initiation of palliative care, the PICU clinician may be out of their comfort zone [31]. Research shows that clinicians prefer to discuss technical medical issues rather than emotional issues pertaining to quality of life [32]. It is, however, important for us to recognize that by building an empathetic relationship based on information sharing, we foster a supportive relationship with the family [33].

Family conferences are an essential communication platform when a child is undergoing palliative care in the PICU [34]. Members of the team and the family have the opportunity to discuss goals of care in the context of the patient’s clinical condition and the family values. A trusting relationship can be built with the family and this can facilitate the transition from critical care provision to the delivery of palliative care.

Although clinicians attribute considerable importance to family conferences [35], communication with the family in PICU most frequently occurs at the bedside [33]. Regardless of location, every interaction with the family is an opportunity to build trust and understanding. The team may consider appointment of one reliable point of contact, such as a specialist nurse for the family. This will facilitate relationship building with the family and provide for consistency in communications [36].

The PICU team must be cognisant of the following barriers to effective communication that can exist: delivery of inconsistent messages regarding the care plan; time constraints; the stressful environment; and a deficit of communication training [37].

Communication strategies that have been shown to improve the end of life experience for families in PICU include: participation of the family in decision-making; limiting the use of medical terminology; displaying honesty when a child has a poor prognosis and compassionately sharing family grief [38].

4. Family-centred care

The delivery of palliative care to a child in PICU often represents a shift away from technical critical care interventions and cure-focused management. Emotional support and quality of life become key priorities, in addition to a focus upon family-centred care.

End of life decision-making for a child is a complex and emotional process and encouragement of a family-centred approach has been shown to result in greater family satisfaction [39]. Information sharing with the family and their participation in the decision-making process are both important.

The medical team should pay close attention to the information needs and preferences of patients and their families [40], particularly when providing technical information within the often stressful PICU environment. Difficult conversations
may take place during a challenging and exhausting time for the family, and professionals should provide measured and consistent communication.

Key to collaborative decision-making is a steadfast and trusted relationship between the family and those involved in the child’s care. It is important to recognize that not all families will want to lead the decision-making process, particularly regarding end of life care [7]. We see a spectrum of preferred decision-making roles with some families expressing a preference for delegation of decisions to clinicians, and others wanting a more prominent role in the process [41]. Family-centred care should also focus on maintaining the dignity of the family throughout the child’s PICU stay. The physical and cultural environment in PICU exerts a contextual influence on the delivery of care [42] and, even simple institutional efforts can have a profound impact on the family. Forgoing visiting restrictions to allow parental presence at the bedside, provision of family accommodation and simple measures such as covering the cost of car parking and meals will support the family during this difficult time.

5. Advance care planning

Children and their families should be provided with support in developing an Advance Care Plan (ACP) which is reflective of their wishes concerning management of their illness and end of life care. An ACP will allow families and care providers to plan for the management of both reversible deteriorations in health and irreversible changes at the end of life. This individualised approach to care has the potential to improve patient quality of life and satisfaction [43].

The ACP should be documented in the patient’s medical record where it can be shared amongst all caregivers. The family and medical team may wish to update the ACP to reflect redirection of care and reprioritisation of treatment goals as the child’s illness progresses.

Ideally the ACP will be in place before the child is referred to PICU, but this is not always feasible, particularly in the case of an acute deterioration. PICU medical staff should be aware of any ACP that is in place and, if there is none, provide honest and clear communication to families regarding the perceived benefits, risks and invasiveness of critical care interventions [23]. This discussion can be particularly distressing for the family and all members of the multidisciplinary team will be invaluable in providing them with support in their decision-making.

In certain circumstances, a child may have an antenatal diagnosis of a life-limiting condition and ACPs are devised with the parents in antenatal period.

6. Re-direction of care on PICU and withdrawal of life-sustaining therapies

The re-direction of therapeutic goals in PICU requires careful planning, knowledgeable staff and high-quality communication. Following the decision to prioritise the patient’s comfort, certain invasive therapeutic measures are electively ceased. Staff must anticipate symptoms or problems that may arise during this period and support the family in this stressful time.

6.1 Withdrawal of ventilatory support

The initiation of invasive ventilation is prompted by severe physiological derangement or the inability of the patient to protect the airway. Mechanical
ventilation may be provided via an endotracheal tube or tracheostomy and is typically anticipated to be a temporising measure until clinical stability is restored. In cases where it has been decided that invasive ventilation is no longer in the child’s best interest, the process of withdrawal of ventilatory support commences.

PICU staff must be familiar with the appropriate incorporation of extubation into the end of life care. Post-extubation symptoms such as dyspnoea, secretion retention and agitation must be anticipated and managed appropriately [44]. Not every extubation will be a terminal event and staff should anticipate that the child may survive for a period of hours or days following the withdrawal of ventilatory support [44].

There should be clear communication with the family around this time. It is essential to explain the practicalities of tracheal extubation, the anticipated patient response to extubation and to decide upon a plan for symptom management in the period following extubation.

On occasion, PICU may facilitate the withdrawal of ventilatory support outside of the intensive care unit. The provision of choice in location of end of life care is increasingly advocated [45] and the child or family may express a wish to die on a ward, in hospice or at home [46, 47]. Meticulous interdisciplinary planning is required if an out-of-hospital setting is chosen [48]. The practicalities of transferring a dying child, with the potential for terminal physiological instability during transfer, must be communicated to both family and caregivers.

In some cases of life-limiting illness, we have performed tracheostomy in intubated patients to facilitate discharge to the ward or home [49].

6.2 Withdrawal of extracorporeal life support

Extracorporeal life support (ECLS), or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), provides mechanical circulatory support to children with cardiac or respiratory failure refractory to maximal conventional medical therapy. Although ECMO outcomes have improved [50], a number of patients will have persistent cardiac or respiratory dysfunction and cannot be successfully liberated from ECLS. Withdrawal of ECMO will be a palliative measure in these cases.

 Withdrawal from this highly technical life-sustaining therapy requires collaboration with our surgical colleagues who may facilitate ‘bridging’ or separation from the ECMO circuit, or surgical removal of ECMO cannulae.

 Patients who have had ECLS for a period of time may have received prolonged high dose benzodiazepine and opioid infusions [51]. Issues such as tolerance and dependence should be anticipated as the patient may survive for a period of time after ECMO decannulation.

6.3 Transition to the ward or home

Some patients may be able to transition to the ward or to their home for their final days. This period of transition should be managed with care due to the potential for creation of additional distress for the family. The family may be concerned that the patient will not get sufficient attention on the ward and can be upset at the realisation that discharge from PICU is a definite move away from active medical treatment.

The palliative care team should be involved in this process and can provide continuity of care for the patient on the ward or, refer to community-based services. Ideally, they will already have been involved in the care of the patient and attended family conferences during the patient’s stay in the PICU.
Discharge should be planned and occur in daytime hours as much as is feasible. All members of the multidisciplinary team should be aware of the planned discharge and give advice with regards to ongoing care.

7. Special considerations in paediatric palliative care

Certain aspects of palliative care management of the child differ from that of the adult. Home care is generally preferred by the child and family [3, 52]. Research suggests that parents of children who die at home have less adverse psychological effects following the death of their child than those whose children die in the hospital setting [53]. The European Association of Palliative Care provides expected standards for paediatric palliative care and advocates for the provision of palliative care within the chosen setting of the child and family [54].

Whilst family are usually involved in the palliative care of every patient, the family unit is particularly central to paediatric palliative care. Parental presence is more frequent and their dual role as direct caregivers and legal guardians can contribute to more complex and emotionally fraught end of life decisions.

Consideration must also be given to siblings of the child who is receiving palliative care. The loss of a sibling can be devastating, and so too can the course of their sibling’s illness and the series of events that has led to the decision to pursue palliative care. Feelings of isolation and distress can be compounded by an emotionally distracted and sometimes physically absent parent. Unresolved, these feelings may manifest as emotional or behavioural disturbances, disengagement from school, or psychosomatic complaints [55].

The lasting after-effect of the death of a child can be devastating and life-changing for both parents and siblings. A robust bereavement care plan is important in the context as a form of preventative health intervention.

8. Bereavement support

A family’s experience of the death of a child in PICU can have significant and long-lasting impacts on their bereavement journey [56]. Attention to supportive bereavement practices within an institution is critical to assuage lasting, pathological ill effects.

Bereaved parents have recommended many low-cost resources that can support other families going through the same process [57]. These include simple interventions such as provision of a private room, creation of photographic mementos, and direct assistance to parents after the death of the child.

It is impossible to standardise bereavement aftercare as every family will have an individual response. It should be routine practice to offer information and services. The family should be provided with written information regarding the practical aspects of the mortuary or post-mortem examination process, if applicable. Information regarding counselling or bereavement support groups should also be provided.

In our institution, we routinely have a meeting with bereaved families in the months following their child’s death. This provides an opportunity for the family to ask lingering questions and for healthcare professionals to offer further bereavement support or identify the requirement for specific psychological support.
9. Organ donation

Organ donation may be considered if criteria are met and if the family wishes for this. Donation may occur after brainstem death or in certain cases after death has been confirmed using circulatory criteria.

Donation can be a difficult subject to discuss with the family and, family refusal, or reluctance of practitioners to broach the topic, can be barriers to organ donation in children. Prior studies have shown that families who did not consent to donation did so due to: religious or cultural beliefs; believing that the child had suffered enough; or feeling that the donation process was too lengthy [58]. It is important to remember the sensitive nature of these concerns when discussing organ donation with the family and to provide them with support during the decision-making process [59].

The donation process requires a significant work from the PICU team. They must engage with local or national organ donation coordinators and facilitate relevant investigations. The benefits of organ donation include improved quality of life for the recipient and potential beneficial effects on the bereavement process of the parents [60].

10. The multidisciplinary team

Palliative care in PICU is delivered by a multidisciplinary team in an effort to provide a holistic approach to address the needs of the child and their family. In addition to PICU medical and nursing staff, the team ideally includes the following staff members:

- **Physiotherapy:**
  The physiotherapist facilitates interventions such as therapeutic massage, passive movements and positioning. They provide education for the family and carers regarding patient transfers and respiratory care.

- **Psychology:**
  A clinical psychologist can assess and assist in the management of emotional or behavioural disturbances in the child.

- **Complementary therapist:**
  Therapies such as, aromatherapy, massage, music and reflexology may improve the patient’s quality of life or psychological wellbeing [61].

- **Pastoral care:**
  Involvement of the local pastoral care team can provide spiritual and religious support for family and staff caring for a child with life-limiting or terminal illness. Some families may wish to have their own faith leader present on PICU.

- **Social workers:**
  Medical social workers are key support for the parents. They will assist the family with planning, finances and minimising the impact on the patient’s siblings. Some parents have difficulty accepting the need for palliative care for their child [36] and social work can refer them for specific psychological or bereavement support.
As aforementioned, routine meetings between the family and the interdisciplinary team should provide the family with consistent communication about the child’s clinical condition and agree upon treatment goals. All team members are provided with an opportunity to discuss the patient and support the medical team and family with difficult decision-making.

11. Audit, quality assurance and follow-up

A focus on audit and quality improvement is key to the delivery of high-quality palliative care in PICU. There are many evidence-based guidelines [62] which specify standards for provision of a comprehensive paediatric palliative care service. Undertaking audit against such guidelines is essential to gauge whether care is adequate and also provides the impetus to develop local quality improvement plans.

Another simple means of assessing a unit’s performance is to conduct surveys amongst both the PICU staff and parents. This will identify areas that need to be improved upon and inform local research.

It is important that the institution recognises the need to educate care providers regarding palliative care practices. Education may take place in the form of multidisciplinary teaching sessions, provision of online resources or provision of funding for staff to gain additional qualifications such as a diploma or masters in palliative care.

Development of an integrated care pathway for palliative care in PICU will provide guidance for staff. All members of the multidisciplinary team should have input in the creation of such a document. It should function as a guide in the delivery of palliative care but recognise the importance of individual patient needs.

As aforementioned, in our institution we meet with bereaved parents in the months following a child’s death. We also have an ethical duty to support our staff who can be left with a profound emotional impact from caring for a dying child. A helpful means of debriefing is the ‘Schwartz Round’, where the multidisciplinary team can discuss the emotional impact of their work [63]. This enables staff to support each other and can strengthen relationships within the team.

12. Conclusions

Palliative care in PICU can be a complex process. Paediatric patients may require palliative care for a variety of reasons and interventions should be tailored to each specific patient. The goals of care are to enhance quality of life and relieve suffering of patients and their families.

Ideally the patient, family and multidisciplinary team will form a shared plan to guide their palliative care journey. Regular family conferences should take place to continue this collaborative process and build relationships between the family and caregivers.

Processes such as redirection of care, withdrawal of life-sustaining therapies and organ donation should be approached by the team with sensitivity and compassion.

As not all children will have an advance care plan, the PICU team need to be equipped to deliver end of life care and guidance should be in place to facilitate this. Regular audit of outcomes should guide quality improvement in palliative care practices in the PICU.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PICU</td>
<td>Paediatric Intensive Care Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>Cognitive Behavioural Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACP</td>
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</tr>
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<td>ECLS</td>
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<tr>
<td>ECMO</td>
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Chapter 3
Home Based Palliative Care
Sourav Goswami

Abstract
Palliative care aims at improving the quality of life of a patient who is suffering from a chronic serious ailment like that of advanced cancer. Nobody wants to be away from his/her own family, especially when it's known, he has limited days to live in this world. A patient gets the best treatment when it's given in his own home and that too by his close ones. When palliative care is provided at the patient's home, it provides a sense of safety, privacy, confidentiality and peace of mind for the patient. Specialist home-based palliative care improves symptom control, health-related communication and psychosocial support. It helps in better preparing the patient and the family members to accept death. It is provided by a team of trained members which includes doctor, nurse, social worker, volunteers, physiotherapist etc. They pay regular visits at the home of the patient and provide necessary health care to the patient. Considering the increasing cost of treatment of chronic illnesses, it's sometimes hard on the part of the family to continue treatment in a hospital or hospice. It's especially true in scenarios where population are not protected financially, in countries like India. The family members also play a vital role in home-based palliative care. They get trained from the team to learn the basics of palliation. Home based palliative care needs to be integrated into regular home health care services.

Keywords: palliative care, home based, quality of life, Home PAL

1. Introduction
In today's world, non-communicable diseases like cancer, dementia, renal failure etc. are increasing in leaps and bounds. They need long term care for their chronic condition [1]. It has been estimated that around 1.5 billion people experience chronic pain round the world, and an estimated 61 million people endure unrelieved serious health-related suffering globally [1–3]. Many of them result in increasing morbidity making patients critically ill. Death is inevitable, but, today's era is giving more importance to the quality of life lived than its longevity [4]. Here comes the role of palliative care, which helps improve the quality of one's life especially in his last days and tries to decrease the burden of the disease. World Health Organization (WHO) has defined Palliative care as an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families experiencing problems related to life-threatening disease [5]. It is provided through the prevention, assessment and treatment of pain and other physical, psychosocial and spiritual problems.

In general, palliative care mostly functions in hospitals where the patient is admitted or may be in day care basis, where the patient needs to pay a visit to the hospital on regular basis for some procedures or sessions that help in alleviating their pain and other symptoms. Palliative care should be an admixture with the curative form of treatment which should begin from the early part of patient...
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Abstract

Palliative care aims at improving the quality of life of a patient who is suffering from a chronic serious ailment like that of advanced cancer. Nobody wants to be away from his/her own family, especially when it’s known, he has limited days to live in this world. A patient gets the best treatment when it’s given in his own home and that too by his close ones. When palliative care is provided at the patient’s home, it provides a sense of safety, privacy, confidentiality and peace of mind for the patient. Specialist home-based palliative care improves symptom control, health-related communication and psychosocial support. It helps in better preparing the patient and the family members to accept death. It is provided by a team of trained members which includes doctor, nurse, social worker, volunteers, physiotherapist etc. They pay regular visits at the home of the patient and provide necessary health care to the patient. Considering the increasing cost of treatment of chronic illnesses, it’s sometimes hard on the part of the family to continue treatment in a hospital or hospice. It’s especially true in scenarios where population are not protected financially, in countries like India. The family members also play a vital role in home-based palliative care. They get trained from the team to learn the basics of palliation. Home based palliative care needs to be integrated into regular home health care services.
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1. Introduction

In today’s world, non-communicable diseases like cancer, dementia, renal failure etc. are increasing in leaps and bounds. They need long term care for their chronic condition [1]. It has been estimated that around 1.5 billion people experience chronic pain round the world, and an estimated 61 million people endure unrelieved serious health-related suffering globally [1–3]. Many of them result in increasing morbidity making patients critically ill. Death is inevitable, but, today’s era is giving more importance to the quality of life lived than its longevity [4]. Here comes the role of palliative care, which helps improve the quality of one’s life especially in his last days and tries to decrease the burden of the disease. World Health Organization (WHO) has defined Palliative care as an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families experiencing problems related to life-threatening disease [5]. It is provided through the prevention, assessment and treatment of pain and other physical, psychosocial and spiritual problems.

In general, palliative care mostly functions in hospitals where the patient is admitted or may be in day care basis, where the patient needs to pay a visit to the hospital on regular basis for some procedures or sessions that help in alleviating their pain and other symptoms. Palliative care should be an admixture with the curative form of treatment which should begin from the early part of patient
management. The patient, especially in his end stage of life, is happy to be with his near and dear ones, in his known home environment. This has built up the foundation of the concept of Home based palliative care (Home PAL) [6].

2. Understanding ‘Home based palliative care’ (Home PAL)

Home PAL is a form of palliative care that provides all the basic needs (physical, psychological, and moral) to the patient who is suffering from a chronic debilitating disease like advanced cancer, lung, renal, cardiac disease or may be dementia [7], in their homes or in a homely environment. The Home Pal is provided by a trained multidisciplinary team of doctors, nurses, social workers, physiotherapists, volunteers and others as per the need of the disease progression. The care provided by the team is at par with the standard palliative care practiced in the hospitals, institutions or hospices [8].

Teams of doctors, nurses, social workers and chaplains travel primarily to patients’ homes and also to the rehabilitation centres and help in long term care of the patients, who are suffering from terminal illnesses.

3. Importance of home PAL

3.1 For the patient

The general principles of Palliative care [9] hold good in case of Home PAL as well, which can be briefly narrated as follows:

• Controlling the distressing symptoms of illness, like pain relief, etc.

• Independence.

• Intends neither to hasten nor postpone death. Rather it provides emotional, spiritual and cultural wellbeing to the patient.

• Planning for the future.

• Preparing oneself for the inevitable – death. Affirms life and regards dying as a normal process

• Will enhance quality of life, and may also positively influence the course of illness

• Caring for their family and carers.

But, to achieve those stated above, the patient should be at his peace of mind. Peace of mind comes, when he dwells in a peaceful environment which he is accustomed with since long – his own home. No one wants to die alone. Everybody wants to have his near and dear ones by his side when he is in his death bed [10].

The patient gains more confidence, when he is getting his treatment in his death bed, caregivers often neglect their own needs. This neglect, over time, makes a person suffering from any chronic critical illness is in a debilitated state. He is not in a position to take care of himself. There comes the role of family members

3.2 For the caregiver

A person suffering from any chronic critical illness is in a debilitated state. He is not in a position to take care of himself. There comes the role of family members...
who come forward to take care of their loved one. Informal care by family members is unique in developing countries like India when compared with the developed world where care giving is usually in the form of paid formal care. But, this transition from being a close relative to a caregiver occurs so quickly that many a times they are not prepared for it. While providing care for their ill loved one, who is in his death bed, caregivers often neglect their own needs. This neglect, over time, comes as a heavy toll on the overall well-being of a caregiver and they feel stressed – physically, emotionally and financially [11].

That is the reason why quality of life of patient’s families has been included in the WHO’s definition of Palliative care. The family members are at ease, when the patient receives treatment at home. It saves their time and money in traveling to the hospital. They can continue their regular chores and at the same time they can also learn and get trained from the expert team of Home PAL, few of the basic measures of providing palliative care like giving the proper medicine at proper time, providing physical and psychological support when needed. This helps in building confidence among the family caregivers [12]. They feel happy when their work (in the form of patient’s care taking) gets recognized and they feel that their minor help is making a major impact in the quality life of the patient.

The home-based care services ensure continuity of care for patients and empower the caregiver in the family by teaching them simple and cost effective methods of patient care.

4. Things to be done to set up Home PAL

   Home PAL service can be set up in a quite simple manner. The following are a gist of activities to be performed to set up the home based palliative care [13].

   Like any program to be launched, we need to conduct a need base evaluation for the home based palliative care. It will help us to identify the beneficiaries, their requirements and to check if we have enough logistics to support the program. Logistics will be in term of man, material, money and time.

   Once the team or the institute is satisfied with the basic evaluation, competent authorities need to be involved, informed and necessary permissions need to be taken. There is a need for setting up a formal office for the Home PAL.

   Now, the action plan needs to be framed, scanned, verified and edited. This includes the resource based evaluation and what all services should be included in the charter needs to be finalized.

   The Home PAL team needs to be trained efficiently in palliative care. It would be best if a trained nurse and a trained doctor can be included in the team, to begin with. If not, the dedicated team needs to get trained from a dedicated training center of palliative care.

   The goal of home based palliative care is to involve community volunteers in the team. So, the community volunteers needs to be identified and proper training needs to be undertaken. The resource based evaluation, as described earlier should include the financial requirement for purchasing the necessary supplies, transportation costs and salary of the Home PAL team.

   In Home PAL, the team needs to travel to the homes of the patients, which will be away from the mother institute or hospital. So, the primary care team or health workers, both government and private, need to be contacted and should be included in the community based Home PAL team. It will help in emergency care and support to the ailing patient, in times, when the Home PAL team will not be available. Also, it will help in quicker diagnosis of any emergency and better management including referral to higher centers.
IEC (Information Education Communication) and BCC (Behavior Change Communication) has a great role to play in the success of the Home PAL program. It calls for involving the public health personals, both government and private, who work with the community of that locality. The media needs to be involved as well, for better propagation of the news and information of the Home PAL. Home PAL calls for a wider support and participation from the whole community including the villagers, students, political leaders and governmental staff, for the program to succeed in achieving what it aims to do.

5. Components of Home PAL

To carry out Home PAL, we need to have a dedicated team, trained in palliative care. The patient’s need to be identified beforehand. The local volunteers needs to be recruited. They are the contact persons, who would inform the households regarding the date and time of visit of the Home PAL team. Many a times, a member of the Home PAL team may directly contact a family member of the patient and inform him of their time of visit. So, the household should possess a mobile or a telephone for easier contact. The home environment should be a safe and accessible place for the team to store drugs and equipment, as well as to talk to the patients and family members to plan for their treatment. The dedicated space in the house for storing medicines should be a safe one outside the reach of children and the patient. They should also carry a basic set of medicines in their home care kit, including morphine to refill the stores at home. Documentation should be properly done. Home PAL forms should be prepared. It will help in proper documentation and recording of the patient details. It should include the consent form, that needs to be read and explained to the caregivers and their signature needs to be taken. The forms should also record the medicines prescribed to the patients with detailed dosage and schedule. A separate ‘morphine register’ should be maintained to have a note of the correct number of morphine tablets dispatched to the patients. It should be compliant with the local laws and regulations.

Importantly, in order to implement home PAL; the health care team, the patient and the family must agree that the patient can be adequately managed at home, and the treatment plan should be approved by all the stakeholders.

Now, let us come to each of the components in details.

5.1 The Home PAL team

A full-time nurse and a part-time doctor are the minimum requirements for a home-care team, although this depends on the regulatory and health system norms in the country. A multidisciplinary team of nurses, doctors, psychologists/counselors, social workers and trained volunteers or community health workers is ideal.

5.2 Requirements

The requirements are tabulated in Table 1, under the headings of basic infrastructure, personnel, home care kit and finance.

5.3 Home care kit

The Home PAL team should carry with them a basic home care kit, which includes some basic medical instruments, medicines for managing acute as well as chronic complains, dressing materials and nutritious supply. They are mentioned in details in Table 2.
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Importantly, in order to implement home PAL; the health care team, the patient and the family must agree that the patient can be adequately managed at home, and the treatment plan should be approved by all the stakeholders.

Now, let us come to each of the components in details.

5.1 The Home PAL team

A full-time nurse and a part-time doctor are the minimum requirements for a home-care team, although this depends on the regulatory and health system norms in the country. A multidisciplinary team of nurses, doctors, psychologists/counselors, social workers and trained volunteers or community health workers is ideal.

5.2 Requirements

The requirements are tabulated in Table 1, under the headings of basic infrastructure, personnel, home care kit and finance.

5.3 Home care kit

The Home PAL team should carry with them a basic home care kit, which includes some basic medical instruments, medicines for managing acute as well as chronic complaints, dressing materials and nutritious supply. They are mentioned in details in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Infrastructure</th>
<th>Central meeting point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storage facilities (including for controlled drugs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport of team and home care kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Method of communication (telephone, mobile, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>Doctors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteers etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home care kit</td>
<td>Medication (including morphine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Salaries for team members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation/vehicle hire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rental for room/storage facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication and printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medication and equipment costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Requirement for Home PAL set up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical equipment and supplies</th>
<th>Stethoscope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sphygmomanometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tongue depressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forceps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting equipment</td>
<td>Alternating air mattress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspirator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nebulizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheel chairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walking aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Dressing materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scissors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gauze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gloves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfusion materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV infusion sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cannula and butterfly needle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Injector and needle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspirator probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urinary catheters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeding tubes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Medicines

### Pain management
- Paracetamol
- Ibuprofen
- Diclofenac
- Codeine
- Tramadol
- Morphine
- Gabapentin

### Gastrointestinal symptom management
- Metoclopramide
- Domperidone
- Dexamethasone
- Bisacodil
- Loperamide
- Oral rehydration salts
- Ranitidine

### Psychological symptom management
- Diazepam
- Haloperidol
- Amitriptyline

### Antibiotics and antifungals
- Ciprofloxacin
- Metronidazole
- Oxacillin
- Fluconazole

### Wound therapy
- Betadine solution and ointment
- Metronidazole gel
- Hydrogen peroxide

### Nutritional supplements
- High protein and calorie food supplements
- Iron, vitamin and mineral supplements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.</th>
<th>Home care kit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mid level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors</td>
<td>Foundation courses (3–10 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>Foundation courses (3–10 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community health workers</td>
<td>3–6 hours to supplement prior training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>Introductory course (3 hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Minimum requirements for home-care team depend greatly on the format of the health system. There are countries where nurses play a larger role, and others where home care is conducted more by doctors.

### Table 3.
Training requirements for the Home PAL team.

5.4 Trainings

The suggested minimum training for various members [6] of the home-care team is described in Table 3.

6. Role of telemedicine in Home PAL

Telemedicine, which literally means ‘healing at a distance’, is the practice of consultation, care, diagnosis and interaction between the physician and the patients, who are located remotely via different technologies which involves video conferencing [15]. The world has evidenced the grievousness of covid crisis, where it’s either risk taking to visit a hospital or it’s difficult to arrange transportation every time due to the occasional curfews and lock downs. In such a scenario, the use of technology in the form of telemedicine is surely appealing to be used for palliation as well in the home set ups. It is evidence based that telemedicine has been used to be a success in different parts of the world, especially in the European countries [16]. Telemedicine while used for palliative care has proven to improve the symptoms, quality of life and care for the patient and also results in better satisfaction to the patient and the caregiver. It also saves the doctor’s time. But the most important hurdle of using telemedicine round the globe is the technology related complications. To describe briefly, most of the patients eligible for palliative care are elderly, many of them are not techno friendly. There lacks proper connectivity of internet and electricity in most of the developing nations including India, which is a must for a successful telemedicine set up [17, 18]. Though in urban areas, things could be manageable, but the scenario is just the reverse in rural set up. Moreover, there always remains a difference between the in person care and the tele care provided by the councilor or the Home PAL team, when the patient is in his last days of life. Once these challenges are taken care of, there are prospective avenues to incorporate telemedicine in the regular Home PAL services.

7. Benefits

i. Patients are more comfortable in their own home than in a hospital setup [19].

ii. In Home PAL, family members are directly involved in the process of palliative care. So, patient has an easy access to care.

iii. It provides training and support to family members to help them develop as caregivers.

iv. The home PAL team is able to facilitate quick referral to additional services.

v. Privacy and confidentiality is maintained when the care is being carried out in the home of the patient.

vi. It helps to increase community awareness of palliative care. Local resources and support networks can be mobilized and training can be provided by community health workers to others in the local area [5].

vii. Saves traveling cost and time for the patient and his family.
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viii. Considering the increasing cost of treatment of chronic illnesses, it's sometimes hard on the part of the family to continue treatment in a hospital or hospice. It's especially true in scenarios where population are not protected financially, in countries like India.

8. Limitations

i. One of the limitations is to convince the patients and their families to call the care team when they experience a health crisis, for which, the Home PAL team need to build trust and rapport with the patients and their families [20].

ii. Family members may not be prepared to bring the patient to hospital in times of urgency. So, Home PAL team needs to develop preparedness among the family members to shift the patient to health care facility whenever required, which calls for advanced arrangement of money, transportation and people who will be accompanying them to hospital. Scenarios can get worse in current pandemic situations of Covid.

iii. The providers of the home PAL needs to be very sincere in paying the home visits in order to avoid care fragmentation and should never fail in their routine.

9. Best practice – example from Kerala, India

Kerala is pioneer in community-based palliative care through a socially innovative approach called the Neighborhood Network in Palliative Care in an attempt to develop a free of charge, sustainable, community led service capable of offering comprehensive long-term care and palliative care. The network aims to empower local communities to look after their chronically ill and dying patients. Funds for running the programme are raised locally by volunteers [21].

The programme was first pilot studied in 1996 in Malappuram, located in the northern district of Kerala, the state with the highest literacy rate in India. It was run by community based organizations. It was first started for cancer patients. The program was gradually expanded to include other patients who required long-term care and support such as stroke, alzheimer’s disease, paraplegia and psychiatric conditions. Volunteers from the community were selected and were trained to identify the psycho-social needs of people with chronic disease in their area in order to intervene effectively with active support from a team of trained health care personnel [21, 22]. The nurses who were trained in palliative care played a vital role in this. They regularly visited the home of the patients who were enrolled in the program and provide nursing care and support at home, which included wound dressing, catheterisation, nasogastric tube insertion, and counseling. The doctors were called only for selected patients where the patient needed a physician’s consultation, which was chartered by the palliative care nurse. The community volunteers also played an important role. Trained by the palliative team with the first-hand knowledge of basic nursing and palliative care, they helped patients and their families financially and emotionally.

The model was a successful one. It inspired the state of Kerala to implement a palliative care policy to ensure universal coverage of palliative care services in all its local administrative units, making it the first state in Asia to develop such a policy. Home based care was considered as the corner stone of palliative care services in the policy implemented [23]. The Neighborhood Network in Palliative Care in Kerala is the best example of a community-based palliative care for low-resource countries in the world.
10. Conclusion

Considering the increasing number of critically ill patients who are in need of palliative care for long, it is high time to focus towards implementing home based palliative care measures that will help patient maintain their quality of life. It should be emphasized to include palliative care, especially home based palliative care in the primary care, community and home based health care services. Gradually, it is necessary to create and implement National health policies that integrate Home PAL services into regular home health care services.
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Chapter 4
Palliative Care in Gynaecological Oncology
Monika Náležinská and Josef Chovanec

Abstract
Palliative care in gynaecologic oncology focuses on specific and severe symptoms resulting from affected abdominal and pelvic organs and feminine genitals. These symptoms are mainly connected to advanced gynaecologic malignancies. Patients with locally advanced or recurrent gynaecologic cancers may present with various symptoms. Among those we discuss vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge and fistulas. Vice versa non-malignant diseases and non-pelvic site diseases such as inflammations, overdose of anticoagulants, wounds or pressure ulcers may have similar clinical manifestation. Some symptoms may result from aggressive cancer treatment (oncological surgery, radiotherapy) with curative intent. Some symptoms get worse on account of the postmenopausal status (natural or artificial following any type of ovarian failure). For advanced gynae-oncological diseases it has been in practice, that the best palliative care is offered and practised simultaneously with curative treatment. The problematics of gynaecologic symptoms in palliative care represents delicate and intimate sphere and it may disturb patient's autonomy and dignity. The mission of physicians, nurses and caregivers is to consider treatment options thoroughly in context of patient's quality of life, prognosis and life conditions to fulfil the ideals of the best symptomatic and supportive care.

Keywords: gynaecologic malignancies, vaginal bleeding, fistula, vaginal packing, embolisation

1. Introduction
Our contribution to the open access book of palliative care focuses on specific and severe symptoms resulting from affected abdominal and pelvic organs and feminine genitals. These symptoms are mainly connected to advanced gynaecologic malignancies. Patients with locally advanced or recurrent gynaecologic cancers may present with various symptoms. Among those we discuss vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge and fistulas. Problematics of pain control, oedema and ascites, nausea and vomiting, shortness of breath and malignant bowel obstruction is common to most incurable advanced diseases and these are not connected to pelvic diseases only, see specific chapters. Vice versa non-malignant diseases and non-pelvic site diseases such as inflammations, overdose of anticoagulants, wounds or pressure ulcers may have similar clinical manifestation. Some symptoms may result from aggressive cancer treatment (oncological surgery, radiotherapy) with curative intent. Some symptoms get worse on account of the postmenopausal status (natural or artificial following any type of ovarian failure). For advanced gynae-oncological diseases it has been in practice, that the best palliative care is
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Our contribution to the open access book of palliative care focuses on specific and severe symptoms resulting from affected abdominal and pelvic organs and feminine genitals. These symptoms are mainly connected to advanced gynaecologic malignancies. Patients with locally advanced or recurrent gynaecologic cancers may present with various symptoms. Among those we discuss vaginal bleeding, vaginal discharge and fistulas. Problematics of pain control, oedema and ascites, nausea and vomiting, shortness of breath and malignant bowel obstruction is common to most incurable advanced diseases and these are not connected to pelvic diseases only, see specific chapters. Vice versa non-malignant diseases and non-pelvic site diseases such as inflammations, overdose of anticoagulants, wounds or pressure ulcers may have similar clinical manifestation. Some symptoms may result from aggressive cancer treatment (oncological surgery, radiotherapy) with curative intent. Some symptoms get worse on account of the postmenopausal status (natural or artificial following any type of ovarian failure). For advanced gynae-oncological diseases it has been in practise, that the best palliative care is
offered and practised simultaneously with curative treatment. Optimum palliative care can only be provided by a team that may include a gynaecologic oncologist, a radiation oncologist, an interventional radiologist, a palliative care physician, nurse and a social worker to address the various problems faced by these patients [1, 2]. All described clinical situations can be well solved in hospices as well as at patient’s home with the guidance of experienced mobile palliative care teams. Except for malignant bowel obstruction and severe genital bleeding, which both present extreme mental and physical load for the caregivers who witness it and it can be traumatizing experience for unprepared family members and healthcare providers.

2. Genital bleeding

Vaginal bleeding or discharge is the most common presenting symptom of advanced or recurrent gynaecologic malignancy. Patients may initially ignore bleeding if it is minimal and potentially attributable to menses. However, direct invasion of blood vessels by tumour may come to cause massive bleeding. If it is beneficial for the patient, the source of the bleeding should be determined and solved according to the possibilities (see Table 1). By that we mean no painful and stressing diagnostic procedures with preterminal and terminal patients. Initial management of pathologic vaginal bleeding requires a proper gynaecologic examination and considerations of placement of tight vaginal packing with haemodynamic support [1, 2]. The packing should be left in place for 24–48 hours maximum and then it must be extracted or replaced. Tight packing requires insertion of urinary catheter, because of urethral obstruction caused by packing. Prolonged packing in risky for severe inflammatory complications and fistula formation.

The aspect to consider is quality of life (relief of symptoms of anaemia versus reasonable and ethical protraction of suffering in conditions of incurable terminal status). Severe unaffected haemorrhage as the final event is really traumatizing for witnessing family members [1]. It should be well communicated in advance and if family members or caregivers do not feel comfortable with this situation, then it is better to evaluate the option of hospitalization in hospice.

In case of clinical status unresponsive to aggressive intervention, in exhausted terminal patients with severe uncontrollable vaginal haemorrhage, palliative sedation is an ethically and morally appropriate option [3].

In all other cases that are not regarded as terminal phase of incurable disease, it is useful to try to affect blood loss. Mucosal haemorrhage usually does not have any haemodynamic impact and it is rather an annoying symptom. Often it becomes a side effect of anticoagulation as a prevention of thromboembolic event in advanced oncologic disease. In that case it should be balanced which situation is more comfortable for the patient (mucosal bleeding or risk of thromboembolism).

The same type of mucosal bleeding is typical for radiotherapeutic toxicity (early and late onset effect) especially in combination with postmenopausal atrophy of the affected tissues. Also, any type of inflammation of atrophic mucosa may lead to mucosal haemorrhage. Frequent showering, rinsing or irrigating with disinfectant solutions (betadine solution of maximum 10% concentration, chlorhexidine solution in commercially available remedies) is useful for both cases of mucosal bleeding, as well as trophy supporting creams (containing vitamin E). We highly recommend patient, family members and caregivers to pay attention to the best possible hygiene and skincare of genitals and frequent replacement of incontinence aids (pads, panties, diapers).
Bleeding from tumour surfaces or as a consequence of direct invasion of blood vessels usually represents a stressful situation. It may lead to hypotension, tachycardia, shortness of breath and disorders of consciousness. If it is in the patient’s interest, and it does not interfere with quality-of-life approach, it is possible to try to affect this type of bleeding by interventional radiology-based embolization (occlusion of the vessels that are supplying the anatomic sites of uncontrolled bleeding - internal iliac arteries via femoral artery) [1, 2, 4]. In theory, the same procedure can be managed by open surgery or laparoscopically by ligation of internal iliac arteries. Profit of such a risky step is questionable (aspects of the surgery - wounds, additional blood loss, anaesthesia). The effect of internal iliac obstruction comes almost immediately, in hours and days we can observe decrease in blood loss.

Other option how to reduce vessel bleeding is palliative radiotherapy (external beam radiation therapy - EBRT and/or in combination with brachytherapy). The effect of irradiation evolves in days and week. A summary of literature suggests that the most commonly described fractionation scheme for these patients is 10Gy repeated at one-month intervals to a total of 30Gy as clinical circumstances dictate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of haemorrhage</th>
<th>Possible etiology</th>
<th>Options for treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulvar bleeding</td>
<td>Inflammation in the conditions of atrophic skin and mucosa. Pressure ulcers Malignant and non-malignant tumours</td>
<td>Antibiotic/antimycotic ointment, frequent showering. For bleeding ulcers topical adrenalin, Monsel solution, and pressure bandage. Palliative radiotherapy in malignant affections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethral bleeding</td>
<td>Urinary inflammation Fistulas Bladder infiltration Post-radiotherapeutic atrophic mucosa Overdosing of anticoagulants</td>
<td>Antibiotics and anti-inflammatory drugs External palliative radiotherapy in bladder infiltration Urinary catheters and antifibrinolytic drugs (tranexamic acid) intravenously or orally in case of radiotherapy-related bleeding. Percutaneous nephrostomy tubes bilaterally in fistulas Suprapubic catheter in urethral damage (surgical, tumorous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anal bleeding</td>
<td>Haemorrhoidal affections with combination of inflammatory complications. Malignant tumours of gastrointestinal and of metastatic origin. Fistulas Overdosing of anticoagulants Atrophy Radiotherapy related mucosal affections</td>
<td>For external anal affections of different origin: topical adrenalin, Monsel solution and packing. Anti-inflammatory suppository and ointments. Pelvic external palliative radiotherapy for tumours in pelvis Anticoagulant drugs administered orally or intravenously</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sources of bleeding, possible origin and treatment options.
and tolerance of the dosing allows. Patients who receive all 3 fractions have superior outcomes compared to those who do not, though those with the longest survival often face a recurrence of their local symptoms and an increased incidence of severe toxicity. It is therefore prudent to consider a lower dose-per-fraction for patients who may survive 10 to 12 months, or longer [2].

The duration of the effect of both mentioned procedures (interventional radiologist occlusion and palliative radiotherapy) depends on many factors (the progression rate of oncologic disease, coexistence of other comorbidities and the overall clinical status of the frail palliative patient).

If symptomatic anaemia occurs, it is a matter of discussion whether the treatment with blood transfusion is convenient. The benefits and disadvantages must be thoroughly evaluated, including economic aspects and availability of blood derivatives. Blood transfusion is questionable in the situation where severe bleeding occurs with incurable progressive disease. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) defines palliative care as a care that affirms life and regards dying as a natural process and intends neither to hasten nor postpone death. It also emphasizes impeccable assessment as essential for effective management [5].

Regardless of the context of the patient’s prognosis, quality of life and living conditions we always recommend: liquids orally or parenterally, parenteral antifibrinolytic medication if available, oxygen therapy, anxiolytic medication, morphine in the case of shortness of breath, and all other care known as the best symptomatic and supportive.

### 3. Fistulas

By the term fistula we mean pathologic communication between neighbouring organs, that does not normally (in conditions of healthy organism) exist. In patients with advanced progressive oncological diseases of pelvis, in patients after radical surgery +/- radiotherapy we often see vesico-vaginal and/or recto(entero-)vaginal fistulas as a consequence of super – radical curative approach. The presence of fistula leads to vaginal discharge, bleeding and develops to absolute urine and/or faecal incontinence. This problem has many aspects (physical, psychological, social, ethical), it has an overlap to the patient integrity and autonomy, especially concerning women, mothers – the pillars of the families. This situation requires a delicate approach of the family members and caregivers. For treatment options see Table 2.

Because of all the above-mentioned overlaps of this upsetting symptom, the surgical intervention comes always first. Surgical approach in not recommended only if the patient’s condition is poor and would not have any contributions to the quality of life by means of harm and stress It makes sense to solve fistulas and prevent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of fistula</th>
<th>Patient capable of surgical intervention</th>
<th>Patient incapable of surgical intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vesico - vaginal</td>
<td>Abdominal/vaginal approach and reconstructive surgery</td>
<td>Bilateral nephrostomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urinary catheter, suprapubic catheter – partial relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous use of incontinence aids (pads, panties, diapers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recto - vaginal</td>
<td>colostomy</td>
<td>Incontinent aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entero - vaginal</td>
<td>Enterostomy (small bowel)</td>
<td>Incontinent aids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.

Types of fistulas and treatment options in palliative patients.
absolute incontinence even with immobile patients in otherwise good condition and low comorbidities.

In situations where fistulas cannot be bypassed, we stress again to focus on the hygiene and skincare (frequent change of incontinence pads, panties and diapers), showering genitals, disinfectant solutions (diluted betadine solution) rinsing and irrigating. Additionally, we recommend protective nutritive creams to prevent inflammation and pressure ulcers. Even when enterostomy or colostomy was constructed, some discharge from anus and/or vagina can appear, then the above mentioned also applies. The problem of the acidic intestinal content is, that it gets painful in contact with vaginal mucosa in contrast to urine, that is weakly acidic or neutral and usually does not cause any pain. Thus, with faecal incontinence good pain relief is required. If the construction of stomy is not possible and we deal with the situation of a terminal patient with poor prognosis the restriction in alimentation (feeding and eating) comes in question. Vice versa in case of a patient incapable of surgical procedure but not in preterminal nor terminal status, parenteral nutrition should be considered. Otherwise, parenteral nutrition precedes surgical treatment at least for several days for the purpose to reduce the bowel content.

As for the comfort of the patient and the caregivers we recommend air washers, aroma diffusers, fanning or other air fresheners.

4. Vaginal discharge

Most of the causes of vaginal discharge in palliative patients were discussed in previous paragraphs. Evaluation of new discharge is always warning as it may stand for fungal or bacterial infection, which can be treated in the same way as in common gynaecology practise with local disinfectants, antibiotics and antimycotics, together with good hygiene and probiotic supplementation to reinstall the normal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of discharge</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>Treatment options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory - purulent</td>
<td>Vulvar, vaginal, urinary infection</td>
<td>Disinfectant solutions (10% betadine solution, chlorohexidine solution et.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tumour growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycotic</td>
<td>Dysmicrobia of genitalia</td>
<td>Antimycotics – suppositories, ointments, creams together with probiotics and frequent hygiene by showering and rinsing (including above mentioned disinfectants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In diabetic and immobile patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watery - clear</td>
<td>Urinary infection</td>
<td>Antibiotics in infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urine incontinence</td>
<td>Urinary catheters, suprapubic catheters, surgical approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vesico-vaginal fistula</td>
<td>Paracentesis for ascites derivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascites leak</td>
<td>Hygiene and skincare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lymph leak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With blood content</td>
<td>Severe inflammation</td>
<td>Disinfectants, nutritive and protective creams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atrophic mucosa</td>
<td>Surgery in fistulas if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post radiotherapy</td>
<td>Antifibrinolitics in medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fistulas</td>
<td>Vaginal packing in tumour bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tumour growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With faecal content</td>
<td>Fistulas</td>
<td>Surgical approach and/or best hygiene and skincare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faecal incontinence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.
Types of vaginal discharge, etiology and treatment options in palliative patients.
microbial environment of vagina [1]. In those cases where the discharge represents disease progression (in addition with bleeding and fistulas), a plan for hygiene and for treatment options has to be collaboratively developed (considering surgery procedures, conservative approach, pain relief etc.). See Table 3.

5. Conclusion

The problematics of gynaecologic symptoms in palliative care that we discussed represents delicate and intimate sphere and it may disturb patient's autonomy and dignity. The mission of physicians, nurses and caregivers is to consider treatment options thoroughly in context of patient’s quality of life, prognosis and life conditions to fulfil the ideals of the best symptomatic and supportive care.
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Chapter 5

Introducer Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy in Palliative Care of Patients with Esophageal Cancer

Prasit Mahawongkajit

Abstract

In the treatment of esophageal cancer and palliative care, nutritional status plays an important role in the patients' tolerance of treatment, affects the quality of life, and outcomes. Alimentation in such patients can be achieved by enteral or parenteral nutrition but the enteral route is the preferring option. Pre-pyloric feeding is easier and may result in greater nutritional benefits than post-pyloric feeding. Gastrostomy is the conventional option for intra-gastric feeding, hydration, and drug administration. Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) is a minimally invasive procedure and is currently the procedure of choice. Two PEG techniques are clinically used worldwide: pull and push or introducer method. The pull-type technique is the most commonly used method, but the concerning point is that the implantation of esophageal cancer cells into the gastrostomy stroma. The introducer method is a safe alternative and effective technique for enteral feeding to the stomach with the avoidance of cancer cells seeding.

Keywords: enteral nutrition, palliative care, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, introducer PEG, esophageal cancer, dysphagia, cancer cells seeding

1. Introduction

In 2018, global cancer statistics reported that the incidence of esophageal cancer and mortality were 572,000 new cases and 509,000 deaths, ranking seventh and sixth of all cause cancer morbidity and mortality, Thus, esophageal cancer is a significant global health problem [1]. Most cases present late with advanced disease, especially in the developing countries [1]. Local tumor growth leads to esophageal lumen narrowing and dysphagia and results in increasing difficulty with eating solid food, weight loss and worsening nutritional status. Improving nutritional status is a key factor in determining patient's ability to perform activities of daily living, tolerability of multimodal anticancer treatment, long-term outcomes, and quality of life [2–6].

Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) is a safe and effective minimally invasive option [7, 8]. Two primary PEG techniques are used worldwide: the pull and push/introducer methods [9, 10]. The pull technique was introduced first and more widely used but cancer seeding through the gastrostomy stroma is a rare but
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2. History and concept of the development of the introducer percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy

Alimentation for esophageal cancer patients can be provided via the enteral or parenteral routes [2, 19, 20]; the enteral route is preferred because it utilizes the gastrointestinal tract and avoids the complications of parenteral nutrition [21, 22]. Placing the feeding tube distally to the location of the cancer is the strategy. Enteral nutrition can be provided by pre-pyloric or post-pyloric feeding (Table 1). Intragastric feeding is easier and might provide greater physiologic benefits than the small bowel [23, 24]. The technical approaches of pre-pyloric nutrition include a nasogastric tube (NGT), surgical gastrostomy, and PEG.

NGT is a classic approach for the patient with swallowing difficulties [25]. For early esophageal cancer, when patients may have mild dysphagia and limited luminal obstruction, a NGT should be able to pass easily. However, with advanced disease, the passing of a NGT requires endoscopic or fluoroscopic guidance to confirm the correct position of NGT before start the feeding process [8].

A surgical gastrostomy may be performed by an open approach whereby the feeding tube is placed in the stomach via an upper midline incision. This approach is associated with potential complications such as wound infection [26–29] and respiratory compromise [27, 30–33]. The laparoscopic gastrostomy was developed to minimize the risks of the open technique but it requires substantial training, a skillful surgeon, and experience [34, 35].

PEG was first performed in 1979, using the pull-type technique [36]. This approach was associated with fewer procedural complications than surgical gastrostomy [37–40]. The pull method involves inserting a string into the stomach through the abdominal wall and then passing the feeding tube over the wire to rest in the stomach [41, 42]. In the Russell technique, once the guidewire is in the intragastric space through the abdominal wall, the feeding tube is inserted into the sheath, and the sheath is then peeled off [43]. The push method is associated with fewer complications than the pull method [10, 16, 41, 42].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enteral nutrition methods</th>
<th>Pre-pyloric feeding</th>
<th>Post-pyloric feeding</th>
<th>Risk of cancer seeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nasogastric tube (NGT)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasojejunal tube (NJT)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrostomy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jejunostomy</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull technique</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push or Introducer technique</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous endoscopic transgastric jejunostomy (PEG-J)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* + yes; − no.

Table 1. Methods for enteral nutrition in esophageal cancer patients.
practice. However, a rare complication is the implantation of esophageal cancer cells into the gastrosomy stroma [11, 12].

The push or introducer method is an alternative PEG technique that avoids seeding cancer cells seeding by direct inoculation during the procedure [13–15, 17, 18]. The push technique involves inserting a guidewire into the stomach through the abdominal wall and then passing the feeding tube over the wire to rest in the stomach [41, 42]. In the Russell technique, once the guidewire is in the intragastric space, a dilator with a sheath is passed over the wire. After removing the dilator and guidewire, the feeding tube is inserted into the sheath, and the sheath is then peeled off [43]. The push method is associated with fewer complications than the pull method [10, 16, 41, 42].

Both PEG methods are also associated with better short-term outcomes over surgical gastrostomy in terms of shorter operative duration, less post-operative pain, and shorter hospitalization [17, 18].

3. **Introducer percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy in palliative care**

In palliative care, advanced esophageal cancer patients have suffered from many symptoms such as pain, dysphagia, malnutrition, and psychological problems that depend on the tumor location with staging and the cancer current treatments [44]. Nutritional support is one of the critical roles for symptom management, especially for dysphagia and malnutrition. Also, nausea and vomiting might be the other symptom caused by chemotherapy, radiation, medication, and psychiatric issues that affected the patients’ nutritional status [44, 45].

Enteral nutrition is a suitable option for managing these conditions for improving nutritional status, increasing tolerating for chemoradiation therapy, and enhancing the patients’ quality of life. The preference for enteral nutrition of advanced esophageal cancer should be safe, minimally invasive with the ability to help in nutritional status. The introducer PEG is a practical choice for advanced esophageal cancer patients who had been included in palliative care [46–48].

4. **Indications and contraindications**

Clinical assessment to create accurate clinical staging is a crucial step for guiding the optimal management of esophageal cancer patients. Endoscopic resection is an option for the treatment of early esophageal cancer. Tri-modality therapy is an alternative for patients who have more advanced local disease and for patients with metastases group, palliative and supportive care are indicated to improve quality of life [49–51].

Esophageal cancer is often cause anorexia and dysphagia that lead to decreased oral intake and poor nutritional status, dehydration, imbalance of blood chemistry, and malnutrition. Assessing patient’s performance status is a crucial for drawing up the treatment plan, irrespective of stage of the disease. Nutrition support is a key element and is indicated in patients whose nutritional status is compromised who cannot be adequately supported by eating and drinking normally. Enteral feeding is the route of first choice and preserves intestinal integrity, has a low risk of complications, and is more cost effective than the parenteral route [2, 52, 53].

NGT is a common practice for enteral nutrition. Passing a nasojejunal tube (NJT) is another enteral nutrition technique but this is technically more challenging [54]. Both NGT and NJT are intended for short-term nutritional support, usually up to four weeks [8, 9], and both require that the esophageal lumen is patent enough to accept the tubes.
5. Principle of techniques for introducer percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy

The introducer PEG is performed with the patient in the supine position under local anesthesia, intravenous sedation, or general anesthesia. EGD is necessary for visualization of the stomach during the procedure. For the patients with advanced local disease and dysphagia, the standard diameter endoscope (8–12 mm) [58] might not pass through the narrowed esophageal lumen, necessitating the use of the pediatric endoscope, which has a smaller diameter (4.9–6 mm) [59].

Gastropexy is a technique that anchors the stomach wall to the abdominal wall before the feeding tube is inserted; one method is the double needle gastropexy (Figure 1). The double-needle gastropexy is a device with two parallel, 20-gauge needles, and a suture-holding loop. The suture-holding loop inserts through the first needle and the suture inserts through the second needle which is grasped with

---

Table 2.
Indications and contraindications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indications</th>
<th>Contraindications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For esophageal cancer:</td>
<td>Patient factor:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enteral nutrition support with pre-pyloric feeding</td>
<td>Unstable vital signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize the risk of cancer seeding from PEG procedure</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply for gastric decompression</td>
<td>Uncorrected coagulopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric outlet obstruction or intestinal obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endoscopic factor:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viscus perforation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastric pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe abdominal wall infection (especially at the site for the feeding tube)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massive ascites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caustic esophageal or gastric injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Previous intra-abdominal surgery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although surgery plays a long history of enteral nutrition, the various procedures have developed to reduce complications, pain, and additional cosmetic results. Pull-type or introducer PEG is a favored method for a minimally invasive procedure, avoiding the risk of cancer seeding compared to surgical gastrostomy [17, 18]. In addition to patients with esophageal cancer, the introducer PEG could also use in patients who indicated enteral nutrition support with pre-pyloric feeding, demand for long-term enteral feeding, the patients with head and neck cancer that could diminish the risk of cancer seeding from PEG procedure, and apply for gastric decompression [9, 25, 55, 56].

The contraindications for a PEG include: patients with unstable vital signs, sepsis, uncorrected coagulopathy, gastric outlet obstruction or intestinal obstruction as well as patients who have endoscopic contraindications such as a viscus perforation, gastric pathology or severe abdominal wall infection especially at the site for the feeding tube, massive ascites, pregnancy, caustic esophageal or gastric injuries, and previous gastric or intra-abdominal surgery (Table 2) [9, 57].
the snare. The needles are withdrawn, and the suture is tied to the left upper quadrant of the anterior abdominal wall. A second gastropexy is performed 2–3 cm apart in the same way. The gastric wall is then punctured and the dilator inserted over the guidewire, followed by the gastrostomy tube (Figure 1) [16, 17].

Previous abdominal surgery of the upper abdomen is a relative contraindication because of altered intra-abdominal anatomy [9, 60]. However, there are reports that safe PEG introduction can be achieved safely with the use of transillumination (using an endoscope passed through the abdominal wall with clear endoscopic intra-gastric visualization by external palpation) [61], a plain abdominal film with air insufflation technique, and computed tomography guided PEG [62–64], and laparoscopic-assisted PEG. These techniques aim to avoid intra-abdominal organ injury [18, 65].

Although the introducer PEG is a proven effective and safe procedure, it suffers the limitation of requiring endoscopy. Passing the endoscope beyond the tumor may be difficult and there is a risk of esophageal perforation in severe esophageal luminal occlusion. In advanced cases, surgical gastrostomy and laparoscopic-assisted PEG are the alternative procedures [17, 18]. A recent study published the comparison of both techniques, and the laparoscopic-assisted PEG had advantages in the procedural duration, blood loss, postoperative pain, and hospitalization [18].

6. Complications

Although the push/introducer PEG is a minimally invasive technique that demonstrates a method in enteral nutrition [10, 17, 18, 66, 67], it is associated with several complications [9, 17, 68], including death in patients with underlying comorbiddities [69].

Bleeding is the most common complication and is usually minor and manifest as oozing around the feeding tube. Apply the simple compression should stop the bleeding. If the bleeding more severe, it might be due to injury to e.g. gastric and
gastroepiploic arteries. A pressure dressing is often effective but if bleeding continues, it can be treated by endoscopy, embolization, or surgery [9, 17, 57]. Selecting carefully the correct anatomical site and correcting a coagulopathy, if present, should prevent or minimize the risk of bleeding complications.

Abdominal organ injuries to the small bowel, colon, liver, and spleen may occur caused by the interposition of these organs between the gastric wall and the abdominal wall [9, 57, 70–73]. EGD should always be performed using transillumination, for clear intra-gastric visualization, and external palpation to identify and interposition of the internal organs [61]. If there is doubt, then laparoscopy can be performed to assure direct visualization of the intra-abdominal cavity [18].

Aspiration pneumonia is a severe complication and is associated with a mortality of PEG [9, 57]. Esophageal cancer patients, especially in elderly, heavy smokers with or without chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), have a higher risk of aspiration pneumonia compared to other patients and is related to residual liquid or food in the esophagus proximal to the obstruction. By technical for advanced esophageal cancer patients, the pediatric endoscope often chosen for the PEG procedure. The endoscope's small diameter is followed by the small endoscopic channel, resulting in less suction performance than the standard endoscope. Measures to reduce the risk of aspiration include the use of topical pharyngeal anesthesia rather than sedation, frequent mouth suction, and the reverse Trendelenburg position [74, 75].

The buried bumper syndrome (BBS) occurs when the internal bumper erodes into the wall of the stomach and sometimes becomes entirely buried within the gastric wall. It might cause by a disproportionate size and length of the feeding tube with the thickness of the abdominal wall. The main causative factor is excessive tightening of the external bumper, leading to increased pressure of the internal bumper on the wall of the stomach, local ischemia and gastric wall erosion (Figure 2). Additional risk factors include obesity, weight gain, malnutrition, corticosteroid therapy, and poor wound healing. BBS is a late complication and usually occurs > one year post PEG but it may be seen within several weeks of PEG placement. It may be asymptomatic or cause pain. Malfunction of the PEG is common, leading to leakage around the entry site, difficulty administering the feeds, fluids or drugs, infection, abscess or peritonitis [76, 77]. If BBS occurs, the tube should be removed by endoscopy, surgical intervention, or external traction, depending on the type of feeding tube and the patient's situation [9, 77, 78].

Necrotizing fasciitis is the rare and severe PEG complication and is associated with a high mortality. Local ischemia leads to bacterial infection with a mix of anaerobic and aerobic organisms from gastrointestinal tract and skin. The infection progresses rapidly along with fascial plane and causes extensive abdominal fascia necrosis [79]. Treatment includes urgent aggressive and wide surgical debridement, intravenous broad-spectrum antibiotics and close clinical monitoring in the intensive care unit [9, 80–82]. The prognosis is very poor.

Granuloma formation is a minor but common complication that results from peristomal hyper-granulation due to friction of the PEG tube and humidity due to tube leakage [83, 84]. Patients are prone to local infection and contact bleeding. Treatment includes topical antibiotics, topical steroids, electrocauterization, or cauterizing by silver nitrate. Surgical debridement may be required for sizeable peristomal granulomas [9, 83, 85].

Peristomal leakage and local infection are also minor complications that causing discomfort, pain and annoyance for patients and their families. Good peristomal hygiene and dressings combined with reducing the volume of feeds and minimizing PEG tube movements are treatment options. If these failed, removing the PEG tube and placing it in another area can be done or abandoning PEG enteral feeding for another form [9, 57, 68].
and placing it in another area can be done or abandoning PEG enteral feeding for PEG tube movements are treatment options. If these failed, removing the PEG tube hyd.
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Abstract

Palliative care is meant to comfort and console the mind, body, and spirit of the individual nearing the end of life to improve the quality of one’s existence. It focuses on those with symptoms and stressors secondary to serious illnesses such as in cancer, pneumonia, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s, hypertension, diabetes, and microbial diseases. For several reasons, however, oral care and the consequences thereof in most cases go without notice for these patients. Further, the dentist is rarely, if ever, listed as necessary staff in hospice care programs. Because terminal patients’ symptoms can include depression, pain, anxiety, loss of appetite, nausea, fatigue, among other issues, all related to speaking, chewing, and deglutition, this chapter will discuss why care of the mouth and dentition is typically lacking both in at-home and institutional environments, why such care is necessary, and best to meet the oral needs of patients in the later stages of life.

Keywords: oral care, ethics, end of life, palliative, dental/medical collaboration

1. Introduction

Properly implemented dental care is necessary not only for having a healthy, long lasting dentition, but also in maintaining overall systemic health and in promoting a sense of well-being. This is understandably true for the general populous, and is wholly acknowledged as such; yet there is an element of neglect in that sector of care dealing with the institutionalized elderly and infirmed.

Hospice and long-term care philosophy typically enshrouds palliation for the terminally ill and frail elderly, whose quality of life must include all aspects of comfort care management. Too often, however, medical and dental professionals and caregivers under their charge in both nursing homes and institutions simply do not elect to carry out oral care to any viable or reasonable extent. This may be from several reasons, such as difficulties encountered in patient compliance, issues with staff shortages, a sense of futility, and quite frequently an overall lack of education as to why regularly and properly implemented oral care for those unable to maintain adequate oral hygiene procedures without assistance must be given prioritization in the comfort care daily routine.

Having spent 25 years contracted with a nursing home in which I perform semi-annual oral evaluations on resident patients, and in visiting other such locales in the region, I have often witnessed the inadequacies common to most institutions where oral evaluation, preventive techniques, and palliative care of the mouth
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1. Introduction

Properly implemented dental care is necessary not only for having a healthy, long lasting dentition, but also in maintaining overall systemic health and in promoting a sense of well-being. This is understandably true for the general populous, and is wholly acknowledged as such; yet there is an element of neglect in that sector of care dealing with the institutionalized elderly and infirmed.

Hospice and long-term care philosophy typically enshrouds palliation for the terminally ill and frail elderly, whose quality of life must include all aspects of comfort care management. Too often, however, medical and dental professionals and caregivers under their charge in both nursing homes and institutions simply do not elect to carry out oral care to any viable or reasonable extent. This may be from several reasons, such as difficulties encountered in patient compliance, issues with staff shortages, a sense of futility, and quite frequently an overall lack of education as to why regularly and properly implemented oral care for those unable to maintain adequate oral hygiene procedures without assistance must be given prioritization in the comfort care daily routine.

Having spent 25 years contracted with a nursing home in which I perform semi-annual oral evaluations on resident patients, and in visiting other such locales in the region, I have often witnessed the inadequacies common to most institutions where oral evaluation, preventive techniques, and palliative care of the mouth
are sorely lacking. In an effort to improve the standards of oral management in the dependent and incapable, I would urge all medical institutions to mandate that a dentist be on staff, and that minimum standards programs be instituted as are appropriate, yet this is seldom the case. Even in a local faith-based hospice for which I am the gratis dental consultant, I am not listed as a member of the staff team, but rather as a volunteer.

There are multiple obstacles to be overcome to correct these inadequacies, but with compassion, candor, and competency these challenges are indeed surmountable.

2. Addressing oral care neglect in palliative care patients

In dental school in the eighties, I was offered one course on geriatric-centered care that required the students to spend a couple days observing at a nearby nursing facility, going from room-to-room with an instructor. There was, as is typically the case, no functioning, physical dental clinic. Some patients were seen by us at bedside, but with little overhead lighting. We held flashlights for one another. We gave up rather quickly on those who were combative to any extent. Positioning was difficult in many patients who were less limber than others. Nonetheless, it wasn’t these incongruencies with which I take issue, but rather the fact that so little time was afforded to us students to learn to treat these types of patients and that we felt as though the paltry care we were able to administer was likely of little benefit.

2.1 Why oral care is vitally important in the terminal and dependent patient?

Palliative care serves essentially to inhibit an existence of pain and suffering. [1] The World Health Organization (WHO) defines palliative care as: an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problems associated with life-threatening illness, for the prevention of a life of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial, and spiritual. [2]

Dental care is a fundamental part in management of patients with advanced disease, and oral care must become ensconced in the total care palliative philosophy to best maintain life quality. [3] Sischo and Broder describe a quality of life that focuses on oral health as it relates to functional and emotional well-being, expectations and satisfaction with general care, and an overall sense of self. [4]

To be certain, poor oral health can negatively affect nutrition, comfort, and social issues. [5–10] Jobbins found Candidiasis in 85% of patients studied, which can cause burning and dry mouth [11], such that palliative care is often required. [12–14] These burning and discomforting circumstances can also lead to anorexia, difficulty swallowing, problematic respiration, and inhibited verbal communicative ability. [15] Additionally, in patients with poor oral hygiene, the “bonding” that occurs with family and friends and even professional care givers can be impeded in instances of oral neglect due to offensive halitosis, unattractive tooth loss and rampant decay, heavy plaque and bleeding gums. [16] To avoid these circumstances, it is vital that all attempts possible be made to assure that the patient feels fresh, welcomed by others, and retains dignity as much as is possible.

Further, periodontal disease is a very common problem among the elderly, being linked to 46% of American adults between the years of 2007 and 2012. [17] This disease of the tissues that hold the teeth in place can create systemic medical conditions such as aspiration pneumonia [18] as well as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer. [19] Periodontitis results in the release of inflammatory cytokines, growth
2. Addressing oral care neglect in palliative care patients

... with compassion, candor, and competency these challenges are indeed overcome.

The dependent and incapable, I would urge all medical institutions to mandate a dentist be on staff, and that minimum standards programs be instituted as the institutionalized infirmed.

2.2 Why care of the mouth and dentition is typically lacking in the institutionalized infirmed

Some see this demand for more meticulous oral care as being futile.

It is not uncommon to find apathy among professionals and their staff members who view treatment at this level as being redundant, burdensome, unpleasant, and unfulfilling. [9] Others may feel that meticulous oral care may be “overdoing it” in these more intolerant and sickly cases. [23, 24] Thus, it is out of concern for the patients that they inadvertently neglect that oral component of care that they do not understand to be a necessary part of therapy. Still others do not like to have to restrain, force, or argue with many patients to clean their mouths or to remove their dentures, so the feat goes underperformed day after day. Plaque accumulations from both teeth and gingiva can get into the lungs and have been noted as the cause for the prior-mentioned aspiration pneumonia. [18]

A lack of supplies afforded to staff may also account for reasons of neglect. Are there toothbrushes, non-toxic toothpastes, denture storage cups and denture cleaning tablets available? Are there natural oils for caregivers to use for coating and soothing dry and burning oral tissues?

Some see this demand for more meticulous oral care as absorbing precious staff time.
And the institution in which I work, it seems that all employees are for the most part already so busy that I cannot see how time could be allotted to attend to patients’ mouths with regularity, except to develop a very efficient method that is part of the daily protocol. Such a plan has yet to be established in the vast majority of institutions as far as I am able to tell.

For example, is there adequate lighting, and if not, can an institution afford to have one staff member hold a light while another performs hygiene ... and is this to be done daily, twice daily, or more? Should headlamps be purchased for each caregiver? Further, manipulating patients into positions that afford one better oral visibility in attempting bedside care can be physically taxing to those staff delegated to this function.

Certainly, since many auxiliary staff are not trained in dental schools, as are healthcare professionals, to become conditioned to working in another person’s oral cavity, it can be daunting to some who must become so closely approximated to the mouth and have to deal with the unpleasantries of the smells and sights of plaque, halitosis, periodontal disease and the like.

Some see this demand for more meticulous oral care as reimbursing too little for the amount of time it takes to accomplish needed tasks.

In most cases, and perhaps even in most countries, the reimbursement fees for oral care whether for maintenance or restorative procedures in these aged and infirmed is little more than paltry. Typically, in the United States, Medicare and Medicaid funding for oral conditions is only available where medical illnesses are secondary to dental injury or disease, such as with an abscess that brings many to an emergency room. One problem with neglecting regular exams in the aged infirmed is that many individuals cannot describe their pain or even indicate that there is any discomfort whatsoever, and these infections may ultimately prove to be an undocumented cause of death.

For those patients who can verbally communicate that they are uncomfortable and have pain, it is imperative that the caregiver check for allergies and other medications being given to the patient that may not be compatible with a particular pain medication being considered for therapy. One also must be cognizant of the fact that pain medications may make these already frail patients more likely to fall or become disoriented and more confused than is normally the case. Further, it is certainly advisable to use the lowest dose and least number of pills possible for managing patient pain, and to avoid opioids, if at all possible, by using alternating doses of nonsteroidal inflammatory drugs with acetaminophen where tolerated. [25]

Distress experienced during injections may also be reduced by use of a controlled flow anesthesia system [26], and in some cases very loose teeth may be extractable with the use of a xylocaine viscous gel or topical anesthetic so as to avoid the stress of dental injections to accomplish the necessary treatment.

2.3 Moving forward to best meet the oral care needs of institutionalized patients requiring palliation

With so many questions, there seem to be very few answers in addressing this severe shortfall in caring for the oral soft tissues and dentition in this vulnerable population. But we must start somewhere, and that begins with shunning apathy and embracing the awareness that there is much ground to be gained if those who can make a difference will work towards eldercare dental equity. This starts most particularly with dentists, their staff, hospice and long-term care institutions, as well as their staff managers, physicians, nurses, and aides, all working in tandem.
for planning, implementing, and assessing dental programs within each health-care setting.

Dentists must first evaluate the institutional setting in mind for enhancing change of oral care practices. Then, the dentist should consider those capabilities for stepping up oral care to levels that are reasonably within reach. After meeting with the staff administrator, and possibly even the medical staff as well, the two entities should then discuss how to implement the envisioned changes, taking into consideration the limitations the institution has therein.

For example, they should together decide if conditions exist for their patients to be evaluated yearly, biannually, or perhaps even monthly, which time frame will depend on the total number of individuals within the institution and the availability of staff as resources to help organize the entire patient “recall system”. Thus, if the dental team can perform an oral exam or screening on 15 patients in one day, and the dentist is able to work for that entity one day a week, approximately 60 patients could be evaluated and their treatment plans customized/altered as need be each month. If, then, there are 180 patients in the facility, all could be covered within a three-month time frame, and this institution might well have each patient seen quarterly. However, were the dentist to only work once a month, then the patients within the facility may only receive an annual evaluation.

Of course, deflecting apathy starts with proper training, and this begins through advocacy education within the dental school itself. Schools are urged to develop a dental curriculum for “justice”, placing a heavier emphasis on basic dental care for those with mental health and physical disabilities, geriatric dentistry, and nursing home oral health care. [27] Students should know that lower-paying positions and charitable services should be considered where need is significant, even if done on a limited basis. Rozas et al. speak of the “wide gap in knowledge regarding effective methods” specific to oral care in patients with dementia. [28] Oftentimes, a school can make a significant impact in a local healthcare community by sending its students to such sites on rotations, following proper planning and protocol education.

So that care can carry on properly once the dental staff is gone for the time being, the dentist must teach caregivers to make time for patients overall needs, as is practical within the scope of their environs. This program must have the goal of helping the staff implement a long-lasting oral maintenance program as efficiently and fiscally responsibly as is possible, customized to each individual patient’s needs. Ellershaw and Ward are proponents of having in the curricula of all healthcare professionals those necessary educational objectives relating to the oral care in the dying. [29]

Some facilities may be able to set up an actual fully functional dental clinic complete with an air compressor, suction, reclining chair, overhead light, and amenities necessary to carry out cleanings and basic restorative procedures. They may be able to cleanse each patient’s mouth after all meals. However, other entities may be unable to do little more than remove a patient’s dentures nightly and soak them in a cleansing bath, hand a toothbrush and toothpaste to those capable of at least some semblance of self-care, and to attempt to clean the mouths of the remaining patients who are totally dependent for their personal hygiene. At least this would likely be an improvement over prior facility practices, and that is a start in the intended and right direction.

In all frankness, it is extremely rare for a nursing home, hospital or hospice to have a dedicated dental office, while it is much more common that there is absolutely no dental care afforded to patients by staff. In my experience, if a denture comes in and out easily, the cognizant patient is likely left to manage this at his or
her discretion. In cases where the patient is demented, combative, or has a denture that is difficult to remove, or one that is causing sore areas, the denture is removed and put into a drawer or storage cup.

Moreover, without patients’ being monitored for loose teeth, oral cancers, and large areas of decay, some teeth shop exfoliate during meal time, going without notice, while other patients experience pain that they cannot communicate vocally or otherwise. It is for patients such as these, as well as for those who still yearn for their regular oral hygiene protocol, that we owe our attention and service, compassion and soothing touch.

For those patients who can verbally communicate that they are uncomfortable and have pain, it is imperative that the caregiver check for allergies and other medications being given to the patient that may not be compatible with a particular pain medication being considered for therapy. One also must be cognizant of the fact that pain medications may make these already frail patients more likely to fall, become disoriented, or more confused than is normally the case. Further, it is certainly advisable to use the lowest dose and least number of pills possible for managing patient pain, and to avoid opioids, if at all possible, by using alternating doses of nonsteroidal inflammatory drugs with acetaminophen where tolerated. [25]

Distress experienced during injections may also be reduced by use of a controlled flow anesthesia system [26], and in some cases very loose teeth may be extractable with the use of a xylocaine viscous gel or topical anesthetic so as to avoid the stress of dental injections to accomplish the necessary treatment.

2.4 Suggested directives for oral palliative care management

In order to avoid oral discomfort in patients as much as is possible, the following protocol is recommended as a guide, especially for circumstances in which patients are unable to properly communicate. It is offered in a format that can be duplicated for institutional use.

Institutional recommendations for oral health standard of care when possible/practical per patient are:

Patient/Caregiver Concerns

- Offer oral hygiene a minimum of once every 8 hours while in the acute care or long-term care or home.

  - Refer patients and families to dental services for urgent follow-up treatment.

  - Educate patients and families on the importance of good oral hygiene and follow-up dental services

Professional Caregiver/Registered Nurse Concerns:

- General assessment or evaluation of the oral cavity on admission performed at least daily and if possible, during every shift.

- Notify physician and dentist of any abnormalities causing distress present in the oral cavity.

- Assess what each patient can do independently.

- Observe for aspiration precautions and compliance while providing care.

- Provide oral care and dental care education to patients and families.
Institutional Concerns:

- Monitor staff performance.
- Provide or refer for access to dental services as appropriate.

2.4.1 Commonly identified problems reported by aides and family to the hospice staff

The following oral issues should be reported to the appropriate staff:

- Broken teeth
- Loose teeth
- Brown areas/dark staining/holes on or in the teeth
- Bleeding gums
- Swelling
- Sores
- Lumps
- Red or white patches
- Unusual-looking tissues of any type from any oral source
- Concerns of the patient of any type from any oral source

When appropriate, the hospice staff will consult with either the patient’s dentist of record or the in-house dentist.

2.4.2 Xerostomia (dry mouth)

If the mouth is felt to be dry, one must treat the underlining cause as is appropriate. Not all xerostomia is secondary to a decrease in salivation or dehydration.

Other causes include:

- Anxiety and depression
- Hypothyroidism, autoimmune disease, and sarcoidosis
- Use of drugs, such as anti-muscarinics, opioids, diuretics
- Injury to the salivary glands or buccal mucosa
- Mouth breathing, or unhumidified oxygen
- A history of surgery, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy to the head and neck region
And most preferential means of palliation is to provide frequent fluids when one is able to drink, and if not, keep the mouth moistened.

Those at the end of life are vulnerable to all problems such as Candidiasis, no matter how well the mouth is cared for. It is important to check the mouth for any sore places or coatings that could indicate thrush and to treat expediently if causing the patient distress.

Saliva can be stimulated by sucking mints and candies, preferably those containing xylitol (cavity-fighting) sugar. Artificial salivas are available for purchase over-the-counter, but the effect is typically found to be no better than sipping fluids.

There is little evidence to support the use of mouthwashes, especially as they can be offensive towards the end of life; however, some individuals who have used those daily may wish to continue to do so.

Alternatives to mouthwashes, providing there is no painful thrush being treated in the mouth are as follows:

- Coconut oil on a toothette provides a comforting and pleasant-testing method of lubricating and alleviating dessication.
- Water makes an inexpensive and acceptable lubricant, but will not remove coatings around the mouth.
- Normal saline (1 teaspoon of salt dissolved in 500 mls of water) is also inexpensive and mildly antiseptic, but may not be acceptable if it is nauseating to the patient.
- Chlorhexidine mouthwash is an antibacterial and antifungal prescription used sometimes to help deter plaque buildup on the teeth.
- Sodium bicarbonate can help treat a dry, coated tongue for short periods of time.
- Commercially available glycerin and lemon mouthwash or oral swabs will actually increase dryness, as they draw water out of the mouth and may damage the enamel. These should be avoided.

Alternatives for dry mouth which can nicely simulate “feeding” and “bonding” between caregiver and the patient who can no longer swallow or manage liquids are to swab the mouth with toothette sponges dipped into such solutions as the patient may find pleasurable. These may include such items as semi-frozen tonic water and gin, semi-frozen fruit juices, coffees or teas, cold yogurts, and small dollops of coconut oil. Having the patient suck on ice chips or small pieces of frozen pears, peaches, or berries may also be soothing. The patient would best be sitting up for this to be attempted.

If the mouth is tender and sore, a topical teething anesthetic or an oral palliative mouthwash containing equal parts of xylocaine viscous, milk of magnesia, and Benadryl maybe used before and/or after application of foods and drinks.

2.4.3 Mucositis

This typically presents as dry, burning, and/or reddened tissues. It is by advisable to discontinue spicy, minty or cinnamon-containing foods and oral care products.
A liquid mixture for swabbing around the mouth after meals and before bedtime can be prescribed by a dental or medical professional. It consists of three equal parts of Benadryl (if tolerable), milk of magnesia, and xylocaine viscous, and can be easily compounded by any pharmacy.

A therapeutic regimen may consist of the following:

- use of a soft bristled toothbrush and non-irritating toothpaste (one without sodium laurel sulfate detergent and which does not contain spicy or irritating components).
- Replacement of toothbrushes weekly until healed.
- Rinsing with a sterile saline as needed.
- Removal of dentures except when needed for consumption of food.
- Soaking dentures twice a day in a 1:1 ratio of vinegar and water in solution.

If redness and pain are unresolved within seven days, consult a dentist; a treatment for Candidiasis (thrush) may be necessary.

2.4.4 Candidiasis

Often times, especially in those with poor diabetic control issues or in those using antibiotics, a fungal coating, typically white, can form on the tongue, throat, and other parts of the mouth. This “opportunistic” infection is called *Candida albicans*, and can cause a burning sensation within the mouth as well as at the corners of the lips; a palliative prescription can be administered for an antifungal medication by a dental or medical professional.

To treat the tissues, dentures must be removed during medication application to the oral tissues, and topical agents may be used on the dentures themselves. Sponge swabs maybe used to apply the medications for hospice patients who may be unable to rinse with liquid suspensions.

Systemic agents including ketoconazole, fluconazole, and/or amphotericin B may be required for severe or intractable cases. Candidiasis may be treated according to severity by one or more of the following medicinal agents:

- Nystatin suspension 100,000 IU (5 ml = 1tsp) four times daily for 1 to 2 weeks. The medication is to be held in the mouth for one minute, with a swish and swallow approach. An oral sponge may be employed if rinsing is not possible. This is the first choice of therapy if a patient is unable to safely hold a tablet/troche in the mouth.
- Clotrimazole troches 10 mg per troche
  This is to be used five times daily for two weeks. This is the first choice of therapy if a patient is able to hold the tablet in the mouth without risk of aspiration.
- Fluconazole tablets 100 mg. This is to be taken as two stat, then once daily for two weeks. This is preferable for moderate to severe cases or if topical treatment is impractical.
- Dentures may be soaked overnight in a few drops of Nystatin suspension mixed into a cup of cool or room temperature water.
2.4.5 Dysphagia (difficulty with swallowing)

Dysphagia is defined as difficulty in swallowing. It may be an acute or chronic condition that affects oral intake and is usually indicative of some disease process.

Because this condition is common with a patient’s deconditioning near the end of life, many healthcare providers consider it relatively trivial and it is therefore unreported or underestimated. It is also frequently overlooked due to the presence of more prominent symptoms, such as pain or shortness of breath.

Difficulty swallowing liquids can indicate poor muscular control, and difficulty swallowing solids may indicate physiologic abnormality, such as a tumor. Sudden onset may be indicative of a psychogenic etiology.

Dysphagia has been detected in approximately 30% of patients with stroke, and 40 to 60% of patients with neurodegenerative disease, and in approximately 20% of patients with cancer, all of which may be treated with palliative care. It can cause or exacerbate other problems, such as weight loss, debility, and aspiration pneumonia, and in some cases it can hasten death.

Other routes of food administration (intravenous nutrition or gastrostomy feeding tubes) may be used in patients who are unable to eat. Often times, because patients may present with difficulty swallowing, the caregiver must be cautious in cleaning the mouth with use of too much liquid or lubricants such as coconut oil (which rapidly liquidates). Therefore, proceed with care when swabbing food/drinks substances during “feeding”, as well as in cleaning and lubrication of the mouth.

2.4.6 Orally-related impediments to verbal communication

Please attend to this as is possible by applying lubrication consistently to the lips and oral cavity when they are dry.

(See section on Xerostomia for more in-depth discussion on methods of alleviating dry mouth.)

2.4.7 Poor Oral hygiene

Proper oral care is important, as it maintains self-esteem, comfort, a sense of well-being, and our ability to communicate, socialize, and enjoy taking in sustenance.

An additional significant problem among palliative care patients is poor oral hygiene. This is likely due to a number of factors, including the patient's cognitive and physical disabilities; a lack of optimal preventive devices and supplies; and the caregiver's inadequate knowledge, attitudes, and experience regarding provision of oral care to people other than themselves.

Finding particles of food, accumulated plaque and calculus (tartar), and mucus and saliva on the patient's teeth, palatal and buccal tissues, and dentures is common, yet is objectionable to many individuals.

Preventive care protocols should be established early and maintained throughout the palliative care process. A number of preventive protocols are appropriate for these patients:

Basic palliative oral care protocol
Keep lips moist at all times with a lip balm, coconut oil, or some such substance.

1. Keep intra-oral tissues moist at all times using saliva substitutes or coconut oil, applying with oral sponges or by the having patient rinse where possible.
2. Clean the teeth with a manual or power brush and fluoridated toothpaste (avoiding those that may be more irritating, such as mint or cinnamon—or those that tend to be dessicating, such as those with detergents like sodium laurel sulfate). Make a watery toothpaste slurry in instances where patients may risk choking on thick dentifrices. Perform this after each meal as is possible.

3. Clean between teeth with floss, and if necessary, using floss-aiding holders and devices. Brushes that fit between teeth are also available and can be very helpful. Perform this daily. Avoid use of water jet devices to clean food from between teeth.

4. Clean soft tissues of the inside of the mouth to remove adherent debris with a soft brush or oral sponge dipped in coconut oil or a saliva substitute.

5. Clean dentures (full coverage or partial) after eating with a denture brush while holding the appliance low in the sink and under a gentle stream of running cool (or slightly warm) water. They may be soaked in commercial denture cleaning solutions. Do not soak in harsh or toxic chemicals.

Poor oral hygiene can lead to aspiration pneumonia, a leading cause of death in nursing homes. It involves aspiration of bacteria from the teeth, dentures, and oral tissues into the lungs, complicated by difficulty swallowing and loss of protective reflexes such as coughing. Pneumonia presents with fever, altered mental status, and decreased oral intake. It eventually leads to fatal respiratory failure or sepsis.

Other factors leading to aspiration pneumonia are immunocompromised status; Alzheimer’s; psychotropic and sedative drug administration; active periodontal disease; bedridden status; history of CVA, bulbar palsies; esophageal disease, COPD, CHF, GERD; intubator/ventilator use; aspirators; dysphasia, and other abnormalities of the protective airway mechanism; poorly fitting oral prostheses; and xerostomia.

2.4.8 Caries (tooth decay)

Caries, or cavities, are caused by an adequate cleansing of the bacteria from around and between the teeth. Hygiene must be performed properly by cleaning around and between the teeth as frequently and thoroughly as is possible after meals.

Exposed root surfaces, being softer than the enamel on the crown of the tooth, are especially susceptible to decay, and should be afforded appropriate attention.

We are seeing new trends emerge in the dental health needs of older adults as life expectancy and dentate status continue to change through the years, and we must continue meeting these challenges.

2.4.9 Periodontal disease (loss of the supportive tissues around the teeth)

Periodontal disease is a bacterial control issue in which the spaces between the teeth and gums can harbor damaging bacteria that, if not cleaned properly or frequently enough, will result in loss of bone, loosening of teeth, and life-threatening infections in the mouth and around the body.

Signs and symptoms which are indicative of periodontal disease include:
• Gums that bleed when brushed
• Gums that are red, swollen, or tender
• Gums that have receded or pulled away from the teeth
• Purulence (pus) between the gums and the teeth
• Movement or displacement of permanent teeth
• Halitosis (bad breath)

Adequately maintained oral care can alleviate this disease's progression and symptomatology.

2.4.10 Care of partial denture patients (and when is it okay not to wear the partials any longer?)

Independent mouth care for those with teeth or partial dentures:

• Dentures should be removed and soaked/brushed separately, low and over a sink or basin.
• Caregivers should wash hands and wear gloves.
• A soft toothbrush or oral sponge should be angled against the gumline, gently brushing teeth and an up-and-down motion with short strokes.
• Brush the patient's tongue.
• Apply lip moisturizer consistently as is necessary.
• Use toothpaste slurry or coconut oil for brushing, avoiding harsh or burning types of toothpastes, such as those with sodium laurel sulfate, mint, or cinnamon.

Discontinuation of denture-wearing is acceptable, if they are providing less benefit than they are creating discomfort and frustration for the patient. Usually, the hospice patient can maintain his same level of nourishment after discontinuing the use of his complete or partial dentures by changing the textures of foods eaten and by eating/being fed more slowly.

If the patient in fact is distressed while wearing his dentures, but is also having trouble functioning without them, a dental professional should examine the dentures for sore spots, poor fit, need for reline, and the like, as is possible.

2.4.11 Further Care in Cleaning the teeth: when flossing is a challenge

Daily brushing, flossing, and rinsing are three of the most important steps to having healthy teeth and gums. Yet, debilitated patients may have trouble wrapping floss around the fingers or in keeping a steady hand. They may also be intolerant to a caregiver’s putting two fingers far back into the mouth.

There are a few methods that may make interdental cleaning easier. The patient or caregiver can use floss picks to clean under gums and in-between the teeth,
where plaque and food work their way under the gingiva every day and can lead to gum disease.

Other options include soft picks (thin, feathery, rubber toothpicks), and various floss folders, all of which can be used with one hand by the patient. For caregivers, it is easier to reach the back of the mouth by using a long-handled floss aid, a thin instrument shaped rather like a slingshot, across which floss can be threaded.

Flossing (or the closest semblance thereof) is necessary in accessing areas under the gums where a toothbrush cannot reach. It is important to brush after meals and to floss at least before bedtime each day.

*Water jet irrigation devices are not generally recommended for hospice patients.*

### 2.4.12 Care of Full Denture Patients (and when is it okay not to wear dentures any longer?)

The use of dentures is common in the hospice population of patients. Numerous studies involving long-term care facilities show that, while many patients have dentures, a small proportion of these dentures are actually worn, because of issues with comfort and function. This proportion is likely higher in palliative care patients because of comorbidities, including xerostomia (dryness), Candidiasis, and general physiologic debilitations and losses.

Atrophy of facial muscles in stroke or advanced head and neck cancer patients can contribute to the inability for dentures to stay in properly. Looseness of the denture can also be brought about by significant weight loss or from resorption over previous years of the bony architecture underneath the denture.

Various treatments being administered for palliative care patients can exacerbate sores in the mouth, causing a patient distress while wearing the denture, even when not eating or talking with it.

Discontinuation of denture-wearing is acceptable, if the dentures are providing less benefit than they are in creating discomfort and frustration for the patient. Usually, the hospice patient can maintain his same level of nourishment after discontinuing the use of his dentures by changing the textures of foods eaten and by eating/being fed more slowly.

If the patient in fact is distressed while wearing his dentures, but is also having trouble functioning without them, a dental professional should examine the dentures for sore spots, poor fit, need for reline, and the like, as is possible.

**Oral Hygiene Plan of Care for the Edentulous Patient With or Without Dentures**

- Remember that dentures are not necessary for proper eating, communicating, and other such functions.

- Dentures should be labeled on the inside with the patient’s name written using an indelible marker or placed within the acrylic by a professional.

- Oral care should be provided after meals and as is necessary.

- Caregivers should wash hands and wear gloves.

- Dentures should be removed and safely set aside while cleaning the teeth.

- Dentures should be brushed with a toothbrush and toothpaste low in a sink or basin.

- Clean the grooved areas of dentures with the brush.
• Use cool or slightly warm water.

• Brush the patient’s tongue and wipe the oral tissues (cheeks, palate, and under the lips); coconut oil can provide a nice-tasting and lubricating medium.

• Reinsert the dentures.

• Apply lip moisturizer.

2.4.13 Care of the Oral Tissues (tongue, cheeks, inside and outside of lips, floor and roof of the mouth)

These tissues should be cleaned anytime the teeth and/or dentures are cleaned. This can be accomplished either by rinsing (where the patient is capable), or by wiping the mouth with a lubricating substance, such as a saliva substitute or coconut oil placed on either a piece of gauze or a toothette sponge. Take care not to choke patients with hasty or over-abundant use of these substances.

3. Conclusion

Oral care is an important component of institutionalized healthcare for the dependent and terminal because:

• Palliative care and dental health go hand-in-hand.

• The demographic of older adults who are entering hospice care is growing and likely will continue to constitute an increasingly larger populous engaged with end-of-life caregiving.

• The comorbidities and physiological changes associated with these aging individuals make them more vulnerable to oral health problems.

• With aging comes the use of multiple prescriptive and over-the-counter medications, causing a potential rise in medication errors, drug interactions, and adverse drug reactions, all of which are important in oral care considerations, particularly where local anesthetics and analgesics are concerned.

• The physical, sensory, and cognitive impairments often seen in this group may create challenges both with oral health self-care as well as with patient education and communication.

• Dental conditions associated with the aging mouth can include xerostomia (dry mouth), root and coronal caries (decay), and periodontal (gum) disease.

• Oral health related quality of life is a multi-dimensional concept which considers the totality of the patient’s oral health, functional well-being, emotional well-being, expectations and satisfaction with care, and sense of self.

• Patient oriented outcomes with a focus on quality of life can enhance our understanding of the relationship between oral health and general health,
while demonstrating that improving one’s palliation goes beyond the care-giver’s simply assisting with or treating dental maladies.

• Appropriate oral care delivered adequately and expeditiously, will enhance the hospice patient’s quality of life through a more esthetic and comfortable experience of well-being.

• This will include one’s experiencing enhanced socialization, more pleasurable eating and drinking, freedom from pain and discomfort, and an enhanced ability to communicate verbally.

• Further, this will prevent medical problems such as bacteremia, aspiration pneumonia, and poor diabetic control issues.

• It will also help to manage patient complaints such as halitosis (bad breath), speech problems, dysphasia (trouble eating), and an inability for maintaining adequate nutrition and hydration.

• It will help to manage consequences from comorbid medical conditions such as Sjogren’s syndrome, arthritis, strokes, radiation, and chemotherapy.

The most generous detail about delivering -and receiving-palliative care is that it focuses a great deal on kindness, and not so much on clinical perfection. There is really no general standard of care, as each individual is unique in his or her tolerance, basic needs, and willingness to allow intervention. Responsibilities as mentioned for facilities and dental providers in serving the terminally ill can certainly appear a bit daunting, yet palliative care only requires a caregiver to offer the best therapy possible in light of any situation that may exist. It is not so linked to stipulations and mandates, but rather to heartfelt compassion and a well-intended effort to soothe and comfort a person both physically and psychosocially.

Dentistry has long been absent in the role played in delivering such care, and as such, personal dignity and the sense of well-being aided by oral maintenance are concomitantly remiss. Dentists must step up to avail to caregivers in both institutions and at home a more well-understood prescriptive program for oral care that can be implemented at the various stages of need for end-of-life patients. Further, collaborative efforts among dentists, physicians, institutions, and their respective staff members must be strengthened to assure that care of the oral cavity does not continue to go unattended.

Finally, increased awareness to address these issues must begin in dental and medical schools, as students should learn early on about elder care, volunteerism, and advocacy. Without advances in oral care management of the infirmed and terminal, the void in these patients’ receiving comprehensive systemic and psychosocial palliation will increase as the percentage of the elderly continues to rise.
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Caregiver Distress in Cancer

Anshika Arora

Abstract

Cancer is a chronic disease with associated physical, emotional, social, financial and spiritual problems. The primary caregiver takes care of all these cancer-related issues for the patient. In India, usually a family member or loved one is the caregiver of the patient. The caregivers themselves feel distress and many factors may be associated with their psychological well-being. Pattern of distress may vary according to phases of the disease like at diagnosis, during ongoing oncological treatment, recovery period, remission period, recurrence of cancer, during end of life care and bereavement. Identifying and understanding caregiver distress is the first step. Active listening and good communication is important to unearth the real concerns and fears in order to relieve the distress. This chapter covers components of caregiver distress, assessment, physical, psychosocial and spiritual factors associated with distress and its management. Lastly, some recent literature related to prevalence and factors associated with caregiver distress.
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1. Introduction

The incidence and prevalence of cancer has been increasing in developing countries in the last few decades. Cancer is viewed increasingly as a chronic disease, with prolonged management and increased rates of survival, leading to long term care requirements of the patient. In developing countries like India, the primary caregiver for long-term and intensive care of a cancer patient is preferably the family member, and sometimes family member is the ‘only option’ available to the patient as caregiver. The caregiver is usually a close relative like parent, child, sibling, spouse or a friend. This person usually has a deep relationship with the patient and more importantly, a significant emotional co-dependence. Cancer diagnosis and treatment not only affects patients but also their family, resulting in psychological distress.

In cancer treatment, there has been a shift from in-patient care to ambulatory and out-patient care. This increases demands on the patient’s caregiver towards unmet physical, psychosocial and spiritual needs of the patient. Most of the caregivers have little preparation or training to take up this role. With newer modalities of treatment, cancer patients have prolonged survival through all stages of disease, making it more of a chronic disease. These trends have definitely increased the caregiver burden. The act of caring for a sick patient is multifaceted. The caregiver needs to have dedicated time to take the patient for hospital appointments and care for disease and treatment related problems at home as well. The caregiver then may face loss of personal work due to lack of time. They may eventually develop varying
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1. Introduction

The incidence and prevalence of cancer has been increasing in developing countries in the last few decades. Cancer is viewed increasingly as a chronic disease, with prolonged management and increased rates of survival, leading to long term care requirements of the patient. In developing countries like India, the primary caregiver for long-term and intensive care of a cancer patient is preferably the family member, and sometimes family member is the ‘only option’ available to the patient as caregiver. The caregiver is usually a close relative like parent, child, sibling, spouse or a friend. This person usually has a deep relationship with the patient and more importantly, a significant emotional co-dependence. Cancer diagnosis and treatment not only affects patients but also their family, resulting in psychological distress.

In cancer treatment, there has been a shift from in-patient care to ambulatory and out-patient care. This increases demands on the patient’s caregiver towards unmet physical, psychosocial and spiritual needs of the patient. Most of the caregivers have little preparation or training to take up this role. With newer modalities of treatment, cancer patients have prolonged survival through all stages of disease, making it more of a chronic disease. These trends have definitely increased the caregiver burden. The act of caring for a sick patient is multifaceted. The caregiver needs to have dedicated time to take the patient for hospital appointments and care for disease and treatment related problems at home as well. The caregiver then may face loss of personal work due to lack of time. They may eventually develop varying
degrees of emotional and psychosocial distress. There is ample literature on the palliative care needs of cancer patients. However, there is limited literature on the psychosocial needs of the relatives or caregivers of cancer patients. A significant proportion of caregivers have unmet needs for emotional support. They may have unaddressed fears regarding the patient’s prognosis, disease related information and treatment details. Furthermore, caregivers of patients with advanced disease usually have distress symptoms like anxiety and depression. Caregivers face extreme demands right through the course of the cancer, survivorship and also during bereavement.

2. Components of caregiver distress

The common psychological distress problems would be- anxiety and anxiety disorders, low mood and depressive disorders and adjustment disorders (Table 1).

Whenever a person perceives threat, ‘anxiety’ is the natural response. This response helps to enhance their actions in order to take care of the threat. When does this natural response of anxiety become a problem? Either the threat is out of person’s capability to resolve, or the anxiety hampers with the person’s ability to act appropriately in the situation. So, ‘anxiety’ may be seen as a spectrum between normal response to persistent to severe anxiety (Figure 1).

Some people experience anxiety in response to day to day stressors lifelong, for them anxiety due to caring for someone’s cancer is just another symptom of their own chronic anxiety problem. This may be seen more as ‘chronic anxiety’. On the other hand, some people may experience ‘acute anxiety’. It is generally a temporary response to a particular stressor, for example, being delivered the news of metastatic and incurable cancer in the patient, or the news of recurrent cancer. In a caregiver, anxiety may be related to –

- caring for a patient with uncontrolled symptoms like, pain or dyspnoea,
- fear of unknown like, prognosis of the patient,
- anticipation of symptoms post treatment like, chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting,
- lack of sleep, either due to distress, or caring for the patient at night continuously,
- fear of being left alone after the death of the patient, etc.

Some people may be suffering from anxiety disorders like- panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder and mixed anxiety and depressive disorder. It is commonly seen that people with symptoms of anxiety usually have adjustment disorder or varying degrees of depression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Components of caregiver distress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anxiety and anxiety disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low mood and depressive disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adjustment disorders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Components of caregiver distress.
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Caregivers suffer from low mood very often. ‘Depression’ is a common occurrence in cancer patients, and is also common in their caregivers. There is a spectrum of mood disorders ranging from sadness to adjustment disorder to depression. Depression is not the same as feeling sad. The common features seen in depression are- inability to experience pleasure (anhedonia), helplessness, hopelessness, feelings of loss and a flattening of all feelings. They may feel irritable, worthless; there may be lack of interest in daily activities or recreational activities; suicidal ideation is important to look for. There may be physical features like lack of sleep, weight loss, fatigue, reduced energy level and lethargy. Depressive disorders are usually under diagnosed in caregivers. This results from lack of active screening, lack of focus on the caregiver, more focus on the cancer patient, social cover-up by the caregiver and other simultaneous psychiatric problems like anxiety.

There will be many people with distress, who do not fall into the diagnostic criteria for depression or anxiety if the diagnostic criteria are applied strictly. These people may have 'adjustment disorders'. The main components of adjustment disorders are- they occur in response to a stressor, they usually last for a short duration of time (acute in nature), there will be emotional turmoil and distress and finally this results in function impairment. The diagnosis of adjustment disorder is more of a clinical judgment. The main temporality to remember is that the distress should start within 1–3 months of the stressor and be relieved within 6 months of resolution of the stressor. It is important to acknowledge adjustment disorders if distress is recognized in the caregiver, because otherwise, they may be inappropriately diagnosed to be depressed and prescribed unnecessary medications.

3. Assessment of caregiver distress

It has been seen in cancer patients, that regular and ongoing evaluation of psychological distress improves the management and treatment of psychiatric issues. This eventually contributes to better outcome, patient satisfaction, doctor-patient partnership, and improved overall care [1]. This is true even for caregiver distress. Regular screening and ongoing evaluation is as important aspect for good quality of life in the patients and their caregivers. Distress is defined as

“a multifactorial unpleasant emotional experience of a psychological, social or spiritual nature that interferes with coping.”

There are various tools and scales to screen for distress. Definitions for specific mental disorders are provided in Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical
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A visual analog tool, the distress thermometer, is used as a self-report method to screen and measure distress. This tool has been validated against other tools used to screen for psychological distress [3]. Distress thermometer is an invaluable tool to screen for psychological distress. It has two components; one is a visual analogue scale ranging from 0 to 10. Zero being no distress and 10 being extreme distress. The second component asks the person to answer a series of yes or no questions pertaining to practical problems, family problems, emotional problems, spiritual/religious problems and physical problems. This scale measures the global distress score, the list of problems are then used to identify areas that need focused care. The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale is self-administered 14 question scale. This validated tool can be used to screen caregivers for anxiety and depression. A score from 0 to 21 is generated for both anxiety and depression, 0–7 indicates normal, 8–10 borderline and 11–21 abnormal score. People with abnormal score can then be reviewed in detail for anxiety and depression. Another tool useful for depression is Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). BDI is a self-reporting, 21-item rating tool. It measures attitudes and the symptoms of depression. A shorter version with 13 items is called BDI-II. It has an internal consistency of 0.73 to 0.92. For anxiety, Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) tool can be used. It again consists of 21 items and is a self reporting rating questionnaire. Instrument General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) is a validated tool to assess the severity of any mental problem a person may have suffered from in the past few weeks. This instrument consists of 12 items, 4-point scale, with total score ranging from 0 to 36. A higher score indicates a worse mental problem. Psycho-Oncology Screening is a screening tool, specific for cancer. The screening is based on 5 to 10 minutes of standardized interview, which comprises of

• questions related to socio-demographic characteristics,

• questions related to medical characteristics, and

• questions on the subjective experience associated with psychological distress in the past 3 days

To assess the third point, Psycho-Oncology Screening tool uses 6 items, rated from 0 to 4. Any patient with >9 points on this rating scale is considered distressed. Another validated, self administered tool is the Psychological Distress Inventory, used to measure distress in cancer patients. Mental Health Quotient is an online assessment tool. It captures the complete mental profile of an individual, ranging from “Clinical to Thriving”. Another useful tool to screen for distress and unmet needs of a person is Needs Evaluation Questionnaire (NEQ). It is again a self-administered tool, with 23 items with dichotomous answers. The Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K 10) comprises of 10 items with scores ranging from 1 to 5 for each item (minimum possible score 10, maximum score 50). The grading is done as per following cut-offs

• 10–19 Likely to be well

• 20–24 Likely to have a mild disorder

• 25–29 Likely to have a moderate disorder

• 30–50 Likely to have a severe disorder
4. Physical factors affecting caregiver distress

Patients with advanced cancer usually have multiple physical symptoms, with varying degrees of severity. In addition to this, the symptoms burden is dynamic, i.e., ever changing in severity and pattern, as the disease profile changes. The Table 2 shows the prevalence of common physical symptoms in an advanced cancer patient.

The caregiver of an advanced cancer has to be able to care for above symptoms. Seeing your loved one in pain or with anorexia can be a source of distress, caring for someone with dyspnea can be quite scary and cause a lot of distress in the caregiver. Due to fatigue, patients with terminal cancer are unable to carry out recreational or occupation activities and even sometimes activities of daily living. Their caregiver, usually a family member, is equally affected emotionally by the changes in life style the patient may have to make to adapt to constant fatigue. In an Indian study, the researcher asked about the most bothersome symptoms reported by parents of dying children. Pain (85%) and respiratory distress (73%) were the commonest [5]. Much of the fear is due to past experiences of uncontrolled distress. This eventually leads to anticipatory psychological distress in both patients and their caregivers. In India, many complex factors like cost, scarcity of medical facilities in remote areas, taboo, etc., contribute to reduced expert medical care opportunities and hospice care. Advanced cancer patients with smelly fungating wounds, oro-cutaneous malignant fistulas, large bed sores, bowel and bladder dysfunction are being managed primarily at home by caregivers. The caregivers have the added responsibility of taking over the nursing role, usually full time. This may leave little or no time for personal needs, being a source of distress. Consider a patient who has a colostomy due to malignant bowel obstruction, this patient will have body image issues. He may become socially recluse, irritable, depressed and feel overall limited by the colostomy bag. Seeing him in psychological pain, the patient’s caregiver and loved ones may find it distressing. So, change in body image of a patient whether due to a stoma, or amputation, or mastectomy not only affects the psyche of the patient but their family members and caregivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>35–96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anorexia</td>
<td>30–92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>32–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delirium</td>
<td>6–93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnoea</td>
<td>10–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>3–77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.
Prevalence of common symptoms in patients with advanced cancer. [4].

5. Psychosocial factors affecting caregiver distress

Being diagnosed with cancer is a life-altering event in a patient’s life. Nature of his/her response to diagnosis, treatment etc. will impact mood of the patient and quality of the social support. Managing strong emotional responses will affect patient’s family and vocational exchanges. Similar points could be envisioned for
the caregiver. In a country like India, the caregiver, usually a close family member is the first to receive the news of diagnosis of cancer; even before the patient. During this early period of breaking bad news and details of disease related prognosis, the caregiver goes through psychological problems like- acute stress disorder. Usually, the person may go through phases of disbelief, fear, anxiety, inability to sleep, blame, anger and intrusive thinking etc. Now, their lifestyle may never remain the same. They go from the routine activities to a whirlwind of hospital appointments, tests, investigations and consultation with multiple doctors. Consolidating all the information shared with them regarding the disease and treatment during these consultations and then, the mammoth responsibility of taking the right decisions can be quite daunting. The caregivers could quickly move from acute stress to more chronic post-traumatic stress disorder [6–8]. During the stage of active treatment of cancer the caregiver may experience exhaustion, helplessness and disruption of social roles. As the treatment ends and follow up period starts, there may be fears of disease recurrence, long-term treatment side effects, higher vulnerability and sudden isolation. In India, another important factor to consider is feeling of taboo. Generally, people fear that if the society comes to know that their family member has cancer, the family will be socially isolated, to the extent that they may be considered bad luck to be around. The constant effort to keep the secret of cancer in the family is a cause of distress. Collusion is another important consideration in context of India. The primary caregiver keeps the knowledge of diagnosis or the knowledge of disease prognosis to themselves. They hardly allow the medical team to disclose cancer diagnosis to the patient in order to protect their loved one from mental trauma and resulting distress. But this conspiracy of silence between the caregiver and the medical team is a source of constant psychological distress in the patient, as well as the caregiver. The psychodynamics of the family is any way disturbed by the diagnosis of cancer in a family member. Adding on that, the pressure of hiding diagnosis from the patient, all while struggling through diagnostic tests and treatment of cancer will generate stress and tension for the caregivers. Collusion also blocks honest discussions among the family members and preparation for parting. Caregivers may have mixed states and degrees of depression, anxiety, psychological distress; they may find difficulty in falling asleep or staying asleep. All these affect their quality of life. Collusion, if not resolved is a source of immense distress to family members during bereavement period too.

6. Spiritual factors affecting caregiver distress

Spirituality is about valuing the non-material aspects of life, it is also concerned intimately with day to day reality. “Spirituality can be defined as awareness of the transcendent, the awareness of something beyond ordinary human knowledge or experience” [9]. It concerns with the whole life. The 4S model of a human being involves- the ‘soma’ (physical), social, psychological dimensions; embraced and enhanced by the spiritual dimension. Relationship with the ultimate reality, meaning of life, purpose of living, deeper meaning behind experiences and harmony with other beings and the universe are some aspects spiritually is concerned with. Religion is a shared system of beliefs and certain rituals. One’s spirituality may be either independent or dependent on their religious believes. Whether one calls it spirituality or soul or ‘atma’ or the spirit, it is about exploring and discovering the meaning or purpose of one’s identity and life.

Dealing with major life-stressors, like diagnosis and treatment of cancer, has been shown to trigger post-traumatic growth in the patients and their caregivers. There may be an altered perspective on what really matters in life, what is the
meaning behind life [10]. The higher domains like life appreciation, relating to other’s problems, empathy, compassion and spiritual matters are seen to be affected in patients and their families [11, 12].

The following are some of the spiritual needs of a caregiver-

- **Guilt or Shame** Person feels they are reaping the results of their past actions. They are being punished for their ill actions by suffering like this. They feel that they deserve this misery and do not deserve any better. The concept of ‘karma’.

- **Intense suffering** Receiving bad news, long periods of caring for a cancer patient can lead to isolation, loneliness and vulnerability. This intense suffering may overwhelm the caregiver into feelings of suicide.

- **Sense of –lessness** Caregivers may develop feelings of helplessness, hopelessness and meaninglessness. Some people are able to cope with this, but others may become withdrawn and depressed. They may feel - ‘What’s the point of going on if it’s going to be like this?’

- **Breaking up with God** Some may question God and other religious authorities- “Why us, what did we do to deserve this?” and feel angry. Others may just break their ties with God and the religious believes they had been following till now. For some, their relationship with God may change- “Now I can’t ask for help from God and talk to Him the same way.”

- **Premature stoicism** Stoicism is defined as- “the endurance of pain or hardship without the display of feelings and without complaint.” In Indian culture, the family members and loved ones feel this overpowering need to take care of their cancer patient. The caregiver often feels that he or she cannot let down their patient and thus feel they have to do it all. They also endure suffering, without complaining, as part of this duty towards the family member.

- **Nightmares** Each one of us may have had that vivid dream about falling endlessly or being stuck in a box and unable to get out, at some point of time in our lives. Cancer caregivers, if asked, share that they frequently get these nightmares.

Thus, the interplay of elements like experiences, values, beliefs, relationships, assumptions, motivation, dreams, aspirations, thoughts and emotions determines the spiritual health or qualify of spiritual health.

7. How can one help

Medical professionals and health team may be able to reduce caregiver distress related to cancer if it is identified early and adequate steps are taken to relieve the causes of distress. Also, they can work with caregivers to help them attain something of emotional significance from the experience of loss or suffering [13]. Cancer patient caregivers will benefit from improving their coping skills and learning more adaptive coping skills (Table 3). They need to preserve their emotional balance, sense of know-how, sustain social relationships and above all, be prepared for the uncertain future. Expression of emotions to social support system is shown to improve optimism and reduce distress in cancer patients [14–16]. Similar strategies
aimed at increasing the social support for caregiver may be desirable. *Adaptive coping*, in terms of emotion focused and problem focused, may help the caregiver to match their response to a difficult medical situation. Avoidant strategies may not be that adaptive and useful in the long run [17, 18]. The components of adaptive coping are- facing not fleeing, altering the perception, coping actively, social support and expressing emotion. The caregiver of a terminally ill cancer patient needs to be able to cope with uncertainty of imminent death. Usually they are anxious to know the ‘time left with the patient’. It is good to ask the caregiver that why they wanted to know in the first place. They may express a particular concern, like, the wedding of a loved one or travel plans. This opens a forum for discussion and scope for addressing the real concerns. Acknowledging that living with this kind of uncertainty is in fact difficult for most people will help the caregiver to get some perspective. Lastly, discuss certain coping strategies like living only one day at a time, living and planning till the next event like a birthday, learning to hope for the best but be prepared for the worst.

*Group psychotherapy* has already been shown to be efficient in providing psychological support to cancer patients [19, 20]. The same concepts could be applied to support cancer caregivers. The components of group therapy include- social support, emotional expression, demystifying dying, living in the present and re-organizing life priorities, family support enhancement and effective communication with medical team.

*Good communication skills* on the part of the medical team are a starting point for identification of distress in the cancer caregivers. A good approach would be to identify not just the telltale signs and symptoms of distress (like depression), but identify all psychological issues relevant to the caregiver at that moment. The person may be in a phase of denial or anger or disbelief or sadness. Identifying these and working on the core issue may serve better to take care of psychological distress. For example, if a cancer caregiver has received news of cancer recurrence in the patient, he may be in ‘denial’ for some time. This is a usual response when one is unable to deal with the weight of the reality and looks for alternate explanations. The ‘denial’ may result in anxiety. Rather than treating the anxiety with drugs, addressing the core issue, which was ‘denial’ in this case, acknowledging its effect on the person and an open honest discussion may be a better path to take. In addition to verbal communication, an effective way of conveying the message is ‘non-verbal cues’. These include things like eye contact, facial expression, act of sitting with the person, posture, placement of hands, pace of voice, voice pitch and touch. For effective communication ‘privacy’ is equally important. The person should feel safe and confident to share their emotions and thoughts. Another important aspect is not to hurry up the conversation, we have to create the illusion of ‘time’ and should not interrupt as far as possible. Lastly, ‘avoiding medical jargon’ will allow for a smoother conversation and better understanding on the part of the caregiver. Nodding from time to time, reflective questioning, picking up cues from caregiver’s statements, asking and validating their feelings, picking up non-verbal cues and finally summarizing the contents of the whole conversation are part of active communication.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed interventions to relieve caregiver distress.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning adaptive skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For identification of distress in the cancer caregivers. A good approach would be to identify not just the telltale signs and symptoms of distress (like depression), but identify all psychological issues relevant to the caregiver at that moment. The person may be in a phase of denial or anger or disbelief or sadness. Identifying these and working on the core issue may serve better to take care of psychological distress. For example, if a cancer caregiver has received news of cancer recurrence in the patient, he may be in ‘denial’ for some time. This is a usual response when one is unable to deal with the weight of the reality and looks for alternate explanations. The ‘denial’ may result in anxiety. Rather than treating the anxiety with drugs, addressing the core issue, which was ‘denial’ in this case, acknowledging its effect on the person and an open honest discussion may be a better path to take. In addition to verbal communication, an effective way of conveying the message is ‘non-verbal cues’. These include things like eye contact, facial expression, act of sitting with the person, posture, placement of hands, pace of voice, voice pitch and touch. For effective communication ‘privacy’ is equally important. The person should feel safe and confident to share their emotions and thoughts. Another important aspect is not to hurry up the conversation, we have to create the illusion of ‘time’ and should not interrupt as far as possible. Lastly, ‘avoiding medical jargon’ will allow for a smoother conversation and better understanding on the part of the caregiver. Nodding from time to time, reflective questioning, picking up cues from caregiver’s statements, asking and validating their feelings, picking up non-verbal cues and finally summarizing the contents of the whole conversation are part of active communication.
listening. Active listening will help finding out about caregiver’s emotions, feelings and concerns. Asking ‘open questions’ is better than asking leading or closed questions if you want to understand their feelings and concerns.

- Leading question - Are you feeling less anxious today?
- Closed question - Do you feel anxious today?
- Open question - How is your anxiety today?
- What worries you so?

How do you think you feel today as compared to our previous consultation?

Next important thing to remember as a medical professional is to not use ‘distancing behaviors’. Non-verbal cues like facial expression, looking very busy and tone of voice; labeling a patient, e.g., ‘she is cancer colon patient; lecturing, criticizing, making threats, issuing orders, addressing only the physical problems, using closed questions, inappropriate humor and normalising prematurely are examples of distancing behaviors.

7.1 Management of anxiety

The first step is impeccable assessment keeping the following components in mind. Firstly, look for the common features of anxiety like - vigilance, scanning, autonomic hyperactivity, increased motor tension and excessive worrying. Secondly, we need to assess the character of anxiety, whether it is acute or chronic in nature, whether it is part of a psychiatric syndrome. Thirdly, there may be some features leading to anxiety, which may be reversible. For example, the patient’s symptom control could be better or the medical team could address anxiety resulting from fear of unknown prognosis by counseling the caregiver in depth regarding patient’s cancer related prognosis. It is important to note here that, one needs to give ample time to listen to the caregiver, so the real reasons behind the anxiety could be explored. The main concerns and worries mentioned by the caregiver will be helpful in understanding the reasons behind anxiety. Just the act of sharing these concerns may result in decreased anxiety. Treatment approach could be pharmacological or non-pharmacological. The non-pharmacological options are - psychological counseling, progressive muscular relaxation and distraction. The main pharmacological management is use of benzodiazepines like - Lorazepam, Diazepam, Midazolam and Clonazepam. Medications should be used only for short period to break the cycle of anxiety; non-pharmacological approaches are the main stay of management.

7.2 Management of depression

As with management of anxiety, we assess for the reversible causative factors and try to eliminate these. Enough emphasis cannot be given to the fact, that spending time with the caregiver, active and patient listening is important to uncover the main concerns and fears. Addressing these fears and concerns, emotional and social support and counseling are the main stay of management. Tricyclic antidepressants may be used in a few instances.

7.3 Management of adjustment disorders

Psychotherapy is the main stay of treatment. The focus will be on spending enough time with the caregiver and listening to his/her concerns and fears. Thereafter, focus will shift to addressing these concerns, help them find solutions to problems that are reversible. There will be need to resolve conflicts. For example, there may be ongoing conflict due to collusion, the patient may not be aware of...
the diagnosis or the prognosis. The caregiver, the patient and the medical team are bound to face conflict at multiple points of time in the management of cancer of this patient. Addressing the issues around collusion in this case will reduce distress in the caregiver. It is important to make an effort to improve communication between patient, caregiver and the medical team. The practical family issues and social issues like taboo and isolation need to be addressed to improve distress. There are formal approaches to manage adjustment disorders like - cognitive behavior therapy and problem solving therapy.

8. A good death

Caregiver of a patient who is nearing his death may feel a heightened need for reconciliation, affirmation, forgiveness and acceptance. It is important to note that death is not the ultimate failure, poor quality of death and a demoralizing death is the real failure. Patient dying in a hostile environment of ICU, away from the physical and emotional support of the loved ones, is demoralizing to the family. Collusion prevents the spiritual nourishment between patient and caregiver, leading to a poor quality of death and distress in the bereavement period. How can one achieve a ‘good death’? Taking care of physical issues like pain and dyspnoea at end of life of the cancer patient can be of great help. Patient and caregivers should have had adequate time and support to be able to accept death as a real eventuality and say a healthy ‘good bye’. They should have had time to express love for each other. There should be openness to accept failures of life, forgive others and each other, reconcile with other family members. The achievements in life as an individual and as a family unit should be reviewed and acknowledged together. Lastly, the life journey as a whole may be evaluated and discussed among the family.

9. Recent literature on cancer caregiver distress

There are studies evaluating prevalence of distress in caregivers of cancer patients and its associated factors. In a study conducted on 641 Chinese adult cancer patients and their caregivers, it was found that one-third caregivers had experienced anxiety and depression and with similar degree. The factors that were found to affect the anxiety and depression in patient-caregiver dyads were- marital status, age, gender, level of information about disease, type of cancer and treatment, being the spouse, duration in role as caregiver, time spent daily on care giving, pre- and post-cancer family relationship and financial burden due to cancer treatment [21]. These factors associated with the caregiver distress may affect it with varying degree of severity. A review article published in 2018 found that caregiver distress was related to psycho-physiological elements like blood pressure and poor health related behaviors. Problem focused coping reduced depression and improved adjustment in this study [22].

Caring for children with cancer also leads to caregiver distress and burden. There may be some association between the child’s symptoms and caregiver’s distress. At the time of diagnosis, the parent of child may feel grief and severe anxiety. A study on psychological adjustment in families of 159 children with cancer found that during the first year of diagnosis the caregivers have clinically significant distress but the children are well adjusted [23]. Caregivers of 100 acute lymphoblastic leukemia children in Hyderabad (India) were enrolled in a study, which showed, that both mothers and fathers did not experience significantly different burden, however they used different coping strategies for the distress they felt [24]. Study published
in 2016 concluded that symptoms of children being treated for cancer and financial difficulty were significantly associated caregiver distress and burden [25].

In a randomized controlled trial published in Oncologist in 2017, 350 patients and their caregivers were randomized to either early integrated palliative care or regular oncological care. This intervention improved the total distress and depression scores, but no change in anxiety score were noted [26]. It has been frequently reported that psychological distress is substantially high in a nuclear family, so family based approach is needed and most effective in cancer care. The caregiver-patient dyad unit should be the focus of assessment and intervention [27]. In a study on 43 lung cancer patient and caregiver dyads, it was found that patient’s Lung Cancer Symptom Scale scores correlated positively with caregiver distress and burden scores [28]. Another study on 91 lung cancer patients and caregiver dyads found that the burden, anxiety, depression, Quality of life of the caregivers was affected by the Quality of life of the patient and not their stage of disease [29].

A study aimed to assess the inter-relationship of patient and caregiver distress at the time of diagnosis of incurable cancer. They enrolled 350 patients and 275 family caregivers within 8 weeks of diagnosis of incurable cancer. They found that patients reported more depression and caregivers more anxiety [30]. The anxiety and depression were found to be interrelated in the patient and their caregiver with good correlation. A review article published in 2016 on caregivers of ovarian cancer patients found that with time the experience of the caregiver changes. During the first year of diagnosis of cancer there is minimal compromise in well being and Quality of life, however there is steady decline as the disease progresses [31]. In pediatric cancer patients health related quality of life of the children has been significantly related to the caregiver distress, with age of the child being a significant covariate [32].

There has been limited research on caregivers of head and neck cancer patients. This study interviewed 31 long term caregivers of head and neck cancer patients. Emotional distress was found related to – understanding of illness, fears, restrictions in lifestyle, change in body image, financial burden, co-morbidities and witnessing suffering [13].

A study looked at the bereavement outcome in relation to age of advanced cancer patients [33]. They interviewed caregivers of 199 advanced cancer patients at the time of diagnosis and shortly following death of the patient. They concluded that relatives of patients in middle age (40–59 years) had greater grief and related distress symptoms like depression during bereavement period. In contrast, the relatives of young-old patients (60–79 years) had greater distress during caring period and relief of distress during the bereavement period.

An Indian study [34] explored the association between distress and somatization in 100 cancer patients and their caregivers. They found that the depression and anxiety found in patient and their caregiver had significant correlation; the caregiver’s distress significantly correlated with somatization in the patient. Thus, psychological evaluation and management of the caregiver distress is essential for well being of the cancer patient. A study looked at gender differences in 377 cancer caregivers in Albania and found that female caregiver had higher levels of distress and poorer quality of life as compared to male caregivers [35]. An interventional study randomized 65 patient-caregiver dyads to group intervention and 66 to usual care, the interventional group had better Spiritual well-being scores, caregiver Quality of life scores at short and long term [36].

Medical professionals and health team may be able to reduce caregiver distress related to cancer if it is identified early and adequate steps are taken to relieve the causes of distress. Also, they can work with caregivers to help them attain something of emotional significance from the experience of loss or suffering [13].
10. Conclusion

There are various factors that may affect caregiver distress. The demographic and geographic factors like distance of travel from home to the hospital, frequency of hospital visits, ease of public or private travel, financial issues, loss of work, level of education. Patient and disease factors like age, stage, prognosis, type of treatment, physical symptoms, presence of stoma or tubes, knowledge of prognosis. Caregiver factors like gender, age, relation to the patient, duration of care-giving, total time spent daily caring, etc. Various psychological and spiritual elements have to be considered as well. In the clinical setting, physicians and medical team do not monitor caregiver burden regularly. Distress in caregivers is usually under recognized, under reported and under treated. In India, first and second degree relatives are the primary source of care and support system for cancer patients, though simultaneously they experience considerable distress themselves.
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Chapter 8
The Exceptional Role of Women as Primary Caregivers for People Living with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria, West Africa
Ekaete Francis Asuquo and Paulina Ackley Akpan-Idiok

Abstract
In Africa, women play an indispensable role in family life. The normative roles of women extend from reproductive role to the raising of children and caring for sick family members. These roles are very unique and are dictated by culture, religion and beliefs. Despite these, their contributions in caregiving remain unrecognized except by the beneficiaries. Caregivers of people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) experience high level of burden due to the expanded role and inadequate preparation for the caregiver's duty. A descriptive cross-sectional research design was utilized to elicit data from 260 participants in Calabar municipality, Nigeria. Caring for PLWHA is an exceptional service due to exacerbation of symptoms and comorbidities peculiar to terminal phase of HIV. The study revealed gender inequalities in burden levels. Significant relationships (p < 0.05) also existed between burden of care, availability of support and duration of care during this study. Despite the perceived consequences, the family caregivers were still determined to continue caregiving role. This informs the need for governmental support to ameliorate the negative consequences of caregiving by female caregivers.

Keywords: women caregivers, burden, PLWHA, Nigeria

1. Introduction
Africa is a patriarchal society with women role detected by ethno-religious ideologies, economic as well as socio-cultural factors. These factors inform assignment of resources and responsibilities which is often laden with inequities between men and women [1, 2]. However, women have proven to be the central crux that holds family together while serving as primary caregiver to children and elderly globally as well as facilitating or hindering change in family life [3]. Additionally, with the scourge of HIV in the African society, the responsibility rests on them, a situation describing AIDS as having "a woman's face" in Africa [4]. While HIV prevalence continues to soar in Africa, it is eroding the health of women directly as well as indirectly diminishing their skills and productivity which adversely affects family life [4, 5].

An average of 75.7 million (55.9 million–100 million) people have been infected with HIV with about 32.7 million (24.8 million–42.2 million) AIDS-related death recorded since the onset of HIV epidemic in 1981 [6]. Presently, UNAIDS fact
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1. Introduction

Africa is a patriarchal society with women role detected by ethno-religious ideologies, economic as well as socio-cultural factors. These factors inform assignment of resources and responsibilities which is often laden with inequities between men and women [1, 2]. However, women have proven to be the central crux that holds family together while serving as primary caregiver to children and elderly globally as well as facilitating or hindering change in family life [3]. Additionally, with the scourge of HIV in the African society, the responsibility rest on them, a situation describing AIDS as having “a woman’s face” in Africa [4]. While HIV prevalence continues to soar in Africa, it is eroding the health of women directly as well as indirectly diminishing their skills and productivity which adversely affects family life [4, 5].

An average of 75.7 million (55.9 million–100 million) people have been infected with HIV with about 32.7 million (24.8 million–42.2 million) AIDS-related death recorded since the onset of HIV epidemic in 1981 [6]. Presently, UNAIDS fact
sheet [6] reveal about 31.6 million–44.5 million (38.0 million) people living with HIV, with about 1.7 new infection in 2019. African disproportionately bear the burden of HIV with about 25.7 million people living with HIV and 470,000 AIDS related death in 2018. Although global effort has been directed to combat HIV impact in Africa, the continent still contributes about two thirds of global new HIV infections with about 1.1 million people infected in 2018 [7]. Nigeria remains Africa’s most populous country, with about 1.9 million people living with HIV, 130000 new infection, and 53,000 AIDS-related death in 2018 [6]. The high prevalence of HIV will invariably invoke strain on family life especially when affected member returns home for succor.

The African nuclear family is a potent therapeutic force, and highly sensitive to the needs of its member, by providing physical, financial, emotional and spiritual support. Studies reveal that family remains the primary entity in caring for individuals, through which socialization, trust, loyalty and inter-family cooperation develops, and many counts on these attributes in adverse health condition [8, 9]. These attributes attracts afflicted members and act as a succor especially during terminal stage of HIV with co-morbidities [9, 10]. Caregiving although a normative role, is assumed most often by people without preparation or questioning even though it may disrupt work, family and social life of the caregivers. As the number of people living with HIV/AIDS increases, the demand for family members who assume caregiving role increases [11]. Moreover without appropriate restructuring of existing role to accommodate new caregiving roles, the increase in responsibility may constitute burden, which is detrimental to the caregiver’s health as well as quality of care rendered to the care recipient [10–12].

2. Women and HIV

Women disproportionately bear the burden of HIV and this is often secondary to gender inequalities which are obvious in economic status, cultural and societal norms. Women and girls constitute more than half the population of PLWHA, accounting for 18.8 million persons. Studies reveal that in every 4 minutes, three young women are infected with HIV with approximately 870,000 new HIV every year among women and girls [13]. Additionally among female age 15–49, AIDS-related illnesses remains the leading cause of death [14]. Although, no HIV gender disparity existed in children, gender disparities became obvious during adolescence, with girls accounting for 75 per cent (130,000) of new HIV infections among adolescents, globally in comparison to about 44,000 adolescent boys [14]. In sub-Saharan Africa, young women are two times more likely to be infected with HIV than male and they account for 59% of all new HIV infections [6]. Women also disproportionately bear the burden of HIV in Nigeria, among 1,800,000 adults with HIV, and the majority, 1,000,000 (55.56%) were women. New HIV infection among those aged 15–24 years were more (26000) among female compared to 15,000 among their male counterparts [6]. New HIV infections among young women aged 15–24 years were almost double those among young men: 26000 new infections among young women, compared to 15,000 among young men. The high prevalence among female is fueled by biological vulnerability, gender inequalities which encouraged early and forced marriage, lack of information on sexuality, lack of negotiating power as well as economic autonomy [15]. The need to bridge the gap by improving the quality of life of females by encouraging social justice with equal access to employment, education, health services and freedom from discrimination and violence had been advocated as a panacea for ending HIV epidemic by 2030 [4]. In spite of high HIV burden among women, they also bear the brunt of caring for those affected, a double jeopardy.
3. Women and caregiving

It is imperative that as humans navigate through life with changing demographics that some will have to function as caregivers. Caregiving is a role expected of family members however, the irrefutable strength of informal caregiving lies on female family caregivers, whose role are often designated by ideologies and endorsed by culture. It has been asserted that caregiving is feminized and women are socialized into nurturing roles [16]. Studies affirmed that round the world women make-up about 57 to 81% of informal care givers for family members with chronic disabilities [17–21]. Females commenced their caregiving activities at a very young age and maintain this role as they aged [22]. Most often their roles are not recognized by other family members and health care system except by the care recipient [23].

A Canadian study revealed that in every five persons there was a female family caregiver who provided 70 percent or more of required caregiving needs [24]. In the United States, about 41 million family caregivers served 34 billion hours of care to recipient with functional disabilities accounting for an estimated $470 billion of unpaid caregivers [23]. The female form (65%) majority of family caregivers and about 80% provide care to elderly relative or friend [25]. Another study revealed that 82.8% of family caregivers were females in a study with 583 family caregivers [26]. A similar report was obtained from an Australian research where 2.65 million family caregivers in 2015, were females (12.3%) and only 9.3% were males [27]. Studies in Nigeria also revealed gender difference when it comes to caregiving, where majority were female, (67.3%) and experience a higher level of burden than men [12, 28]. In France majority of caregivers were women and whenever one caregiver was needed to provide care it was most often female [29]. Additionally, daughters form three-quarters of those caring for their elderly parent, and 70% of those caring for their spouses were wives while men tend to seek professional assistance with care duties [29]. Similarly among couples, women most often shoulder caregiving role than their spouses [30]. When it comes to physical care or personal care, such as bathing or getting dressed, women are more likely (19% vs. 8%) than men to provide such care to care recipients [31]. It has been affirmed that caregiving is a traditionally driven activity earmarked for women [32].

4. Duration of care

Unlike formal caregivers, informal caregivers may not have stipulated time period for caring and are often required to perform multiple task both planned and unplanned for the day with progressive increase in activities over time which induces burden [10, 11]. A study affirmed the disparity between men and women caregiving involvement with changing demographics and suggested the need for more male involvement in order to reduce caregiving burden on women [30, 33]. The period spent providing care to a sick family member differs between men and women. The variation however exists between the types of care provided as well as duration, thereby exacerbating women perceived burden. Studies have revealed disparity in hours between men and women providing care, that women provides full time care with an average of 9 hours 45 minutes, that is, with an additional 2 hours more than men, who provide 7 hours 20 minutes of care [30, 34]. With regards to gender specific differences in providing care, women approach to caregiving is more comprehensive (more hands-on care) supporting care recipient with activities of daily living. Furthermore, women provide care for longer duration than men, with caregivers spending more than 11 hours per week [32, 35, 36]. The feminization of
female role in caregiving and home centered care give a greater sense of family obligation with longer duration spent in caregiving than men [37–39]. Another report stated that duration of care increased among cultures and societies who designate caregiving as a woman’s primary role [39]. Additionally, females’ care giving role commenced at a younger age and persists as they grow older with an average age for female primary caregivers ranging between 30 and 55 years [22].

5. Gender and caregivers burden

African traditional gender norms feminize caregiving and exclude men and boys from caregiving. The normative women roles extend from reproductive role to nurturing infant and sick family members and remain progressive all through their lifetime [40]. However, these roles remain unrecognized except by the beneficiaries. Therefore, personal sacrifice comes with fulfillment of this role, while some female may have to leave school to provide care [41]. The added responsibility may overshadow the individual coping ability and it manifest as stress or burden. Caregiver’s burden is defined as an individual response to physical, emotional, psychological, financial as well as social stressors in Ref. to caregiving experience [42]. Burden maybe objective or subjective. Objective burden refers to disruption in household routines, social relations, leisure, time, finances, work as well as physical health which is often observable [43–45]. Subjective burden refers to how the caregiver appraises the caregiving task [44]. However it has been reported that objective burden depends on subjective appraisal of the caregiving task [44]. Report reveals that caregivers of PLWHA experienced high level of burden [34]. With common sessional symptoms and exacerbation in terminal phase of HIV, many are overwhelmed with caregiving demands resulting in burden [46]. Moreover burden may be compounded with lack of support and financial constraint. Studies revealed higher level of both subjective and objective burden among females compared to males [17, 38, 47, 48] and higher level of physical and social burden [49]. But women experienced more objective burden which is often associated with physical task of caregiving [40]. Similarly, another report stated that women are directly involved in providing personal care which is more demanding and significantly contributes to burden [11, 33]. Studies in Nigeria also affirmed a significant relationship between caregiver’s burden and gender with 67.5% female accounting for those with high level of caregivers’ burden [10, 28]. Similarly, another study in Lagos, Nigeria also affirmed higher level of burden among female and more stressor emanating from financial, physical as well as emotional domain of burden scale.

5.1 Caregiving and support

The high prevalence of HIV in Africa and Nigeria, coupled with improvements in treatment modalities and life expectancy predict the inevitable loss of autonomy as disease trajectory progressed into AIDS. It has been noted that in spite of prophylaxis for opportunist infection and antiretroviral therapy in preventing AIDS associated illness, PLWHA will still be sick and have disability in functional ability, hence require care [50]. This terminal stage invariable signals the need for either formal or informal caregivers. Studies also revealed that HIV infected individuals return to their homes for physical and psychological support and adequate discharge preparation which incorporate health care team; and family caregivers become imperative [50]. However, health care system especially in developing countries do not have the capacity to provide long-term services, they rarely involved family caregivers in the discharge planning, neither are they educated...
about their roles. Patients are discharged home without contact with family caregivers and most health systems lack structured and effective discharge plans [51, 52]. But effective discharge planning plays a role in continuity of care [53]. Although there are benefits associated with caregiving such as fulfilling normative role and reciprocity when the chips are down [10, 54]. Reducing the cost of institutionalization and receiving care in an environment one is familiar with as well as being in the company of loved ones improved the quality of life of the care recipient. Moreover, during caregiving bonding relationship develops between the caregiver and recipient, but the type of relationship depends on the age of caregiver and recipient [55]. It is however pertinent to note that in spite of family resiliency with care, their experience of physical and emotional strain should never be ignored [56]. Most caregivers are “hidden” patients which health care professional fail to recognize [57]. Besides, while discharging the patient they fail to think about continuity of care to full recovery, based on the implicit assumption that family members would care for them, without educational preparation on how to managed discharged patient. The assumption of caregiving role without preparation might affect the individual coping mechanism resulting in the experiencing of stress or burden. Caregiving has both positive and negative consequences although the two may exist concurrently [57]. Excessive life stressor on the other hand results in negative consequences and without adequate intervention may affect role performance [58]. This informs the need for family caregivers support. Support is conceptualized as what others do to help the individual cope [58]. This conceptualization of involving significant others in the caregivers’ capability constitute the principal theme that is exemplified in this study.

The forms of support have been categorized into three namely: (a) instrumental aid (actions or resources provided to aid caregiving responsibilities), (b) socio-emotional aid (infer demonstrations of love, caring, esteem, sympathy and group belonging) and (c) informational aid (communications of information that makes life challenges easier) [59]. These forms of social support buffer the negative consequences of caregiving. Although men have jobs more than female [30], the female combine caregiving most often with productive and reproductive activities, therefore they need support for adaptation as responsibilities changes or increases, in order to ensure quality care and life of the care recipient. This study therefore seeks to assess the level of burden experienced by all caregivers of PLWHA, identify and compare the gender differences in the degree of perceived burden, ascertain the duration of care, assess the availability of support as well as the willingness of caregivers to continue caregiving in the future.

6. Materials and method

6.1 Location of the study

The study was conducted in Calabar Municipality, a local government in Cross River State (CRS) of Nigeria between June to December 2009. Cross River State is one of the 36 States of the Federal republic of Nigeria situated in the South South zone of Nigeria. Calabar Municipality has an area of 142 km² and a population of 179,392 by the 2006 census. Calabar Municipality otherwise called ‘Efik eburutu’ has a rich cultural heritage and very hospitable. Compared with other communities in Nigeria, they operate the patriarchal system with male preference and dominance. Moreover the families take responsibilities for their sick member. CRS operate the three tier health care system which includes primary, secondary and tertiary, however the health facility is skewed to the urban area. The University of Calabar
Teaching Hospital (UCTH) is a tertiary institution and a referral center to other health care facilities. The facility offers both inpatient and outpatient services and collaborates with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in the treatment of PLWHA from rural/urban areas and neighboring country, Cameroun. The state is one of the 12 + 1 states which contribute about 70% of HIV burden in Nigeria. UCTH is one of the centers for the management of PLWHA. The high HIV prevalence (10.4%) at the study site inform the choice of study setting [10, 60].

7. Study design and participants

The study utilized a cross-sectional descriptive research design with a convenient sampling technique. Two hundred and ninety nine (299) participants were selected for the study; however 260 completely filled their questionnaires and were aware of care recipient HIV status. Family caregivers were recruited through HIV clinic of the UCTH and Positive Development Foundation (NGO) visitation list of voluntary caregiver of PLWHA. Information letter and invitation were posted at UCTH HIV clinic and the Positive Development Foundation office where interested and willing participants were contacted by the researcher. This study is part of the research project previously published [10]. Therefore participants who met the inclusion criteria were individuals: who have been a primary caregiver for more than 1 month, have awareness of the care recipient status or have provided care for PLWHA patient with some functional abilities as a family member. Family caregivers age cuts across all age brackets, and often include children under the age of 16 [61]. The role of primary caregiver as associated with this study involved participants who provided unpaid physical support such as helping in activities of daily living, food preparation, shopping, managing scheduled medication, managing finances, overseeing medical appointment and emotional support to PLWHA. Questionnaires were coded and contact information was not included to ensure confidentiality. Ethical consent for the study was obtained from Health Research Ethics Committee of UCTH Calabar. Consent was also obtained from the Managing Director of Positive Development Foundation who helped to identify PLWHA caregivers. Informed consent was also obtained from study participants after full explanation of the aims and objectives of study. Participants were appreciated for their time.

8. Instrument and measures

Structured questionnaires were the instrument for data collection, two versions of the questionnaire was developed: the English version and the Efik version (local dialect). The Efik version was translated from English into Efik and back-translated into English by experts to prevent loss of meaning. The researcher and trained field assistants helped with data collection through face to face contact, however some questionnaires were deposited with the caregivers who filled and returned within 1 week. The structured questionnaires consisted of 41 items, 7 demographic variables, 22 from Zarit Burden Interview (ZBI) scale and 12 measuring social support. Reliability of the instruments was attained through test–retest method. The questionnaires were administered to 10 caregivers of PLWHA in Calabar South. After 2 weeks the same questionnaire was administered again to the same subjects. Their responses during the two occasions were correlated using Pearson product-moment correlation to obtain a reliability coefficient ranging from 0.85 to 0.96.
9. Demographics

Seven items make-up the demographic variables which included: participant’s age, marital status, their current occupation, highest educational qualification, household income level, number of people in the household and duration of care. Duration of care was categorized into two namely: hours spent per day and years spent as a caregiver of PLWHA. Duration of care was predefined for the caregivers.

9.1 Caregivers burden

The Zarit Burden Interview (ZBI) scale is a caregiver self-report questionnaire consisting of 22 items. Each item reflected the impact that patient disabilities have in the caregiver’s life. The caregiver endorsed the degree of physical, emotional and social discomfort experienced on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from never, rarely, sometimes, quite frequently, or nearly always. The 22 items validated ZBI scale had reliability coefficient ranging from 0.88 to 0.92. Scores ranged from 0 to 88 and a high score is associated with higher level of burden.

9.2 Support

The support questionnaire contained 12 items which assessed the extent of support received in the form of information, financial help, emotional support as well as physical help with caregiving activities. The instrument was pilot tested with a reliability coefficient of 0.85 to 0.96. Caregivers indicated the extent of support received on a 4-point Likert-type scale, ranging from lots of support, some support, very little support and no support.

9.3 Data analysis

Descriptive and inferential data were obtained using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 16.0 software) which generated the frequency and percentages of the values. Chi-square test and T-test was used for inferential statistics. The level of significance was also determined at the p value of 0.05. The ZBI scale scores ranged from 0 to 88. The scores were categorized into four namely: 0 to 20 represented little or no burden; 21 to 40, mild to moderate burden; 41 to 60, moderate to severe burden; and 61 to 88, severe burden [62]. The support instrument was grouped into two namely: availability of support for “lot of support and some support,” and lack of support for “very little support and no support.”

10. Results

10.1 Socio-demographic characteristics

Table 1 describes the socio-demographic variables of 260 caregivers of PLWHA who participated in the study. The majority of caregivers were females 199 (76.5%). Age ranged from 10 to 80 years, with majority between 31 and 40 years, however the females formed the majority in all age ranges. Marital status revealed majority (93/35.8%) were single females. The majority (77/29.6%) had tertiary education as the highest educational qualification and (89/34.2%) caregivers were employed, while 60 caregivers left school to care for their loved ones with majority 49 (18.8%) among the female caregivers of PLWHA (Table 1).
Gender difference in duration of care

Gender difference existed in the duration of care provided for PLWHA. The least duration 3–8 hours was spent by 36 (13.8) male caregivers while only 16 (6.2) female caregivers spent the same. 9–12 hours majority were spent by 145 (55.8) female caregivers. 13–24 hours of care was provided mostly by 38 (14.6) female caregivers. With reference to the years spent in caregiving, the majority 90 (34.6) female caregivers spent between 1 and 2 years, while the least 10 (3.8) female and 2 (0.8) male caregivers provided care to PLWHA for more than three years (Table 1).

Table 2 describes the household income as well the number of people in the household. The majority 130 (50%) family caregivers of PLWHA lived below a household income of US$6.00/day while only 15 (5.8%) family caregivers spent US$14.00 and above. The majority 153 (58.9%) lived in a household with about three to six members and only about 19 (7.3%) lived in small households with one to three persons (Table 2).

Table 3 describes gender difference in the level of burden among family caregivers of PLWHA ranging between 14 and 71 on ZBI Scale (Table 3); among the 49 (18.8%) caregivers that experienced no burden, the majority were females 39 (15.0) while 10 (3.9%) males. The 46 (17.7) female caregivers experienced mild to moderate while providing care. Ninety-three (35.8) caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden and the majority 69 (26.6) were females. Fifty-one (19.6%) family caregivers experienced severe level of burden in providing care to PLWHA and majority 45 (17.3) caregivers were females.

### Table 1.
The socio-demographic characteristics of caregiver respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Marital status</th>
<th>Educational qualification</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Duration of care (hr/day)</th>
<th>Years of care Range n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Primary (Basic)</td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>3–8</td>
<td>16 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 (8.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Secondary (high)</td>
<td>Un-employed</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>145 (55.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 (11.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>Business/</td>
<td>13–24</td>
<td>38 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63 (24.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>farming</td>
<td></td>
<td>2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Never been to school</td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46 (17.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;51</td>
<td>37 (14.2)</td>
<td>Living together/domestic partner</td>
<td>Left school for caregiving</td>
<td>Un-employed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>199 (76.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Primary (Basic)</td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>3–8</td>
<td>36 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 (1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Secondary (high)</td>
<td>Un-employed</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>17 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>Business/</td>
<td>13–24</td>
<td>8 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 (8.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>farming</td>
<td></td>
<td>2–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Never been to school</td>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (5.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;51</td>
<td>13 (5.0)</td>
<td>Living together/domestic partner</td>
<td>Left school for caregiving</td>
<td>Un-employed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>61 (23.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: G, gender; F, female; M, male; T, total.
10.2 Gender difference in duration of care

Gender difference existed in the duration of care provided for PLWHA. The least duration 3–8 hours was spent by 36 (13.8) male caregivers while only 16 (6.2) female caregivers spent the same. 9–12 hours majority were spent by 145 (55.8) female caregivers. 13–24 hours of care was provided mostly by 38 (14.6) female caregivers. With reference to the years spent in caregiving, the majority 90 (34.6) female caregivers spent between 1 and 2 years, while the least 10 (3.8) female and 2 (0.8) male caregivers provided care to PLWHA for more than three years (Table 1).

Table 1. The socio-demographic characteristics of caregiver respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational qualification</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary (Basic)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary (high)</td>
<td></td>
<td>31 (11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td></td>
<td>77 (29.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 describes the household income as well the number of people in the household. The majority 130 (50%) family caregivers of PLWHA lived below a household income of US$6.00/day while only 15 (5.8%) family caregivers spent US$14.00 and above. The majority 153 (58.9%) lived in a household with about three to six members and only about 19 (7.3%) lived in small households with one to three persons (Table 2).

Table 3 describes gender difference in the level of burden among family caregivers of PLWHA ranging between 14 and 71 on ZBI Scale (Table 3); among the 49 (18.8%) caregivers that experienced no burden, the majority were females 39 (15.0) while 10 (3.9%) males. The 46 (17.7) female caregivers experienced mild to moderate while providing care. Ninety-three (35.8) caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden and the majority 69 (26.6) were females. Fifty-one (19.6%) family caregivers experienced severe level of burden in providing care to PLWHA and majority 45 (17.3) caregivers were females.

Table 2. Household income and the number of people in the household.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than US$6.00</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$7.00-US$8.00</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$9.00-US$10.00</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$11.00-US$12.00</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$13.00-US$14.00</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$14.00 and above</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of people in the household</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 and above</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>33.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The distribution of burden on Zarit burden interview (ZBI) scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Female (%)</th>
<th>Male (%)</th>
<th>N = 260 (%)</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No burden</td>
<td>39 (15.0)</td>
<td>10 (3.9)</td>
<td>49 (18.9)</td>
<td>0–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild to moderate</td>
<td>46 (17.7)</td>
<td>21 (8.1)</td>
<td>67 (25.8)</td>
<td>21–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to severe</td>
<td>69 (26.6)</td>
<td>24 (9.2)</td>
<td>93 (35.8)</td>
<td>41–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe burden</td>
<td>45 (17.3)</td>
<td>6 (2.3)</td>
<td>51 (19.6)</td>
<td>61–88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>199 (76.5)</td>
<td>61 (23.5)</td>
<td>260 (100.0)</td>
<td>0–88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Significant statistical relationship existed between gender and caregivers burden assessed with the students t test. Calculated t test value of 1.27 at \( p < 0.05 \), indicated a significant relationship between the levels of burden experienced by gender (Table 4).

### 11. Availability of support to caregivers

One hundred and eight (108, 41.5%) family caregivers received no form of support, while 152 (58.5%) received some form of support. The forms of support received included information on practical and coping skills 6 (0.2%), financial assistance 36 (13.9%), help with care giving 72 (27.7%), while 38 (14.6%) caregivers received emotional support. There was no difference in the types of support by gender (Figure 1).

In-spite of burden experienced by the majority of family caregivers, 213 (81.9%) representing 171 females and 42 males, were willing to continue with caregiving, while 47 (18.1%) caregivers (28 females and 14 males) did not feel like continuing with caregiving role (Figure 2).

Table 5 presents the relationship between availability of support and caregivers burden. One hundred and eight (108) caregivers received no support, 12 caregivers experienced no burden, 23 caregivers experienced mild to moderate burden, 37 caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden while 36 caregivers experienced severe burden. A chi-square value of 25.1 at \( p < 0.05 \), reveal a significant relationship between availability of support and caregivers burden.

![Figure 1](Assessing the extent of support to caregivers of PLWHA in Nigeria.)
Significant statistical relationship existed between gender and caregivers’ burden assessed with the t-test. Calculated t-test value of 1.27 at p < 0.05, indicated a significant relationship between the levels of burden experienced by gender (Table 4).

Availability of support to caregivers

One hundred and eight (108, 41.5%) family caregivers received no form of support, while 152 (58.5%) received some form of support. The forms of support received included information on practical and coping skills (0.2%), financial assistance (36, 13.9%), help with care giving (72, 27.7%), while 38 (14.6%) caregivers received emotional support. There was no difference in the types of support by gender (Figure 1).

In spite of burden experienced by the majority of family caregivers, 213 (81.9%) representing 171 females and 42 males, were willing to continue with caregiving, while 47 (18.1%) caregivers (28 females and 14 males) did not feel like continuing with caregiving role (Figure 2).

Table 5 presents the relationship between availability of support and caregivers’ burden. One hundred and eight (108) caregivers received no support, 12 caregivers experienced no burden, 23 caregivers experienced mild to moderate burden, 37 caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden while 36 caregivers experienced severe burden. A chi-square value of 25.1 at p < 0.05, reveal a significant relationship between availability of support and caregivers’ burden.

12. The duration of care for caregivers

Fifty-two family caregivers provided 3–8 hours of care per day, however a majority of 28 caregivers experienced no burden, 10 caregivers experienced mild burden, eight caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden while six caregivers experienced severe burden. Among 162 caregivers that delivered care for 9–12 hours per day, the majority 73 caregivers experienced moderate to severe burden while 23 respondents experienced severe burden. Forty-six family caregivers provided care for 13–24 hours per day, five caregivers experienced no burden, seven caregivers perceived mild to moderate burden, while the majority 22 caregivers experienced severe burden (Table 6).

A chi-square value of 80.0 at p < 0.05 revealed a significant relationship between duration of care and caregivers’ burden (Table 6).

Table 6.
The relationship between duration of care and caregivers’ burden.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration, hours/day</th>
<th>No burden</th>
<th>Mild to moderate burden</th>
<th>Moderate to severe burden</th>
<th>Severe burden</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3–8</td>
<td>28 (9.8)</td>
<td>10 (13.4)</td>
<td>8 (18.5)</td>
<td>6 (10.2)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>16 (30.5)</td>
<td>50 (41.8)</td>
<td>73 (58.0)</td>
<td>23 (31.8)</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–24</td>
<td>5 (8.7)</td>
<td>7 (11.9)</td>
<td>12 (16.5)</td>
<td>22 (9.0)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>51,260</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figures in parentheses are expected frequencies. $\chi^2$ Cal. = 80.0, $\chi^2$ Tab. = 10.65, df = 6, N = 260, p < 0.05.
13. Discussion

The high disease burdens in low and middle countries outweigh the available capacity and resources of the health care system, which prevent institutionalization for full recovery. Early discharge depicts the need for family caregivers, most often female who assumes caregiving role without adequate preparation as it is obvious in this study. This finding corroborates with previous report that about four to five million people serve as caregivers with the majority being women and they provide more than 80% of the care needed by HIV individuals [63]. Even though the proportion of male involved with care giving is on the increase, specific gender differences still exist as caregiving remains the traditional role of women [32].

Caregiving though a rewarding role with intrinsic benefit is laden with burden especially while caring for PLWHA at the terminal phase. This finding is consistent with other studies which affirmed that caregiving adversely affect the physical, social and psychological wellbeing of the caregiver [10, 11, 46]. The demanding role of caregiving, which requires patience, empathy and show of affection irrespective of the physical disabilities of the care recipient, is an attribute which most women acquire from birth [64]. This commensurate the finding of this study that the burden of care in HIV/AIDS affected household rest more on women and girls than men. Similarly, previous reports identify women as the primary caregivers in most households and societies [19, 22, 65]. It is however pertinent to note that female dominance in caregiving is in consonance with the Nigerian patriarchal system which culturally relegate caregiving and domestic chores to women and girls except where there are no eligible females. This is also similar to studies which report caregiving as being culturally feminized and women are socialized into nurturing roles [16, 65]. It is obvious that the traditional gender norms emancipate men from caregiving thereby exacerbating burden of care on primary caregivers who are predominantly females.

In spite of female dominance in caregiving this study revealed that majority of primary caregivers experienced high burden level (Table 3). This stipulates the degree to which caregiving to PLWHA impacts on physical health, emotional, financial and social life of the caregiver. It is obvious that the physical labor of accomplishing activities of daily living especially in the presence of functional disabilities of the care recipient invoke burden. This finding is similar to studies that asserted that caregivers experienced a high level of burden which produces detrimental effects on the carer’s own health [10, 54, 66]. This study revealed that burden may also be exacerbated with the lack of resources to spend on medication and other basic household needs especially where household spend less than $6 dollars/day (Table 1). This is apparent because HIV disproportionately affects low and middle income countries especially in Africa, which contributes two thirds of global new HIV infections [7]. Encouraging care provision in homes is regarded as a cost-effective strategy for governments and the private sector, but little consideration is given to the physical, emotional and economic costs to households and the caregivers who take on the additional burdens, many of whom are often poor and living below US$ 1.00 to US$1.25 per day [10, 67, 68]. In sub-Saharan Africa, not only does correlation exist between poverty and HIV infection but HIV remained the exact outcome of poverty in the region with sexual trade, migration, polygamy, and teenage marriages as its predictors [69].

This study revealed a significant relationship between gender and level of burden, this obvious because women perform more hands on care than men, probably due to their cultural normative perception. This corroborates with previous report [70], which affirmed that women experienced more burden than men due to their propensity to execute more personal care tasks as primary caregivers and are less likely to obtain formal help. It is however pertinent to note that people rarely acknowledged the psychosocial and physical impacts of caregiving on women’s well-being. While most
female caregivers ignore their personal health concerns to consummate the challenges of caregiving, some apparently sacrifice work or school to provide care in addition to reproductive and household economic roles [41, 65, 71, 72]. The caregiver has a right to be supported, valued and compensated appropriately to ensure a high quality care [41]. Without appropriate intervention to ameliorate the impact of burden of care, it produces negative consequences which often manifest as symptoms of depression and anxiety and may subsequently induced changes that could lead to physiological ailments like hypertension, heart disease and suppressed immune responses [10, 19, 73–76]. It is therefore appropriate to recognize caregivers as potential patients and give them the necessary support as much as can be achieved when their well-being is jeopardized [72].

This study also reveals that female caregivers spend more hours and years in providing care than male counterparts. This is obvious because men are regarded as heads of family and if young, they are expected to be in school, therefore they spend less hours in caregiving. However, caregiving is regarded as unique women role; therefore, most female caregivers live with care recipients and may spend 24 hour/day providing care without any social activities or regards to personal needs. This corroborates previous reports [41, 77] that men’s low contribution in caregiving is sociocultural since they are expected to provide financial support for their families. However, other studies revealed disparity in hours between men and women providing care, with women delivering more encompassing and full time care than men [23, 30, 34, 78]. A significant relationship also existed between duration of care and caregivers burden (Table 6). This agrees with the report that irrespective of the duration of care, caregiving depletes the personal resources of the caregivers and induced burden without appropriate coping abilities [79, 80]. Family caregivers in this study had limited support in terms of financial assistance, information on practical and coping skills, emotional support as well as help with caregiving. Most caregivers assume role without educational preparation and may not be familiar with the type and extent of care needed. It is wrong to assume that caregivers have essential knowledge and skills required to care for an ill relative without training or providing some form of support [80]. Similarly, giving caregivers information on practical and coping skills reduces caregiver’s burden or their perception of caregiving as burdensome [81]. Studies affirmed the need for adequate information and proper training on practical and coping skills, to fear of HIV contagion which may induce anxiety and reduce quality of care rendered [10, 66].

Although care recipient symptoms play a critical role in accounting for levels of caregiver’s depressiveness or willingness to continue in caregiving role [82]. The willingness to continue despite the high burden experienced with caregiving role, depend to a great extent on caregivers internalize coping behavior [83]. Additionally it may also be accredited to adherence to cultural norms and expectation, strong family bond, fraternal love for the sick as well as sheer need. Annotations analogous to role theory [84] asserted that caregivers strive to fulfill a normative expectation to avoid criticism by others. Similarly, role theory, affirmed that a person’s behavior is indirectly or directly influenced by the social environment [85]. This normative role in Nigeria, which is backed by persistent influence of traditional norms, values and behavior, is practiced as deified and not routines [64]. However, studies recommend that, the provision of social support and counseling before the assumption of caregiving role, alleviate burden and enhance willingness to continue with role [65, 86].

It was however obvious that majority of caregivers who decline future caregiving role did not received any form of support, while spending over 9 hours per day providing care. This findings substantiate other studies which assert that increased burden with limited support validate burnout as well as physical and psychological incapacitation [12, 87]. Therefore, with the global commitment to achieve universal access to prevention, care, support and treatment for those PLWHA, there is need to reflect on what these goals might mean in terms of burden on women and girls [41].
14. Conclusion/recommendation

The high prevalence of HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa, consumer’s preferences and the cost of inpatient care depicts the shift from hospital to home care and predict the need for family caregivers, who will be directly involved with the care of PLWHA at home. This shift invoke high level of burden on family caregivers who have little knowledge and skills for HIV management. Strategies for countering caregiver’s burden must be identified and addressed through providing adequate support as well as seeking measures to enhance male involvement in family caregiving. This could be accomplished by creating public awareness of negative impact of caregiving as well as encouraging equal distribution of household and caregiving responsibilities. Additionally, ensuring the health care system adherence to discharge policies by providing adequate information on practical and coping skills, as well as community resources for family caregivers of PLWHA is strongly advocated. With the high prevalence of HIV, there is need for periodic counseling sessions where caregivers of PLWHA can meet with medical professionals for advice. Creating caregiver’s forum would provide avenue to vent pressure and discussed problems and challenges encountered in the course of caregiving. It is pertinent for health care professionals to recognize family caregivers as potential patient and develop comprehensive assessment format which will incorporate assessment of both PLWHA and their caregivers during hospital visits. Finally there is need for promulgation of policy that recognizes and support female caregivers of PLWHA in Africa.

14.1 Limitation

This study was restricted to caregivers of PLWHA in Calabar municipality. The study did not also identify households that were predominantly male or female controlled.
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Chapter 9

The Family as Recipient and Provider of Home Care: A Primary Care Perspective

Mira Florea, Aida Puia and Rodica Sorina Pop

Abstract

Advances in modern medicine, effective medication and high-technology interventions contribute to the growth of chronic comorbidities among older people, and many children with chronic diseases that reach adulthood require long-term care at home, provided by formal and informal caregivers and coordinated by primary healthcare professionals. Home caring, performed under different conditions from those of hospital care, requires the involvement of the family that is recipient and provider of home care. This chapter discusses the contribution of family caregivers to personalized home care of dependent children and elderly recipients, coordinated by primary health professionals. Children and youth with special healthcare needs and children abused and neglected require special involvement of family caregivers. The use of digital healthcare for recipients with medical complexity is a modern way to connect home care patients to specialized care, reducing the costs of the hospital care system. However, the burden in home care should be recognized by the general practitioner. Specific interventions are addressed to the unsupportive families and real hidden patients to help maintain their health and functionality. Future family doctors’ interprofessional communication skills and resourcefulness should meet the societal changes, and the burden of home care in the modern family is approached from the perspective of academic medicine.

Keywords: family caregiver, home care, recipient, provider, primary healthcare professionals

1. Introduction

The demand for home-based care rises with an ageing population, with elderly people suffering from multiple comorbidities that require long-term management at home [1]. Moreover, due to the advances in modern medicine, efficient medication and high-technology interventions, many children with chronic illnesses reach adulthood, requiring long-term care at home coordinated by family doctors and community nurses. The number of people aged 60 and older is expected to grow from 962 million in 2017 to 21 billion in 2050 in Europe [2].

The proportion of people aged 65 years and older is expected to grow to an average of 28% in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in 2050, while in some countries (e.g. Japan, Spain, Portugal, Greece and Korea), a share of 40% is forecasted. China’s proportion of older people will triple between 2015 and 2050, and also in the USA, Mexico and Israel, these
growing trends will be influenced by higher rates of fertility and migration. Higher age is associated with higher morbidity, which in turn affects care dependency [3, 4]. Prognosis regarding the number of people in need of care shows an increase of 115% in the European Union between 2007 and 2060, and the number of people in need of care in the USA is expected to double from 13 million in 2000 to 27 million in 2050 [5]. Experts anticipate that older adults will comprise 13% of the total population—one in eight people will be 65 or older by 2030 [6].

The healthcare system is changeable and unsteady; the period of hospital admission is limited by the high costs, and the trend is to continue the long-term management by the formal and informal home care providers. The chronically ill patients feel rushed from the hospital and worried because they do not have adequate care in the community, especially in rural areas. Patients are discharged with drainage tubes, urinary wells, nasogastric tubes, open wounds and insufficient pain control, and family members are unprepared for the needed care in these complex contexts. In addition, they face limited money and consequences related to their work and childcare. To meet the current challenges in the home care of the frail elderly and children with disabilities, it is a requirement to strengthen the role of informal caregivers [7].

1.1 Family as a recipient of home care

The family as a recipient of home care has a lot of worries with possible unrealistic expectations. Sometimes, patient’s family members are upset, unresponsive or hostile to the home care team. The family is the hidden patient, sometimes acting as a dysfunctional, unsupportive family, with a high perception of the burden of care. Primary care professionals should identify these families that require evaluation and specific interventions to become effective while maintaining their full health status and functionality. Family physicians and community nurses are called upon to build trust, making it clear to the family that they are available to them, explaining the plans of care after discharge, resolving any miscommunication and diminishing concerns about caring for their loved ones at home. These are the persons who they trust, with whom they had the continuity and the relationship. Primary care professionals have an ongoing history with patients, building an agreed relationship over time even in difficult times of an advanced chronic disease or end-of-life care. They need to verify the recipients and his/her family feelings, let them know that they will be listened to and their concerns understood and try to identify an informal home caregiver to work with.

1.2 Family as provider of informal home care

Family caregivers as informal home care providers have an essential role in ensuring the care of the frail recipients at home [7]. Informal caregivers are defined as individuals who are actively and directly involved in the recipient’s home care and who repeatedly support and assist with care, without being paid. They provide ongoing assistance with activities of daily living (e.g. toileting, feeding, bathing, walking, clothing) or instrumental activities of daily living (e.g. meal preparation, housecleaning and managing finances), for individuals with a chronic illness or disability [8, 9].

The primary caregivers, most often the family members, are usually people who are not trained in the process of care and are unprepared for facing difficult situations, making the negative impact stronger in the family evolution. The majority of the general population wishes to stay at home in old age and would prefer to receive informal care from their adult children or formal care from home assistance services [10]. However, the decision of family members to take care of a dependent person, and thus fulfilling his/her wish to age in a domestic environment, is influenced by the
degree of family relationship and the willingness of family members to be involved in home care [11]. Although, traditionally, in Romania, the primary caregiver was a family member, in recent decades due to migration of active people working abroad, their elderly parents are cared for by friends or neighbours at home. In addition, there is great need to develop home assistance services and community care units for long-term care recipients with multi-morbid chronic diseases. The caregiving experience varies by the diversity of caregiving activities, time commitments and distance. The proximal caregiver provides assistance with personal care, while long-distance caregivers are involved in offering emotional and social support and financial assistance.

The family as a recipient of informal home care has a lot of worries with possible unrealizations and managing finances), for individuals with a chronic illness or disability [8, 9]. Family caregivers as informal home care providers have an essential role in identifying an informal home caregiver to work with. Let them know that they will be listened to and their concerns understood and try to let them know that they will be listened to and their concerns understood and try to find a solution. Delegated interventions provided by family caregivers and coordinated by primary care health professionals contribute to a more proactive, personalized and integrated care for recipients with long-term comorbidities [13].

2. International validated tools for the family assessment in primary care

Home care is the health or social service provided by formal and informal caregivers for the recipient who cannot go to the general practitioner (GP) surgery or to the other levels of health services. Eurostat data from 2016 show that 20% of households needed to use professional home care services. The rate of use of home care services is very different: 88% in Luxembourg, 58% in the Czech Republic and only 6% in Romania [14]. Evaluation of the family as recipient and provider of home care comprises four domains: demographic facts, psycho-emotional domain, environment aspects and family burden as caregiver.

2.1 Demographic facts

Information about the family’s structure, number of members, education, employment status, living place, family network and members with chronic illness or with disabilities are obtained using a self-administered questionnaire or an interview. Genogram is a brief tool that should be used in the home care consultation, a system helping to identify the vulnerable recipients in the family. This graphic representation includes all family members, alive and deceased, unrelated persons living in the same place, their relationships, hereditary or recurrent illness, drug addiction and issues related to the elderly or child neglect and abuse [15].

The Resident Assessment for Home Care (RAI-HC) was developed following a high demand for a standardized evaluation of the patient’s needs through a comprehensive home care system. This instrument addresses frail elderly and patients with chronic
diseases and disabilities. Although a 60-minute duration of the evaluation may be a disadvantage, this tool offers a comprehensive analysis of the recipient, informing the home care provider about demographic characteristics, nutrition, health behaviours, types of diagnosis, functional and cognitive status and health instability (frailty).

The Resident Assessment for Palliative Care (RAI-PC) is an instrument that evaluates the symptoms most commonly seen in palliative care patients: pain, dyspnoea, fatigue, mental capacity, cognition, overall physical tonus and capabilities for self-care.

The needs of the palliative patient, his/her family and the caregivers are constantly changing, which leads to the need to regularly apply RAI-PC, both to the patient and to his/her caregivers.

The shorter duration of the evaluation by RAI-PC is appropriate for the palliative patient and his family. In addition, an important feature of this tool is its quality to evaluate the effectiveness of many types of interventions, establish a comparison between interventions and provide information for cost-effective management of the patient with palliative care needs.

2.2 Psycho-emotional domain

The old age, female gender, long-term provision of home care and type of illness are predictive factors for the emotional stress of the family caregiver [16]. Early identification of high-risk psycho-emotional pressure enables effective interventions of GPs and community nurses. The Family Relationship Index (FRI) is the family relationship assessment tools, developed by Holahan and Moos in 1983. Through its three scales, it explores family cohesion, expressiveness and conflicts, helping the professional home care team and collaboration [17].

2.3 Assessing the need for family support as home care provider

The support needs of family as caregiver refers to the environment/habitat, financial support, help for nursing techniques, the level of preparedness for the caregiver role and educational needs for the caregiving process.

2.3.1 Family social support need

The Oslo Social Assistance Scale (OSS-3) assesses people close to the patient, how much they are concerned about home care and who the recipient would ask for practical help if needed [18]. Another aspect of the social support refers to the financial well-being of the family. In 2006 Prawitz developed the Financial Distress/Financial Well-Being (IFDFW) tool which evaluates the perception and concerns about family financial status. The low score shows the high level of financial distress, leading to an increasing deterioration of health [19].

2.3.2 Preparedness of family for the caregiver role

The Preparedness for Caregiving Scale (PCS) described by Archbold, Stewart, Greenlick and Harvath, in 1990, is an instrument with eight items that ask family caregivers how much they are well prepared for the challenges of caregiving. The lower score signifies the poor preparedness for the caregiver role [20].

2.3.3 Family caregiver burden

The caregiver burden is a negative experience perceived by the person involved in the long-term home care. The Burden Scale for Family Caregivers (BSFC) is a
useful tool, assessing the subjective burden perceived by the caregiver in home care. In Romania, GP involved in home care identifies the family caregiver’s burden only by a holistic evaluation, without using an instrument for the burden of care assessment. The BSFC instrument started to be used in Romanian primary palliative care research. Measuring the burden of home care allows early interventions for family caregivers and secondary prevention.

3. Interventions provided to the family caregivers by the primary healthcare professionals

3.1 Psycho-educational interventions

The psycho-educational interventions provided to the family caregivers are focused on the preparedness of family for the caregiving role, help for emotional reset, encouragement to identify the positive aspects of this experience, promotion of self-care, respite care and advising for new problem-solving strategies. There are different forms of psycho-educational intervention: individual session face-to-face, focus groups and e-learning programme with an online professional teacher. A useful method is the family meeting, having the following advantages: provides training of caregiver for proper nursing technics, facilitates discussions about the ‘disease’ prognosis, updates the home care goals and establishes a concordance between care goals and the recipient’s desires. In addition, it is a good moment to share the patient’s preferences, to reduce stress, anxiety, depression and emotional changes in end-of-life care [21]. The principles for conducting family meetings are clarifying targets of care, refreshing the knowledge about the disease, anticipating future challenges and offering solutions in accordance with the family needs [22].

3.2 Supportive interventions

Social support is defined as the existence or availability of people on whom individuals or families can rely on difficult times. The support interventions for family caregivers include groups or individual sessions, being conducted by professionals. Group-based support is the most common form wherein the whole family participates, including the patient. In this method experiences are shared, leading to positive changes regarding the personal confidence, acceptance of the family caregiver role and adoption of new coping skills [23]. Applying flexible and individualized forms of support interventions helps reduce the burden of caregivers and increases the knowledge about home care and ability to cope with difficult situations [24].

4. Home care interventions delegated to the family caregivers

4.1 Physical domain

The physical domains of home care such as hygiene of the recipient, proper mobilization of the patient in bed, daily chest massage and oral cavity cleaning are daily medical manoeuvres which are delegated to the family caregiver by the GP. Family caregivers’ education about the treatment is mandatory and implies the administration schedule, onset of action, routes of administration and possible side effects. The fulfilment of the treatment plan involves the following interventions: (a) medication administration by different routes (oral, rectal, percutaneous, enteral or using a nasogastric tube) and (b) monitoring of symptom control by
the family caregivers. Warnings regarding late-release medications, which require administration at fixed times, and fast-release medications, which are administered when needed, are important. The family caregiver should record in a diary the problems they are experiencing, the side effects of the drugs and the presence of intestinal transit. Some medical interventions can be assigned to a certain family member as long as he/she is well trained and if a safe device is used (e.g. administration of the medication subcutaneously by a microperfuser) and will be supervised by the GP and community nurse.

4.2 Psycho-emotional domain

The psycho-emotional aspect of the home care is burdensome for both the recipient and the family caregiver, affecting the formal home care team as well. Interventions delegated to the family caregiver imply discussions on pleasant topics, keeping in touch with the patient’s friends and creating an enjoyable environment. Keeping honesty about the diagnosis, treatment and evolution is a desideratum of communication. Solving family conflicts, establishing good relations between its members and paying attention to people at risk especially for children will complete the care, keeping family members involved in the home care process. Cultural values and spiritual beliefs should be respected.

4.3 Social domain

The social support includes financial assistance, emotional support, information, companionship and self-esteem support. Inadequate social support and social isolation are associated with increased depression [25], cognitive decline, increased pain intensity and increased mortality [26]. The social needs are addressed by the social assistance specialist, and some can be delegated to the patient’s family. The family caregiver will create a socially appropriate environment by avoiding isolation and participating in social or religious events and walks, depending on the degree of patient dependence.

5. Home care for children

5.1 Introduction

Defining health like a human right, the United Nations Convention of the Right on the Child (UNCRC) ratifies the importance of the different aspects of child health in all types of care. In 2018 the global under-five mortality rate declines worldwide, but 5.3 million of children died under 5 years due the complications of prematurity, pneumonia or diarrhoea. The care of health especially on ill children is a permanent task for all health system, providers and caregivers. The World Health Organization (WHO) guide “Improving the quality of pediatric care -Operational guide for facility-based audit and review of pediatric mortality” provides data for the improvement, modifies the social, environmental and nutritional risk factors and supports healthcare workers by learning their medical practice [27].

5.2 Home care for healthy children

5.2.1 Planned home birth

The prevalence of home birth is variable by country, from 0.4% in Australia to 3.3% in New Zealand, with the highest percentage being in the Netherlands (20%) [28].
Even in countries with no tradition in home birth and a low prevalence of planned home birth, mothers show a growing interest for non-medicalization of a natural process. Until recently home birth was widespread, with more than half of the pregnant women giving birth at home in the 1940s. Due to the significant increase in the number of hospital beds and controversies about the safety of home birth and population mobility, the prevalence of planned home birth decreased.

The motivations of the women who desire to give birth at home are related to concern about the high medical interference (induction of labour with oxytocin, peridural anaesthesia and caesarean birth), cultural and religious background, unpleasant previous hospital experiences and the wish to give birth in the family environment [29, 30].

The main concern about out-of-hospital birth comes from the connection between perinatal and neonatal mortalities and the place of childbirth. A meta-analysis based on 14 studies and ~500,000 planned home birth of low-obstetrical risk women demonstrated no statically significant difference regarding perinatal or neonatal mortality between low-risk pregnant women who intend to give birth at home and those who opt for the hospital. All the studies were performed in well-resourced countries, and the midwifes were well-integrated in health system.

The study revealed that multiparous low-obstetrical risk women are more eligible for home birthing than nulliparous [31].

The safety of home birth is possible in countries with well-integrated healthcare programmes, including an educational programme for proper knowledge about low-risk pregnancies and specially trained midwifes. The Dutch midwifery care is one of the best organized systems. The Dutch midwives provide antenatal care and attend home birth. They are trained for the follow-up of low-risk pregnancies and are able to recognize and manage some complications. If women become non-eligible for home birth, they are referred to secondary/tertiary care centres. Their Obstetric Manual (Verloskundig Vademecum) stipulates the agreement to be part in a complex, collaborative team involved in home birth and the clear stratifications of obstetrical risk. The recommendations of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists stipulate that foetal malpresentation, multiple gestation or prior caesarean delivery are absolute contraindications to planned home birth [32]. The optimal candidates for home birth are women who express the option for home birth after being counselled on risks, benefits and alternatives. It is considered that eligible women for home birth are those who have no pre-existing medical and obstetrical conditions, with singleton full-term cephalic foetus having a weight appropriate for gestational age, with spontaneous labour and prior vaginal birth. It is essential not to overlook that home birth may not be a preference of the pregnant woman and can be caused by lack of proper transportation, local maternity facility or insurance/financial resources.

### 5.2.2 Home care for full-term newborn

One of the characteristics of primary paediatric care in most of the countries is that home care for a healthy newborn starts after discharge with a follow-up medical visit taking place at the family home. The timing of follow-up visits is recommended to be done according to the duration of hospitalization, the discharge medical data and availability of the family and healthcare provider [33]. It is advisable for the healthcare provider to schedule it in such a way as to allow a generous amount of time. The durations of the visit must be appropriate to the complexity of the content of the follow-up visit.

According to the reproductive-maternal-newborn-and-child-health (RMNCH) indicators, alongside a complete physical examination, it is necessary
to review some aspect of pregnancy, delivery and period from discharge [34].
It is also important to review the screening tests, to promote breastfeeding, to
enhance the interest and to raise awareness regarding immunization. Involving
the members of the family (father, grandparents) and observing the communica-
tions in the family allow the primary paediatric provider to coordinate a health
plan, if needed.

For the newborn and mother, the WHO recommends the use of home-based
records in order to improve some aspects of care. These include developing
childcare knowledge, nurturing, involvement of the male in the child home care
practices and communication between health providers and caregivers. There is not
enough evidence in favour of a certain type of home-based record, the efficiency
depending on the specific culturalism of a country [35].

The general practitioners’ activity, especially the one with interest for child’s
care, is under a permanent challenge due to misinformation from online media.
One of the most popular topics promoted in many countries by social media is the
anti-vaccine movement linked to immunization of children and adults.

Social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram have become an important
source of medical information for patients, caregivers, healthcare providers and
policy-makers, and they must assume responsibility towards their users. The state-
ment released in September 2019 by WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus raises awareness on the importance of social media platforms for
spreading such information.

*The World Health Organization welcomes the commitment by Facebook to ensure
that users find facts about vaccines across Instagram, Facebook Search, Groups,
Pages and forums where people seek out information and advice.*

*Facebook will direct millions of its users to WHO’s accurate and reliable vaccine
information in several languages, to ensure that vital health messages reach people
who need them the most [36]*

5.2.3 Home care for a healthy preterm baby: neonatal discharge planning

The infants who are born preterm are generally cared for in neonatal intensive
care units (NICU), and a discharge planning is necessary for a comprehensive
method. Because of the rate of mortality and morbidity, they are considered new-
borns with high risk after discharge.

Home care for the preterm newborn is coordinated by a complex team of
caregivers: physician, paediatric primary care provider/family doctor, nurses,
occupational and/or physical therapists, dieticians, pharmacists, parents and social
workers. Neonatal discharge planning is developed in four major aspects:

- The complete assessment of the newborn, routine screening and vaccination
  schedule and, if necessary, planning the follow-up for specific conditions

- Readiness assessment by care providers, including parents and family
  environment

- Recognition of risk factors and link of the family with community services for
  support after discharge

- A smooth as possible transition from NICU to primary care and medical home
Respiratory control, maintaining normal temperature (axillar 36.5–37.5°C and rectal temperature 36.6–38°C) in an ambient temperature of 20–22°C, oral feeding skills (breast and/or bottle) and an ascendant parallel growth curve are mandatory for planning the discharge of the preterm infant.

A complete routine screening must be performed before discharge, and ophthalmological, hearing and prematurity anaemia screening must be included in the follow-up programme. The schedule of vaccine is planned according to the chronological age of preterm infant and follows the same schedule of a full-term newborn. Before discharge it is mandatory to observe the preterm infants for a minimum period of 90–120 minutes while sitting in a car safety seat because of frequent oxygen desaturation and episodes of apnoea, hypotonia or bradycardia. Families/caregivers should be trained by hospital staff regarding the proper position in the car safety seat [37, 38].

The parents/primary care providers of preterm infants planned to be discharged from NICU must prove competency in daily care regarding breastfeeding/bottle feeding, care for the infant’s skin and genitalia and the way the baby is bathed and clothed. It is necessary for the parents/caregivers to demonstrate some basic medical knowledge on the possible signs of illness, like changes in pattern of feeding or sleep, significance of dry diapers or modifications of the stool aspect. The caregivers must be able to monitor the temperature of preterm baby, evaluate the respiratory pattern and skin colour and assess the muscular tonus. It is important to educate the parents/caregivers about the safe sleep position for preterm infants as they must sleep alone on a plan surface and in a supine position [39]. The readiness of parents to care for newborns discharged from NICU should be assessed in order to improve the discharge preparation process. A parental and nurse survey demonstrated that iterative improvements of the discharge preparation process lead to an increase in family self-assessment of discharge readiness and in nurse assessment of the family’s emotional discharge readiness [40].

5.3 Home care for children with special healthcare needs

5.3.1 Children and youth with special healthcare needs (CYSHCN)

The definition of this category of children has become more comprehensive during time, and now it is accepted that CYSHCN are those “who have or are at increased risk of developing a chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition and require health and related services of a type or amount beyond that usually required by children” [41]. More than a quarter of families have at least one child with special healthcare needs. Data from the 2016–2017 National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH) indicate that 18.8% of children <18 years of age in the USA have special healthcare needs, with 13.2% of children being medically complex.

In Western Europe non-communicable diseases (NCDs) for children under 15 represent almost 75% of the total diseases related with disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). In the first month of life, complications due to prematurity are the leading cause of death and DALYs, the second cause being congenital anomalies, which then holds the leading place until the age of 4 years. Some of these causes of death or DALYs for children are largely preventable as they are especially due to road injury, drug and alcohol use, smoking and poverty [42].

The framework of care for CYSHCN comprises the Standards for Systems of Care for Children and Youth with Special Health Care Needs, version 2.0 [43]. It is necessary to coordinate all the parts of care, comprising family professional partnership, medical home, insurance and financing and early and continuous assessment of needs. All these elements have to be culturally and linguistically
appropriate for an optimal understanding and acceptance. The primary care provider and/or paediatric subspecialist evolving in an integrated team of care has to encourage the children and their families in self-management of issue of health and seeking advice for a good quality of life, healthy behaviors throughout all stages of life. Cooperation with the other caregivers involved in the care process must ensure an efficient and prompt sharing of information inside the team.

Care mapping for family and professional caregivers is available in some medical units, and designing a care map provides a valuable work tool.

Primary and preventive care is similar for CYSHCN and children without special needs. The routine healthcare maintenance comprises the vaccinations, routine screening and surveillance, assessment of visual and hearing impairment, behaviour and mental health problems, maltreatment, neglect and dental care.

An anticipated guidance for CYSHCN and their family should include information about the possible complication of disease, the short and long prognostic of illness and the manner in which the disease may affect the child’s development, behaviour and potential to accomplish daily activities and family life.

The professional caregivers can enlighten children and the family about the possibility of illness exacerbation or relapse, changes in treatment or future procedures. The family of a child with special health needs, especially his siblings, is in risk to develop psychosocial functional stress and hence requires surveillance [44].

The partnership between caregivers, patient and his family centred by medical, social, developmental, behavioural, educational and financial needs of CYSHCN defines the concept of care coordination [45]. The plan of care must consider the patient and family health goals, a list of barriers, an inventory of medical supplies, home nursing, therapy plans, contact information for all caregivers, feeding plans and educational support. Home care services are more frequently provided to CYSHCN by the members of family and/or different types of caregivers.

### 5.3.1.1 Chronic lung and pulmonary vascular diseases

Home care for children with chronic lung disease, pulmonary hypertension with or without congenital cardiovascular malformation, metabolic disease, children’s interstitial lung disease (ChILD) or haematological disorders has multiple benefits for the child and his family. Among them are the improvement of psychological aspects of the child’s development, avoiding the family caregivers’ burnout syndrome and a lower cost than hospitalization. The need of children with chronic hypoxaemia for home oxygen therapy (HOT) may be assessed by pulse oximetry. This is an important conclusion of the Clinical Practice Guidelines of the American Thoracic Society who strongly recommends HOT for children with cystic fibrosis and severe hypoxaemia, bronchopulmonary dysplasia with chronic hypoxaemia and pulmonary hypertension without congenital heart disease. HOT is conditionally recommended for children who cannot support positive airway pressure therapy for sleep breathing disorders with severe nocturnal hypoxaemia. For ChILD complicated with severe hypoxaemia, HOT is strongly recommended, while for ChILD with mild chronic hypoxaemia, dyspnoea or sleep desaturation, HOT is conditionally recommended. The chronic untreated hypoxaemia influences the growth parameters, the neurodevelopment milestones achievement and the architecture of sleep. Some studies even relate hypoxaemia with brief resolved unexplained events (BRUES) [46].

### 5.3.1.2 Home care for children with cerebral palsy

Cerebral palsy is defined as a “group of permanent disorders of the development of movement and posture that cause activity limitations that are attributed to
nonprogressive disturbances that occurred in the developing fetal or infant brain. The motor disorders of CP are often accompanied by disturbances of sensation, perception, cognition, communication, and behavior and by epilepsy and secondary musculoskeletal problems” [47].

In the neonatal period, successive evaluations have to be performed; some abnormality in muscle tonus, coordination, reflex and posture must be assessed and referred to the neurologist if needed. Primary care providers (physicians, physician assistants and nurse practitioners) are expected to develop an interventional plan according with the family structure, resources and possible target.

5.3.1.3 Home care for children with congenital heart disease (CHD)

Congenital heart disease is the most common congenital anomaly. Due to surgery and advanced palliative therapies, the survival of children with special needs has increased. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the American College of Cardiology (ACCA) reviewed the current literature and provided a policy statement whose purpose was to highlight the role of primary care providers in the management of patients with CHD and their families during all phases of life.

The role of primary care providers was emphasized by the chronological approach of life stages of children with CHD. Parental counselling, support and coordination of care cover all stages of life, while prenatal diagnosis, predictive of neonatal need, early diagnosis of CHD, nutrition, growth and development, immunizations and academic and future career support are specific for specific periods of life.

Some particular requirements are important for the care of child with CHD: special immunizations (seasonal respiratory syncytial virus, influenza, vaccination for close contacts), nutrition and feeding issues (optimal growth velocity), obesity, practicing a sport and transition to adult care (especially for girls: appropriate contraception, teenage pregnancy) [48].

5.3.2 Child abuse and neglect

Child abuse and neglect is a complex and hypersensitive issue. Child maltreatment is a public health problem with lifetime health impact for children and their families [49]. Child maltreatment is defined by the World Health Organization as “all forms of physical and/or emotional ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment or commercial or other exploitation, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, survival, development or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or power” [50]. Children who have experienced maltreatment are at greater risk to evidence antisocial conduct, aggressive behaviour and substance abuse as a coping mechanism [51]. Chronic stress in early childhood alters the function and structure of the developing brain [52], influences the immune system function [53] and increases inflammatory markers [54], associated with physical and mental health disorders [55, 56]. Abuse and neglect of a child may take many forms. Physical abuse is an intentional injury caused by a parent or a caregiver upon a child. Physical child abuse can lead to serious physical injury, the most common form of abuse being bruising, but it can lead to severe fractures or even death [57, 58].

Sexual abuse is an exploitation of a child in any sexual manner. It is not restrained to physical contact such vaginal, oral or anal sex between an adult and a child and may include noncontact abuse, such as exhibitionism, fondling a child’s genitals, masturbation in front of the child or forcing him to masturbate, sexual harassment by obscene phone calls or text messages and child pornography and prostitution [59].
Suggestions for Addressing Clinical and Non-Clinical Issues in Palliative Care

Child marriage is considered a disguised form of sexual abuse, and it also represents a violation of children’s rights. The boys are also concerned, but girls remain disproportionately affected. Poverty, lack of education, regional customs, tradition and religions can be a pressure that leads to child marriage. Child marriage is most common in developing countries, but it happens even in developed countries as many countries’ laws allow children under 18 to marry upon parental consent or public authority. This practice denies children of their right for childhood, education or having their own opinion about sexuality and reproduction. Child marriage is linked to early pregnancy, health risks like sexually transmitted infections, obstetric fistula and maternal mortality.

Emotional abuse is a behaviour model that affects a child’s emotional development and his health outcome. It is more challenging than physical or sexual abuse, being often difficult to diagnose. Emotional abuse can lead to anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, post-traumatic stress disorder and suicidal tendency.

Medical child abuse or factitious disorder imposed on another (previously called Munchausen syndrome by proxy) is an unnecessary and a potentially harmful treatment received by a child due to a caregiver seeking medical help for exaggerated or made-up symptoms of the child in his or her care [60]. It should be suspected if the child has frequent, unexplained health issues and multiple hospital admissions. The most common form when a mother induces an illness to her child consists in symptoms that usually occur only in her presence and may not be objectivized during the medical evaluation [61]. Neglect is very difficult to conceptualize, being an omission behaviour, and consists in failure of a parent or a caregiver to address the basic needs of a child. It can include physical necessities like food, hygiene, clothing, shelter or protection, educational (schooling and education) and medical neglect defined as a failure to provide necessary medical, dental or mental healthcare for the child [62].

Refusing vaccination can also be considered “medical neglect”.

Child maltreatment provides a significant challenge for medical providers. Practitioners have an important role in prevention and recognition of neglect and abuse and assessment and treatment of children at risk. Once the condition is suspected, they are obligated to report it. Programmes of prevention and intervention aim for early recognition and intervention to protect children’s wellbeing.

The primary approach is addressed to the general population by an anticipatory guidance for parents and care providers and by implementing media content and school programmes to educate the population about signs and behaviour of child abuse and neglect.

The secondary approach is addressed to families if risk factors such as poverty, low education, substance abuse, mental health issues, family conflict or violence, social isolation, neighbourhood disadvantage and violence are present. The purpose of intervention is to encourage positive interaction between parent and children and to break down the coercive cycle [63].

Families with abused or neglected children may benefit from a tertiary approach. To assess these cases, the multidisciplinary team should consist of therapist, social workers, police, general practitioner, paediatrician and teachers. An individual plan best suited to the family needs (e.g. individual therapeutic interventions, home visiting, family behaviour therapy, social integration) has to be established. If the intervention fails, foster care system may be considered. In this case certain challenges need to be acknowledged: managing challenging behaviour, interacting with biological families and even guiding children into adoption.
5.4 Worldwide tendencies: community health worker (CHW), misinformation, and telemedicine in home-based care for children

The community health worker, named as such in the USA and defined as a frontline public health worker who is a trusted member of the community, is present under different names in several European countries [64]. This trusting relationship enables the worker to serve as an intermediary between health/social services and the community to facilitate access to services and improve the quality and cultural competence of service delivery [65]. Preventive maternal and child health (MCH) interventions delivered by CHWs through home visiting have improved important maternal and child outcomes. Efforts are targeted towards early prenatal care, breastfeeding, reduction of maternal morbidity and perinatal mortality and appropriate childhood immunizations. Home visiting interventions lead to a decreased incidence of preterm birth and low birthweight [66]. By having a common language, a similar socioeconomic status and understanding life experiences of their clients, CHWs are accepted by vulnerable and disenfranchised groups. Being integral contributors in collaborative health-based and community-based teams, CHWs improve comprehensive care and contribute to health improvements and cost savings [66].

Misinformation has reached an unprecedented level in the digital age. Forums, blogs and other alternative news sources facilitate fake news or inaccurate information penetration. Health information at every level, from ordinary people to researchers and policy-makers, is troubled by misinformation. It can contain false narratives and lead to poor decision-making and dangerous behaviours [67].

The Internet is a rapidly evolving territory. Intentionally or unintentionally misleading or provocative information may have serious consequences [68].

A research performed on 210 subjects showed, as expected, that people use search engines to learn about serious or highly stigmatic conditions, but surprisingly, an important amount of sensitive health information is sought and shared via social media [69]. The term telemedicine meaning “healing at a distance” was introduced in 1970 [70].

An international Group Consultation on WHO’s Telemedicine Policy adopted the following definition for health telematics: “Health telematics is a composite term for health-related activities, services and systems, carried out over a distance by means of information and communication technologies, for the purpose of global health promotion, disease control and healthcare, as well as education, management and research for health” [71].

Telemedicine can be synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous or “real-time” care consists in a bidirectional audio-visual videoconferencing between a patient and a more or less remote healthcare provider. Asynchronous or “store-and-forward” care comprises the transmission of medical information to a distant provider. Telemedicine in children may be useful in improving paediatric concussion care in remote areas and communities [70]. Although international guidelines recommend urgent medical assessment after a concussion [72], a study on 126,654 children and youth showed that, at best, only one third of youth sought medical follow-up and obtained clearance to return to sport activities [73].

In many countries, including Romania, patients living in remote rural areas face numerous geographic, socioeconomic and cultural barriers in accessing primary and specialized healthcare services. Considering the fact that especially in these areas medical assessment and clearance for youth with concussion falls upon primary care providers, telemedicine would improve results and ease the pressure of malpractice.
Telemedicine and telehealth devices can improve and facilitate care in children with medical complexity. A single-centre nonblinded randomized clinical trial based on tracheostomy status demonstrated that the group utilizing a telehealth device obtained better results. Thus, at a device connectivity of 96% of the time and image and sound quality acceptable in 98% of visits, hospitalization rate was lower in the telehealth group [74].

Improvement of care in children with complex medical conditions has increased survival, contributing to a continuously rising percentage of paediatric population with chronic healthcare needs. The highest prevalence of children with special healthcare needs (19.8%) is estimated to be in the USA [75].

Introduced mainly to reduce the need for urgent care leading to recurrent emergency department visits and hospital admissions, synchronous digital health technologies are expected to improve parental caregiver outcomes such as quality of life, psychological health, satisfaction with care and social support. As expected, the majority of the papers on this topic originate from the USA and Australia. The explanations lie in the higher economic level but also in the necessity to cover by telemedicine remote areas with few inhabitants [76]. Feasibility-related outcomes were conducted on haematology/oncology/palliative care populations, autism spectrum disorder, asthma or mental health issues and included assessing acute clinical issues, providing psychosocial support, facilitating case conferences, providing routine care and follow-up, delivering therapy and monitoring progress and adherence acceptability [76].

The technical problems encountered were, as expected, both human related and technology related.

The programmes were aiming to provide patient care or replace in-person assessments. Telemedicine was delivered by a multidisciplinary team or nurses with various levels of expertise.

The positive results consisted of decreases in hospitalizations, quicker recovery and reductions in unplanned hospitalizations. No significant changes were recorded in emergency department visits or hospital admissions and in health-related quality of life. Family members reported overall high satisfaction scores with digital health interventions, and parents perceived availability of digital health to be “very important” in assisting them in managing their child's condition at home [77]. Some of the programmes actively involved families in the development, testing and refinement of the intervention. The results were encouraging, with the development of educational materials that were acceptable and useful to parents [76]. An important issue in telemedicine is the evaluation of the technologies available to families. A response bias may be linked to the gap existing between Caucasian and minority populations. Some interventions supplied equipment or internet services to families [78]. Technical issues, affecting digital health interventions, consisting mainly in disruption in connectivity did not alter overall satisfaction for clinicians, management and patients [79]. Even if most of the studies reported a favourable feedback, digital health was not always appropriate. Therapists had difficulty engaging with younger children with hearing loss during videoconferencing appointments, social workers preferred in-person appointments to facilitate a personal connection with patients, and some parents considered that face-to-face demonstrations of clinical skills were mandatory for optimal treatment fidelity [70]. Funding is an issue affecting digital health because of the restrictions related to reimbursement. Up to 36% of booked telehealth appointments are not billed by a faulty system [80].

The use of digital health to care for children with medical complexity is a modern way to connect patients, some in remote areas, to expert care from health professionals while lowering the expenses and avoiding potential harms of the hospital-based care system.
6. Family caregivers for home care recipients with advanced non-cancer diseases

Conditions as congestive heart failure, end-stage renal disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, liver failure and dementia represent the non-malignant life-threatening illnesses which require a complex home care. The different trajectories of functional decline are useful for the home care providers, helping them to tailor strategies and make a better plan of care. Lunney identified four theoretical trajectories of chronic illnesses: sudden death, cancer death or terminal phase, death from organ failure and frailty and dementia [81]. In cancer, the clinical status of the patients is acceptable until the disease does not respond to the treatment and the rapid decline makes easier to predict the terminal stage. In non-oncological chronic diseases, the trajectory is different with several deteriorations and improvements of the clinical state and a slow decline line. In dementia or general frailty, the illness trajectory has a gradual and prolonged decline. The trajectory of renal failure disease may be that of a steady decline, with the rate of this decline varying according to the underlying renal pathology and other comorbidities [82]. Sometime the issues of caring for patients with non-oncological illnesses is more difficult than for patients with cancer because the prevalence of symptoms is higher and there is a prolonged trajectory of decline.

Patients with non-oncological illnesses as opposed to patients with cancer are older and have many comorbidities and cognitive impairment. The barriers in home care assistance for the recipients with non-cancer illnesses include less predictable trajectory, the lack of knowledge regarding the care needs of end-stage period, the low use of and late referral to palliative care [83], the possible overwhelm of the palliative care services, the necessity of knowledge in different specialties and the necessity of training in the areas of symptom control [84], and prognostication in non-malignant disease tends to be less accurate than in cancer [85]. These recipients require a multidisciplinary home care team, because they have a multidimensional area of caring. The involvement of the family caregivers is valuable and implies management of digestive problems, balance of fluid and food intake, nutritional status and care of bedsores. Needs such as: fall risks, self-care capacity, instrumental activities of daily living, dementia, fecal and urinary incontinence are difficult to solve [86]. Compared with cancer patients, the non-malignant patient’s needs are more complex: moderate and severe neurological issues, psychiatric problems, needs for assistance with defecation and bladder function and moderate and severe deterioration of vigilance (somnolent and comatose) [87]. A higher proportion of non-cancer patients was discharged and died at home, and the proportion of readmitted patients to the hospital was less than for oncological patients [87].

7. Integration of basic palliative care in the Romanian general practice

The majority of the incurable ill patients can be treated within primary care health professionals, and 10–15% will be in need of specialist palliative care (PC) [88]. Family physicians’ role in primary palliative care and cooperation between specialist palliative care services should become stronger. Palliative care has expanded since its relevance for non-oncological diseases has been widely acknowledged and integration of PC at an earlier stage in the disease process has been shown to be beneficial [89].

The real palliative care extent in primary care is underestimated since the estimates of an average care by family doctor for three to four patients with PC needs per quarter do not appropriately reflect care for patients with non-oncological conditions [90]. There is a predominance of non-oncological chronic multi-morbid...
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patients such as cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases in need of PC in general practice, and these recipients require a valuable involvement of the informal caregivers from their families [91]. Despite the widely acknowledged importance of family doctors’ engagement in primary PC [92], difficulties and even barriers were identified in the delivery of home-based PC in practice in our country as well as in the high-developed countries [88].

In a project developed in Romania in 2013–2016 by the Hospice of Hope, Brasov, with the financial support from the Swiss contribution to the enlarged European Union, barriers and ways to integrate a pilot model of basic palliative care in the healthcare system were identified [93]. Hospice of Hope, Brasov, is a Romanian non-profit organization, Centre of Excellence in PC for Eastern Europe and Central Asia, and one of the seven globally recognized models of palliative care. It develops palliative care at national and international levels through information, by improving the legislation in the field and through educational programmes dedicated to professionals, recipients of PC and family as provider of home-based PC.

The impediments in the delivery of primary palliative care refer to:

- Structural barriers (e.g. family physicians and community nurses’ shortage due to high emigration rates of junior doctors and nurses and unequal distribution of primary care offices in rural versus urban areas)
- Knowledge barriers (e.g. lack of skills and clinical routine in providing PC, practical obstacles in palliative training due to distance from the training centre and lack of substitute in the medical office)
- Service barriers (e.g. lack of palliative care services for home care in some regions of the country, insufficient reimbursement of these services in the public healthcare system).

Nationally, approximately 150,000 people with oncological diagnosis and other incurable diseases need home-based palliative care every year, but less than 7% of them benefit in a timely manner. During the project, the model of basic palliative care was tested in 4 pilot counties, on 26 family doctors trained for 6 months to provide palliative services to a number of 138 oncological patients treated at home. A guide of basic palliative care was developed and offered to the family doctors, contributing to the replication of the model in other counties and to the training of the community nurses and informal caregivers.

Adopting the model of providing basic palliative care through family doctors can increase in the coming years, contributing to the palliative care needs assessment after diagnosing the incurable disease, not only in the end of life, and through specific interventions to increase the quality of life of these recipients in the community.

Basic or primary palliative care includes the following:

- Communicating the diagnosis and reasonable possibilities of treatment at home, identifying the treatment goals in agreement with the recipient and his/her family, controlling the symptoms of low to medium complexity and maintaining the functions and capacity for self-care
- Involving the family caregivers in the home care, in making decisions regarding the treatment, and preferred place of death
- Treatment of symptoms due to chemo- and radiotherapy and their complications
• The burden of care assessment and interventions to protect the health of the family caregiver

• Clarification of aspects related to obtaining socioeconomic rights for people diagnosed with incurable disease

The family caregivers’ role in the management of spiritual pain caused by feelings of helplessness of life with disease is essential. It needs to be recognized and addressed by the primary healthcare professionals, offering psychological and spiritual support and elevating the self-esteem of recipient from the stable stage onwards.

Providing home-based palliative care that maximizes the self-determination of patients depending on patient-centred needs and preferences through communication is important. Prioritizing the home care needs may differ depending on individual perspectives which make mediation of different opinions through open communication between home care multidisciplinary team, recipient and family caregiver to be pivotal. With increasing aging population, keeping living and functioning the chronically ill on long term with current means of treatment, it is anticipated that the proportion of people who should receive PC will increase considerably [89, 94, 95]. An intervention package for the primary PC, such as that proposed in Germany in a study protocol of a research study of the organizational health services with three mixed methods [88], tailored to each country in its context of healthcare, should enable primary healthcare professionals to provide primary PC to their recipients in accordance with their professional standards that address barriers and involve family caregivers in the home care of loved ones.

8. Future family doctors’ resourcefulness to meet the societal changes and the burden of home care in the modern family: academic medicine perspective

Due to demographic changes, with increasing number of people in need of care and societal changes (decreased family size, more geographically dispersed families, erosion of barriers that previously could have kept couples together during difficult times, erosion of bonds between family generations, increasing number of people living alone), informal care structures are affected by considerable challenges [96]. In addition, the increase of urbanization, the rural–urban movement and the international migration profoundly affect the family structure and its involvement in providing long-term home care and providing a supportive environment.

Family caregivers involved in home care often face the challenge of balancing caregiving and job responsibilities. Involving older adults in caring for the elderly and children with disabilities and integrating informal caregivers, such as friends and neighbours, is valuable and requires strong intergenerational solidarity in the community. However, in low- and middle-income countries, chronic patients who seek support for maintaining independence and quality of life are often faced with a lack of health and social services, especially in rural areas, or in-home care with poor quality.

The availability of both in-home services (such as personal care and home healthcare) and community services (such as day programmes, congregate meals and social centres) enables a growing percentage of older recipients to delay or even avoid institutional care [97]. The shortage of formal and qualified caregivers presents a challenge for the future regarding the structure and organization of long-term care for most countries. The increasing number of care-dependent people leads to a high economic burden for most healthcare systems [98]. In order to support and facilitate family caregivers in their role of nursing, it is important to
be carefully coordinated and their burden of care assessed by the comprehensive trained primary care health professionals.

Family physicians need a set of specific competences to perform well in interprofessional teams, and these competences should be achieved by graduating from a medical school [99]. Most medical schools have components of communication skills in the curriculum, but there are no clear standards for competence in communication skills, and the approach of interprofessional communication in the care team is limited. Beyond standardization of communication skills curricula, it is also necessary to verify primary care physicians’ proficiency in interpersonal and interprofessional skills.

In some residency programmes, residents receive 360-degree evaluations which go beyond the typical assessment performed by the supervising attending physicians [100]. Such evaluations help residents better understand how they are viewed by those with whom they work and by those for whom they care. Family medicine residents’ assessments are requested from the attending physicians and nurses and from the patients themselves who complete questionnaires from their perspective on the interaction of the resident doctor with the recipient and his family, obtaining 360-degree feedback from all those who have interacted with the resident functions as a valuable teaching tool in family medicine residency programme. Observations gained from multiple perspectives are believed to be more valid than individual opinion, and sharing them will likely have a positive effect on the development of physician trainees in family medicine and his future involvement in home care provision.

Academic medicine seeks to enhance training introducing new curricular areas dedicated to the development of interprofessional communication skills and resourcefulness in managing difficult circumstances in medical profession [101]. Future primary healthcare professionals, especially family doctors, should provide more comprehensive home care to their recipients, maintaining their independence and offering expected years of life free of disability.
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Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting
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Abstract

Chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting is a common adverse effect in cancer patients that not only impacts quality of life, but also treatment outcomes. The prevalence of nausea and vomiting is related to several factors, including the emetogenicity of the chemotherapy regimen, the dose and rate of administration of the chemotherapy agents, various environmental triggers and patient-related factors. The pathogenesis involves multiple organ systems, central nervous system, gastrointestinal tract and neurotransmitters. Clinical management should include a complete assessment of nausea and vomiting to investigate the possible etiology and the pharmacologic approach should involve agents that target each of these pathways and neurotransmitters. Various national guidelines provide recommendations for the prevention and management of CINV and combining these evidence-based strategies into clinical practice is crucial to improve morbidity and quality-of-life outcomes among cancer patients.
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1. Introduction

Nausea and vomiting (N/V) represents a primary issue in oncology requiring effective management for both prevention and treatment. Although in cancer patients several causes, such as opioid medications, can induce N/V, it is mainly related to antitumoral therapy. Chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) is the most common and intolerable adverse event with negative impact on quality of life and treatment's adherence and efficacy. It is important to notice that large literature is available about N/V related to standard chemotherapy and little literature about new antitumoral therapies such as tyrosine kinase inhibitors, monoclonal antibodies and immunotherapeutic agents, instead. Management of N/V in cancer patients should begin with a complete assessment including evaluation of intensity and timing of appearance. To determine whether N/V is related to treatment (chemotherapy, radiation) or is independent of cancer treatment should be the second step. Various national and international antiemetic guidelines have been developed for the prevention of chemotherapy- and radiotherapy-induced nausea and emesis. The prevention of CINV is crucial to improve patients' confidence and compliance to treatments and the clinical management include both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic therapies. This chapter addresses the epidemiology, clinical features, risk factors, mechanisms, and management of CINV.
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2. Epidemiology

CINV involves about 60–80% of patients with cancer increasing the risk of patients’ discomfort and chemotherapy’s discontinuation [1]. The prevention of CINV is mainly important in reducing morbidity and total healthcare costs, as well as increasing the quality of care in patients receiving emetogenic chemotherapy. Patients experiencing CINV may refuse treatment, request or require dose reductions or seek alternative therapy options. Acute CINV may be prevented in 50% to 90% of patients using effective preventive strategies [2]. In a large European observational study, 1000 patients who had received guideline antiemetic treatment had significantly better CINV control than those who did not receive guideline treatment. The complete control rates were 60% versus 51%, respectively; however, the overall adherence to guidelines was just 29% [3].

Radiotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (RINV) is one of the most common side effects during radiation, from which about 50% to 80% of the patients undergoing radiotherapy will suffer [4].

3. Clinical presentation

Cancer patients often experience N/V together but not necessarily. It is possible to experience nausea without emesis or emesis without nausea. The events of nausea and vomiting are generally protecting reflexes to rid intestine and stomach of toxic substances.

Nausea is described as a subjective and diffuse feeling of unease and discomfort often perceived as an urge to vomit. It can be considered a prodromal phase to the act of vomiting. It is characterized by sickness in the stomach, epigastrium and/or throat. Vomiting or emesis means the expulsion of stomach contents beyond the mouth and is accompanied by shivering and salivation.

The use of single agent cisplatin led to classify CINV into five types: acute, delayed, anticipatory, breakthrough and refractory according to the timing of appearance and in the absence of effective antiemetic prevention [5]. Acute CINV occurs within 24 hours of the chemotherapy administration, while delayed CINV occurs after 24 hours and could persist for 2–3 weeks after the administration of chemotherapy. Chemotherapeutic agents such as cisplatin, carboplatin, cyclophosphamide, anthracyclines are generally related to delayed CINV [6]. Anticipatory CINV involves patients who had already experienced N/V and occurs prior to the impending administration of chemotherapy triggered by the just thinking of it through a sensorial way (sight, smell). The incidence of anticipatory CINV has decreased in recent years because of the improved strategies for controlling acute and delayed emesis. Breakthrough CINV is vomiting and/or nausea that occurs within five days of chemotherapy administration after the use of guideline directed prophylactic antiemetic agents. This type of CINV usually requires immediate treatment or requires “rescue” with additional antiemetics. Refractory CINV is defined as vomiting and/or nausea occurring after chemotherapy in subsequent chemotherapy cycles after guideline directed prophylactic antiemetic agents have failed in earlier cycles (Table 1).

Patients with CINV should be assessed with a visual analog scale (0 to 10, with 0 no nausea and 10 maximum nausea). The frequency, severity, time of appearance and any associated activities (meals, drugs) should be requested. Recent treatment with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy should then be noted with evaluation of single agent or combination of chemotherapy. The physical examination should include a complete assessment of the abdomen in order to identify a possible
Clinical presentation and physiopathology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical presentation and physiopathology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acute CINV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delayed CINV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipatory CINV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breakthrough CINV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refractory CINV</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Clinical presentation and physiopathology of CINV.

organic cause of the emesis such as gastritis, bowel obstruction, an inflammatory process. A complete neurologic examination should also be performed to determine the search focal neurologic signs suggesting intracranial hypertension or meningeal carcinosis. Weight loss, appetite, anorexia, and/or cachexia should be evaluated to investigate the possible etiology of N/V and to help the differential diagnosis.

4. Risk factors

The occurrence of CINV can depend on several factors. The risk factors for CINV are both patient- and treatment-related. The most common patient-related risk factors are age, gender, previous motion sickness and/or pregnancy-related N/V and previous CINV. Patients younger than 50 years, females, patients with a history of previous motion sickness and/or pregnancy-related N/V have a greater

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-risk of emesis (&gt;90%)</th>
<th>Moderate-risk of emesis (30–90%)</th>
<th>Low-risk of emesis (10–30%)</th>
<th>Minimal-risk of emesis (&lt;10%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmustine</td>
<td>Procarbazine</td>
<td>Bortezomib</td>
<td>Bevacizumab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboplatin</td>
<td>Cytosine arabinoside</td>
<td>Etoposide</td>
<td>Capecitabine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemcitabine</td>
<td>Docetaxel</td>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
<td>Busulfan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate</td>
<td>Vincristine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topotecan</td>
<td>Vinorelbine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etoposide</td>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>Pemetrexed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topotecan</td>
<td>Trastuzumab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trastuzumab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Classification of antitumoral therapy according to the risk of emesis.
risk of experiencing CINV. Instead, a previous history of high alcohol consumption is associated with a lower risk of CINV [7–9].

Treatment-related factors and emetogenicity of chemotherapeutic regimens are also relevant. Chemotherapeutic agents are related to various risk of emesis depending on mechanism of action, dose, route and administration in single or combined way. The intrinsic emetogenicity of chemotherapy is the crucial factor to guide the choose of antiemetic treatment. In 2004 an expert consensus conference proposed a classification of chemotherapeutic agents in four categories according to emetogenic potential: high, moderate, low and minimal risk [10]. In the high-risk category, more than 90% could experience CINV without an antiemetic prophylaxis. In the moderate-risk category the potential experience of CINV involves 30–90% of patients. In the low- and minimal risk less than 30% and 10% respectively of cancer patients experience CINV (Table 2) [11].

5. Physiopathology

The mechanisms of emesis are not well defined. The physiopathology of CINV includes both central nervous and peripheral system pathways and it is different in acute, delayed and anticipatory setting. The mechanisms inducing CINV have gradually been investigated over the past 60 years. In the 1950s the first hypothesis by Wang and Borison was the existence of a central site called ‘vomiting center’ located in the medulla processing all the afferent impulses to generate emesis [12]. The presence of some neuronal areas located within medulla coordinating the emetic reflex is now a more realistic hypothesis. All the neuronal cells involved in the series of events occurring during CINV have been called ‘central pattern generator’ [13]. Three primary components have been found out in the physiopathology of CINV: chemoreceptor trigger zone (CTZ), abdominal vagal afferents and neurotransmitters. After exposure to chemotherapy, the emetic reflex involves two primary sources of afferent input to neuronal areas: abdominal vagal afferents and area postrema, a structure located in the caudal end of the fourth ventricle [14, 15]. 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 (5-HT3), neurokinin-1 (NK1) and cholecystokinin-1 receptors located in the terminal ends of the vagal afferents are close to enteroendocrine cell into the gastrointestinal mucosa of the proximal small intestine. Chemotherapeutic agents stimulate enteroendocrine cells to release some mediators such as 5-hydroxytryptamine, substance P and cholecystokinin which bind to the specific receptors on the close vagal fibers. The afferent impulse reaches the dorsal brain stem through the nucleus of the solitary tract. Among the various receptors, 5-HT3 are considered the most active in acute emesis. In summary, in acute CINV chemotherapeutic agents release free radicals stimulating enterochromaffin cells in the peripheral gastrointestinal tract with subsequent release of serotonin. Serotonin binds 5-HT3 receptors through intestinal vagal afferent nerves and nucleus of the solitary tract and reaches the central nervous system. In delayed CINV the physiologic way is similar but involves less frequently 5-HT3 and more frequently NK1 receptors respectively. In delayed CINV chemotherapeutic agents induce the release of substance P from the neuronal cells in the central and peripheral nervous system. Substance P binds NK1 receptors in the nucleus of solitary tract and led the afferent impulse to central nervous system.

The second pathway potentially involved in the emetic reflex include area postrema. In this region of the brain the blood–brain barrier is more permeable so it is accessible to afferent impulses in either blood or cerebrospinal fluid. This area has commonly been called ‘chemoreceptor trigger zone’. This region has afferent and efferent connections with underlying structures, the subnucleous gelatinosus and
nucleus of solitary tract, receiving vagal afferent fibers from the gastrointestinal mucosa. Metabolites and peptides released under the effect of chemotherapeutic agents can also induce emesis binding at this site.

The clinical role of neurotransmitters has been longer investigated in the past 30 years. The first interest was focused on dopamine, more recently on 5-HT and substance P. Dopaminergic antagonists are the first investigated antiemetic agents [16]. The 5-HT3 receptor antagonists are currently the single most effective class of antiemetics for prevention and treatment of acute CINV. These receptors are located both in central sites such as area postrema and nucleus of solitary tract and in peripheral sites such as vagal afferents. The blockage of 5-HT3 receptor is the most effective mechanism of antiemetic treatment. NK1 receptors are also located both in area postrema and nucleus of solitary tract and in the gastrointestinal mucosa. This evidence suggests that NK1 receptor antagonists plays a central role in prevention and treatment of CINV similar to 5-HT3 receptor antagonists. Endocannabinoids have been more recently investigated as relevant neurotransmitters inducing N/V. The endogenous cannabinoids are agonistic antiemetic agents. Synthetic cannabinoids have been recently evaluated to treat refractory CINV.

Anticipatory CINV occurs as a response to a previous experience of CINV. A sensory feeling related to the first administration of chemotherapy led the patient to associate that feeling with N/V. Subsequent exposure to that feeling triggers the response of N/V. Anticipatory CINV can be effectively avoided with an adequate prevention of acute and delayed CINV [7, 17–19].

6. Management

Antiemetic guidelines are published by all the cancer organizations including American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) and the Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer (MASCC). There are some differences among the guidelines particularly in the choice of the preferred 5-HT3 receptor antagonist and the use of cannabinoids. The general scheme for antiemetic protocols is similar for the various guidelines.

Prevention of CINV is the primary treatment to avoid subsequent episodes of CINV and anticipatory CINV. Due to physiopathology of CINV, 5-HT3 and NK1 receptor antagonists are the main classes of drugs. Management include also both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic agents such as steroids, dopamine antagonists, benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, antipsychotics. The primary issue is the prevention and treatment of moderately and highly emetogenic chemotherapy.

6.1 5-HT3 antagonists

Selective 5-HT3 receptor antagonists have revolutionized the management of CINV. They are indicated in preventing and treating N/V induced by chemotherapy with moderate and high emetic potential. The 5-HT3 receptor antagonists include both first-generation drugs such as ondansetron (Zofran), dolasetron (Anzemet) and granisetron (Kytril) with half-life between 3–9 hours and second-generation drugs such as palonosetron (Aloxi) with half-life of approximately 40 hours. According to their half-life they are used in different indication with more use in acute CINV for first-generation drugs and delayed CINV for second-generation drugs. The first-generation antiemetic drugs are equivalent in efficacy [20–22] and they have few adverse events. The most common adverse events of 5-HT3 receptor antagonist include headache, constipation, transient high levels of hepatic enzymes.
and QT prolongation [23]. The oral and intravenous formulation are therapeutically equivalent [24]. The first-generation drugs are more active in acute CINV and appear little active and modest active in delayed N/V induced by cisplatin and moderately emetogenic chemotherapeutic agents, respectively. The second-generation 5-HT3 receptor antagonist has a longer half-life and a greater binding affinity for the specific receptor. Three randomized prospective trials compared palonosetron with a first-generation antiemetic drug in patients receiving moderately and highly emetogenic chemotherapy. The noninferiority of palonosetron in term of complete response was demonstrated [25–27]. Some international guidelines consider palonosetron the preferred 5-HT3 antagonist for moderate emetogenic chemotherapy regimens but there are no prospective trials demonstrating the superiority of palonosetron compared to first-generation agents.

6.2 NK1 antagonists

In the past 10 years, antiemetic treatment has greatly advanced with the availability of NK1 receptor antagonists. The NK1 receptor antagonists are the most recent class of antiemetic agents and include aprepitant (emend) fosaprepitant (ivemend), rolapitant (varubry) and netupitant (akyynzeo). Aprepitant was the first approved agent in the class and is formulated as oral drug. In acute CINV the NK1 receptor antagonists are usually administered in combination with a 5-HT3 receptor antagonists and dexamethasone. 3-days aprepitant can also be administered in delayed CINV [28]. Three randomized prospective trials compared the combination of ondansetron plus dexamethasone plus aprepitant versus ondansetron and dexamethasone in patients receiving highly emetogenic chemotherapy. Aprepitant was administered before chemotherapy and continued along with dexamethasone. The addition of aprepitant led to an approximate 50% reduction in the risk of emesis or need for rescue medications [29–31]. These evidences underline the crucial role of aprepitant in the management of CINV induced by highly emetogenic chemotherapy. A randomized prospective trial investigated the use of aprepitant in moderately emetogenic chemotherapy in almost a thousand of patients with breast cancer. A significantly higher rate of complete response in the aprepitant group was reported [32]. Fosaprepitant is an intravenous NK1 receptor antagonist. In is a water-soluble phosphoryl prodrug of aprepitant converted to aprepitant within 30 minutes after administration. A randomized double-blind study reported that a single dose of fosaprepitant after ondansetron and dexamethasone was noninferior to a standard aprepitant 3-days regimen in preventing CINV in more than 2 thousand patients receiving cisplatin [33]. This evidence suggests that a single dose of fosaprepitant enhances the antiemetic effects provided by conventional 5-HT3 receptor agonists and corticosteroid therapy over conventional therapy alone and may provide a level of efficacy similar to that of the recommended 3-days aprepitant regimen. Rolapitant is a highly selective competitive long-acting NK-1 receptor antagonist demonstrating efficacy in randomized phase III trials. A single oral dose of rolapitant was effective in preventing delayed CINV compared with placebo, when each was used in combination with a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist plus dexamethasone in patients receiving highly or moderately emetogenic chemotherapy [34]. Netupitant is formulated with palonosetron in a fixed-dose combination. Complete response rates during the acute and delayed CINV were significantly higher with single-dose netupitant plus palonosetron than with single-dose palonosetron in highly and moderately emetogenic chemotherapy in phase II and III trials [35].

The most common adverse events of NK1 receptor antagonists are fatigue, hiccups, dyspepsia and diarrhea. The use of aprepitant requires the evaluation of potential drug interaction due to its mechanism of action moderately inhibiting
cytochrome CYP3A4. In particularly, aprepitant is related to an increase of plasma dexamethasone levels. Dexamethasone dose should be reduced when used in combination with aprepitant. Some antitumoral agents are also metabolized by CYP3A4 with the risk of increased toxicity when administered in combination with aprepitant. Aprepitant is also a weak inducer of the cytochrome CYP450. In patients receiving warfarin in combination with aprepitant the international normalized ratio (INR) decreases by 15% [36]. Rolapitant is well tolerated and its most common adverse events include neutropenia and dizziness. It inhibits CYP2D6 and it is metabolized by CYP3A4 so CYP3A4 inducers can reduce rolapitant blood levels and efficacy. The most common adverse events of netupitant include asthenia, dyspepsia, erythema and neutropenia. It is contraindicated in patients with severe renal and hepatic failure and it is an inhibitor of CYP3A4 as aprepitant [37–40].

6.3 Steroids

The antiemetic use of corticosteroids dates to the 1980s although the mechanism of efficacy is not yet clear. Dexamethasone is the most effective corticosteroid and it is widely used in combination with other antiemetic drugs both in acute and delayed CINV. In N/V induced by low emetogenic chemotherapy it could also be effectively used as single antiemetic agent (Table 3).

6.4 Other antiemetic treatments

A lot of agents including dopamine receptor antagonists, phenothiazines, cannabinoids, olanzapine are currently used to treat CINV induced by low emetogenic potential. Dopamine receptor antagonists such as metoclopramide and butyrophenones were most commonly used in past years and they could still be administered in combination with other antiemetic agents or in low-risk CINV. The efficacy of metoclopramide improves with increasing doses. Dopamine antagonists exhibit many adverse events and the most serious is represented by extrapyramidal symptoms. Dopamine antagonists may be considered when breakthrough CINV occurs. Currently breakthrough CINV is managed with an agent from a drug class that was not used in the prophylactic regimen. The phenothiazines are rarely administered in CINV and mainly in CINV induced by low emetogenic effect or as salvage therapy in breakthrough emesis. Antipsychotics such as olanzapine are sometimes prescribed in CINV not responding to conventional antiemetics. Olanzapine antagonizes several neurotransmitter receptors involved in the antiemetic reflex and it has been reported effective in preventing both and delayed CINV. No robust data comparing olanzapine with other antiemetic agents is available [41, 42]. In clinical practice olanzapine is often added to the standard three-drugs combination but it does not replace any of them. Olanzapine may be considered for the treatment of breakthrough and refractory CINV in addition to a change in the prophylactic antiemetic regimen. The most common adverse events of olanzapine include fatigue, sedation, headache, dry mouth, hyperglycemia, diarrhea.

In CINV with low and moderate emetic potential, synthetic cannabinoids have been recently evaluated. The two known cannabinoid receptors are CB1 and CB2. Blocking of CB1 and CB2 results in emesis. Cannabinoids act as an agonist on the CB1 receptors, resulting in their pharmacologic effect [43]. The use of these agents with a lower therapeutic index is not recommended as first-line treatment for prevention of CINV and should be reserved for patients refractory to or intolerant of standard antiemetics. Evidence remains insufficient for a recommendation regarding medical marijuana for the prevention of nausea and vomiting in patients with cancer who receive chemotherapy or radiation therapy.
Two commercial forms of synthetic cannabinoids have been approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with CINV indication: nabilone and dronabinol in 2005 and 2016, respectively. Studies with dronabinol and nabilone were performed in the 1970s and 1980s, before the approval of 5-HT3 receptor antagonists, and often included a placebo arm. Tramer et al. published a meta-analysis on the use of cannabinoids for CINV control. The investigators analyzed data from 30 randomized controlled studies from 1975 to 1997; 16 studies were with nabilone, 13 with dronabinol, and 1 with intramuscular levonantradol. Of the 30 studies,
10 used a placebo as the comparator, and prochlorperazine was prescribed in 12 trials. Other antiemetic controls included metoclopramide, chlorpromazine, thiethylperazine, haloperidol, domperidone, and alizapride. The authors found that cannabinoids were more effective with moderately emetogenic chemotherapy regimens than all of the active controls, but were not more effective with very high or low emetogenic regimens. More side effects were associated with the cannabinoid treatment, and patients were more likely to withdraw from therapy [44]. A 2015 meta-analysis evaluated the role of cannabinoids in chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting. 51 trials included in the analysis were conducted between 1975 and 1991 and none involved comparisons with current antiemetic regimens. The authors concluded that cannabis-based medications may be useful for treating refractory CINV. However, methodological limitations of the trials limit any conclusions [45]. Nabilone and dronabinol are orally active synthetic cannabinoid approved for the treatment of CINV in patients who have not experienced adequate response to conventional antiemetic treatments. The restriction is related to the side effects spectrum of this agents. Some of these adverse events are seen as beneficial to the patient. Events such as a feeling of being high or euphoria and drowsiness are seen as potentially beneficial side effects of this agent. Other side effects that are not considered beneficial and are more problematic include ataxia, anxiety, disorientation, hallucinations, depression, and psychosis. Adverse events may persist for a variable and unpredictable period, with adverse psychiatric reactions persisting 48 to 72 hours after the last dose. Orthostatic hypotension has been reported. Use of synthetic oral cannabinoids should be limited to the management of breakthrough and refractory CINV and they have no place as a first-line treatment for CINV.

In the anticipatory CINV benzodiazepines are the treatment of choice due to their antianxiety property [17]. Lorazepam or alprazolam are the most used agents in the prevention and management of anticipatory emesis in combination with standard antiemetic strategies.

Alternative treatments should also be considered particularly for the anticipatory CINV. Behavioral approaches include hypnosis, muscle relaxation, music therapy, acupuncture or acupressure [46]. Evidence remains insufficient for a recommendation for or against the use of ginger, acupuncture/acupressure and other complementary or alternative therapies for the prevention of nausea and vomiting in patients with cancer. The role of ginger in the prevention of CINV has been evaluated evaluated in two trials and a meta-analysis. The first trial compared powdered ginger plus standard of care versus standard of care alone in 60 patients treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy experienced severe CINV during previous cycles. Patients in the ginger arm reported less severe nausea and fewer vomiting episodes on days 2, 3, and 5. No adverse events were attributable to ginger [47]. The second trial compared three doses of ginger versus placebo in more than 500 patients receiving a 5-HT3 inhibitor and dexamethasone. The two lower doses of ginger produced the largest reductions in nausea intensity [48]. A 2013 systematic review evaluated four trials and reported that ginger did not have a significant effect on the incidence of acute nausea, acute vomiting, or delayed vomiting [49].

The use of acupuncture has been evaluated in 70 patients who were randomly assigned to receive acupuncture in cycle 1 and ondansetron in cycle 2, or the reverse. All patients also received dexamethasone for 3 days. Complete response from 0 to 24 hours was similar with the two treatments, but acupuncture produced higher complete response rates from 24 to 120 hours. Constipation and insomnia were less common with acupuncture than with ondansetron [50]. Two trials evaluated acupressure wristbands and found no significant benefit against nausea and
vomiting when wristbands were added to standard antiemetic treatment among patients treated with chemotherapy [51, 52].

6.5 Radiotherapy-induced N/V

Few randomized controlled clinical trials have evaluated the prevention or treatment of N/V associated with radiotherapy. As for CINV, RINV is classified according to the emetogenic risk of radiation (Table 4).

Patients experiencing high-emetic-risk radiation therapy should be received a two-drug combination of a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist and dexamethasone before each fraction and on the day after each fraction if radiation therapy is not planned for that day. Optimal frequency and duration of prophylactic 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy and prophylactic dexamethasone therapy for high-emetic-risk single-fraction or multiple-fraction radiation are unclear. Previous studies administered prophylactic 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy for durations longer than, equal to, and shorter than the duration of radiation therapy. Randomized studies comparing these approaches are lacking [53, 54].

Patients receiving moderate-emetic-risk should be treated with a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist before each fraction, with or without dexamethasone before the first five fractions. Optimal frequency and duration of prophylactic 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy for moderate-emetic-risk, single-fraction or multiple-fraction radiation therapy are unclear. Guidelines recommend prophylaxis before each fraction with careful monitoring of patients during radiation therapy schedules that span multiple weeks to detect symptoms experienced during interspersed days when radiation therapy and prophylaxis are not administered and to balance the benefits and toxicities of prolonged 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy. A study that involved moderate-emetic-risk radiation therapy demonstrated a benefit for a number of secondary end points by adding prophylactic dexamethasone therapy to prophylactic 5-HT3 receptor antagonist therapy before the first five fractions [55].

Patients treated with low- and minimal-emetic-risk radiation therapy should receive rescue therapy with a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, dexamethasone, or a dopamine receptor antagonist.

Patients who are treated with concurrent radio-chemotherapy should receive antiemetic therapy that is appropriate for the emetic risk level of antineoplastic agents, unless the risk level of the radiation therapy is higher [56].

One trial evaluated the addition of fosaprepitant to palonosetron and dexamethasone among women who received low-emetic-risk pelvic radiation and concurrent weekly cisplatin.36 The other trial compared fosaprepitant with olanzapine—each given with palonosetron and dexamethasone—among patients with head and neck or esophageal cancers who received radiation therapy and concurrent cisplatin and fluorouracil.

A systematic review of RINV reported that the clinical trial designs varied considerably in the methodologies, endpoints, and outcome measures employed with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-risk of emesis (&gt;90%)</th>
<th>Moderate-risk of emesis (30–90%)</th>
<th>Low-risk of emesis (10–30%)</th>
<th>Minimal-risk of emesis (&lt;10%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total body irradiation</td>
<td>Upper abdomen, craniospinal irradiation</td>
<td>Brain, head and neck, thorax, pelvis irradiation</td>
<td>Extremities, breast irradiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Classification of radiotherapy according to the risk of emesis.
great difficult to conclude definitive recommendations [57]. Most of the patients will be suggested to take the antiemetic by the international antiemetic guidelines. A MASCC/ESMO consensus systematic review recently evaluated 18 publications. The only fully published randomized studies in prevention of RINV were two negative studies in acupuncture and green tea, respectively. No data to support new recommendations for antiemetic prophylaxis in RINV was available. The serotonin receptor antagonists are still the corner stone in antiemetic prophylaxis of nausea and vomiting induced by high and moderate emetic risk radiotherapy. The emetogenicity of craniospinal radiotherapy was reclassified from low to moderate emetic level along with some other minor changes [58]. Further investigations are warranted to explore RINV prophylaxis in single fraction, multiple fractions and concomitant chemo-radiotherapy.

Although the mechanisms of acupuncture are not completely clear yet, a plenty of high-quality clinical trials have been conducted to evaluate the efficacy and safety of this therapy and reported that acupuncture could reduce nausea and vomiting induce by chemotherapy and radiotherapy with less side effects [50, 59, 60]. Neural mechanism like stimulating the secretion of endogenous opioid endorphin has been proved one of mechanisms of acupuncture therapeutical effect, but for RINV relative neural mechanisms have not been found yet [61].

7. Conclusions

CINV represents a common adverse event of chemotherapy with potentially significant negative impact on quality of life for patients and their families. Prevention and management of CINV is crucial to increase patients’ compliance and adherence to antitumoral treatments.

7.1 High-risk of emesis

The combination of a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, dexamethasone and aprepitant before chemotherapy is currently the recommended strategy for chemotherapy with high- and moderate-risk of emesis. More robust data is available for cisplatin-based chemotherapy and anthracycline plus cyclophosphamide regimen, less robust data is available for other agents. Approximately 90% of patients receiving cisplatin-based chemotherapy and anthracycline plus cyclophosphamide regimen develop delayed emesis. These patients should receive a regimen with one of 5-HT3 receptor antagonists plus 3-days oral aprepitant plus dexamethasone on days 2 to 4 to avoid delayed emesis.

7.2 Moderate-risk of emesis

For moderate-risk agents different from and anthracycline plus cyclophosphamide regimen, a combination of a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist and dexamethasone should be administered before chemotherapy. Patients with moderate risk of emesis have moderate potential for delayed emesis. These patients should be treated with a 5-HT3 receptor antagonist or dexamethasone alone on days 2 and 3.

7.3 Low-risk of emesis

For patients receiving chemotherapy with low-risk of emesis, a single dose of dexamethasone or a dopaminergic before chemotherapy is currently recommended. No routine prevention for delayed emesis is recommended.
7.4 Minimal-risk of emesis

No routine prevention for acute and delayed CINV is generally indicated for chemotherapy with minimal-risk of emesis (Table 5).

Strategies to prevent and manage CINV represents a major challenge. In the last 20 years, more effective and well-tolerated antiemetic agents have been introduced in the clinical practice. Selective 5-HT3 receptor antagonist, NK1 antagonist receptors and steroids are currently the most effective combination. This antiemetic strategy achieved an excellent control of CINV in over 80% of patients with an excellent side-effect profile. The further goal should be the management of patients with refractory CINV impacting on therapeutic adherence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk of emesis</th>
<th>Antiemetic strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acute CINV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Dexamethasone or dopamine antagonist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Anthracycline plus cyclophosphamide 5-HT3 receptor antagonist plus dexamethasone plus aprepitant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other regimens</td>
<td>5-HT3 receptor antagonist plus dexamethasone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>5-HT3 receptor antagonist plus dexamethasone plus aprepitant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Management of RINV.
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Assessment and Management of Pain in Palliative Care
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Abstract
Palliative care is an essential component in any disease management. Pain assessment acts as the connecting link between the nerves, brain and spinal cord. Classification and assessment of the pain have great significance in controlling the pain-related symptoms. Pain is broadly divided into three types nociceptive, neuropathic and mixed depending upon the damage caused. Nociceptive pain is caused due to the stimulation of the pain receptors in the tissues and is further divided into visceral and somatic depending on the pain site. Neuropathic pain arises when the nervous system gets damaged or start dysfunctioning. Cancer pain assessment includes several factors like the site, intensity, syndrome, timing and temporal variation of pain. Edmonton staging system for cancer pain prognostic is widely used for pain management includes emotional/psychological distress cognitive impairment caused by pain. A comprehensive understanding of pain assessment will help in enhancing the quality of life of the patients.
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1. Introduction
Pain is broadly defined as the unpleasant sensations in the body resulting due to the complex experience of various factors like physical, psychological and emotional [1]. Pain is subjective as pain tolerance differs from person to person. Pain cannot be quantified as it is associated with the effective as well as sensory components. Most cancer patients claim pain as the most common symptom and are quite dreaded, a major cause of anxiety [1]. Palliative care is an essential component in disease management. Good pain management is an important step towards palliative care. First of all, it is very important to understand the cause of pain, then assessment and manage pain, finally reassessment and monitoring the factors resulting in the pain. Managing and correct assessment of these symptoms are important for the wellbeing of the person to whom palliative care is being given.

It is very important to note that palliative care is intended to provide quality life by symptom control. To accomplish this, it is must to classify and assess the effects of pain. Pain is classified into various categories depending upon the duration, location, intensity and etiology of the pain (Figure 1). Pain can be acute or chronic depending on the duration of the pain. Acute pain is not long-lasting
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1. Introduction

Pain is broadly defined as the unpleasant sensations in the body resulting due to the complex experience of various factors like physical, psychological and emotional [1]. Pain is subjective as pain tolerance differs from person to person. Pain cannot be quantified as it is associated with the effective as well as sensory components. Most cancer patients claim pain as the most common symptom and are quite dreaded, a major cause of anxiety [1]. Palliative care is an essential component in disease management. Good pain management is an important step towards palliative care. First of all, it is very important to understand the cause of pain, then assessment and manage pain, finally reassessment and monitoring the factors resulting in the pain. Managing and correct assessment of these symptoms are important for the wellbeing of the person to whom palliative care is being given.

It is very important to note that palliative care is intended to provide quality life by symptom control. To accomplish this, it is must to classify and assess the effects of pain. Pain is classified into various categories depending upon the duration, location, intensity and etiology of the pain (Figure 1). Pain can be acute or chronic depending on the duration of the pain. Acute pain is not long-lasting
as it gets resolved within a short duration whereas pain that cannot be resolved within six months is considered chronic pain. Chronic pain is further of three types: non-cancer, cancer and episodic. The intensity of pain ranges from mild to severe. Pathophysiology is mostly done by the utilization and knowledge of the damage caused to the tissue (nociceptive) and nerve (neuropathic) or could be unlocalized (visceral) or break-through that was given by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) [2, 3]. It is noteworthy that pain can be physical as well as emotional. European Association for Palliative Care (EAPC) conducted an extensive review on the management of the use of pain assessment tools in palliative care research [3–5]. The newly revised version of cancer pain prognostics has included emotional/psychological distress, cognitive impairment caused by pain in the Edmonton staging system for cancer pain [4]. This improvement in pain prognostics has been able to be predictive than the previous methods used by IASP [3]. There are methods for the staging and progression of cancer like TNM Classification of Malignant Tumors (TNM). Unfortunately, there is no consensus on a single standardized tool for pain assessment [6]. The reason behind this is the varied nature of cancer and its malignancy and different perceptive and tolerance of pain in patients [6, 7]. Also, to blame is less predictability of the nature of tools available, as sometimes the mechanisms are not well known. To work on this problem, an extensive literature study on the physical, medical, psychological background and education on self-awareness/acceptance of pain should be deemed feasible.

2. Cause of pain

2.1 Nociceptive pain

It is also known as momentary pain. It is a form of acute pain caused by the triggering of nociceptive nerve receptors. This triggering occurs as a result of damaging chemicals or inflammation in the region [8]. A great example will be hitting your head on the table or stubbing your toe. Generally, nociceptive pain location is local. This type of pain gets notified by the nociceptors present throughout the skin and the internal organs. They can detect any chemical or physical damage send through the nervous system for immediate action [9]. There are two types of nociceptors as suggested by F. Cervero in 1985; one of them works for the fast transmission of pain called A-delta fibers whereas another one that slowly transmits pain is C-fibers [8]. The unmyelinated structure of C-fibres detects sudden pain while A-delta fibers detect pain arising due to noxious elements...
or mechanical stress [8]. Increased abnormal sensitivity to the pain or chemical stimulus is named hyperalgesia caused by inflammation in the area [8–10].

Nociceptive pain is divided into two components:

- **Somatic**
- **Visceral**

### 2.1.1 Somatic pain

This type of pain arises from the stimulation of the nerve cells in the tissue such as skin, bones, muscles, etc. due to damage [11]. Based on the site of cause, the person can have superficial or surface-level deep somatic pain in bone or tendons and this type of pain comes in a flash as the injury is sustained [9, 11]. Due to the two varied nature of this pain, person suffering from superficial pain will have an easier go at finding and pinpointing the pain rather than the deep somatic pain which is much harder to pinpoint as it diffuses easily and tends to radiate.

### 2.1.2 Visceral pain

Visceral pain occurs in cases when the person suffers from damage to the internal organs such as the intestine etc. The sensation of pain can be caused by damage to the tissue by external force or extensive pressure caused due to oncological reasons or infection in the abdominal organs [4, 8, 12]. This pain is not easy to pinpoint as the patient feels dull and as if squeezing most of the time due to the scarcity of the nociceptors [4]. Feeling in the area of damage detected by the nociceptors present in the abdominal cavity and on the organs it doesn’t have a sharp onset visceral pain [8]. This effect is also termed as viscero-somatic convergence where the pain signal transported by afferent nerves converge with the nerves that are transferring pain from the say skin area can cause side effects such as nausea, vomiting etc. [12].

### 2.2 Non-nociceptive pain

#### 2.2.1 Neuropathic pain

This type of pain is characterized by the damage or improper function/misfiring of the neurons. The IASP defines neuropathic pain “pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the peripheral or central nervous system. A study by Martin, L. A., & Hagen, N. A. (1997) broadly classified them into peripheral and central neuropathic pain. Peripheral neuropathic pain has many sub iterations depending on the nerves involved. In a case study done by them, it was stated that out of 72 patients, six of whom had benign tumors, suffered central neuropathic pain [13]. This study concludes that the nerves that get damaged will start firing erratically with or without any nociceptive signal. Patients suffering from such chronic pain have reported that they experience pain constantly and are shooting in nature [13]. The pain can be triggered by a small number of stimuli or even without any stimuli. Multiple reports and studies suggest that hyperactivity of damaged neurons and further release of neurotransmitters, inducers, modulators, increase the effect [2, 10, 14]. Also, it is noted that the person’s immune response to the pain releases cytokines which also elevate the neuropathic pain. Diseases such as diabetes, chronic back pain, alcohol consumption, cancer stroke are some reasons for this type of pain. The sympathetic nervous system can lead to the increased sensitivity
of the nerves. The release of hormones during flight/fight response increases awareness and due to this the nerves also get more sensitized leading to such pain suggested by Gierthmühlen, J. and R. Baron in 2016 [10].

2.2.2 Psychological effect on pain

Psychological factors are the major players in how the patient perceive the pain. Factors such as initial awareness, emotional status, interpretation and processing of pain and coping strategy play an important role in the perception of the pain [15]. Research on the effect of psychology and mental state by S.J. Linton and W.S. Shaw defines that initial detection of pain plays a crucial role in building up the psychological effects of it [16]. It is noted that pain needs attention and it is mostly under our conscious control. If the pain is deemed a threat, the autonomous nervous system kicks in, and also for later stages the object is likely to be avoided. Emotional state and interpretation can play a major role in sensitization and interpretation of pain [16]. Pain behaviour can be linked to how the person interprets the pain while suffering from it like verbal or non-verbal action and also after suffering from pain like the patient may start avoiding the source of stimuli as it generates the fear response. Negative thoughts about life such as anxiety, depression and fear can negatively affect the perception of pain and this may consequence in not only increasing the intensity but also prolonging the pain. Studies such as in S.J. Linton and W.S. Shaw in 2011 have shown 52% of people suffer from such a negative emotional state during pain [16]. Patients with imminent fear of the future also fall in this category and this all consequences in poor rehabilitation of the patient [15]. The next stage comes to coping with the pain, it has been seen that painful stimuli trigger the flight response with epinephrine released that can greatly affect the sensation of pain [15, 16]. It can be inferred by this that in both cases, the sensation seems to be more tolerable as the person either avoids pain or confronts the source. The other method that seems to work is having a relaxed state of mind. Effects such as phantom limb pain are still considered to be a psychological phenomenon [17, 18]. Even though the limb does not exist, the pain is still perceived. In all, pain is greatly affected by the mental state of the person, but it has to be well understood and more studied.

3. Tools for analysing pain intensity

Pain intensity is subjective from person to person hence a common ground is picked which either in pictorial form or in the form of a questionnaire is communicated between the patient and the caregiver where the caregiver gets an idea of the situation and can plan before the treatment. These pain intensity tools play a major role in the assessment of pain and the tools used to analyze. There are many tools, but few are used quite often such as the McGill pain questionnaire, Wong-baker face pain scale, (Figure 2) visual analogue and numerical scales (Figure 3). Much of them work in a similar method by presenting the patient with a pictorial or a numerical based scale that the person can relate to and the person can pinpoint on which part of the scale he/she thinks the pain suffered stands [7].

3.1 Unidimensional pain assessment tools

The unidimensional assessment tool consists of mainly 2 categories which include the visual analogue scale or numerical rating scale and the pictorial rating
scale. These may or may not include verbal descriptions of the pain such as - moderate, severe, or less pain. In the visual analogue and the numerical method of scaling, a patient is asked to choose and mark the word or the number they compare/relate their pain to [17, 19]. The other method is utilizing the pictorial representation (Figure 2) such as faces which utilizes the comical representation of the reactions suffered during pain this method is best suited for children as it is difficult for them to translate a sensory experience to a spot on the scale example of such pictorial scale is Wong-baker face pain scale which utilizes 6 facial expressions describing the severity of pain [7].

The drawback of these methods is that these methods rely on the opinion of the patient and the opinion may vary due to different pain tolerance limits in different patients to the same pain sources [7]. Tolerance of a patient can be judged for a specific area using a dolorimeter which uses heat, electricity, or pressure to analyze the sample area’s sensitivity and this can be later noted for further scaling [7].

3.2 Multi-dimensional pain assessment tools

As the name implies this type of tool assesses a patient on different levels/dimensions compared to the unidimensional pain assessment method. The Multi-dimensional method includes an assessment of more features such as the impact of pain, quality of pain and phenotype of pain for example to determine whether the person is suffering from neuropathic pain or not [19]. These tools utilize different types of the questionnaire to achieve its goal such as determining the impact and screening of the pain.
These include:

- Brief Pain Inventory (BPI).
- McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ).
- Neuropathic Pain Scale (NPS).
- Pain Quality Assessment Scale (PQAS).
- Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs (LANSS).
- Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire (NPQ).
- Douleur Neuropathique en 4 Questions (DN4) [20, 21].

### 3.2.1 Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)

BPI was developed by Collaborating Centre for Symptom Evaluation in Cancer Care, a team of WHO [22]. This is a method incorporated to assess self-reported pain severity and any interference in daily functioning, used in both clinical and research settings and is widely utilized and recognized in cancer pain assessment it is being self-administered and easy to access [7, 20, 23, 24]. It was approved and translated into many languages including Hindi, Spanish, Brazilian, etc. [22]. The subject is asked to fill up nine questions like if they have been feeling pain recently, location of the pain (a pictorial representation of both dorsal and ventral side of the human body which the subject can use to highlight the area of distress), pain intensity/severity during different intervals and other questions may include the effect of the drugs like an opioid taken for medication for pain management and lastly how pain affects your mood and your daily routine [25]. The scoring is divided into two categories that are pain severity and pain interference with a score of 0–10 where zero being no pain and ten being severe [25]. Similar scaling is done for interference also the final scoring is 0–40 and 0–70 respectively [25]. Multiple studies suggest that this two-dimensional tool (BPI) is quite adequate and is a capable method in analyzing pain intensity and pain interference caused due to neuropathic and nociceptive pain. In cancer pain assessment such as in a study conducted with 199 patients who underwent radiotherapy and results showed that there is a good correlation with an increase in pain intensity and its interference in the daily routine after radiotherapy [22].

### 3.2.2 Neuropathic Pain Scale (NPS)

As the name suggests it is a scale that is utilized for the differentiation in the neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain developed by Galer and Jensen [26, 27]. This scale contains 11 items for judging the qualitative and quantitative aspects of pain [20]. These items include pain intensity and its effect some items help in determining the features of the neuropathic pain such as sharpness, sensitivity, etc., and also how deep the pain is [28]. These items help in drawing a more accurate picture of the location and the quality of the pain widely utilized in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis [20, 27, 28].

### 3.2.3 Pain Quality Assessment Scale (PQAS)

It is also a multidimensional scaling tool with questions that are explained descriptively such as sensitivity etc. In case of severity of pain, a numerical rating from 1 to 10 with ten being severe pain. The patient is advised to fill up/mark answers to the questions based on 20 items. These queries were recently revised by Mark P. Jensen in a cognitive revision test of the items to make them more understandable by the patients [21].
3.2.4 Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs (LANSS)

LANSS was developed to address the less reliability of the NPS in neuropathic pain. This tool has a self-reportable version similar to BPI called S-LANASS with seven elements each weighted differently and is readily used in cancer pain assessment [20, 26, 27, 29]. Five questions mostly deal with yes or no questions for the severity, location, sensitivity, duration, etc. The last two questions are activity-based and require certain diagnostic actions such as gentle touching/rubbing the painful area [26, 29, 30]. These help in deducing if there is any nerve dysfunction, the final scoring is given by 24 [26, 29]. If the person receives a general score of less than 12 the pain is designated in the nociceptive section if the scoring is greater than 12 then the person falls in the category of neuropathic or Pain of Predominantly Neuropathic Origin (POPNO) [29, 30]. Originally designed by Michael Bennett has now been translated to many languages such as German Turkish, Chinese and even in Malayalam. It confirms the validation of this tool 101 chronic pain suffering patients were brought of which fifty patient were nociceptive and fifty-one were neuropathic the test concluded with a Cohen's Kappa 0.743 (is a statistical analysis to test the reliability of a test with a range of −1 to +; generally >0.70 values are considered substantial) with 89.5% sensitivity [29, 31].

3.2.5 Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire (NPQ)

This is another method for judging and differentiating neuropathic pain from non-neuropathic pain [20]. A test regarding the validation on 528 chronic pain suffering patients of which 149 of them with neuropathic symptoms they were asked to fill up the NPQ with 12 items with the last 2 related effect of pain [32]. It was noted that it had a very low-reliability rate (66% sensitivity only) because of which it is not much popular as compared to the others [20, 30, 32]. Hence, it has been mainly used in the initial screening of neuropathic pain [20].

3.2.6 Douleur Neuropathique 4 Questions (DN4)

A ten-item scaling method utilized in the characterization of neuropathic pain has 4 questions that are simple to attempt with validated cognitive tests to prove its understandability to the patients it is administered to [21]. It has been translated into many languages and has a sensitivity of 83% [20].

3.2.7 McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ)

McGill pain questionnaire established by Dr. Melzack and Torgerson in 1971 at McGill University in Montreal, Canada is widely used in assessment tools for monitoring the intensity of pain [7]. Many studies have been conducted on the questionnaire such as by B Nicholson suggesting that it is a documentation method that utilizes the patient’s experience like how he feels the pain, duration site, etc. [3, 7, 14]. A survey done by P. Kumar et al. showed that a total of 297 patients who underwent MPQ reported that it was qualitatively and quantitatively satisfying [7]. It gives multiple choices that help in identifying and in relating the pain suffered by the patient and these can be later compared with changes in a longer period of monitoring the patient [7, 14]. Not only that it also gives a human diagram to point out wherein the body the pain exists. With questions such as where your pain is? Is it internal or external? And the multiple-choice for how the pain changes with time, with this it seems to be quite regarded and efficient in diagnosing pain and related ailments [14].
4. Methods of pain assessment (pain assessment tools)

Assessment is the rigorous process of documentation, self-knowledge and interpretation. The need for cancer pain assessment during and after the treatment at the end-of-life stage is very important. Many contributing factors may affect the diagnosis of the source of the pain. Due to the varied nature complexity in the classification of pain, there is no consensus on a common pain assessment tool. This is to be noted and a common effective method should be there to evaluate the pain and its history in the patient. Since the pain assessed is in the boundary of cancer, the method to stage malignancy and its type is measured by TNM classification of cancer. Since its discovery, it has been proficiently helping in the further planning of treatment to be provided. With the staging ranging from 1 to 4 with the fourth being severe [3, 6]. TNM staging plays an important role in the assessment of the pain as it can convey information about size, if it is malignant or if it has spread into the lymph [6]. Similarly, widely used pain assessment tools are

- International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP)- assessment tool for chronic pain taxonomy
- Edmonton classification system for cancer pain -ECS-CP
- Cancer pain prognostic scale-CPPS [3].
- Alberta breakthrough pain assessment tool [33–36].

4.1 International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP)- Assessment Tool for Chronic Pain Taxonomy

It is a symptom sign-based type of deducing the effects of chronic pain in the patient. It is the list of diseases that provide information and classification of pain. Studies on the basis of the location of occurrence the pain, where it is present in the body. Next comes how the patient feels the pain like it is pinching, radiating or may be flickering in nature or does it change as time passes. This helps the clinical person to deduce the type of pain whether neuropathic or nociceptive and also possible organ system that is affected by the pain by deducing if it is visceral or somatic. The last consideration taken is the intensity of the pain [3, 14]. To extract this information, the patient is asked to fill up a questionnaire such as the McGill pain questionnaire which deals with [7, 14]. The problem with such classification of pain is that it is not predictive in similar aspects to TNM which is predictive and can give an idea on how to plan the treatment [3, 6]. Due to much-received criticism, changes were done in 2011 namely, the International Classification of Disease 11th revision (ICD -11) was for chronic pain groups such as chronic cancer pain involving the use of visceral and neuropathic pain and also adding continuous pain and episodic pain (pain that comes and goes) [2].

The IASP classification of chronic pain is done by using these following groups/ domains

Domain 1-The site where the pain occurs
Domain 2-Organ systems that get affected due to pain
Domain 3-Temporal characteristics deal with the frequency of pain
Domain 4-Intensity of the pain and time passed since its onset
Domain 5-Pain etiology [3].
4.2 Cancer pain prognostics scale

It is a numerical-based scale for characterizing and for running prognostic assessment of the condition and it is more predictive as compared to the previous ones. It is based on the scores ranging from 0 to 17, where the higher the scoring on this scale the good/better the prognosis and better chances of pain relief. Hence, this is a very useful tool in determining poor prognostics amongst patients [2]. This scaling has added features compared to IASP assessment for pain such as

Domain 1-Worst of pain
Domain 2- Emotional well-being of the patient
Domain 3- Pain characteristics
Domain 4- Daily opioid consumption [3].

Where scaling for worst pain is given from 1 to 10, for emotional well-being is judged by using Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy (FACT-G) and the daily opioid dose is monitored for greater than 60 mg consumption as its higher levels of it will make it difficult to control pain and person seems to be more tolerant [3].

4.3 Edmonton classification system for cancer pain (ECS-CP)

To improve on the IASP system of classification for chronic pain, there is a better versed and more widely accepted method of classification called ECS-CP (Edmonton Classification System for Cancer Pain) also is incorporated in the multisite of European Palliative Care Research Collaborative (EPCRC) [3, 4]. It is a more rigorous and user-friendly system of pain classification compared to the previous iterations for classifying pain. Additional descriptive features for pain classification are also incorporated such as the patient's emotional wellbeing. Other than this it incorporates seven components to evaluate the patient as suggested by Bruera E. [4]:

Domain 1-Mechanism of pain
Domain 2- Characteristics
Domain 3- Cognitive function
Domain 4- Previous opioid use
Domain 5- Psychological distress
Domain 6- Tolerance
Domain 7- History of such related pain [2, 4, 37].

Hence it is implied that this is better for further prognosis and pain treatment as this not only keeps check on the emotional/psychological distress but also considers the patient history of having difficulties in the same area or maybe similar types of pain [2, 4, 37]. Also, to be noted that it also checks whether if there is any case of taking opioids and if due to pain there is any cognitive impairment in the concerned patient though their involvement is still debated in the process of pain assessment in the newer version of this model. This method of assessment and prognosis of pain has widely been reviewed and validated in many studies and there is still improvement going on.

ECS-CP questionnaire categories are further dived into subcategories such as the understanding mechanism of pain it can be divided into the following subcategories (Table 1) [4]. These can be denoted by a letter such as N for the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Mechanism Of Pain (M)</th>
<th>Your Response</th>
<th>Characteristics Of Pain (C)</th>
<th>Your Response</th>
<th>Cognitive Function (F)</th>
<th>Your Response</th>
<th>Psychological Distress (P)</th>
<th>Your Response</th>
<th>Past History Of Addictive Abuse (A)</th>
<th>Your Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nociceptive Pain</td>
<td>Incident Pains</td>
<td>Normal Functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Distress</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, Present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Neuropathic Pain</td>
<td>Non- Incident Pains</td>
<td>Abnormal Functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Not Present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No Pain Felt</td>
<td>No Incident Pains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specify if, Psychological distress is present: __________________________________________
Specify if, Past history of addictive abuse: __________________________________________

Result: M__C__F__P__A__

Table 1.
ECS-CP questionnaire.
category and subcategory can be in small caps alphabetic or numerical, the lower sub-feature as seen provides more information higher the chances of good prognosis. Similarly, for the rest of the groups depending on the new version such as opioid intake, tolerance, they are also divided into subcategories according to their function [2, 4].

4.4 Alberta breakthrough pain assessment tool (ABPAT)

ABPAT was developed by Alberta Cancer Board and the Alberta Cancer Foundation. It is an emerging tool for pain prognostics and works under the boundaries of assessing breakthrough pain. This method was developed by a knowledgeable panel of the reviewer by utilizing the Delphi process and conducting many patient’s think-aloud interviews [34, 36]. Breakthrough pain is generally categorized as a sudden increase or flaring of existing chronic pain such as in cases of cancer or joint-related problems [33]. It is reported that breakthrough pain in cancer patients, its occurrence is about 40–93%, hence quite common as it has come up quite a lot of times that no standardized assessment tool exists so the goal of Alberta breakthrough pain assessment tool was to provide a standardized format for research purposes [34]. Using the opinion of experts in this field reaching a consensus a questionnaire of 17 questions was put out. Next came the validation of this process, whether the patients were understanding what they have been asked to fill up so that the researcher added the think-aloud to judge the comprehensive and cognitive understanding of the people participating in the survey (Figure 4). This helped in the revaluation of their question by rigorous feedback from the participants and adding any changes in between.

The format of questions participants was asked:

• Relationship to the baseline pain

• Location and intensity of pain

• Quality, duration and frequency of pain

• Predictability of pain

• Response to medication [34].

This was well evaluated in a study conducted that was mentioned by Sperlinga R. where approximately 90% of the participants said that the questions were understandable and 80% said that it is a good tool for the breakthrough problem [35]. The validation and reviewing of the results were done both nationally and internationally such as in UK, Australia, Middle-East, Israel and North America and many respondents that participated in the survey were from medical nursing fields [34].

4.4.1 Why pain arises?

Pain is the 3rd most common symptom of cancer and reportedly has many reasons for the cause of pain from cancer [38]. It winds up being the patient-related factors such as, the location of the tumor, the neural system and the tissue being affected, stage of cancer its malignancy etc. People also suffer from pain related discomfort while going through the treatment of cancer which includes surgery for the removal of the tumor from the affected area, chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
that the patient may be undergoing for managing cancer [39]. Hence cancer pain can be broadly divided into two categories:

1. Pain caused due to tumor

2. Pain caused while undergoing treatment

Tumor-related cancer pain mainly occurs due to excessive pressure on the nearby tissue or bone (Cancer-induced bone pain) and nerve causing the sensation of pain. Also, this can lead to blockages to a certain area and bodily mechanism of transport of nutrients, causing tissue damage which can cause both nociceptive pain and neuropathic pain if the nerves are damaged [38, 40]. Inflammatory responses can also be a major player in destroying affected areas such as in a study related to pancreatic cancer. It was noted that due to inflammation transient receptor potential cation channel gets activated which in turn activates Substance P (SP) and Calcitonin Gene-Related Peptide (CGRP) two neurotransmitters that transfer pain signals to dorsal root ganglia [38]. In the case of cancer-induced bone pain, cancer cells release RANKL (Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand) which increases the reabsorption of the bone by osteoclasts degrading the bone and sensitizing pain nerves [41, 42]. Drugs that are used in the treatment of neoplastic disease (chemotherapy) such as Bortezomib, Cisplatin, Vincristine, etc., although widely used and effective but have a big downside of causing peripheral neuropathy by damaging sensory neurons, dorsal root ganglia and neurons present in the spinal cord [40]. Surgical procedures cause side effects in many cases and may have minor damage to the operated area. This can lead to neuralgia due to damaged nerve or in one study on myofascial pain syndrome caused after post breast cancer surgery. The neuromuscular damage after breast cancer surgery in the thoracic area stays contracted in pressure and is sensitive to myofascial trigger points [39, 43]. Even patients who are undergoing radiotherapy for head neck cancer have reported that radiotherapy results in other problems like mucositis in their buccal cavity and their throat and esophageal tract with severe lesioning [44]. These studies suggest that cancer pain can not only be caused by the tumor but also by the treatment that the person is undergoing.
4.4.2 Treatment and management

The best and widely accepted treatment in cancer pain is the utilization of opioids which are predominantly used for symptomatic treatment of pain [45]. Opioids function by binding to opioid binding receptors such as (mu, kappa, delta, and sigma) and these ligands and receptors are present throughout the body. Opioids function as inhibitory agents during excitation and in turn decreases the release of excitatory neurons [46]. Morphine is the most well-known among opioids [41]. These opioids such as buprenorphine, codeine, fentanyl, methadone, oxycodone, and tramadol are given in various methods such as oral, intravenous injection or drip, etc. The amount of dosage to be given is determined by the body-weight of the subject [46]. Various drugs have their benefits like fentanyl which can be used for rapid action in cases of oral administration it is also good for delivering transdermally including opioid buprenorphine [45]. Other methods include the administration of corticosteroids for anti-inflammatory effects. In the USA, this method is used against inflammation caused by cancer and related treatments in palliative care [47]. Similarly, the utilization of aspirin as a non-steroidal drug is also widely administered [47]. Recently due to much increase in cancer pain research, the analgesic abilities of marijuana (cannabinoids) are also being looked upon as a potential drug for pain mitigation. Another drug “oliceridine” which was recently approved in 2020 for cancer pain management in adults was found to have fewer side effects as it also activates G- coupled protein receptor based μ-opioid receptor and has therefore an analgesic effect with tolerance comparable to morphine [42, 48]. In cases where analgesic medicines are deemed ineffective, gabapentin or pregabalin are recommended for low dosage use.

Although opioids are well suited and effective against nullifying the effects of pain. Although, it has been well documented that if abused, they do have detrimental effects on the patient with higher doses having the possibility of addiction and then withdrawal from the drugs. Short-term effects still include nausea, vomiting, breathing difficulties and many more [46, 49]. This was validated by a study done by Kata V. on opioid abuse stating that in 2016 one of the top causes of accidental death in the U.S was opioid drug overdosing [49]. In the same study, it was also noted that due to breakthrough cancer pain requiring short-acting opioids and are required in frequent doses compared to long-acting opioids this can cause overdosing of the patient leading to complications [49]. A long-proposed idea is the use of non-opioids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. In a study conducted by Janette Vardy and Meera Agar, they mentioned that multiple studies and research on more than 2000 patients were conducted and these patients were administered with acetaminophen [50]. It was noted that at various doses of acetaminophen ranging from 500–1000 mg, there was significant reduction in pain and there was no ill effect about the same. Furthermore, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs can become toxic in patients with cardiovascular and GI tract issues, indicating that even they have to be administered only after checking for these ailments on the patients [50]. For further research, proper mitigated administration of these pain repressing drugs should be followed.

5. Conclusion

Still, pain assessment remains quite challenging to the caregivers. The reasons being first there is no consensus available or a format that speaks a common language to the masses. Pain acts differently in individuals and even though two people suffer from the same ailments their pain tolerance will be affected by many
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environmental and genetic factors. Differences in the site, the comprehension and pinpointing of the pain, the varied nature in intensity and the change in the same intensity due to previous/ongoing emotional turmoil, rendering the use of the same type of method for each obsolete. Many of the assessment tools are either disregarded or are still under heavy reviewing by peers. Some such as the IASP tool for assessment are unable to predict the future movement of pain symptoms and their debilitating effect. Though the ECS-CP, CPPS and ABPAT can predict to some extent they are not on par with the basic TNM staging of cancer. The intensity of the pain is very subjective and will vary from patient to patient.

The major problem of pain assessment is the subjective nature. The addition of emotional and psychological effects has been shown to produce more correlation between the subjective and the documented results and this will help in predicting the future pathway, the pain may take. Though this has been accomplished by the commonly accepted ECS-CP & CPPS but extensive review and research should be conducted such as in ABPAT with international validation (though it is still on-going). Also, assessment tools rather than being rigid can be multi-dimensional and include more domains specifically catering to the patient. This will not only provide a proper prognostic to the patient, but the caregiver will also be more prepared to administrate the required amount of analgesic /opioids to not only treat pain symptoms but also preventing any such overdosing of the drugs. And maybe increase the administration of drug alternatives that are not addictive such as non-opioids and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Hence, hopefully, this multi-dimensional pain assessment method might able to provide a smoother life during the patient’s palliative care stage.
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Chapter 12

Effects of Antipsychotic Medication on Mortality in Long-Term Care Home Residents

Michael John Stones, Jason Randle and Peter Brink

Abstract

This chapter examines mortality in long-term care home (LTCH) residents as associated with the use antipsychotic medication when combined with other psychotropic medications. The data at census-level pertain to all new admissions to long-term care homes (LTCH) in Ontario, Canada, during a given financial year (i.e., over 20,000 LTCH residents). The observations include comprehensive assessment upon admission and at quarterly intervals thereafter for a maximal period of 1-year after the initial assessment. The mortality data derive from three linked databases, with mortality classified as death within 90 days of the final assessment. The findings indicate that combinations of concurrent daily usage of antipsychotic medication with daily usage of other psychotropic medications (particularly antidepressants and analgesics) are associated with relatively low mortality, whereas intermittent usage (e.g. pro re nata; as needed) is associated with relatively high mortality.

Keywords: mortality, medication, psychotropic, antipsychotic, analgesic, antidepressant, anxiolytic, hypnotic, aging, elderly, gerontology, long-term care, dementia

1. Introduction

This chapter builds upon findings from retrospective studies described in a previous chapter by Stones, Worobetz, Randle, Marchese, Fossum, Ostrum and Brink [1]. Those studies examine associations between mortality in long-term care home (LTCH) residents in the Canadian province of Ontario and the reported use of psychotropic medications. Regulations in Section 155 of the Canadian province of Ontario's Long-Term Care Homes Act of 2007 specifies that the residents of LTCH should be (1) 18+ years of age; (2) insured under the Health Insurance Act; (3) in need of 24-hours on-site nursing care, or (4) frequent daily assistance with activities of daily living (ADL), or (5) on-site monitoring or supervision in order to ensure safety and well-being. Alternative terms for LTCH in other dominions and countries include nursing homes and homes for the aged. Such homes contrast with supportive housing and continuing care hospitals that respectively provide lesser or greater levels of health care provision.

The impetus for what became our research program concerns the allegedly harmful effects of antipsychotic medication on mortality and medical conditions.
that potentially precipitate mortality. Although the research we describe in this chapter relates specifically to the effects of antipsychotics, our overall research program evolved to focus more generally on associations between mortality and the reported usage of any type of psychotropic medication. The latter includes not only antipsychotics but also anxiolytics, analgesics, antidepressants and hypnotics. The primary instrumentation deployed in these studies is the Resident Assessment Instrument 2.0 (RAI 2.0). This tool provides standardized clinical assessment and good data quality [2], with widespread adoption throughout the world. The measure of psychotropic usage on the RAI 2.0 is the number of days of delivery during the week preceding an assessment.

The findings described in the earlier chapter indicate strongest associations with mortality for intermittent usage of 1–6 days per week when compared with no use or daily use. These findings are significant for each type of psychotropic medication in both univariate and multivariate analyses, where the latter attempts to control for potentially confounding effects and interactions. We refer to intermittent prescribing as pro re nata (PRN, or ‘as needed’) prescription in order to be consistent with recent regulatory initiatives to curb hazardous effects associated with ‘as needed’ prescribing practices [3].

In contrast to augmented mortality with PRN prescribing, our earlier findings indicate lower mortality associated with daily usage of antidepressant and antipsychotic medications when compared to an absence of usage. The findings on daily usage of antipsychotic medication depart from expectations in the existing literature of its hazardous effects on mortality. This finding is also surprising because the database is among the most all-encompassing of any used in previous studies. It includes consensus level, yearly incidence data on all new admissions to all LTCHs in Ontario (i.e., over 20,000 new admissions to over 600 LTCHs during a given year, with each resident followed up for 1-year). The purpose of the research in this chapter is to explore reasons for this discrepancy.

1.1 Caregiving for behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia

The context of our research concerns caregiving for residents of long-term care homes with behaviors that generally fall under the rubric of behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD). A consensus conference of the International Psychogeriatric Association in 1976 defined BPSD as “symptoms of disturbed perception, thought content, mood or behavior that frequently occur in patients with dementia” [4]. These symptoms include physical aggression, loud vocalization, restlessness, agitation, wandering, anxiety, depressive mood, hallucinations, and delusions [5]. Not all residents with dementia exhibit such symptoms, which usually emerge during the middle and later stages of the illness. Previous estimates indicate that BPSD characterizes nearly 40% of residents in Ontario’s LTCHs [1].

By far the most frequent treatment for residents of LTCHs is chemical management. Of the five types of psychotropic medication, the main purposes are to alleviate pain and discomfort (i.e., analgesics), depression (i.e., antidepressants), anxiety (i.e., anxiolytics), sleeplessness (i.e., hypnotics) and BPSD (i.e., antipsychotics).

The two categories of antipsychotic medication are termed typical and atypical. The latter were introduced in attempt to intent reduce adverse side-effects associated with the former [6].

The first columns in Figure 1, which is adapted from our previous chapter [1], shows more than double the usage of antipsychotic medication for male and female LTCH residents with than without diagnosed dementia. The findings for no other form of psychotropic medication approach this level of discrepancy. Consequently, antipsychotic medication is the most frequently used psychotropic medication...
antipsychotic medication is the most frequently used psychotropic medication form of psychotropic medication approach this level of discrepancy. Consequently, LTCH residents with than without diagnosed dementia. The findings for no other with the former [6].

The two categories of antipsychotic medication are termed typical and atypical (i.e., anxiolytics), sleeplessness (i.e., hypnotics) and BPSD (i.e., antipsychotics). We refer to intermittent prescribing practices [3]. Recent regulatory initiatives to curb hazardous effects associated with intermittent prescription in order to be consistent with pro re nata potentially confounding effects and interactions. We attempt to control for these factors in both univariate and multivariate analyses, where the latter attempts to control for relationships

Of the five types of psychotropic medication, the main purposes are to alleviate pain and discomfort (i.e., analgesics), depression (i.e., antidepressants), anxiety (i.e., anxiolytics), sleeplessness (i.e., hypnotics) and BPSD (i.e., antipsychotics). Mortality risks are comparable between typical and atypical antipsychotics, and approximately twice that of people without such usage. The risks are comparable between individuals with or without dementia; they increase with dosage, and are highest during with first month(s) of usage. The latter suggests to authors of the scoping review [11] that factors other than antipsychotic medication may contribute to findings of elevated mortality. The authors of the meta-analytic study [10] recommend restriction and de-prescribing of antipsychotics with older people.

1.2 Methodology of retrospective studies of antipsychotic-mortality relationships

The findings discussed in our earlier chapter [1] indicate that, after control for variables that include gender, age, activities of daily living, level of cognition and

Figure 1.
Percentage of PRN or daily use of psychotropic medications for residents with or without diagnosed dementia.
mortality risk, mortality was (1) significantly elevated with PRN use for each type of psychotropic medication (2) significantly attenuated with daily use of antipsychotic and antidepressant medications, (3) significantly elevated for combinations of psychotropic medications that include PRN use and (4) significantly attenuated for combinations of psychotropic medications that include their daily use. These findings are consistent with and build upon unpublished thesis research on antipsychotic medication use by Worobetz [12]. Differences and confounds that might relate to discrepancies between our findings and previous reports of excessive mortality associated with antipsychotic medication use include the following.

First, the analyses in our chapter use generalized linear mixed modeling (GLMM) procedures. Such modeling includes a random variable that encompasses clustering of observations within that variable. This structure is appropriate for the analysis of LTCH data, with the individual homes assumed to be a random variable (i.e., the homes are independent and uncorrelated entities). In contrast, observations of residents living within a given home have commonalities because of localized admission practices, treatment preferences that differ in content and/or frequency from those in other homes, the mutual interactions of residents, etc. Traditional regression and survival analyses fail to account for such commonalities, thereby violating assumptions of independence of observations of residents, which adds to correlated error, potentially with adverse implications for the correctness of analytic outcomes. Unfortunately, it appears that the majority of studies of LTCH residents fail to address this problem. The specific form of mixed modeling used in our earlier [1] and present studies is interval censored survival (i.e., a binomial distribution with a complementary log–log link), which is appropriate for analysis of clustered observations, some of which are without a terminal event.

Second, the majority of studies of relationships between antipsychotic medication and mortality report the type and dosage of medication but not the frequency of usage [11]. Although a few studies treat PRN use as an exclusionary criterion [11], it is more likely grouped with daily use in the majority of studies. The implications of such inclusion include augmented mortality beyond that associated with daily use.

Third, our earlier study indicates augmented mortality associated with PRN use of any psychotropic but ameliorated mortality associated with daily use of certain psychotropics (e.g., antidepressants) [1]. Consequently, combinations that include PRN or daily use of other psychotropics have respective implications for increased or decreased mortality levels associated with antipsychotic use.

Fourth, compliance and adherence to medication regimens are problematic among older people with chronic illness [13]. Anyone with work experience in long-term care settings knows that "residents who put pills into their mouths do not necessarily swallow them" [1]. Some residents chose to hide those pills, others throw them away. In effect, such 'hidden' non-compliance transforms daily prescriptions to intermittent usage, potentially with adverse effects on the estimated risk of mortality.

2. The present study

The motivation that underlies the present research is to explain our earlier finding that daily use of antipsychotic medication ameliorates mortality, which contradicts conclusions reported in the majority of previous studies [9–11]. The research that follows analyzes the same database as our earlier chapter [1] to answer...
questions about the frequencies of concurrent combinations of antipsychotic with other psychotropic usage and their associations with subsequent mortality. As in the earlier study, the target variable is mortality within 90 days following the final RAI 2.0 assessment. The reason for this duration is that successive RAI 2.0 assessments occur at approximately 90-day intervals.

To simplify the presentation of results, we limit the control variables in analyses of mortality to the *Changes in Health, End-Stage Disease, Signs, and Symptoms Scale* (CHESS), which is an established indicator of mortality risk [14]. Although preliminary analyses also included demographic measures of age, gender and objective scales from the RAI 2.0 that include the Cognitive Performance Scale, the Activities of Daily Living Hierarchy and the Aggressive Behavior Scale (ABS), their inclusion fails to add appreciably to an interpretation of effects associated with the primary predictor variable. The latter is represented in Table 1 by concurrent combinations of antipsychotic use and other psychotropic use.

The 1st and 2nd columns in Table 1 represent combinations of concurrent usage of antipsychotic and other psychotropic medications. The frequencies for antipsychotics include no use, PRN use and daily use. The inclusive frequencies for all other types of psychotropic are no use, PRN and daily use, only PRN use and only daily use. The 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th columns represent possible combinations of antipsychotics with antidepressant, analgesic, anxiolytic or hypnotic medications, respectively. The possible frequencies for each of the latter are no use, PRN use and daily use.

The main hypotheses derive from our previous findings that, after control of the major risk factor for mortality, daily use of psychotropic medication ameliorates risk, whereas PRN use exacerbates risk. Consequently, we anticipate that combinations of antipsychotics with the daily use of other psychotropics ameliorate mortality to levels below that associated with absence of psychotropic use. In contrast, we predict augmented mortality associated with combinations of antipsychotic and other psychotropics that involve PRN use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antipsychotic prescription</th>
<th>Prescriptions for other psychotropics</th>
<th>Antidepressant</th>
<th>Analgesic</th>
<th>Anxiolytic</th>
<th>Hypnotic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>PRN &amp; Daily</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN &amp; Daily</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>PRN &amp; Daily</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td>PRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Antipsychotic prescription frequencies combined with frequencies for other antipsychotic medications on the final assessment.
2.1 Participants and measures

The participants are all new admissions, aged 65 years and older, to LTCHs in the Canadian province of Ontario during the financial year April 1st 2010 to March 31st 2011. They include 20,414 residents from 631 LTCHs. The distribution of men to women is 33.6% to 66.4%. The mean age of men is 83.03 years with a standard deviation of 7.37 years. The mean age of women is 85.29 years with a standard deviation of 7.19 years.

The main assessment tool used here is the RAI 2.0, which, to the authors’ knowledge, (1) is used in more countries, (2) has a more thorough psychometric evaluation, and (3) is more comprehensive than any other geriatric assessment tool. The RAI 2.0 requires trained health care professionals to score quantifiable assessment items relevant to medical diagnoses, levels of functioning, behavioral and emotional problems, forms of treatment, etc. The information is from medical records, clinical observations, and communication with residents, their family members and the facility’s staff members. As already indicated, the RAI also contains objective scales that are evaluated against ‘gold standard’ measures from the relevant literature. The measures in the present analyses are the CHESS and items on antipsychotic, analgesic, antidepressant, anxiolytic and hypnotic medication use. The latter items record the number of days of usage during the week preceding an assessment. We report here on three usage categories: no use, PRN (i.e., intermittent) use, and daily use.

The RAI 2.0 also provides information on the mortality of residents in a LTCH. Other databases linked to the RAI 2.0 are the Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) and the National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS). The DAD reports mortality data for hospital discharges and the NACRS reports mortality in settings for emergency and ambulatory care. Consequently, our data encompasses mortality throughout the health care system. We are grateful to the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) for the provision of the data with encrypted personal and facility level identifiers.

Residents receive RAI 2.0 assessments upon admission and thereafter at quarterly intervals. The maximal follow-up period in the present study is 1-year. We report here on data from the final assessment, with mortality indexed by its absence or presence during 90 days following that assessment (i.e., a period that precedes the scheduled date of any subsequent assessment).

2.2 Statistical analyses

The statistical analyses relate to three issues. The first concerns the types of concurrent combination of usage frequencies between antipsychotics with other psychotropics. These analyses begin graphic and tabular statistics that relate to concurrent relationships between frequencies antipsychotic usage with frequencies for other types of psychotropic usage. Then follows findings from Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Version 25) GLMM multinomial analysis of frequencies of antipsychotic usage (i.e., the target variable) against corresponding frequencies for each other psychotropic (i.e., the fixed effect variables). The random variable for this and every subsequent GLMM analysis are LTCHs.

The second issue concerns mortality within 90 days of the final assessment. The primary analysis is a GLMM interval censored survival model (i.e., a binomial distribution with a complementary log–log link). The CHESS (i.e., centered on its grand mean) and concurrent combinations of frequencies for antipsychotic and other psychotropic usage comprise the fixed effects. Then follows GLMM interval censored survival models that attempt to clarify implications of the preceding by analyzing
summative categories that respectively relate to antipsychotic use and other psychotropic use. Next, we analyze models that examine combinations of antipsychotics with each type of psychotropic. The purpose is to ascertain the types of antipsychotic that may ameliorate or exacerbate risk of mortality at different levels of usage. All the latter models include the CHESS as a measure of mortality risk.

The final issue concerns the effects on mortality of changes in health condition and prescribing practices from the penultimate to final assessment. This GLMM analysis examines whether changes in the CHESS and PRN prescriptions have independent implications for survival. In contrast, an alternative hypothesis suggests that changes in PRN prescription are a consequence of changes in health condition, with the former having with no direct implications for survival.

2.2.1 Analyses of psychotropic combinations

The following graph and table illustrate relationships between frequencies of usage for antipsychotic medication with corresponding usage of all other psychotropic medications. Figure 2 shows 95% confidence intervals for the totality of any other psychotropic use against no use, PRN, and daily use for antipsychotic medication. The mean use of other psychotropic medication is significantly lower with no use of antipsychotic medication than for PRN and daily use, as evidenced by non-overlapping confidence intervals. Table 2 shows percentages of residents with a given frequency of antipsychotic medication combined with the use of 1, 2, 3 or 4 other psychotropic medications. The statistical mode (i.e., the most frequent value) within columns of this table indicates that residents without antipsychotics most frequently receive one other psychotropic, whereas those with PRN and daily antipsychotic use most frequently use two other psychotropic medications.

The following figures illustrate frequencies of use of specific psychotropics that accompany no, PRN or daily use of antipsychotics. Figure 3 shows findings associated with antidepressant medication. The findings indicate that approximately 60% of residents with daily antipsychotics and just over 40% of those with no antipsychotics receive antidepressants on a daily basis. Of those residents with PRN use of antipsychotics, the majority show either PRN (18%) or daily (35%) use of antidepressants.

Figure 2. 95% confidence intervals for summative Co-medications for other psychotropics against frequencies for antipsychotic medication.
Table 2.
Percentage of residents with No, PRN or daily use of antipsychotics 1, 2, 3 or 4 other psychotropics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of other psychotropics</th>
<th>Percentage of residents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antipsychotic use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.
Percentage antidepressant frequency against antipsychotic frequency.

Figure 4.
Percentage analgesic frequency against antipsychotic frequency.
Levels of analgesic medication are uniformly high. **Figure 4** shows PRN or daily use among approximately 65–70% of residents regardless of frequency of usage of antipsychotic medication. Consistent with finding for antidepressants and anxiolytics (see below), the highest PRN use of analgesics corresponds with PRN use antipsychotic medication (approximately, 22%).

**Figure 5** indicates a low overall use of anxiolytic medication. The levels of daily use are approximately 7–10% regardless of frequency of use for antipsychotics. However, among residents with PRN use of antipsychotics, PRN use of anxiolytics is approximately 14%, which is considerably higher than daily use for this subgroup of residents.

**Figure 6** shows hypnotic use to be lower than for any of other psychotropics (i.e., approximately 6.3% of residents). The highest PRN use of hypnotics occurs...
in combination with PRN use of antipsychotics. Daily use of hypnotics has approximately similar levels among residents with no of daily use of antipsychotic medication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antipsych. frequency</th>
<th>Model term</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.119</td>
<td>.0372</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−1.192 −1.046</td>
<td>.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. Daily</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>.0329</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.617 .746</td>
<td>1.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. PRN</td>
<td>−.242</td>
<td>.1705</td>
<td>.155</td>
<td>−.576 .092</td>
<td>.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic Daily</td>
<td>−.134</td>
<td>.0347</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−.201 −.066</td>
<td>.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic PRN</td>
<td>−.384</td>
<td>.0701</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−.521 −.246</td>
<td>.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic Daily</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.0484</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.112 .302</td>
<td>1.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic PRN</td>
<td>.561</td>
<td>.0863</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.392 .730</td>
<td>1.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic Daily</td>
<td>−.033</td>
<td>.0694</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>−.169 .103</td>
<td>.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic PRN</td>
<td>−.302</td>
<td>.2145</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>−.722 .119</td>
<td>.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−4.151</td>
<td>.1246</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−4.395 −3.907</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. Daily</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.1330</td>
<td>.683</td>
<td>−.206 .315</td>
<td>1.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. PRN</td>
<td>2.378</td>
<td>.1898</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>2.006 2.750</td>
<td>10.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antidepress. None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic Daily</td>
<td>−.120</td>
<td>.1398</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>−.394 .154</td>
<td>.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic PRN</td>
<td>.703</td>
<td>.1777</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.355 1.052</td>
<td>2.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analgesic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic Daily</td>
<td>−.312</td>
<td>.2373</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>−.777 .153</td>
<td>.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic PRN</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>.1907</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.025 1.773</td>
<td>4.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiolytic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic Daily</td>
<td>−.392</td>
<td>.3289</td>
<td>.234</td>
<td>−1.036 .253</td>
<td>.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic PRN</td>
<td>.986</td>
<td>.3710</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.259 1.713</td>
<td>2.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypnotic None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.
Fixed effects coefficients and odds ratios for prediction of antipsychotic frequency by frequencies of all other antipsychotic categories.
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Effects of Antipsychotic Medication on Mortality in Long-Term Care Home Residents
Inferences from the preceding graphs and table include the following. First, residents with PRN or daily use of antipsychotics have higher concurrent use of other psychotropic medications than those without antipsychotic use. Table 2 shows that over 80% of residents without antipsychotic use receive at least one other psychotropic. The psychotropics that appear most frequently in these combinations are antidepressants and analgesics, which have the highest overall frequency of usage. Second, PRN use of antipsychotics combines with the highest PRN in each other psychotropic category. This finding suggests a clustering of PRN prescribing that encompasses all types of psychotropic medication.

The final analysis in this section is a GLMM multinomial analysis. This analysis includes LTCHs as a random variable and fixed effect predictors that evaluate the independent contributions by other psychotropics to frequencies of antipsychotic use. The target and predictor variables are on nominal scales of no use, PRN use and daily use, respectively, with the former designated as reference category.

The findings in Table 3 include the regression coefficients, standard errors, levels of statistical significance and 95% confidence intervals. Table 3 also includes derivative exponential coefficient for readers that prefer odds ratios over regression coefficients. Positive or negative regression coefficients respectively indicate mean values above or below those associated with the reference category, with odds ratios greater or less than unity having comparable meaning. The overall findings for the model include significant random effects of LTCHs at \( p < .001 \). Findings for the fixed effect terms are as follows.

Daily antidepressants, daily anxiolytics and PRN anxiolytics are all positive predictors of daily antipsychotic use (all \( p < .001 \)). Daily analgesics and PRN analgesics are negative predictors (both \( p < .001 \)). These findings suggest that psychotropics purportedly relevant to mood improvement and anxiety reduction are likely to accompany daily antipsychotic use, whereas medications purportedly relevant to pain relief are less likely to occur in combination with daily antipsychotic medication.

PRN use of antidepressants \( (p < .001) \), anxiolytics \( (p < .001) \), analgesics \( (p < .001) \) and hypnotics \( (p < .001) \) are positive predictors of PRN use of antipsychotics. There are no significant relationships between daily use of other psychotropics and PRN use of antipsychotics. These findings indicate a clustering of PRN prescribing.

2.2.2 Survival analyses

Mortality during the 1-year follow-up period of data collection is 18.1% overall. The mortality rates for men and women are 21.1% and 16.3% respectively. The distribution of mortality across assessments indicates that 45% of residents died within 90 days of the admission assessment, with a decreasing proportion of deaths at each subsequent assessment.

The primary interval censored survival analysis shows a significant random effect for LTCHs \( p < .001 \). Because the same level of significance is present in all subsequent GLMM analyses, we need not report them henceforth. Table 4 shows findings for the fixed effects. Unsurprisingly, the positive coefficient for the CHESS indicates higher mortality for residents at greater risk of mortality. The reference category for combinations of medications is the daily use of both antipsychotics and other psychotropics, which numerically is associated with the lowest level of mortality. This combination has significantly lower mortality \( (p < .005 \) or beyond) than any other combination except for those that combine no antipsychotics with daily psychotropics and PRN use of antipsychotics with daily psychotropics.
An implication is that daily use of psychotropics ameliorates mortality associated with antipsychotics to levels below that associated with no use of the latter.

A Bonferroni multiple comparison with the combination that includes neither antipsychotic nor any other psychotropic provides further support for this inference. The only other combination with significantly lower mortality than no use (\(p < .005\) or beyond).

In addition to significance for the CHESS, daily use of antipsychotics is ameliorates mortality associated with antipsychotic use reported in our earlier publication [1].

Moreover, a Bonferroni multiple comparison shows that no use has a significantly lower level of mortality than PRN use. These findings replicate the trends for antipsychotic use reported in our earlier publication [1].

The findings in Table 5 show the findings from the analysis of psychotropic use.

An implication is that daily use of psychotropics ameliorates mortality associated with antipsychotics to levels below that associated with no use of the latter.

A Bonferroni multiple comparison with the combination that includes neither antipsychotic nor any other psychotropic provides further support for this inference. The only other combination with significantly lower mortality than zero use of any psychotropic is that of no antipsychotics but daily use of other psychotropics (\(p < .001\)). Consequently, the latter ameliorates mortality below the level associated with zero psychotropic medications.

The next two analyses condense the preceding array of combinations into those associated with antipsychotic use (i.e., none, PRN and daily) and other psychotropic use, respectively (i.e., none, mixed, PRN and daily). Both analyses include the CHESS, with daily use as the reference category for the combinational variable.
The findings in Table 5 show the findings from the analysis of psychotropic use. In addition to significance for the CHESS, daily use of antipsychotics is associated with significantly lower mortality than no use or PRN use \((p < .005\) or beyond). Moreover, a Bonferroni multiple comparison shows that no use has a significantly lower level of mortality than PRN use. These findings replicate the trends for antipsychotic use reported in our earlier publication [1].

Table 6 shows findings from the analysis of the use of other psychotropics. With daily use as the reference category, no use, mixed use and PRN use are associated with higher levels of mortality \((p < .005\) or beyond). Sequential Bonferroni multiple comparisons of no, mixed and PRN use reveal higher mortality for PRN than no use \((p < .001)\), with no comparison that involves mixed use significant at \(p < .01\) level. These findings suggest that daily use of other psychotropics has ameliorative effects on mortality. Figure 7 provides a graphic portrayal of the combined finding from last two analyses, indicating inverted-V or inverted-U structures corresponding to frequencies of no, mixed, PRN and daily use, with lowest frequencies associated with daily use of other psychotropics.

### Table 5.
Fixed effect coefficients for combined categories of antipsychotic (AP) and other psychotropic (PT) medication use in prediction of mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>–1.879</td>
<td>.0262</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>–1.930 –1.827</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.572</td>
<td>.0135</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.546 .598</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Psychotropics</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td>.0455</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.205 .383</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Psychotropics</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.0578</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.344 .570</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Psychotropics</td>
<td>.589</td>
<td>.0626</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.466 .712</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Psychotropics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.
Fixed effect coefficients for combined categories of other psychotropic medication use with antipsychotic use.

### Table 7.
Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and antidepressant (AD) use in prediction of mortality.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Exponential Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.891</td>
<td>.0450</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−1.979 − 1.803</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.573</td>
<td>.0136</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.546 − .599</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: AN, None</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>.0551</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.117 − .333</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: AN, PRN</td>
<td>.566</td>
<td>.0714</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.426 − .706</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None, Daily</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.0501</td>
<td>.276</td>
<td>−.044 − .153</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: AN, None</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>.2015</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.306 − 1.096</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: AN, PRN</td>
<td>.721</td>
<td>.2139</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.302 − 1.140</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN, AN, Daily</td>
<td>.510</td>
<td>.1579</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.200 − .819</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: AN, None</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.0705</td>
<td>.860</td>
<td>−.126 − .151</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: AN, PRN</td>
<td>.546</td>
<td>.1117</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.327 − .764</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily, AN, Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and analgesic (AN) use in prediction of mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.925</td>
<td>.0886</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−2.099 − 1.751</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.574</td>
<td>.0134</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.548 − .601</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: AX, None</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>.0898</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.023 − .375</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: AX, PRN</td>
<td>.537</td>
<td>.1322</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.278 − .797</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None, AX, Daily</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.1078</td>
<td>.695</td>
<td>−.169 − .254</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: AX, None</td>
<td>.546</td>
<td>.1503</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.251 − .840</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: AX, PRN</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>.2503</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.652 − 1.633</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN, AX, Daily</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>.4058</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>−.146 − 1.444</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: AX, None</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.0941</td>
<td>.390</td>
<td>−.104 − .265</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: AX, PRN</td>
<td>.302</td>
<td>.1580</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>−.007 − .612</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily, AX, Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and anxiolytic (AX) use in prediction of mortality.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−1.707</td>
<td>.1230</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−1.948 −1.466</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td>.0134</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.550 .602</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: HY, None</td>
<td>−.027</td>
<td>.1237</td>
<td>.828</td>
<td>−.269 .216</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None: HY, PRN</td>
<td>.657</td>
<td>.2081</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.249 1.065</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, None, HY, Daily</td>
<td>−.123</td>
<td>.1495</td>
<td>.411</td>
<td>−.416 .170</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: HY, None</td>
<td>.450</td>
<td>.1633</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.130 .770</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN: HY, PRN</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.5223</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>−1.023 1.025</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, PRN, HY, Daily</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td>.5583</td>
<td>.531</td>
<td>−.744 1.444</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: HY, None</td>
<td>−.149</td>
<td>.1264</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td>−.397 .099</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily: HY, PRN</td>
<td>−.009</td>
<td>.4182</td>
<td>.982</td>
<td>−.829 .810</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP, Daily, HY, Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. . 1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.

Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and hypnotic (HY) use in prediction of mortality.

Table 7–10 show fixed effect findings for combinations that include antidepressants, analgesics, anxiolytics and hypnotics respectively. Tables 7 and 8 show coefficients for the combinations that include the most frequently used psychotropics. Table 7 shows significantly lower mortality for a combination of daily antipsychotic with antidepressant use than for two of three combinations without antipsychotics (p < .001); the exception being a combination of no antipsychotics with daily antidepressants. Table 8 shows comparable findings for the combination of daily antipsychotics with analgesic use. Also, every combination that includes PRN use of an antipsychotic and/or another psychotropic has significantly higher mortality than the reference category.

Tables 9 and 10 show findings for combinations of antipsychotic use with anxiolytic and hypnotic use, respectively. Neither psychotropic has a high prevalence of usage in LTCHs. The findings mainly indicate non-significant differences in mortality against the reference category. The significant differences include higher mortality than for the reference category for combinations that include PRN use of antipsychotic or another psychotropic (p < .001).

A final analysis in this section relates mortality to the duration of residence in a LTCH. Because previous reviews indicate higher mortality during the beginning phase of antipsychotic use, we would be remiss not to examine such effects [10, 11]. We report at the beginning of this section that nearly half the deaths occurred within 90 days of the admission assessment. Consequently, the following GLMM multinomial analysis uses as the target variable categories of (1) death after the admission assessment, (2) death after subsequent assessments, with (3) absence of mortality as the reference category. Findings in Table 11 for death after the initial assessment indicate significantly lower mortality for the daily antipsychotic with other psychotropic use combination than for any other combination (p < .005 and beyond). Bonferroni multiple comparison also shows that the no antipsychotic but other daily psychotropic use combination has lower mortality than the combination with neither antipsychotic nor other.
issues about causality with respect to relationships between health and medicinal profiles on the final assessment. Questions raised in our preceding chapter concern

2.2.3 Survival analysis against measures of change

fore, that effects associated with the medicinal combinations are stronger for after the admission assessment show no significant effects. We conclude, there-
mortality over the full range of assessments. However, the findings for mortality < .001). These findings are comparable to those reported for psychotropic use (p < .001). These findings are comparable to those reported for mortality after the first and later assessments. With mortality as the target variable, the fixed effects include levels of mortality.

A second hypothesis is that worsening of health condition results in higher PRN prescribing and subsequent mortality, such that any relationship between PRN prescriptions, with potential implications for subsequent mortality [1]. One hypothesis is that changes toward higher PRN prescribing explains both worsening and the presence of PRN prescription. Changes on the CHESS index from the penultimate to final assessments in the prediction of mortality after the final assessment.

Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and other psychotropic (PT) frequencies in the prediction of mortality after the first and later assessments.

Table 11.

Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and combinations of antipsychotic (AP) and other psychotropic (PT) frequencies in the prediction of mortality after the first and later assessments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Model term</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.932</td>
<td>.0717</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−3.072 −2.791</td>
<td>.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.557</td>
<td>.0230</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.512 −.602</td>
<td>1.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, None</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td>.0961</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.717 1.094</td>
<td>2.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>.1223</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.971 1.450</td>
<td>3.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, PRN</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>.1187</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.190 1.655</td>
<td>4.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, Daily</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>.0802</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.263 .577</td>
<td>1.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, None</td>
<td>2.079</td>
<td>.3858</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.323 2.835</td>
<td>7.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>1.605</td>
<td>.4098</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.803 2.406</td>
<td>4.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, PRN</td>
<td>1.714</td>
<td>.3130</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.100 2.327</td>
<td>5.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, Daily</td>
<td>.819</td>
<td>.2808</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.268 1.369</td>
<td>2.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, None</td>
<td>.688</td>
<td>.1474</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.399 .977</td>
<td>1.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>.839</td>
<td>.1701</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.506 1.712</td>
<td>2.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, PRN</td>
<td>.768</td>
<td>.2735</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.232 1.304</td>
<td>2.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−2.315</td>
<td>.0558</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>−2.424 −2.206</td>
<td>.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td>.0214</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.731 .815</td>
<td>2.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, None</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.0908</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td>−.172 .184</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>.1253</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>−.094 .397</td>
<td>1.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, PRN</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.1361</td>
<td>.912</td>
<td>−.252 .282</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, None: PT, Daily</td>
<td>−.140</td>
<td>.0636</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>−.265 −.015</td>
<td>.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, None</td>
<td>.206</td>
<td>.5757</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>−.922 1.334</td>
<td>1.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>.626</td>
<td>.4299</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>−.216 1.469</td>
<td>1.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, PRN</td>
<td>.882</td>
<td>.3216</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.252 1.513</td>
<td>2.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, PRN: PT, Daily</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.2753</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td>−.482 .597</td>
<td>1.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, None</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>.1397</td>
<td>.589</td>
<td>−.198 .349</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, Mixed</td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.1522</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.033 .629</td>
<td>1.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, PRN</td>
<td>.483</td>
<td>.2271</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.038 .928</td>
<td>1.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP, Daily: PT, Daily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

psychotropic use (p < .001). These findings are comparable to those reported for mortality over the full range of assessments. However, the findings for mortality after the admission assessment show no significant effects. We conclude, therefore, that effects associated with the medicinal combinations are stronger for mortality that occurs shortly after the admission assessment.

2.2.3 Survival analysis against measures of change

The preceding analyses relate mortality to CHESS scores and prescription profiles on the final assessment. Questions raised in our preceding chapter concern issues about causality with respect to relationships between health and medicinal
prescriptions, with potential implications for subsequent mortality [1]. One hypothesis is that changes toward higher PRN prescribing explains both worsening in health condition and subsequent mortality.

A second hypothesis is that worsening of health condition results in higher PRN prescribing and subsequent mortality, such that any relationship between PRN and mortality is artifactual rather than actual. A third hypothesis is that changes toward higher PRN prescribing and changes in health conditions make independent contributions to levels of mortality.

The following GLMM analysis tests these hypotheses with the data necessarily restricted to the penultimate and final assessments among residents with two or more assessments. With mortality as the target variable, the fixed effects include binary scores of (1) high-risk scores versus low risk on the CHESS (i.e., high risk scores are 4 or 5 on a 5-point scale) (2) the presence or absence of any PRN prescription on the penultimate assessment; and (3) changes in the CHESS index and (4) the PRN index from the penultimate to final assessment. Table 12 shows the findings.

Levels of mortality are significantly higher for high risk scores on the CHESS and the presence of PRN prescription. Changes on the CHESS toward worsening health are associated with significantly higher mortality, whereas changes toward lower risk scores are associated with significantly lower mortality, when compared to an absence of change on the CHESS index. Compared to no change on the PRN index, an increased frequency of PRN prescription is associated with significantly increased mortality. Consequently, the findings indicate that detrimental levels and detrimental changes on the CHESS and PRN indexes contribute independently to higher levels of mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model term</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Std. error</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>95% Confidence interval</th>
<th>Exponential coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>–2.249</td>
<td>.0306</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>–2.309 –2.188</td>
<td>.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS Preceding, High</td>
<td>1.958</td>
<td>.2346</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.499 2.418</td>
<td>1.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS Preceding, Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>2.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS Change, Worse</td>
<td>2.015</td>
<td>.0756</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.867 2.163</td>
<td>3.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS Change, Better</td>
<td>–1.052</td>
<td>.2904</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>–1.621 –.482</td>
<td>4.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESS Change, None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>1.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Preceding, Present</td>
<td>.349</td>
<td>.1005</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.152 .545</td>
<td>7.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Preceding, Absent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>4.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Change, Increase</td>
<td>.648</td>
<td>.0731</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.505 .791</td>
<td>5.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Change, Decrease</td>
<td>–.123</td>
<td>.1247</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>–.367 .122</td>
<td>2.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRN Change, None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>. . . .</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Fixed effect coefficients for the CHESS and PRN levels on penultimate assessment and their changes from the penultimate to final assessments in the prediction of mortality after the final assessment.
2.3 Discussion

Our previous research with this database [1] includes a number of resident-level and facility-level control variables from the RAI 2.0. The analyses reported here simplify the presentation of results by inclusion of only the CHESS as a control variable. The justification is that unreported analyses, which included a wider range of fixed effect predictors of mortality, did not substantially alter the present findings. We should also mention findings from unreported analyses with Cox regression, which is a common form of survival analysis that takes no account for correlated error in SPSS 25. Despite this limitation, the findings with Cox regression are otherwise comparable to those reported here.

The present findings indicate that approximately 30% of residents are in receipt of antipsychotic medication, with more than 99% of those residents in receipt of at least one other psychotropic medication. The most frequently used among the latter are antidepressants and analgesics. The GLMM analysis in Table 3 indicates that psychotropics with positive effects on mood and anxiety are frequently combined with daily use of antipsychotics, whereas analgesics are more frequent in residents without antipsychotic usage. PRN use of other types of psychotropic significantly predicts PRN use of antipsychotics, which indicates that residents typically receive PRN prescription for multiple types of psychotropic medication.

To our knowledge, the study presented here is the first to examine how concurrent prescriptions of other psychotropics can affect elevated mortality among the elderly, which is attributed in many previous studies to the use of antipsychotics. Although limitations in present data includes absence of information on the types and dosages of psychotropics, a limitation common to previous studies is an absence of information on the frequencies of usage. Although prior evidence indicates the good overall quality of RAI 2.0 data [2], a limitation for present purposes is an absence of information about medicinal use prior to admission. A consequence is uncertainty about whether high mortality shortly after admission reflects effects associated with short-term antipsychotic use, relocation to a LTCH, or other unknown effects. However, the findings reported in Table 12 on residents with at least two RAI 2.0 assessments indicate that changes in prescribing practices do have effects on mortality beyond those associated with changes in high risk health conditions measured by the CHESS. Consequently, we conclude that the relationship between PRN usage and mortality is one of primary determination, rather than secondary to the relationship between declining health and mortality.

The overall findings on mortality support our hypotheses that daily use of other psychotropics may ameliorate mortality levels associated with antipsychotic use, whereas PRN use of other psychotropics augments that mortality. Figure 7 provides a cogent illustration of the supportive findings. The specific psychotropics that support amelioration with daily use are antidepressants and analgesics, whereas concurrent PRN use of analgesics, anxiolytics and hypnotics are associated with augmented mortality. However, despite the high percentage of death among LTCH residents with PRN prescriptions on the final assessment, it must be remembered that only 12.9% are in receipt of such prescription.

Implications of the findings are that retrospective studies may incorrectly estimate the mortality associated with antipsychotic prescriptions by failure to take account of the deleterious effects of PRN usage and the beneficial effects of daily usage of other psychotropics. We reasoned in our previous chapter that the clinical rationale for psychotropic prescription is to renormalize disturbances to a resident's equilibrium (e.g., aggression, depression, pain, anxiety, insomnia), with
such disequilibrium considered a risk to wellbeing and mortality [1]. Successful treatment is associated with regained equilibrium after adaptation to regular prescription of the requisite medication. However, intermittent medication usage is antagonistic to adaptation, may exacerbate disequilibrium, with an elevation of mortality risk. Consequently, implications for caregiving of residents with BPSD may include daily antipsychotic and other daily psychotropic usage if non-pharmacological intervention fails to bring relief, but should avoid PRN usage of any form of psychotropic medication.

3. Conclusions

Behavioral disturbance is common among residents with dementia in LTCH. Such disturbance is associated with poor quality of life, caregiver burden and adverse health care outcomes. Although non-pharmacological procedures are recommended as the first line of treatment [15], the usual treatment in LTCHs includes the use of antipsychotics despite limited evidence for effectiveness and health outcomes reported to include elevated mortality. The research described here suggests that daily use of antipsychotics with daily use of other psychotropics (particularly antidepressants and analgesics) attenuate mortality whereas concurrent combinations that include PRN usage exacerbate mortality. The implications for caregiving include avoidance of PRN prescriptions of psychotropic medications.
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Depression: A Challenge during Palliative Care

Manish Shandilya, Soumya Sharma, Prabhu Prasad Das and Sonika Charak

Abstract

Depression is a serious concern among patients and their family members undergoing treatment for acute and chronic illnesses. The quality of palliative care has great significance in improving the mental health of patients. The patient usually undergoes various stages of treatment before reaching the palliative care stage. Therefore, the tendency of denying treatment at later stages of illness increases. Depression could arise either early or at later stages of treatment. Most doctors feel restrained to prescribe antidepressants to the patient, as antidepressants could have a serious side effect on the physiology of the patient. Antidepressants only work for a smaller group of patients. A proper diagnostics and structured interview with extensive checks of reliability and viability could be used for assessment. Various factors like sociodemographic, gender, age, support health groups have a drastic effect on the mental health of the patient. Palliative care to the patients with social health support groups psychotherapy, relaxation meditation yoga, along with the appropriate pharmacological approach, works wonders for some patients. Continued efforts should be made to treat and deal with depression in palliative care.

Keywords: depression, palliative care, acute, chronic illness, assessment, antidepressants

1. Introduction

Depression is thought to be one of the most serious and common mental disorders that could arise in palliative care settings. The term depressed is widely misunderstood among a large section of people. Often depressed is misused by the word “feeling sad”. Many physical symptoms like fatigue, weight loss, sleep cycle, weakness, lack of interest are common in advanced illness. There should be proper monitoring of symptoms in depression. A survey was done by Lauren Rayner and team [1] that determined the pervasiveness of depression in patients receiving palliative care, after the initial assessment by clinicals, nurses 300 patients were interviewed. According to the survey, 58 patients met the criteria for MDD (major depressive disorder) while 109 met the criteria for any depressive disorder. Males were more prone to MDD. Depression could not be only identified by somatic symptoms, but a proper psychological assessment and support are also needed. A study done by Franca Warmenhoven and team suggested that [2] many physicians failed to distinguish between the normal and abnormal sadness, patients receiving palliative care, the therapeutic and diagnostic processes for depression is a continuous
Factors responsible for depression in patients.

Figure 1.
Factors responsible for depression in patients.
Most patients face a stigma from seeking help from medical professionals, thus it should be dealt with and solved. Members of the medical and research team should arm themselves with interactive communication skills. Unconsciously or unknowingly the healthcare workers should be very vigilant not to portray hopelessness or any negative thought in respect to the disease diagnosis or treatment to the patient. They should be compassionate and empathetic towards the patient. In the advanced stages of the disease, the intensity and frequency of physical symptoms can vary. Screening for mood disorders and depression should be done in patients expressing the significantly high intensity of physical symptoms to provide treatment to the condition [11]. Lack of support system from friends and family at the time of palliative care is certainly a risk factor for non-remission. A strong correlation was found between remission of depression and improvement of physical symptoms [12]. An additional amount of psychological care could benefit depressed patients in palliative care with low support groups for their treatment [12]. Psychological therapies including cognitive behavior therapy showed some positive results in the treatment procedure. Some interventions like antidepressants and psychostimulants remain challenging, requiring a wide level of clinical trials. Pharmacological approach when combined with psychotherapy, support group therapy, an aromatherapy massage could be proven very effective in treating depression [13]. A study performed in cancer patients to detect depression states that no method has been completely accurate for definitive screening. Detailed tests combined with simple questions could be considered as a method. Work carried out in future generations should be beyond screening for psychopathy alone, there is a wide variety of psychological distress that also require medical help [14].

2. Assessment and diagnosis

The first step is the assessment and is one of the most important and crucial steps in the diagnosis of depression. This step could itself be very challenging in the environment. In a study, a structured interview was constructed for assessing the symptoms of patients in the advanced cancer stage receiving palliative care. Visual analogue scales (VAS) were also completed by the participants along with the interview. Impressive inter-rater reliability was shown by interview items (interclass correlations were > 0.9). Structured interview for symptoms and concerns was found to be sensitive between each participant of the subgroup. Thus, a structured interview method of assessment could be proven reliable and valid way in determining depression during palliative care [15]. To treat a disease, the first step is to identify it. Undetected depression in patients receiving palliative care could lead to severe consequences. Often physicians find it difficult to distinguish between sadness and depression in patients with advanced illness at the end of their life so there should be a different diagnostic mechanism for determining depression in terminally ill patients. Correlation between subscale of depression and HADS (hospital anxiety and depression scale) of the 25 patients that were admitted to a hospice correlated with 100 mm linear Visual analogue scale (VAS). VAS thus was thought to be an effective screening tool for patients who were suffering from depression in advanced disease [16]. Hospital anxiety and depression scale (HADS) could be used in yielding numerical scores and is quite acceptable to the patients. The person who deals with this scale should have proper knowledge and time to deal with psychological and emotional stress generated by its use. There comes a time when patients tend to have consistent high HADS scores, a proper review should be maintained in that situation. Earlier detection could be made possible by regular screening from the referral time and thus could be followed by treatment protocols [17].
Psychological distress comes in many ways and forms. Its proper assessment makes it a big task. Psychiatric questionnaires when routinely assessed by the clinical staff could produce proper results. Awareness could be raised in non-psychiatric staff by educational programs, screening for the disease could be most effective when it coupled with informative and educational seminars in the presence of responsible psychiatric input. The attention of psychologists and researchers is often attracted by unidimensional scales like distress thermometers because they are easy to use, but there is always a question on their validity in complex psychological constructs. The scale with a length of 6–30 items is multidimensional scales that focuses on a wide variety of distress like somatic, behavioral. The large size of the questionnaire poses one disadvantage. Identifying the causes of depression, distressing symptoms, mood swings that co-exist with other illnesses in the patient could be detected through the HADS anxiety subscale. To improve the clinical issue, screening for psychological issues should be the priority. To gain as many benefits as possible from screening it should be accompanied by validation of treatment. There is a minute difference between assessment and screening for a disorder that is assessment is a more complex process that involves various steps like identification of the problem, a good therapeutic relationship followed by management strategies, whereas screening involves only identification of the psychological distress that eventually leads to assessment in the identified patients [18]. Patients suffering from advanced stages of cancer often face mood disorders and various psychiatric problems which are often underdiagnosed or overlapped with the symptoms of the disease. This may be led to severe difficulties and the patient could lead to poor quality of life. A comparison was bought in the screening procedure between Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (ESAS) for depression with Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). The study suggested that a sample of 216 patients were analyzed using ESAS and the score for depression was found to be 2(0–10) and 6(0–16) using HADS. The sensitivity using ESAS was found out to be 77% and 83% and specificity was found out to be 55% and 47% for moderate to severe depression. The cut-off point that was analyzed using ESAS for the screening of depression in palliative care was 2 out of 10 [19]. Interviewing for psychiatric illness in the palliative care setting is very important. There was a comparison between formal psychiatric interview compared with two-item screening interview which determined the specificity and sensitivity of two item screening interview was the main objective in the study to identify the depressed patients in palliative care study. The sensitivity and specificity of the two-item questionnaire were found out to be 90.7% and 67.7%. The false-positive and false-negative results were 32.3% and 9.3%. The study concluded that the two-question screening tool has high sensitivity and low false-negative results. There was also an easy detection and the patients tend to respond positively to the two-item questionnaire who previously had some experience of depression in the earlier stage than the patients with no prior history of depression [20]. One in four palliative care patients tends to show symptoms of depression, so the screening tool therefore must be very accurate. A comparison was drawn out between three screening tools. The initial was the verbally rating mood on the scale of 0–10, responding to the question that was asked to the patients “Are you Depressed?” in either yes or no format, and last was the completion of the Edinburg depression scale. Using DSM IV criteria, a semi-structured interview was also performed. When determined the sensitivity and specificity of the “yes” answer it was found to be 55% and 74%. The sensitivity and specificity of verbally rating mood on the scale were found to be 80% and 43% and at last, the Edinburg depression scale was found to be highly accurate with the sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 80%. In comparison to these three scales, the Edinburg depression scale was found to be highly reliable in detecting depression in
patients in palliative care [21]. In medical oncology and palliative care settings patients are prone to depression. The rapid screening for depression could be validated by BCD (Brief Case find for Depression). A comparison was drawn out to carry the validation of BCD in a palliative care setting with Primary Care Evaluation of Medical Disorders (PRIME-MD), HADS and beck depression inventory (BDI). Validity was constructed by comparing depressed patients and non-depressed patients relating to symptoms, pain, performance status by using these methods the prevalence of depression was found to be 34%, 12%, 19% and 14% respectively of BCD, PRIME MD, BDI and HADS. BCD was found to be much sensitive than other instruments as it detected a higher rate of depression as compared to other methods. BCD when compared to PRIME MD could recognize both major and minor depression whereas PRIME MD could be used for detection for major depression among patients. The validity of BCD could also be proved by patients having a high BDI score, HADS depression score with probable depression on BCD compared to those without probable depression. A comparison was also drawn between depressed patients according to BCD and non-depressed patients significantly showed scores on the higher side on PRIME MD.

The administration of BCD is not very complicated, could be a part of a routine clinical interview. The results could be obtained immediately. Depression and anxiety are often thought to be the same, distinction was obtained between these two by using BCD that supports its discriminatory validity. Thus, BCD could be introduced in standard clinical practices [22].

### 3. Diagnostic challenges

Patients with severely ill conditions receiving palliative care are prone to depression and other psychiatric illnesses but assessing these psychiatric conditions could be very challenging by the medical staff. Multiple somatic symptoms are expressed in the patients with advanced cancer which could overlap with symptoms of depression, thus depression assessment could be very challenging. The study found out the occurrence of depression was significantly related to poor performance status and more pain. One could not exclude somatic symptoms in the assessment of depression which could have a direct or indirect relation with it. Comorbid depression characterization was increasing pain, poorer physical condition than expected normally [23]. There should be no omission of somatic symptoms when as they remain influential in the diagnosis of depression. All somatic symptoms were present in any depressive disorder (ADD) like insomnia or sleeping too much, poor appetite, lack of concentration, etc., whereas major depressive disorder includes both somatic and non-somatic symptoms. Defining depression with HADS score the symptoms were psychologically followed up by somatic symptoms. Thus, in a palliative care setting symptoms like poor appetite, feeling tired overpowered symptoms like feeling bad or speaking slowly. There should be proper symptom diagnosis to determine the broad or narrow concept of depression [24]. Many clinical find these steps challenging as to differentiate between the symptoms (Figure 2). Mood disorders symptoms can be the effect of physiological impairment in the body. Pancreatic cancer is highly malignant, and it is very hard to treat. Patients are often feared for it because of its deadly reputation. Patients that develop psychological conditions like mood disorders, depression is likely the outcome of disruptive physiological conditions of the pancreas like impaired secretion of hormones, digestive enzymes or neurotransmitters. Thus, here the reason for psychological symptoms was impaired physiological processes of the patients [25]. Depression prevalent among cancer patients could range from 3.8–58%. 25% patients suffer from depression who have...
been hospitalized with a significant level of physical impairment [26]. Barriers in assessment could form if there arises confusion about depression with some different sources of sadness among cancer patients. The consequence of depression could lead to suicidal or self-harm tendencies if not assessed properly. It is unclear that patients having a comorbid condition like having cancer with depression could be worse than patients only having depression without underlying disease. There is an uncertainty in identifying symptoms of depression in patients with severe diseases because the symptoms tend to overlap with the disease. The cases of depression are often missed. Physicians and nurses were capable of identifying only half of the cases and half of the cases were left undetected [27, 28]. A study was conducted that determined the accuracy of physicians to detect depressive symptoms among patients. A survey was performed on 1,109 subjects who were treated by 12 oncologists by 25 ambulatory oncology clinics that were affiliated with community cancer care Indiana [29]. Subjects had to complete ZSDS (Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale) and physicians rated their patients based on depressive symptoms, pain, anxiety. To detect depression physicians, tend to rate their patients based on how the patient endorses on the ZSDS scale (Figure 3). The rating of the physician was also influenced by the medical correlation of the patient. The patient’s mood symptoms like sadness, hopelessness also affected the rating. Physicians tend to be affected by symptoms like crying mood, depressive mood, but this could not be labeled as the reliable indicator of depression [29]. In the UK, a study was done to assess the ability of 143 doctors in 34 cancer centers and hospitals [31]. It was found out that the misclassification of psychiatric morbidity in 34.7% of 797 patients and wrong assessment was made. There was a lack of proper communication skills between doctors and the patients. There should be a need in the improvement of skills during the consultation [31]. Many patients from rural background who are not economically capable of affording a psychiatrist are often left undetected. In physically ill patients, the diagnosis of depression is often complicated because of pervasive somatic symptoms that could be or could not be due to primary disease. In confounding somatic symptoms many options have been proposed. Symptoms that are directly caused by medical conditions are excluded according to DSM IV. The distinction between the symptoms practically could be very challenging.

### Zung self rating depression scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score range</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-49</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>Mild depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>Moderate depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 and above</td>
<td>Severe depression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.

Zung self rating depression scale (ZSDS standard scale) [30].
For the diagnosis of major depressive disorder, 5 out of 9 symptoms should be present when all the symptoms were excluded. This is highly standardized that could only identify severely depressed patients [32, 33]. When the false-negative results are greater, there is a failure to treat depression, or false-positive results the risk of initiating unnecessary therapy. Cassem suggests that clinicals should include on the side of caution the somatic symptoms in diagnosing medically ill patients [34]. However, when the approach suggested by Cassem is used there could be a possibility of prevalence of an exaggerated number of patients with the depressive disorder [15, 34].

4. Treatment and therapies

When depression is identified in patients with terminal illness requires various measures to treat it. Treatment procedures could include pharmacological treatment, psychological treatment or the combination of both of these. A study was conducted to prove the efficacy of antidepressants in patients with depression in palliative care. It was found out the administration of antidepressants in these patients was found to be more effective than the placebo effect, and it was more apparent within 4–5 weeks and increased with its continuous use [35]. Patients showing depressive symptoms or depressed anxiety mixed symptoms were daily given oral doses of ketamine hydrochloride. In this 28-day trial, there was found to be a significant improvement in both depressive and anxiety symptoms in patients, the improvement was significant and gradual for 28 days with some rare side effects like diarrhea, insomnia, trouble sitting [36]. There is a slight misconception that the psychotherapeutic approach is not beneficial in severely depressed patients but in a study done by Driessen, et al., it was found that psycho-therapeutic approaches could be beneficial in both mild and severe depression [37].

5. Psychotherapy

Depressive symptoms that diminish with psychological interventions can also be provided by medical caregivers apart from the specialist in psychological oncology. When the relation of health care workers with the patients is perceived as supportive then the patients with cancer tend to show less traumatic stress. Patients with leukemia significantly show stress symptoms which are associated with physical symptoms, psychological intervention could prevent traumatic stress in the patients. A study of breast cancer patients identified that women who don't have emotional support from family and friends have difficulty in interacting with nurses and physicians [38, 39]. For both undergraduate and postgraduate medical training, there is deterioration in clinical empathy [40].

Several types of psychological therapies are being performed depending upon the severity of depressive symptoms (Figure 4) stage of the disease, the interest of the patient and motivation to participate in psychological therapy. Cancer patients who were diagnosed with mild to moderate depression could be benefitted from cognitive behavioral therapy, methods of relaxation, approaches to problem-solving [40–42]. Supportive expressive therapy could be beneficial for the patients who have more advanced disease that targets the fear related with death and existential concerns. Many psychotherapies have been developed like meaning-centred group therapy which is beneficial spiritual and emotional wellbeing [43], dignity therapy which empowers meaning to life [44], mindfulness-based meditation therapy, effective in cancer patients [45], and managing cancer and living peacefully [46].
6. Pharmacological approaches

Administration of antidepressants in physically healthy patients has shown improvement in treating depression, but when it comes to treating physically ill patients there has been a serious doubt in using it. Tricyclic antidepressants (TCA) and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) are two classes of antidepressants that showed effective results than the placebo effect. But patients stopped taking them after 6–8 weeks of treatment because they experienced serious side effects like sexual dysfunction and dry mouth [47]. There is an inhibition of cytochrome P450 by SSRI drug–drug interaction. Citalopram is well tolerated as it has the fewest drug interaction compared to fluvoxamine which is a potent inhibitor of CYP1A2 and CYP2C19. The assessment of SSRI drug combination should be administered on an individual basis [48]. Drugs such as quetiapine and olanzapine are some antipsychotic medications that have been proposed for symptom palliation because they are thought to improve insomnia, appetite changes, nausea related to chemotherapy with some additional effects on depression, but rather than cancer population its efficacy is derived from general psychiatric [49]. Fatigue and symptoms of depression are very common in terminally ill older patients with advanced illnesses. Administration of methylphenidate showed possible effectiveness towards depressive symptoms and fatigue because of its rapid onset of action [50]. Patients that develop depression in palliative care were restricted and not allowed to use psychostimulants according to European guidelines [51]. Physicians prescribing drugs should be well aware of their toxicity and interactions with other drugs. When antidepressants were administered to the patient’s suicidal tendencies increased mostly between young adults and adolescents [52]. It is important to study drug interaction because patients with cancer when administered antidepressants can alter the pharmacokinetics of the other drugs that were prescribed to the patient for its illness. For example, women who received tamoxifen for the treatment of breast cancer when administered with antidepressants can significantly decrease the survival chances. Paroxetine which is a potent irreversible inhibitor of CYP2D6 which is an antidepressant when administered with tamoxifen increases the risk of death in breast cancer patients [53]. Antidepressants to the patient should be provided following its symptoms of depression and physical illness. In a study done by Mehmet et al., it was found that when low doses of mirtazapine were administered for the treatment of depression in cancer patients, it was significantly safe until 24 weeks period of time, which reduced depressive symptoms [54].

7. Age, demographics gender

Depression is common in patients with serious illness in palliative care. Age factor could also contribute to its prevalence. A study was conducted in determining the prevalence of depression in heart failure patients [55]. In the total of patients, it
8. Social support and support groups

Support groups for the patients suffering from depression in palliative care could be beneficial as it is associated with the gradual improvement of depressive symptoms and helps in improving the patient’s emotional stress and quality of life of the patient. Cancer patients when participated in these support groups had a positive impact [56]. Patients with ostomy when participated in ostomy support group functioned at much more advanced levels than they were in any other previous support group. They experience a willingness to live and tried making new friends [57]. The efficiency of support groups increases when there is additional social support provided by friends and family members. A study done on breast cancer patients analyzed that how women cope with stress and anxiety [58]. It was found out that women who received social support from family showed an effective way of coping with stress. For effective stress management, it was determined that social support was very necessary [58]. Apart from family and friends nurses also play a crucial role in providing social support to the patients. In the medical staff nurses are the ones that are closest to the patient when they need anything. The connection between patients and healthcare is built by nurses themselves, so they need to understand the whole social support system and the nurses should be trained in providing counseling to the patients who are unable to get social support. In a study done on breast cancer patients, there was found to be a direct relationship between psychiatric morbidity and social [59]. For patients suffering from different types of cancer, one year after diagnosis for psychological disorder it was found out that 31.8% of the patients were diagnosed with depression who had low social support scores [59, 60]. A study conducted on different types of cancer, breast cancer, other cancer and mixed cancer by Bina Nausheen and team, results collectively suggested that there is a relationship between cancer progression and social support is strong for breast cancer [61].

Depression is treatable in palliative care patients if one identifies it at the right time. Delayed diagnosis will always lead to delayed treatment which in order will worsen the situation. In the assessment procedure VAS (Visual analogue scale) is very effective for screening depression that correlated well with HADS [16]. Another sensitive diagnostic method is BCD (Brief Case find for Depression) which is very simple to administer which could detect both major and minor depression. PRIME MD (Primary Care Evaluation of Medical Disorders) has a
certain limitation that it could identify only major depressive disorders [22]. For the assessment to be smooth and functioning, there should be well-equipped hospitals with improvised mechanisms and techniques and well-trained staff. When patients were openly asked about feeling depressed the responses recorded from most of the patients were less sensitive and showed false results because the patients tend to hide their illness because of them being stigmatized. The stigma of depression should be eradicated as it hampers the testing problem. To eradicate this stigmatization one must preach to everyone in the family and hospital staff, should organize some seminars and conduct workshops. Many of the medical staff and even doctors treating patients are not well aware of depression as a psychological illness. For the patients to be comfortable with the doctors and staff, there should be good interpersonal communication skills between both doctors and the patients, which could be established by a non-judgemental and emphatic behavior of doctors towards patients [31]. The mental and emotional support from friends and family to the patient at the time of illness could also help the patient to recover more likely than those who do not have it. In the hospital where nurses play a vital role and act as a bridge between doctors and patients, they need to be well trained and highly professional. Untrained staff and nurses in the hospital could be a major reason for prolonged and untreated depression in the patients. Once the depression is assessed, treatment methods could be both psychological and pharmacological. The major limitation of pharmacological drugs is it has certain side effects in some patients apart from treating depression [35, 47, 49, 51]. Patients who experience side effects from antidepressants or psychostimulants should be treated in combination with psychotherapy, yoga and meditation are also effective in the treatment process which helps the patient to achieve peace of mind.

9. Conclusion

Depression is very common in patients with terminal or life-threatening illnesses in a palliative care setting. It is therefore important to diagnose it at a right time. Diagnosing it at a right time will result in effective treatment and could improve the symptoms. There could be many hurdles for the physician to diagnose it because of the overlapping with physical symptoms of the illness. The medical staff should be trained to give counseling to the patients. Many patients tend to resist their treatment because of a lack of social support from family and friends. Psychotherapy which includes various therapies like cognitive behavior therapy was found to be effective in the treatment procedure. Antidepressants when given to patients with depression but with no illness could be very effective but when given to patients with some advanced illness had severe side effects. Doctors must resist the use of drugs that tend to interact with other drugs because it could hamper the treatment of the patients. Social support from family and friends plays a crucial role in combatting depression as it increases the quality of life and gives meaning to live a life, lack of a support system could also be a reason for depression. When it comes to gender, women are the ones who tend to be more depressed than men. Young adolescents and adults when compared to people on the older side are more depressed. There is a lack of hope, suicidal tendencies in the patient with depression. Thus, depression could be a serious challenge in the palliative care settings due to various reasons and we need to deal with it in a more precise way.
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For the assessment to be smooth and functioning, there should be well-equipped hospitals with improvised mechanisms and techniques and well-trained staff. When patients were openly asked about feeling depressed the responses recorded from most of the patients were less sensitive and showed false results because the patients tend to hide their illness because of them being stigmatized. The stigma of depression should be eradicated as it hampers the testing problem. To eradicate this stigmatization one must preach to everyone in the family and hospital staff, should organize some seminars and conduct workshops. Many of the medical staff and even doctors treating patients are not well aware of depression as a psychological illness. For the patients to be comfortable with the doctors and staff, there should be good interpersonal communication skills between both doctors and the patients, which could be established by a non-judgemental and emphatic behavior of doctors towards patients. The mental and emotional support from friends and family to the patient at the time of illness could also help the patient to recover more likely than those who do not have it. In the hospital where nurses play a vital role and act as a bridge between doctors and patients, they need to be well trained and highly professional. Untrained staff and nurses in the hospital could be a major reason for prolonged and untreated depression in the patients. Once the depression is assessed, treatment methods could be both psychological and pharmacological. The major limitation of pharmacological drugs is it has certain side effects in some patients apart from treating depression. Patients who experience side effects from antidepressants or psychostimulants should be treated in combination with psychotherapy, yoga and meditation are also effective in the treatment process which helps the patient to achieve peace of mind.

9. Conclusion

Depression is very common in patients with terminal or life-threatening illnesses in a palliative care setting. It is therefore important to diagnose it at a right time. Diagnosing it at a right time will result in effective treatment and could improve the symptoms. There could be many hurdles for the physician to diagnose it because of the overlapping with physical symptoms of the illness. The medical staff should be trained to give counseling to the patients. Many patients tend to resist their treatment because of a lack of social support from family and friends. Psychotherapy which includes various therapies like cognitive behavior therapy was found to be effective in the treatment procedure. Antidepressants when given to patients with depression but with no illness could be very effective but when given to patients with some advanced illness had severe side effects. Doctors must resist the use of drugs that tend to interact with other drugs because it could hamper the treatment of the patients. Social support from family and friends plays a crucial role in combatting depression as it increases the quality of life and gives meaning to live a life, lack of a support system could also be a reason for depression. When it comes to gender, women are the ones who tend to be more depressed than men. Young adolescents and adults when compared to people on the older side are more depressed. There is a lack of hope, suicidal tendencies in the patient with depression. Thus, depression could be a serious challenge in the palliative care settings due to various reasons and we need to deal with it in a more precise way.
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Chapter 14
Multimodal Pain Management in the Setting of Palliative Care
Marija V. Sholjakova and Vesna M. Durnev

Abstract

Pain as an integral part of palliative care (PC) is often present at the end of the life. Today, many different analgesics from opioids and non-opioids origin are in use. The integration of their use is the most effective method for pain relief. The aim of this chapter is to discuss different therapeutic approaches to pain management in palliative care. Palliative care is being confronted between the expectations and the possibilities to provide an efficient relief from the symptoms, the pain and the stress. The possibility to use opioids for pain management, with all side effects, and non-addictive drugs as additional treatment, improves the quality and the duration of life for the patients in palliative care. Since the origin of the pain is different, the use of analgesic therapy should be individualized and adapted to the real need of every person. Finally, only a good organization and institutionalization of palliative care in the society could allow for better prevention of suffering at the end of the life.

Keywords: pain in palliative setting, multimodal analgesia, non-opioids, opioids, non-pharmacological therapy

1. Introduction

Pain is an integral part of palliative care (PC) and it is often present at the end of the life. Nowadays the understanding of “palliative care” has changed. The new approach in palliative care services integrates the latest knowledge and developments in medicine [1], providing care by specialized team of doctors for pain treatment, surgery, interventions’ radiology, oncology, intern medicines and others. This integration of the knowledge from different specialties, offers in “hospices” a very high-quality care for the patients at the end of their life, where pain is managed by specialized professional teams [2]. This care is enriched with support in daily living, with psychological and spiritual care for patients and their families [3].

The philosophy of palliative care is to provide advanced care planning and support which helps the patient live an active, pain-free life, and the pain treatment is one of the most important curative methods during their habitation in a Hospice. Difficulties with impairments, such as sense of hearing, sight, and speech, often represent barriers in communication. Since the patients in palliative care are elderly persons, they are also burdened with the presence of some neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, or cognitive impairment, which is an additional problem in this context. Additionally, in patients with cardio-circulatory, respiratory or kidney disorders, symptoms of fatigue, insomnia, and shortness of breath dominate.
Pain is very often present at the end of the life, but unfortunately the presence of pain in palliative care is underestimated. The reasons for that are multi-factorial. One of the reasons is a lack of communication and difficulties between the patients and the palliative care providers; the second is unrecognized and misunderstood presence of pain; the third is the mixture of different symptoms or other reasons [4]. Due to these reasons, it is necessary to improve the knowledge about the pathogenesis of pain and the modern approaches to the management of pain relief.

2. Pain

According to the last guidelines by the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP), pain is defined as unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with or resembling that of actual or potential tissue damage [5].

The presence of pain in patients at PC is associated with actual or potential tissue damage which has implications on their daily physical activities, produces debilitation and mental destabilization and has social consequences. In general, pain is a special medical condition which pathophysiology is complex and originates from different causes [6].

Many stimulations arising from injuries or destroyed tissues, commonly associated with prime pathological event in the body, produce noxious stimuli. Peripheral painful stimuli are detected by nociceptors, which are free nerve endings located in tissues and organs. Following complex mechanisms, the noxious stimuli are transformed and recognized by the brain as pain [7].

The released neurotransmitters and neuropeptides enable the pain stimuli to ascend to the thalamus and midbrain through two main tracts, the spinothalamic tract and the spinoreticular tract (involved in descending inhibition of the pain) and through the spinomesencephalic tract. They go from the spinal cord, are synapsing in the periaqueductal gray meter in the midbrain and are involved in the modulation of the pain [8]. Descending pathways descend in the dorso-lateral fasciculus and synapse in the dorsal horn inhibitory tracts; they are coming mainly from areas (periaqueductal gray matter, the raphe nuclei, and the locus ceruleus) in the brainstem tracts.

Modulation of the pain is a process of inhibition or amplification of the pain signals [9]. It happens along its ascending pathways on several levels, at segmental level (the primary afferent neuron and dorsal horn), supra-segmental level (midbrain) and cortical, or through the descending pathways. In this process the following excitatory substances are included: excitatory amino acids (EAA), acetylcholine (Ach), glycine, substance P (sP), Oxytocin, central corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH), and the inhibitory substances as serotonin, noradrenalin (NE), and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) including endorphins (eg, enkephalin) [10].

Many drugs are acting as modulators of pain. They are acting at segmental level (local anesthetics), supra segmental (opioids, non-opioids, and adjuvants), and central or cortical levels (opioids). The endogens opioids endorphins and enkephalins are acting via the descending system and are responsible for the analgesia induced by stress.

Modulation and perception are the component of the plasticity of the pain. Pain plasticity is a result of the possibility of the nervous system to modify its function under different conditions [9]. For the perception of the noxious stimuli and the formation of the memory of the pain, the middle and higher levels of the brain are responsible. The subconscious pain information's are ended in sub cortical level at hypothalamus, thalamus, amygdala, and hippocampus. They are transferred to the cortical centers where they are recognized as pain in somato sensory cortex, insula, and anterior cingulate cortex [10].
In general, pain can be acute (physiological) and chronic (pathological). Some authors make a distinction between physiological and pathological pain, classify it as Nociceptive (somatic, visceral), and Neuropathic (burning along the nerves, dysesthesia, allodynia, Hyperalgesia) [11]. Under certain conditions, acute pain can become maladaptive and non-protective and turn to pathological, dysfunctional pain - chronic pain.

The evidence concerning pain among patients in PC show that during the care phase, pain is present in one moment in approximately 70–90% of the patients [9]. Pain is seen in many end stage diseases. The prevalence of pain is most common in cancer; 70–90% in latter stages of the illness and 33–70% in patients receiving treatment [12]. Comparatively, the prevalence of chronic pain in the general adult population ranges from 2% to 40%. It is known that back pain alone affects “up to 84%” of adults.

Many conditions in palliative settings could provoke the pain. Mainly they are caused by the primary diseases, disorders, and conditions. An accidental situation such as trauma, blunt trauma, broken bone, burning, electrical injury, eye injury, heart attacks or postoperative state (amputation, removal of a part of an organ) needs corresponding analgesia. In chronic illnesses from circulatory, infectious, or malignant origins, the pain is expressed as neural compression or malignant infiltration, bone metastasis, obstructions, and infiltration of the soft tissues. Many degenerative processes produce inflammation and are reason for pain.

Resulting from the type of the pain, the feeling pain is different. The pain is reported as dull, achy, stabbing, shooting, burning, severe, or pins-and-needles sensations.

The patients on PC fear pain because of its physical, emotional, and psychological components [3]. Unrelieved or undertreated pain with all its effects to the body systems, may transit to chronic pain. The pain experience is unique for each individual and the way everyone perceives pain, and its severity is different, leading to changes in the personality that has social implications. If the pain is with chronic persistence, it disturbs the sleep and appetite, lowers the tolerance to stress and is often the reason for depression. There are evidences that pain contributes to the development of some cognitive dysfunctions. It impairs attention, memory, concentration, and content of thought [13].

The reaction to pain and thresholds to pain are complex and individual and depend to the individual experiences to pain. The intensity of the pain is in the proportion of the extent of the tissue damage, the severity of the illness and the degree of the patients’ discomfort [14]. The after-effects of persistent pain are multiple due to stress-reaction with the involvement of the adreno-cortical axis and hyperactivity in many organs and systems. Increased heart rate with low cardiac output, presence of fear, increase respiration rate, cold vasoconstricted skin, neurological dysfunctions and other impairments in homeostasis are often seen as associated symptoms to the pain [15]. Patients with chronic pain may have low levels of endorphins in their spinal fluid [16].

Modifications of the quality of the pain are product of different physiological and psychological phenomena. The protective function of the pain has function to restore the homeostasis at both levels (autonomic and psychological). The intensity of pain can be modulated by psychological factors where emotions have an important role in the perception of pain. The memory of pain episodes, the patients’ reactivity to pain, families and friends supports, religion, personal defense skills, and therapeutic strategies are the most frequent reasons for these modifications [8]. The levels of education, culture and tradition have an important part in the formation of the pain experience. Severe pain produces mental and physical torture of the body [17]. The person is exhausted, fatigued and without energy. Fatigue is one
of the leading symptoms of terminal states and often concomitant symptom of the malignancy, producing a poor quality of life.

3. New approaches of pain treatment

Pain is a common symptom in many advanced illnesses [18]. Nowadays, the treatment of pain is approached from neurobiological, clinical, and behavioral perspective.

The main goals of the pain management are early recognition, early proper pain relief, monitoring and documentation. New approaches to the management of pain in palliative care integrate the standard pain relief methods with complementary health techniques [19]. The expectations of the patients at a Hospice are to have an active, pain-free life. The potential to reach these expectations is though the patients tailored analgesia and the integrations of alternatives with medical treatment in multimodal analgesic approach. A multimodal flexible approach to pain relief therapy for palliative care provides the best results. It consists of the use of more therapeutic abilities at the same time frame, at different time intervals. The main characteristic of this therapy is a continuum of analgesic management [20]. The last advancement in pain management treatment is multimodal analgesia with individual tailoring of the therapy to the real needs [21].

3.1 The multimodal approach to pain management

The multimodal approach to pain management which was introduced in 1993 by Kehlet and Dahl as an analgesic model for postoperative pain is already well established [22]. The fact that nearly 10–30% of patients with cancer pain were not satisfied with the standard pain relief treatment (use of systemic analgesics alone) [23] commanded research for new analgesic approaches for more severe pain. The complex mechanism of pain in which physical and psychological disorders are involved need corresponding therapeutic approaches; complex and focused on pain relief, improvement of mental status, psychological treatment, education, and socialization. It seems that multimodal approach in pain management can reach all those necessities providing less use of opioids for 10–20% sparing effect [24].

The multimodal analgesia (MMA) and its opioids sparing effect, provides a significant efficacy in pain treatment and takes an important place for curing acute or chronic pain in palliative medicine. It involves multiple combinations of drugs (opioids, non-opioids, and sedatives), non-pharmacological therapies and some specialized techniques to provide better analgesia. A variety of fixed combinations of analgesic drugs are available on the market. In those combinations, the paracetamol, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) play important part of the multimodal approach to analgesia. Used in palliative setting the multimodal approach may meet the individual patient needs of altered nociception and the variety of experiencing pain [25, 26].

The main goal of this therapeutic approach is the treatment of pain by targeting different physiological causes of the pain.

Data about genetic polymorphism speaks about the necessity to tailor the pain management according to the real patients’ need [27]. According to the ladder algorithm, selection of non-opioid, opioid, and adjuvant analgesic therapy should be adapted to the intensity of the pain [28]. Identification of opioid receptor gene regulation, its transcription factors and post-transcriptional events are considered as alternative variations in mRNA stability and translation efficiency.
Additionally, the development of genes that increase or decrease pain opens a new dimension in the treatment of pain [29]. Perhaps the genomic profile of every person will be key to more efficient pain control. The choice of certain pain strategy and adequate medications are key principles for effective pain management.

3.2 Assessment of the pain

The assessment of the pain is the most important part of pain treatment. It is an initial step in the evaluation of the level of pain and continues during all pain relief episodes, as constant reevaluation of the effects of pain management. An effective relief of pain depends mainly on a comprehensive assessment to identify the different physical, psychological, social, and spiritual aspects. The oral description of the presence of pain is insufficient to express the real patients’ suffering. It is more visible by other objective, autonomic and behavioral sights that are expressed through mimics, sweating, tears, or with changes in vital parameters in the person [4].

The subjective feeling of pain is difficult to be measured, but its effects on vital parameters may be measured. Based on this, the evaluation of the pain is being based. Generally, there are two main principles: objective (Type I) and subjective (Type II) method for pain evaluation. The difference between those two methods is the opportunity to present the individual feelings of pain in measurable values. The objective evaluation is measurable by the detection of the changes in physiological, neuropharmacological, and neurological parameters. In the Type II evaluation approach, the subjective patients’ feelings of pain, measured by self-evaluation, are presented in measurable values- scores. In practice, for PC use, more applicable are the less invasive methods, which are present in Type II evaluation [30].

Taking anamnesis is the first step which helps enormously, where the patient must describe the pain in detail. It is necessary to provide information about the severity of the pain, the history – when, where, how the pain appeared, examine the location of pain, and to investigate the state of the other systems (imaging, organ function). To assign the appropriate management, it is important to discover: the origin of the pain, the states in which the pain is more intensive, the quality of the pain, the route of propagation of the pain, and the degree and the intensity of the pain. In assessing the symptoms, one can use the OPQRST UV mnemonic (O- Onset, P- Position, Q- Quality, R- Radiation, S- Severity, T- Timing, A- Associated features, A- Aggravating Factors, A- Alleviating Factors) [19].

The received information helps in understanding the pathophysiology and in classification of the pain as nociceptive or neuropathic. An objective evaluation of the pain during palliative care is difficult; it is caused by the lack of communication with the patients so the use of conventional scales for measurement of pain is almost impossible [31]. For this reason, for patients in palliative care and in children, a multidimensional approach is accepted worldwide [4]. It works by using subjective explanations or common methods for self-evaluation of the level of pain, and objective signs from behavior and other vital parameters. Subjective feelings of the pain are measured with self-evaluation using several scales that help in the evaluation of the severity of the pain or pain questionnaires useful for children and older people (Table 1). In multidimensional approach the subjective methods in Type II evaluation are supplemented with the objective reports of the medical staff, relatives, parents, guardian, and others involved in the palliative care [32].
A simple observation can discover any kind of discomfort, lack of interest, anxiety, crying, tears, abnormal position or movement, or changes in vital parameters as high blood pressure, tachycardia, sweating, impairment in diuresis and other [30].

### 3.3 Treatment plan

In the preparation of the treatment plan, it must be considered that pain is a syndrome with neuropathic, nociceptive, emotional, and psycho-social overlays and it can be used to guide an individually tailored treatment plan because of its subjective nature. To improve outcomes, it is necessary to integrate the PC with other settings [33]. Patient / family must be involved in the planning of the pain treatment. The common problems in planning appear from the conservative believes and myths about pain. The existence of the pain is inevitable at the end of the life; the patient/family has fears about the use of opioids because of addiction and side effects. For this reason, it is necessary to discuss the management strategy for pain relief. All parties must be very well informed about the multimodal approach and the incorporation of the interdisciplinary team in pain management that comprises integration of the use of medicines, physical therapy, music, meditation, hypnotherapy, and others alternative methods. Additionally, the personal abilities of the patient/family regarding the terminal stage, culture, religion, and other socio-economic factor must be taken in consideration.

### 3.4 Pain services

The pain services as special teams working on pain treatment takes place in or out of the Hospices. They could practice pain treatment as “patronage services”,

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type I – PAIN EVALUATION</th>
<th>Type II – PAIN EVALUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES</td>
<td>ONE DIMENSIONAL METHODS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Plasma Cortisol</td>
<td>Categorical Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Plasma Catecholamine’s</td>
<td>Numerical Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardio-Circulatory Changes (Pulse, BP, CVP)</td>
<td>Visual Analog Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Changes (RR, VC, FEV, TV)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tears, Facial grimacing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROPHARMACOLOGICAL</td>
<td>MULTI DIMENSIONAL METHODS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse Correlation with Plasma Beta Endorphins</td>
<td>Mc GILL Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in Dermal Temperature</td>
<td>Dartmaut’ Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROLOGICAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in Nervous Conductance Velocity</td>
<td>List of West Haven-Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evoked potential (neurologic dysfunctions)</td>
<td>Pain perception profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro- neurographics</td>
<td>Behavior observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain Diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain Scoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prevocational Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rehabilitation Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: BP-blood pressure; CVP-central venous pressure; RR-respiratory rate; VC-vital capacity. FEV-forcefully expired volume; TV-tidal volume.

**Table 1.**
The evaluation of pain [4].
visiting the homes of persons at the end of their life or patients with cancer pain. The goal of such services is to achieve the best care and to improve the life for patients and their families.

4. Pharmacotherapy in pain management in palliative setting

In normal conditions, the primary analgesic management in palliative care starts with oral administration of the medicines. The WHO in 1986, for nociception pain, proposed a “step by step” approach which understands escalation of the drugs from non-opioid to opioid analgesics [34].

Primarily the ladder approach was used for cancer pain, but today it is widely used for any kind of pain. In 2010, Vargas-Schaffer G. suggested a re-adapted four steps ladder [35] (Figure 1), which in 2012 was revised by Leung, who advised pain treatment in a tridimensional multimodal platform [36], and at list, in 2019 Cuomo introduced the trolley model for multimodal tailored therapy [37].

The administration of drugs in palliative care is recommended to be less invasive. When possible, the most appropriate method is oral administration. Also, among less invasive methods well accepted by the patients are rectal or transdermal (patches) application. When it is necessary to apply the invasive parenteral routes, intra venous (IV), intramuscular (IM), subcutaneous (SC), can be considered. Dosing is different and varies depending on the type of the pain from around-the-clock dosing, “as-needed dosing” to “patient-controlled analgesia (PCA)”.

4.1 Non-opioids

Non-opioids are a group of medications consisting of anti-inflammatory and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. They have antipyretic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-platelet effects. Their use in palliative care takes an eminent place because most of the etiological factors of the pain are related to inflammation. Traditionally they include anti-inflammatory drugs such as salicylic acid, paracetamol, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which remain the major players for the treatment of pain in PC [38]. They have an opioid sparing effect when used in multimodal therapeutic approach (see below).
4.1.1 Anti-inflammatory drugs

**Acetaminophen** (paracetamol) chemically belongs to para-aminophenol derivatives; it is an active metabolite of phenacetin with an analgesic-antipyretic property and weak anti-inflammatory activity. It is recommended as a first step analgesic for mild to moderate pain [39]. Its mechanism of action is based to inhibition of central prostaglandin synthesis in the central nervous system and possible increases of noradrenaline in CNS and peripheral beta-endorphins [40]. It describes its analgesic and antipyretic activity without any effects on inflammation. Its use in PC is crucial on its formulations in form of tablets, coated tablets, or ampoules; therefore, it can be administered orally or IV. The onset of action for oral form is slow (15 min), so the use of intravenous application is the more appropriate. The maximum recommended therapeutic dose is 4000 mg/24 h, or 80/kg BW/24 h. According to a Meta analyses made from Schüchen RH et al. (2018), it was shown that there was no conclusive evidence that Acetaminophen in treatment of cancer pain produces satisfactory pain relief [41], but often it is used in combinations with opioids and it shows a decrease of the need for opioids (spearing effect). Its metabolites contribute to the toxic effects, so doses over its maximum dosage provoke liver damage. Therefore, it must be used with precaution in patients with liver diseases.

**Aspirin** (acetylsalicylic acid) chemically belongs to the group of salicylates [42]. It is the most widely used drug for the treatment of mild to moderate pain. Aspirin has an analgesic-antipyretic, anti-inflammatory effect and prevents clotting. It is usually used for pain relief with low intensity. Its mode of action is through the decreased production of prostaglandins and thromboxane A2 by an irreversible inactivation of the cicloxygenase enzymes (COX). It is an important additional medicine for patients with severe inflammatory pain (rheumatoid arthritis and similar). It is suitable for long-term use, because it is safe, with lower toxicity than paracetamol or opioids. In PC it can be safety used for pain control of acute pain, such as headache, toothache, minor back pain, for prophylaxis of myocardial infarction due to its well-established anti-platelet action. Its formulation is prepared in tablets and suppositories (100 mg, 300 mg, and 500 mg). Its use is 4–6 times per day, with maximum dose of 3000 mg/24 h. Among its side effects, the most important are appearance of peptic ulcer, allergy to salicylates and development of Reye’s syndrome, if it is used in children younger than 16 years old. Overdosed, aspirin can cause cardiovascular instability, exacerbate underlying renal insufficiency, and even lead to coma with renal failure, metabolic acidosis, and respiratory arrest [42].

4.1.2 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are a group of potent analgesics, antipyretics, and anti-inflammatory agents which are efficient in relieving of moderate to severe pain from musculoskeletal origin. They are widely in use at the institutions of palliative care as mono or combined therapy. The list of NSAID medicines is long and, in this document, only the most often used drugs will be mentioned. The NSAIDs mode of action is through peripheral and central inhibition of prostaglandin production from arachidonic acid through acetylation of two cicloxygenase isoenzymes (COX-1 and/or COX-2). The non-selective NSAIDs inhibit the activity of both cicloxygenase - COX-1 and COX-2. The most often used non-selective NSAIDs are ibuprofen, ketonal, diclofenac, naproxen, etc. [43].

On the other side, the selective inhibitors to isoenzyme COX-2 (celecoxib, valdecoxib and rofecoxib) have the same analgesic effects as the non-selective NSAIDs,
but with a reduced risk for gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and platelets that makes those acceptable for pain management [44]. Unfortunately, the COX-2 inhibitors in 2001–2010 failed to be adopted because of cardiovascular side effects [45]. Some authors described the development of acute myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac death, and in 2004 rofecoxib was withdrawn from the market. However, some additional studies show that inhibitors to isoenzyme COX-2 are powerful agents for control of intractable pain. They also have antitumor effects and are suitable for treatment of patients with bone metastasis what is due to inhibition of the production of cytokine and prostaglandin responsible for solid tumors and bone pain [46].

4.1.3 Recommended non-conventional non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

They are used in palliative medicine for the treatment of moderate and severe chronic pain, alone or in combination, including cancer pain:

**Metamizole** or dipyridone is an old non-opioid drug patented in 1922 in Germany. It has analgesic, antipyretic, spasmolytic, and fewer anti-inflammatory effects. The possibility to provoke a life-threatening agranulocytosis after long use made metamizole for a long time to be under scrutiny. It was restricted in many countries in the world, but today after relevant clinical studies, the evidence has changed. Now, metamizole is recommended as an effective pain reliever in treatment of acute pain, particularly for renal colic and acute pancreatitis. It is found in form of tablets, suppositories, and injections for IM use [47].

**Ketorolac** is the most widely used non-steroidal, anti-inflammatory drug for treatment of moderate to severe pain in adults. Its mode of action is by blocking both cyclooxygenase (COX1 and COX2) and decreasing the prostaglandin production. Its’ medical use dates to 1989, predominantly for postoperative pain relief. It is found in form of tablets, nose spray, injection for IM and IV use, as well as eye drops. Its use shows many benefits. It is an efficient analgesic, an opioid sparing NSAID drug, and improves the bowel motility what makes it suitable for postoperative analgesia in abdominal and obstetric surgery. Its adverse effects limit its use up to 6 days [48].

4.1.4 Toxicity of NSAIDs

In general, the use of non-steroidal and NSDAIDs in recommended therapeutic doses is well tolerated, but they contribute in various degrees to gastrointestinal (GI), renal and cardiovascular (CV) toxicity. In 2003 Schung SA and all [49] studied the efficacy and potential toxicity of opioids and non-opioids. They concluded that paracetamol used in therapeutic doses is safe, but an overdose is fatal, requiring specific treatment. The inhibition of the activity of COX-1 provokes impairment of gastric mucosa, renal parenchyma, and platelet function, manifesting several life-threatening side effects. The most important are the development of gastrointestinal bleeding, asthma, renal dysfunction, hepatotoxicity, cardiotoxicity, and others.

There are general recommendations for the choice of NSAIDs in palliative medicine based on individual risk of GI or CV toxicity [50]. With the aim to avoid any GI risks, all patients on regular NSAIDs/COX-2 inhibitors -therapy, must receive proton pump inhibitors (Table 2).

NSAIDs used alone may not achieve its satisfactory effects; the combination of NSAIDs and step III opioids showed beneficial effect [38]. The essential drugs for palliative care are drugs that are effective for the treatment of common symptoms in palliative medicine, easily available, and are affordable, and are ones that correspond with the use of non-opioid drugs [51].
4.2 Opioids

They are particularly important medicines in PC for treatment and control of moderate to severe, acute, or chronic pain. Opioids are a group of medical agents that have opium or morphine-like properties with analgesic and many other pharmacological effects. In the past, their use was limited by the clinicians as undesirable drugs, especially in high doses, because of its possibility for addiction and appearance of several side effects, including respiratory depression.

Nowadays, as the population ages, with an increased prevalence of chronic pain, it has been agreed that this concern was unfounded. The new multimodal approach for pain control, the development of safer opioids analgesics and the use of opioids sparing agents, promise more regular prescription [42]. Cancer’s intractable pain remains the most horrific condition where opioids take an eminent place in the treatment [43]. Concerning the ladder algorithm for severe pain, patients tailored therapy to its need, provides the right choice of opioids, non-opioids and adjuvant leading to more satisfactory pain relief [52].

Today it is accepted that opioids act on an endogenous opioidergic system which controls the nociception, and participates in modulation of other functions as autonomic, GI, endocrine or cognition. Exogenous opioids administered in the body have the affinity to bind with several distinct types of receptors for opioids. These receptors are the previously known G-protein-coupled receptors: “delta”, “kappa” and “mu”, which were named according to the exogenous ligand or tissue where they were isolated. By a recommendation from the International Union of Pharmacology (IUPHAR), in 2000 the opioid receptors were renamed to DOP, KOP and MOP [53].

The identification of the MOP receptors and the isolation of its protein helped in more profound study of the structure and pharmacological properties of morphine. The opioid receptors are found in peripheral and central nervous system including spinal cord (PNS & CNS). They are found also within vas deferens, GIT, heart, immune system, and knee joint. The endogenous opioids peptides, active ligands to the receptors, were identified in the brain extract, having analgesic properties similar as morphine, and known as “endogenous opioids”. Endogenous opioids in CNS are derived from their precursors: pro-enkephalin, pro-opiomelanocortin, pro-dynorphin, and pre-pro-N/OFQ (pp-noc), and function as neurotransmitters important in control of hormone secretion, thermoregulation, and cardiovascular system [54]. The opioids’ receptors are presented at Table 3.

The main event is in the CNS where, by the opioids activated MOP receptors, the descending inhibitory neurons producing opioids are activated – induced analgesia. Opioids are divided upon its pharmaco-chemical origin in naturally occurring, semi-synthetic and synthetic compounds. According to their activity at opioids receptor, they are divided to agonists, partial agonists, and antagonists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drugs</th>
<th>Only GI problems</th>
<th>CV problems/s-GI</th>
<th>CV/GI problems</th>
<th>No CV/GI problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>Avoid if possible, if essential:</td>
<td>Avoid as possible</td>
<td>Alternative therapy</td>
<td>naproxen, ibuprofen, diclofenac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celecoxib 200 mg/24 h</td>
<td>naproxen</td>
<td>or:</td>
<td>or:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1 g/24 h or</td>
<td>ibuprofen</td>
<td>1.2 g/24 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: GI-gastrointestinal; CV-cardiovascular; CV/GI – bough (gastrointestinal and cardiovascular).

Table 2.
Recommended NSAIDs therapy in patients with risks [32].

Table 3.
Opioid receptors, endogenous ligands, and clinical drugs.
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They are particularly important medicines in PC for treatment and control of moderate to severe, acute, or chronic pain. Opioids are a group of medical agents that have opium or morphine-like properties with analgesic and many other pharmacological effects. In the past, their use was limited by the clinicians as undesirable drugs, especially in high doses, because of its possibility for addiction and appearance of several side effects, including respiratory depression.

Nowadays, as the population ages, with an increased prevalence of chronic pain, it has been agreed that this concern was unfounded. The new multimodal approach for pain control, the development of safer opioids analgesics and the use of opioids sparing agents, promise more regular prescription [42]. Cancer’s intractable pain remains the most horrific condition where opioids take an eminent place in the treatment [43]. Concerning the ladder algorithm for severe pain, patients tailored therapy to its need, provides the right choice of opioids, non-opioids and adjuvant leading to more satisfactory pain relief [52].

Today it is accepted that opioids act on an endogenous opioidergic system which controls the nociception, and participates in modulation of other functions as autonomic, GI, endocrine or cognition. Exogenous opioids administered in the body have the affinity to bind with several distinct types of receptors for opioids. These receptors are the previously known G-protein-coupled receptors: "delta", "kappa" and "mu", which were named according to the exogenous ligand or tissue where they were isolated. By a recommendation from the International Union of Pharmacology (IUPHAR), in 2000 the opioid receptors were renamed to DOP, KOP and MOP [53].

The identification of the MOP receptors and the isolation of its protein helped in more profound study of the structure and pharmacological properties of morphine. The opioid receptors are found in peripheral and central nervous system including spinal cord (PNS & CNS). They are found also within vas deferens, GIT, heart, immune system, and knee joint. The endogenous opioids peptides, active ligands to the receptors, were identified in the brain extract, having analgesic properties similar as morphine, and known as "endogenous opioids". Endogenous opioids in CNS are derived from their precursors: pro-enkephalin, pro-opiomelanocortin, pro-dynorphin, and pre-pro-N/OFQ (pp-noc), and function as neurotransmitters important in control of hormone secretion, thermoregulation, and cardiovascular system [54].

The opioids' receptors are presented at Table 3.

The main event is in the CNS where, by the opioids activated MOP receptors, the descending inhibitory neurons producing opioids are activated –induced analgesia. Opioids are divided upon its pharmaco-chemical origin in naturally occurring, semi-synthetic and synthetic compounds. According to their activity at opioids receptor, they are divided to agonists, partial agonists, and antagonists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor&amp; Precursor of endogenous ligand</th>
<th>Peptide-endogenous ligand</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Clinical drugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOP (POMC Unknown)</td>
<td>β-Endorphin, Endomorphin-1/2</td>
<td>Analgesia, sedation, nausea, vomiting, reduction of gastric motility</td>
<td>Morphine, Meperidine, Diamorphine, Fentanyl, Remifentanyl, Pentazocine, Buprenorphine, Butorphanol, Naloxone, Butorphanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOP Pro-enkephalin</td>
<td>[Met]-enkephalin, [Leu]-enkephalin</td>
<td>Spinal/supraspinal analgesia, reduced gastric motility</td>
<td>Low Affinity; Fent/Remif–no affinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOP Pro-dynorphin</td>
<td>Dynorphin A/B</td>
<td>Spinal analgesia, diuresis, dysphoria</td>
<td>Low Affinity; Butorphanol, Buprenorphine, Low Affinity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP Pre-nociceptin</td>
<td>N/OFQ</td>
<td>Spinally–analgesia, hyperalgesia&amp;allodynia; Intracerebrovascular antianalgesic effect</td>
<td>X No Affinity;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Opioid receptors, endogenous ligands, and clinical drugs.
Agonists are all opioid drugs which by binding to the receptors produce complete response morphine-like. Antagonists binding to the receptor have functional response and prevent binding of an agonist (naloxone). Partial agonists provide only partial functional response which is not corresponding to the amount of the drug [55].

According to the ladder algorithm, which is in use in palliative care centers, the opioids are divided upon their power in weak and strong opioids. In the following text, this classification will be taken in consideration.

4.2.1 Weak opioids

4.2.1.1 Tramadol

It is centrally acting non-opiate analgesic with low affinity for MOP receptors and is effective in the treatment of moderate to severe pain. It has modest affinity to MOR and has weak interaction with DOR and KOR receptors. Because of its non-opioid properties, it is included in bouts group as weak non opioid agent with centrally acting analgesic effect and is favorable for PC use. As it possesses MOR agonist properties, it also, through the activation of monoaminergic spinal inhibition of pain, acts in inhibition of the reuptake of serotonin and norepinephrine, which synergistically enhances its weak opioid mechanism of action [56].

Chemically tramadol is present in two isomers which separately (one or other) inhibit the reuptake of noradrenalin or serotonin. The activity of tramadol depends on its metabolic activation which differs among the patients. Its’ use is convenient for treatment of acute and chronic pain, moderate and severe, from cancer and non–cancer origin, as diabetic neuropathy, and fibromyalgia as well.

Tramadol is found as tramadol hydrochloride in form of tablets or capsules (50 mg, and 100 mg) for oral use 4–6 times per day, and in injections of 2 ml (50 or 100 mg/ml) for IV, SC, IM and via spinal routes. The maximal daily dose is 400 mg which could be exceeded only in special clinical circumstances. Clinically used for moderate pain, can provoke some adverse reactions as, dizziness, nausea, sedation, dry mouth, sweating and gastrointestinal dysfunctions. It is an extremely popular drug used for pain relief in PC in musculoskeletal injuries and as postoperative analgesic drug.

4.2.1.2 Codeine

It is used as a weak opioid. It is a naturally occurring substance derived from opium (opiate) and is a pro-drug of morphine. Codeine is metabolized in the liver and is excreted through the urine. About 10% of codeine by demethylation is converted to morphine [57]. Codeine has incredibly low affinity to opioid receptors - 200 times lower than morphine; its analgesic property is due to converted morphine. Its dominant use is orally, in the form of tablets or suspensions, for control of mild to moderate pain, coughing and diarrhea. It is a drug with reliable effects, and particularly useful in PC for pain relief. It can be used alone or as a combination with some non-opioid drugs, which increases its analgesic profile. The onset of its effect is after 30 minutes, with maximum effect at two hours and its offset about four to six hours. It comes in form of tablets (15 mg, 30 mg and 60 mg), a liquid (25 mg/5 ml spoon) to swallow, and syrup (15 mg/5 ml) or as an injection-codeine phosphate - of 2 ml (60 mg/ml). The dose is repeated every 4 hours and should not exceed more than 4 times per day. The adverse effects of codeine are like all opioids: constipation, nausea, vomiting, drowsiness, lightheadedness, confusion, euphoria, vertigo, dry mouth, headaches, pruritus.
The safe treatment of codeine understands titration of the doses of codeine (starts with a small dose of the drug and gradually increases it, until a satisfied result of complete analgesia is obtained). Symptoms of overdoses of codeine are also like those of morphine and other opiate analgesics. They are miosis, sweating, cold skin, respiratory depression, bradycardia, hypotension, skeletal muscles flaccidity and other which need an emergent resuscitation.

**Hydrocodone** is a more potent synthetic opioid, hydrogenated ketone derivative of codeine. It is selective full agonists to MOP receptors. It is used for control of moderate to severe pain. It comes in form of tablets (5 mg and 10 mg) for oral use. Its duration of action is 4–5 h, and plasma half-life of 4 h. It is typically available in combination with acetaminophen or ibuprofen, which is very well suited for the treatment of mild to moderate pain syndromes in multimodal analgesia. In the past, hydrocodone has been used as a cough suppressant. For the treatment of severe chronic cancer pain, it has found a wide use with prolonged duration and the more potent metabolite hydromorphone [58]. As an agonist it poses all adverse reactions described above.

### 4.2.2 Strong opioids

#### 4.2.2.1 Morphine

Morphine is a strong naturally occurring opiate, isolated in 1805 from the poppy straw. Morphine is a “gold standard” among the opioids, against which the other drugs are measured in equal-analgesic doses. Morphine is a full MOP agonist with appreciable affinity to DOP and KOP. Its major effects are apperceived on parts of the CNS (posterior amygdala, hypothalamus, thalamus, nucleus caudatus, putamen, and some cortical areas), producing drowsiness, analgesia, changes in the mood. MOP agonists further inhibit gastrointestinal tract (GIT) secretions and peristalsis; often causing constipation, also present is decreased bowel motility, vomit, nausea, and other sensations. MOP opioids also have effects on the cardiovascular system, thermoregulation, hormone secretion and immune function [59].

Morphine in PC is primarily used to treat acute and chronic severe pain and is a drug of first choice in PC for treatment of moderate to severe cancer pain. The oral formulation is easy for administration and especially useful for long treatment. It comes in form of tablets (30 mg, 60 mg, 100 mg), sub-lingual pastilles (60 mg), or as solution/suspensions (10 mg/5 ml). It is also valuable as injections (for IV, IM, SC, or PCA), rectal and spinal applications. In some countries extended-release capsules are present and extended-release tablets which are prescribed 1–2 times in 24 h. They are suitable for patients who are long time on morphine treatment. The onset of analgesic activity appears in 30 minutes, reaching the peak effect at 60–90 minutes. The average plasma half-life is 3 hours with offset of 6 h. The rest of morphine in plasma is present up to 15 hours [49]. The best way of the application of morphine is titrating of the doses. As it has no roof of its effect, the cure starts with small dose which may be increased by 30–50% every 12–24 hours until the optimal control of the pain. The titration continues to maximum tolerability, before moving on to another opiate [60].

Proper dosing of morphine is especially important for elderly patients in PC institutions. They may be overly sensitive to the effects of morphine and a continuous monitoring of the respiration, blood pressure (BP) and the level of consciousness is necessary to be performed.

The clinical use must be corresponding to the current recommendations at national or institutional levels. In most of the recommendations it has been shown that starting with a low-dose oral morphine (eg ≤30 mg/day) gives better pain
relief than using weak opioids. National Institute for Heath and Care Excellence, UK, (NICE) [61] in its Guidelines recommends that morphine should be used as first-line oral opioid for relief of cancer pain. It is also recommended for children with cancer pain; in the guidelines of the Royal Children’s Hospital Melbourne, it is advised the use of oral morphine for children over six months with start dose of 0.2–0.5 mg/kg/dose, every 4–6 h orally [32].

The adverse effects of morphine include sedation, cognitive impairment, nausea and vomiting which are frequently seen. Also seen are respiratory depression, etching, circulatory disturbances, hormonal imbalance with hypogonadism, immunodeficiency, changes in the mood with hallucinations and depression. Constipation is seen with chronic therapy; patients do not develop tolerance to it and typically require preemptive treatment with laxatives. Also seen are tolerance or intolerance to morphine and addiction. The genetic approach confirms that those effects of morphine are result of the action at the MOP receptor and N/OFQ–NOP system [62, 53].

Many opioids are made by the modification of the morphine molecule, as Apomorphine, Oxycodone, Hydromorphone. They have similar properties as morphine and only the specificity of their use in PC will be mentioned.

**Oxycodone**—is a synthetic opioid, with high selective affinity to MOP and low affinity to DOP and KOP receptors, working as typical agonist. It is used for treatment of moderate to severe pain, is metabolized hepatically to the active oxymorphone [63]. It comes in form of tablets with immediate and controlled release of action or in injection. The onset of the analgesic effect starts within 15 minutes and it is used widely as analgesics especially for postoperative pain. One study compared the controlled-release oxycodone and morphine tablets in 45 cancer patients and was found that both were transformed in liver to the active oxymorphone. Oxycodone was the most often used drug in USA in the last two decades and was responsible for the “opioid crisis” due to – “too much free use” of this drug [64]. It is a particularly good pain killer and because of its oral application it is recommended for patients at PC. It develops the same side effects as other morphine like drugs.

**Hydromorphone**—is a water-soluble opioid that is several times more potent than morphine allowing for smaller dosage. It is found in parenteral, rectal, subcutaneous, and oral formulations. It is also used for epidural and intrathecal administration for postoperative pain relief or when other ways are not appropriate [65]. It was shown more effective pain relief properties for continuous dull pain and provides superior analgesia when is mixed with epinephrine.

**Meperidine**—is a synthetic analgesic drug indicated for the treatment of moderate to severe pain. It is delivered as hydrochloride salt found in form of tablets (50 and 100 mg), emulsion, or injections. It is predominantly a MOP agonist with main action on CNS and the bowel. Its analgesic effects exceed after 15 minutes and the peak effect after 45 minutes. The effectiveness of parenteral application is the same as that of morphine. The adverse reactions are like those of other agonists [63].

**Methadone**—is synthetic opioid, MOP agonist, which is used for pain relief in PC. Its pharmacological profile is like that of morphine, but it has a very long half-life with considerably longer duration of action. It is also an antagonist of the N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor [64]. Methadone is without any active metabolites but is found as racemic mixture of 2 enantiomers; the R- methadone is responsible for analgesic effects, while S-methadone is a NMDA antagonist. It has little tendency to induce tolerance in patients, which makes it suitable drug for treatment of opioid dependence. It has unique properties that make it useful in treating pain which is poorly controlled by other opioids. Its dosing is flexible, although it can be used in neuropathic and somatic pain relief. It is safe for patients
with renal impairment and is only long-acting liquid opioid. As a result of the lack of knowledge of its metabolic changes, it has possible interactions with other drugs, and its’ long half-life made, methadone is seen to be an incriminated drug [59].

**Fentanyl**- is a synthetic powerful opioid, related to phenyl piperidine family that includes sufentanil, alfentanyl and remifentanil, with similar properties to the other opioids, selective MOP agonists. It is a powerful analgesic, lipophylic opioid, quick acting drug which is 70 to 100 times more potent than IV morphine.

Fentanyl is used for treatment of severe acute and chronic pain, as a medicine for anesthesia, for postoperative pain relief and in the treatment of intractable cancer pain in PC. It is available in parenteral, transmucosal, and transdermal formulations. Intravenous fentanyl has very rapid onset of action 5 minutes to peak analgesia, with offset of two hours. Fentanyl and its forms administered in intrathecal and epidural space provide prolonged postoperative analgesia up to 8 hours [50].

Because of the variety of forms, fentanyl has become the most widely used drug in palliative medicine. It is found in form of fentanyl buccal soluble film (FBSF), fentanyl buccal tablets (FBT), fentanyl pectin nasal spray (FPNS), oral transmucosal fentanyl citrate (OTFC), intranasal fentanyl spray (INFS), sublingual fentanyl and transdermal patches (FTP) [66]. Most of those forms are extremely valuable for analgesia of patients whose oral access is compromised, or with existence of pro-fuse nausea and vomiting, limiting the swallowing of the required dose of opioid. The lowest transdermal dose of patch currently available is 2.5 mg which delivers 25 mcg/h of transdermal fentanyl. Due to its quick effect, Fentanyl is the drug of choice in control of breakthrough cancer pain (BTC) [67].

**Buprenorphine** - is a semi-synthetic highly lipophilic opioid. It has partial MOP agonist properties and has been in clinical use for over 25 years for treatment of acute and chronic pain [63]. Recent studies have confirmed that buprenorphine binds with high affinity to MOP and KOP opioid receptors, and with relatively lower affinity to DOP receptors. It is found in several formulations for parenteral, sublingual, and transdermal use. It is also used as supplement to anesthesia and for psychiatric disorders (treatment of opioid addiction). Now Buprenorphine is widely used for cancer pain management. There is still debate about the potential damage of the transdermal patch and most of the authors think that because of this reason it is not suitable for PC [68]. As an opioid, a respiratory depression could occur, but it does not response to naloxone. The lowest patch strength of buprenorphine (5 mcg/h) is suitable for opioid naive patients.

**Tapentadol** is a new, centrally acting analgesic agent approved in Europe in 2010, used for treatment of acute and chronic, moderate to severe pain. Its molecular structure is chemically like tramadol. It has a dual mode of action, as a MOP agonist and a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor. This metabolic change makes it a more potent opioid.

Its potency is somewhere between tramadol and morphine, like hydrocodone, oxycodone, and meperidine with more tolerable side effects profile [58–60]. Its formulation is in a form of tablets and solutions; tablets for immediate release (IR) of 50 mg, 75 mg, and 100 mg, are indicated for treatment of acute to moderate pain, with maximum toxic dose of 700 mg/day. For treatment of chronic pain, it is advised to use tablets with extended release (50 mg, 100 mg, 150 mg, 200 mg, and 250 mg). This formulation for long-release, with once-daily dosing of Tapentadol is especially acceptable for treatment in PC of chronic severe pain because of its simple use and more powerful effect [69]. The daily dose must not exceed 500 mg/24 h.

Clinical studies show that tapentadol is efficient pain reliever in various pain settings including PC setting. In a Clinical trial (NCT01500317) where the adverse effects of tapentadol with the equivalent doses of oxycodon were compared,
tapentadol reported significantly lower incidence of GI side effects [70]. Its characteristics offer an improvement in pain therapy, and easier coping with severe pain for PC patients.

The described side effects are like those of other opioids—such as development of allergy, nausea, vomiting, and loss of appetite; dizziness, worsening tiredness or weakness may be seen in some consumers. Overdose, addicting, and abstention syndrome are also present with an inappropriate use of the drug.

“Breakthrough cancer pain” (BTcP) - is a state of chronic pain with adequate analgesia where a temporal intensive peak pain occurs, interrupting the state of controlled pain. Traditionally the patients with cancer pain were treated with oral opioids, but for the treatment of BTcP it is recommended the fast-realizing forms of fentanyl (FPNS or INFS). Some authors reported good response to short-acting immediate-release (IR) oral opioid in advanced cancer, supporting the use of these opioids in clinical practice [67]. In this context, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines do not recommend transdermal opioids as a first-line treatment, when oral opioids are appropriate, specifically fentanyl formulations, are now the gold standard for BTcP due to rapid action and high efficacy.

4.2.2.2 Side effects of the use of morphine and morphine like opioids

The development of constipation, nausea and vomiting; delirium, hallucinations, sedation, myoclonus, hyperalgesia, seizures, headaches, euphoria, or dysphoria are often seen as adverse reaction to morphine like opioids. Respiratory depression or non-cardiogenic pulmonary edema can appear. Pruritus, urinary retention and altered renal function may be seen also, and signs from CV system as bradycardia and hypotension as well, hypogonadism, sexual dysfunction, osteoporosis and impairment in the immune system, physical dependence, and the tolerance to the drugs [71].

In most of the Guidelines for PC is emphasized that during the pain management at the end of life, addiction should not be an issue [61, 72, 73]. It is also reported that development of life-threatening overdoses of morphine and morphine like opioids in palliative setting is exceedingly rare. In 2005, the American Assembly of Nurses referred that overdoses may be avoided with rational prescribing of opioids, proper conversion to other drugs, titration and use of adjuvant analgesics [74, 75]. The proper titration of opioids and multimodal approach with the use of other techniques such as radiotherapy, bisphosphonates, and other medicines in [76] Ca pain management, or increased dose of current analgesics, and adding adjuvants analgesic for neuropathic pain, may help patients in PC to easier cope with severe pain without a danger for overdoses.

At the commencement of therapy with opioids, sedation and drowsiness appeared, which are common side effects of opioids. The use of light stimulants such as caffeine, or methylphenidate [32] may be helpful. Other mental dysfunctions such as euphoria, dysphoria or nightmares need some additional treatment.

The main sign of overdose with morphine and morphine like opioids, besides drowsiness, is the appearance of respiratory depression (respiratory rate - RR < 8/ min, SpO2 < 90% and cyanosis). Because of the progression of the main disease, the respiration at the end of the life could be slow, shallow, and noisy, what may be misunderstood as a respiratory depression. The recommendations proposed by the North East London Cancer Network (NHS)-2018, did not advise immediate use of antagonist naloxone for treatment of respiratory depression. The reason for that is the ability of naloxone to break the optimal analgesia and produce a “pain crisis” which is distressing for the patient and the family [77].

It is advised to use a conservative protocol for such events, which is as follows:
If the patient with slow RR (8/min) is not dying, has no cyanosis and is rousable, the measure “wait and observe” must be performed. If the RR decreases (<8/min), the patient is unconscious, cyanotic with SpO2 < 90% and tachycardia, opioids should be stopped and an oxygenation via mask should be administered. The treatment compromises of emergent resuscitation and application of MOP antagonist, naloxone. Naloxone (0.4 mg/ml) is given as a diluted solution of 0.04 mg/ml. The start of the application is with 0.5 ml of diluted solution (0.02 mg), and this dose is repeated until higher responsiveness is obtained [65]. If the patient is not treated, the respiratory depression can cross to respiratory arrest, with hypoxia, cyanosis, hemodynamic instability, hypotension until shock and death [63].

4.3 Adjuvant analgesics

They are drugs with indications different than analgesia. Today is known that adjuvants in combination with some analgesic drugs produce efficient analgesia. In use are several groups of medicines: antidepressants, antiepileptic drugs, corticosteroids, NMDA receptor antagonists and others [78].

The tricyclic antidepressants (TCA) adjuvant agents are very well accepted by patients with cancer pain due to their positive effects on the mood and sleep. Amitriptyline 1–2 mg/kg oral is a useful agent for treatment of children with nocturnal pain, neuropathic pain or sleeping difficulties. Amitriptyline, imipramine, doxepin, and clomipramine are also useful and attractive drugs for MMA of the patients in PC and for treatment of neuropathic pain. Because of common side effects of TCA, is advised the use of Nontricyclic compounds as safer [79]. Some authors suggest that the use of secondary amines desipramine and nortriptyline, are less anticholinergic and could be better tolerated than tertiary amines [80]. It has been also shown that trazadone, a nontricyclic antidepressant, has the same effectiveness as amitriptyline [81].

Antiepileptic drugs (AED) can offer a remarkably effective treatment strategy in combination with opioids and non-opioids in MMA. It has been proposed that pregabaline and gabapentin, which are effective in neuropathic pain, target accessory δ2 subunits of Ca2+ channels. An alternative mechanism of action has also been suggested - that additionally gabapentin blocks spine morphogenesis [82]. The initial daily dose of 100–300 mg of gabapentin can be increased every 3 days. The usual maximum dose is 3600 mg daily. It was reported that carbamazepine, lamotrigine, levetiracetam have been efficacious in alleviating different neuropathic pain syndromes and cancer pain. Precautions must be taken at liver function and bone marrow: suppression is possible to develop.

Corticosteroids are frequently used in PC as an adjuvant therapy for cancer related pain syndromes, which include bone pain, neuropathic pain from infiltration or metastatic compression of neural structures, headache due to increased intracranial pressure, or if the pain is from inflammatory origin (nerve, bone). If the pain is aggravated by tension or muscle spasms, the use of muscle relaxants can play an important role in relieving the pain [83], sedation and anti-cholinergic are present as side effects.

Bisphophonates as adjuvant can help control the pain in certain situations such as: cancer-related neuropathic pain [84], in prevention of fractures in people whose cancer has spread to the bone, in metastatic bone pain, bone pain, breast cancer, bone fractures, osteoporosis with past fracture, etc.

NMDA antagonists has been shown that play an important place and are efficient modulators of the pain in postoperative alldynia and hyperalgesia. A representative of this group is Ketamine, a dissociative anesthetic which is used for analgesia as well. It produces, sedation, amnesia, and as an adjuvant sufficient analgesia.
6. Non-pharmacological therapy

It is used for treatment of severe acute and chronic pain. Its mechanism of action is complex but acts mainly as an antagonist of the NMDA receptor.

Ketamine is given through IV, IM, SC, oral, rectal, nasal, transdermal, epidural, and intrathecal way. It is a safe drug, without effects on respiration at analgesic doses, and less nausea and vomiting compared to opioids [85]. It is used with success in treatment of postoperative pain, refractory neuropathic pain syndromes, and severe Hyperalgesia as well. Its use in PC is controversial and is based on few un-homogeny studies and with a variety of obtained results. Recent study examining refractory cancer pain showed that ketamine used at moderate doses provides efficient analgesia [86].

Cannabis still is with limited evidence of its use. The recent controlled trials and studies are unable to answer to the questions about its analgesic efficacy [87].

5. Invasive analgesic techniques

When the pain is refractory to pharmacological treatment, it is advised the use of invasive analgesic techniques. The use of local anesthetics provides a novel therapeutic approach in the treatment of pain. It is now established that neuraxial administration of drugs and use of neurolytic blocks are efficient in reduction of intractable cancer pain [88].

The analgesic effect of local anesthetics (procaine, bupivacaine, and lidocaine) is enabled by blocking the voltage sensitive Na+ channels, preventing the generation and conduction of nerve impulses. It has been also shown that chemical neuromodulation produces effective pain relief. For this purpose, intrathecally can be administered as local anesthetic, opioids, and adjuvant medications (alpha-adrenergic agonists, eg, clonidine), baclofen, and ziconotide. Baclofen is a GABA-B agonist who intrathecally inhibits both monosynaptic and postsynaptic reflexes at the spinal level producing muscle relaxation useful in some neuropathic pain syndromes [89]. Neuroaxial blocks as the epidural/intrathecal application of opioids (in low-dose) and non-opioids drugs (low concentration local anesthetic 0.125–0.25% levo-bupivacaine) increases the analgesic effects with few side effects [90].

Also, directly to the area of pain intrathecal pumps for small doses of medication can be used. The peripheral nerve blocks techniques, catheterization, and tumor infiltration prevent and reduce the bad memories of pain. The quality, duration, and safety of epidurally applied opioids have been intensively studied and compared [91]. It was suggested that sufentanil is a drug with the most promising profile [92]. Agents may be delivered via variety of catheters and ports. The implantation of a self-contained pump delivers medication at a specific rate into the subarachnoid space by a subcutaneously tunneled intrathecal catheter.

Neurolytic blocks or neurolysis of peripheral nerves or plexuses (celiac plexus or superior hypogastric plexus blocks), with phenol or alcohol, can be used for treatment of neoplasm pain, refractory to pharmacological treatment [93].
the disseminated metastatic cancer, a kyphoplasty was used at painful vertebral compression fractures [94].

**The other** alternative forms of nonpharmacological therapy such as chiropractic therapy, acupuncture, music, movement therapies or yoga in integration with the standard analgesic techniques also provide effective pain relief [95].

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) therapy involves the use of low-voltage electric currents to treat pain. This small device delivers the current at or near nerves producing electro-neuromodulation. It is widely used for treatment of intractable neuropathic and central pain but not for cancer pain and is advised in PC [96].

In **CONCLUSION**, pain management is an especially important part of improving the quality of life in terminal patients. Because of the complexity of pain, the treatment must be multidisciplinary. Aggregation of PC with other settings, the use of MMA, could only permit better prevention of suffering at the end of the life. In the conclusion the next message will be greatly beneficial: undertreated or untreated pain at the end of the life may be cause patients’ discomfort, stress, and suffering, which is a message to the clinicians to increase their awareness for pain control during the terminal phase of the life with a liberal use of opioids and non-opioids.
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Holistic/Palliative Management of Patient’s Health Care and Home Situation in a Depressed Economy
Akon Emmanuel Ndiok, Emilia Oyira and Busisiwe Ncama

Abstract
In most middle and low economic nations, problem in the active management of health complaints is patients defaulting on follow-up appointments, attributable to financial constraints and cost of health services due to economic recession. This increases the danger of aggravation and deterioration of the condition and leads to re-hospitalisation. Most terminally ill patients and elderly prefer to be cared for at home by family caregivers or paid health professionals towards the end of their life. Holistic/palliative care is a key component of home health care. Current structure of health and social care services shows that the home is gradually becoming a significant location of long-term care. Holistic care as advocated by Florence Nightingale and others takes cognizance of the care of total human being looking at the spiritual, physical, social and psychosocial care of individual. Quality care for patients and their families can be achieved by establishing principles of holistic/palliative care as an integral part of daily practice both in the hospital and home care, as advocated by the WHO. Challenges in seeking to do this can be overcome if adequate funding is allocated for palliative care activities and setting up machineries for training of families on home care.

Keywords: depressed economy, holistic/palliative care, home care, management

1. Introduction
The economic recession in developing countries especially in sub-Saharan region has affected various sectors of the economy. This includes the health sector, leading to low productivity, poor service delivery and poor health outcome [1]. In some of these countries, home services are not available. The health sector is still trying to deliver basic health care services with the collective efforts of government but efforts to accomplish this seem not achievable due to the present state of the economy. Holistic health care is good, both ethically and practically but it is hard to find as any obvious expression of what holistic health care is or any plain explanation of its realistic usefulness especially in terminally ill patients in need of palliative care, which may require home care.

In most developing countries, patients generally report late to health facility due to a sequence response to event: improper health-seeking behaviour, economy and ignorance of the disease, treatment by unqualified and unorthodox medication, non-availability of personnel, equipment, culture/belief and family decisions [2].
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Terminal diseases have often been linked with having one of the worst effects on the quality of life among affected patients and their families.

This chapter, therefore, considers what holism is and then what a holistic approach to illness might be, and how this might improve health care at home in a depressed economy.

1.1 Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter you should be able to:

- review holistic care and identify its principles
- understand palliative care and its principles
- recognise the relevance of spirituality in health care
- assess the impact of economic depression on health
- assess the home care situation in a depressed economy
- discuss the integration of palliative/holistic care in clinical and home-based care in terminally ill patients and the elderly.

2. What is holistic care?

Holistic care means reflection of the whole person, physically, psychologically, socially and spiritually, in the care and prevention of disease. These different conditions can be similarly important. They should be managed together so that a person is cared for as a whole. A holistic approach means that the health care providers are well versed with a patient's whole life situation. Maintaining one's health requires continuous effort to attain a balance of all aspects of life. To accomplish this balance, an amount of consistent factors must be considered when providing health care to patients/clients. Such factors include age, sex, family relationship, cultural influences and economic status. This broad approach to health care is recognised as holistic health care [3]. In order to have a good understanding of holistic nursing, Katie Eriksson, who is a nurse, came up with the theory of Caritative care that helps distinguish the relationship between a nurse and a patient and the concept of caring principles, which guide the nurses in decision-making. The theory of Caritative care comprises love, which is known as caritas. It shows the significance of regarding the self-esteem of a human being and holiness [4].

Almost all health care professionals would assert to put into practice holistic health care. It is obvious that; no one would declare or have the same opinion that their individual, professional or organisational practice was not holistic. Consequently, few if any of these professions, people or organisations make it apparent what they mean by 'being holistic'. They do not provide any explanation, or examples of how they manifest their holism. It is difficult to discover any criteria against which their success at being holistic could be measured. I doubt that many of the people, professions or organisations have any comprehensible conceptual understanding of what they mean by 'being holistic'.

The word holism has its foundation in two Greek words, both of which denote 'whole'. This first ‘holos’ is the base for holism and the second ‘hale’ is the base for
What is holistic care?

Holism in health care is a philosophy that emanates from Florence Nightingale who advocated care that centred on unity, wellness and the interrelationship among human beings, events and the environment [6]. She discerned the importance of such components as the environment, sense of touch, light, smells, music and silent expression in the treatment process [7], hence, reaching patients in fashions that went beyond rendering just physical care. The philosophy behind holistic care is founded on the thought of holism, which stresses that for human beings the whole is greater than the sum of its parts and that mind and spirit affect the body [8]. Holistic nursing has a higher cognizance of self, others, nature and spirit. This is the same approach Florence Nightingale integrated as the first holistic nurse, which centred on harmony, wellness and interrelatedness of human beings, likewise their surroundings. Holistic nurses also have the same self-care and self-awareness of body, mind and spirit as part of their belief structure (Figure 1). Through caring for themselves, it is believed it gives a holistic nurse the capability to have that same consciousness for the care of others [7]. Florence Nightingale once expressed the role of nurses as ‘to put the patient in the best condition for nature to act upon him’ [9]. She thought that touch, kindness and other measures of comfort, provided within the setting of treatment environment, are essential for nursing care. These assumptions are applied nowadays. Even these days, nurses are educated to deal with the environment and use touch, knead, eye contact, voice and other measures to make patients more relaxed. These nursing actions, known as ‘the art of nursing’, constitute the basis of professional nursing [10]. Currently, different fields, such as physics, mathematics, science, philosophy, sociology, medicine, nursing, etc. endorse the opinion that the honesty of an individual is much more complicated and greater than the sum of their individual parts [10].

![Diagrammatic presentation of the components of holistic care.](image-url)
2.1 Principles of a holistic approach

- All people have natural healing powers;
- The patient is a person, not just a disease;
- Suitable healing therapy needs a team approach;
- Patient and health care professionals are collaborators in the healing process;
- Treatment comprises fixing the cause of the illness, not just reliving the symptoms [5].

3. Palliative care and its principles

The World Health Assembly approved the resolution to integrate hospice and palliative care services into national health services [11]. The body recognises these important health services as an important component of health systems worldwide and therefore calls on national authorities to make sure they be given the awareness they deserve. This is the first time that the World Health Assembly has considered a declaration on palliative care. It endorses that all countries need to take palliative care seriously [11]. The main recommendations to all member states of WHO as seen in the resolution are to integrate palliative care into health care systems, to make sure that palliative care is incorporated into the introductory and continuing education and training for all health care personnel and to make sure that appropriate medications, as well as strong pain medications, are accessible to patients [11].

Many individuals, organisations and bodies including the WHO have suggested different definitions of palliative care. WHO revised the meaning of palliative care to be ‘an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual’ [12]. WHO further listed the following features of palliative care: ‘provides relief from pain and other distressing symptoms; affirms life and regards dying as a normal process; intends neither to hasten nor postpone death; integrates the psychological and spiritual aspects of patient care; offers a support system to help patients live as actively as possible until death; offers a support system to help the family cope during the patients illness and in their own bereavement; uses a team approach to address the needs of patients and their families, including bereavement counseling, if indicated; will enhance quality of life, and may also absolutely influence the progression of illness; is applicable early in the course of illness, in conjunction with other treatments that are aimed to prolong life, such as chemotherapy or radiation therapy, and includes those examinations needed to better understand and manage distressing clinical complications’ [12].

Boltz defined palliative care ‘as expert curative care of patients with severe disorders, and it emphases providing patients with relief from symptoms, discomfort and worry of serious illness, irrespective of the diagnosis’ [13]. She further explained that the word ‘palliative’ has its origin in the Latin word meaning to ‘cloak or cover’. And upheld that, Viewpoint of how cancer, which is one of the terminal diseases is observed and not properly diagnosed, is suitable description because most cancers progress without warning signs for an extensive period before the individual tries to seek help. The National Consensus Project (NCP) and National...
Quality Forum (NOF) jointly formulated the concept of palliative care so as to separate it from other types of care [14]. And so they came up with eight domains of palliative care: 'structure and processes of care; physical aspects of care; psychosocial and psychiatric aspects of care; social aspect of care; spiritual, religious, and existential aspects of care; cultural aspects of care; care of the imminently dying patient and ethical and legal aspect of care' [14].

Palliative care is often misidentified as being the same as care given to the patient approaching death where no cure is expected to be achieved [15]. It is focused on the relief of distress during the advancement of patient's illness. Even though hospice and palliative care is extensively used in the western world, many patients are seen to register in hospice very close to death, which limits the advantage these services would have obtained.

Rosser and Walsh cited WHO’s principles of palliative care as follows:

- “provides relief from pain and other distressing symptoms;
- intends neither to hasten nor postpone death;
- integrates the psychological and spiritual aspects of patient care;
- offers a support system to help patients live as actively as possible until death;
- offers a support system to help the family cope during the patient’s illness and in their own bereavement;
- uses a team approach to address the needs of patients and their families, including
  - bereavement counselling, if indicated;
- is applicable early in the course of illness, in conjunction with other therapies that
  - are intended to prolong life, such as chemotherapy or radiation therapy, and includes complications” [5].

These principles according to Rosser and Walsh focus on a whole, humanistic method of caring for the total being during the course of their illness, instead of concentrating on the ailment or situation [5]. Palliative care answers to the altering wishes of the patient and family, identifying that the illness development and the related involvements are distinctive to each individual. Rosser and Walsh opined that palliative care is seen as supportive care [5]. They see it as care delivered to patients, friends and family during the course of their illness; this includes the period before diagnosis has been made, as soon as patients start undergoing series of examinations, treatment and home care. The purpose of supportive care is to assist the patients and their families to be able to handle their illness and management at home.

Becker also penned principles that are relevant to providing palliative care. These include the following:

- Follow-up of all patients diagnosed with terminal illness at any stage of the disease
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- Competence at putting patients at ease
- Listening and attention skills
- Questioning techniques [16].

These principles will put humanity back into the care offered by nurses. After physicians, nurses are the most important members of the palliative care team in the sense that they spend 24 hours with the patients and should be able to display the principles [16]. Skill is an important characteristic for ensuring quality, safety and cost-effective health care. The term competence according to the Royal College of Nursing "(RCN) comprises the skills, knowledge, practices, qualities and manners essential for an individual" so as to execute the work successfully [16]. A nurse is said to be competent when she has the skills and talents vital for lawful, safe and effective professional practice without direct guidance [17]. Competence can be said to be basic features of persons that result in effective performance. They can be described as a mixture of knowledge, skills, purposes and personal character traits. It can also be seen as the way someone behaves or acts.

Areas of competency include verbal message, written communication, enquiring skills and team skills [17]. Nurses are expected to communicate efficiently, generating talking and listening skills. Nurses should be able to use their knowledge and skills to promote open and honest communication skills to support open and honest interaction that recognises the needs of patients, and also creates a satisfying association in which they are able to apply counselling skills and initiate follow-up programmes to help them to adjust to their illness and care. Their knowledge and skill will also ascertain that patients obtain full evidence-based nursing care. They understand and identify the impact of terminal disease when dealing with clinical or home situation, so that they can be able to assess the outcome of care and give appropriate intervention. Competence also includes the ability of the nurses to use the e11 function health patterns to assess the patient. Gordon Morgan, according to Doenges and Moorhouse, devised 11 functional health patterns to be used by nurses in nursing process to provide more comprehensive nursing assessment of the patient. This will help the nurses to give holistic care to patients [18].

The model of palliative care put together by the Canadian Hospice and Palliative Care Association (CHPCA) [19] is the model that is used to guide this chapter. This model is effective because it was developed to plan, evaluate and develop educational programmes [19]. In adopting this model, the paper considered the prominent position of the hospital management, without which it would be impossible to develop a programme for home care. The key role played by nurses as members of the palliative care team begins as soon as diagnosis is confirmed by the physician. Based on gaps identified after confirmation of diagnosis, the model provides guidance in tracking and tracing each patient, and planning home care. Communicating the true position of diagnoses at this stage is very important as it will help to reduce anxiety—after which, follow-up and home care measures will then be put in place.

Two fundamental elements in the framework as utilised are the ‘square of care’ and the ‘square of organization’. As set out in the model [19], the ‘square of care’ has six components and the ‘square of organization’ has six stages that are relevant to palliative care integration. The composition of the conceptual framework is shown in Figure 2 covers all phases of a palliative care programme, service or group. The patient and family are at the middle of the joint square, and their needs decide the concerns to be covered, the care necessary and the purposes and means to deliver care [20].
• Competence at putting patients at ease
• Listening and attention skills
• Questioning techniques [16].

These principles will put humanity back into the care offered by nurses. After physicians, nurses are the most important members of the palliative care team in the sense that they spend 24 hours with the patients and should be able to display the principles [16]. Skill is an important characteristic for ensuring quality, safety and cost-effective health care. The term competence according to the Royal College of Nursing (RCN) comprises the skills, knowledge, practices, qualities and manners essential for an individual so as to execute the work successfully [16]. A nurse is said to be competent when she has the skills and talents vital for lawful, safe and effective professional practice without direct guidance [17]. Competence can be said to be basic features of persons that result in effective performance. They can be described as a mixture of knowledge, skills, purposes and personal character traits. It can also be seen as the way someone behaves or acts.

Areas of competency include verbal message, written communication, enquiring skills and team skills [17]. Nurses are expected to communicate efficiently, generating talking and listening skills. Nurses should be able to use their knowledge and skills to promote open and honest communication skills to support open and honest interaction that recognises the needs of patients, and also creates a satisfying association in which they are able to apply counselling skills and initiate follow-up programmes to help them to adjust to their illness and care. Their knowledge and skill will also ascertain that patients obtain full evidence-based nursing care. They understand and identify the impact of terminal disease when dealing with clinical or home situation, so that they can be able to assess the outcome of care and give appropriate intervention. Competence also includes the ability of the nurses to use the e11 function health patterns to assess the patient. Gordon Morgan, according to Doenges and Moorhouse, devised 11 functional health patterns to be used by nurses in nursing process to provide more comprehensive nursing assessment of the patient. This will help the nurses to give holistic care to patients [18].

The model of palliative care put together by the Canadian Hospice and Palliative Care Association (CHPCA) [19] is the model that is used to guide this chapter. This model is effective because it was developed to plan, evaluate and develop educational programmes [19]. In adopting this model, the paper considered the prominent position of the hospital management, without which it would be impossible to develop a programme for home care. The key role played by nurses as members of the palliative care team begins as soon as diagnosis is confirmed by the physician. Based on gaps identified after confirmation of diagnosis, the model provides guidance in tracking and tracing each patient, and planning home care. Communicating the true position of diagnoses at this stage is very important as it will help to reduce anxiety—after which, follow-up and home care measures will then be put in place.

Two fundamental elements in the framework as utilised are the ‘square of care’ and the ‘square of organization’. As set out in the model [19], the ‘square of care’ has six components and the ‘square of organization’ has six stages that are relevant to palliative care integration. The composition of the conceptual framework is shown in Figure 2 covers all phases of a palliative care programme, service or group. The patient and family are at the middle of the joint square, and their needs decide the concerns to be covered, the care necessary and the purposes and means to deliver care [20].

The Square of Care refers to the six important phases during the process of rendering care to patients and family. The phases of square of care include:

• assessment
• information sharing
• decision-making
• care planning
• care delivery and
• confirmation, and demonstration that they relate to the concerns (or areas) that patients and families usually encounter.

Square of organisation also has six stages, which comprise:

• governance and administration
• planning
• operation
• quality improvement communication/marketing
• collection and use of data.
The main concepts of the model are the standards and regulatory beliefs that were established and decided upon through a national consensus-based practice [20].

There should be plans for both the health care professional and patients/families to manage physical and psychosocial suffering and to get ready for the likelihood of advanced disease. This aspect of palliative care involves ways to provide physical and emotional care that will help patients to get through treatments. It enhances patients’ compliance with disease management, helps them accept changes in care and prepares patients and their families for the tasks ahead if the disease eventually does not lead to a cure.

3.1 Application of the model

Based on the model of palliative care as developed by CHPCA, the model takes into consideration the prominent position of the hospital management without which it will be impossible to develop any programme of such magnitude [19, 20]. This is because, a lot of things will be considered, especially, developing human resources example training of palliative care nurses, setting up palliative care team, providing other means of integrating palliative care into daily care of patients. Again, patients and families should also be seen at the centre of developing this programme as compliance is the key to success of any programme.

A nurse as an important member of palliative care team has an important role to play as soon as a patient is indicated for home care. Based on the gaps identified, after confirmation of diagnosis, tools that are going to be adapted will be used to track each patient; communication of the true position of diagnoses at this level is very important as this will help to reduce anxiety and follow-up measures will then be put in place. Studies conducted by Temel et al. indicate that patients who had palliative care integrated into normal treatment had a better outcome even when they were diagnosed at the advanced stage of the disease than patients who managed with only normal treatments [21].

4. The relevance of spirituality in health care

Spirituality is a part of holistic care for clients and families. Patients getting palliative care benefit much from the special care that is devoted to physical, personal and social needs [22]. Spiritual care is seen as very significant for a lot of terminally ill patients, but professionals have trouble determining what such care they could embrace. From the viewpoints of the patients/clients at the end of life, their family caregivers and health care workers, the main aims are: to search the notion of spirituality and the meaning of this term; to discover beliefs, understandings and prospects with respect to spirituality, spiritual needs, pain or distress and spiritual care and, eventually, to see how spiritual care can best be provided for patients at home in a depressed economy.

Spirituality and health is an increasing new area of health care; the first textbook on spirituality and health was published by Oxford University Press [23]. Puchalski et al. established that patients would like their spirituality to be addressed in their health care. As the trends and research developed, ethical queries began to come up as to the definition of spirituality within medical care, its role in patient care and the implementation of spiritual care in the clinical setting.

Rosser and Walsh are of the opinion that spirituality takes account of an individual’s beliefs, values, identity, a sense of meaning and purpose [5]. Some people see religion as being a component of spirituality. Wright and Neuberger designate spirituality to be pertained to how we see ourselves in the pattern of
things, how we relate to other human beings and the wider world and how we ascertain meaning, purpose and association in life [24]. By its very nature, spirituality is often subjective, absolute and personal. In addition to the suggested principles for health care professionals to take care of the whole person, together with the patient’s spirituality, studies have established that patients appreciate a more whole-person emphasis on care and value health care professional’s probe into their spiritual beliefs [25].

Spirituality according to some schools of thought covers the confidence in self and others and this may include a belief in a divine being or higher authority [26]. The RCN also describes the following as factors of spirituality:

- hope
- strength
- trust
- forgiveness
- love
- relationships
- creativity
- self-expression [26].

If patients’ needs could be recognised early and their care adequately planned to include (but not limiting to) follow-up of all patients diagnosed with terminal illness through telephone calls, home visiting, advanced care planning, assessment and treatment of physical, psychosocial and spiritual aspect of patient’s needs, etc., there will be better outcome when the condition reaches advanced stage. Some may reason that because spirituality is so personal, it has no relationship in health care but when the perception of total pain is looked into, it is obvious that spiritual care is a vital element of care [5].

5. The impact of economic depression on health

Economic depression is a period of time of economic slowdown presenting low output, not having enough funds and unemployment. It is considered by its length, abnormal upsurges in unemployment, falls in the obtainability of adequate health services, shrinking output and investment, etc.

5.1 General causes of economic depression

The major causes of economic depression in any given economy (lessons from great depressions, 1981, 1991, 2008 economic recession) may include:

- High inflation, a general rise in price of goods and services—leading to low purchasing power.
- Accumulation of debt servicing especially foreign debt.
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- High-interest rate—discouraging investors.
- Fall in aggregate demand; fall in wages, income etc.
- Mass unemployment and general loss of confidence in the government [27]

Health is an essential part of man’s existence even in the midst of economic depression. Before the current economic crisis, most present-day societies especially in the developing countries were still suffering disease epidemics while other nations incessantly experienced the endemic diseases affecting millions of lives. The global economic crisis persists to worsen the structure and purpose of the health sector. The economic depression has affected several segments of the economy including the health sector, contributing to low output, poor service delivery and poor health outcome. This has led so many people to resort to home care where so much will not be required from them.

The health sector is still struggling to provide rudimentary health care services with the collaborative efforts of government and individuals but determinations to realise this seem unfeasible due to the current state of the economy especially in the developing countries. The current economic position has affected health care funding and the level of support of the public and private health care services particularly among the rural poor is reduced due to increased proportion of poverty [28]. The economic predicament has contributed essentially to poor health outcome; it offers the occasion for careful government health modifications to improve the health system operation [28]. Health is directly or indirectly connected to other sectors such as food security and nutrition, family income generation, housing, education, employment status and other social security services.

Following initial treatment for terminal diseases or elderly patients, they are usually given dates for followed-up appointment in hospital outpatient departments at steady intervals for routine checking in order to assess the patient and timely discovery of recurring of the ailment [29]. This method of follow-up places anxiety on the patient and their family members and most of them defaulted due to religious and cultural beliefs. Secondly, they may complain of inability to travel to the hospital, especially patients living in the rural communities. Most of these patients present late in the hospital either because of poor knowledge, cultural/spiritual beliefs and non-availability of resources for prevention, diagnosis and treatment [28]. Patients and families are not well prepared after diagnosis about the diseases or palliation; this has led to most of the patients not responding to check-up appointments because they are not well informed and no form of follow-up programmes are put in place to track these patients [29].

Based on the above premise, several countries have been able to put in place measures for providing home care services to a lot of their citizenry so as to alleviate the suffering of the poor masses. Most of the developing countries are still struggling as a result of poor economic position of these nations. Home care cannot be instituted without adequate resources.

6. The home care situation in a depressed economy

From a nursing viewpoint, it is imperative to have information about the type of care needed, the explanations of care needed and quality of life among the elderly people and those diagnosed with terminal illnesses living in their own homes, in order to sustain their independence and make best use of their quality of life.
At several stages during our lives, we are each dependent on the care of others [30]. For many, that need comes with old age, chronic illness or ill health. In some occasions, the care is provided by a family member or a friend; in other cases, it comes from a paid care worker such as a registered nurse, a registered practical nurse or a personal support worker. Sometimes, the care is given by a combination of both [30].

This chapter describes the involvements of these three care beneficiaries, their family caregivers and their paid care workers in our survey of the direction of the substantial practices of care associations in home care. Current reorganisation of health and social care services means the home is gradually the site of long-term care and is a place where implications of both home and care must be discussed [31]. The focus on the familiar care points up the diverse forces at work of care through which caregivers, care recipients and home space are established.

Most nurses have their own individual principles and morals, and there are certain professional standards on which all nurses are anticipated to establish their care. Nurses have a duty to make the care of patients their major concern and to practise care giving without harm and efficiently. They must be ethical and truthful [1]. Patients trust their nurses because they believe that, in addition to being experienced, their nurses will not take advantage of them and will demonstrate character traits such as honesty, straightforwardness, reliability and empathy. Good professional decision and behaviour in clinical practice should be patient-centred. It involves nurses understanding that each patient at the end stage of his or her disorder is exceptional, and working in partnership with their patients to discourse the needs and realistic prospects of each patient. The moral pronouncement as proposed by Plato and Aristotle highlighted the part of purpose both in observing what is fair and in permitting us to act reasonably rather than give in to conflicting desires and feelings [32].

Hellström and Hallberg examined people aged 75 years and older dependent on care from professionals and/or a next of kin, their functional health, diseases and complaints in relation to quality of life as perceived by themselves [32]. The study revealed that the number of elderly persons in need of support ranged from 18.5 to 79.1% in the different age groups, and that aid came mostly from informal caregivers [32]. The authors also discovered that assistance from formal caregivers was given in combination with that from a next of kin in 38.8% of the cases. Furthermore, next of kin function more than formal carers; they assisted in all Contributory Activities of Daily Living (CADL) and Personal Activities of Daily Living (PADL) chores, with the exclusion of house cleaning and rendering a bath/shower. Although the respondents had supported themselves, they were also of assistance to another person in 6.5% of circumstances [1].

From the above study, it is seen that care giving at home is mostly carried out by informal caregivers, than the professionals. Patients, therefore, would see care at home more acceptable during this critical period of their lives. Most patients resolved to care at home because their financial status cannot cope with hospital bills, transportation, waiting time in the health care facilities among other reasons that promote home care.

7. The integration of palliative/holistic care in clinical and home-based care in terminally ill patients and the elderly

Nurses are the most valuable member of the palliative care team who are in the best position to look into the physical, purposeful, social and spiritual needs of the patients, but in most situations, they (nurses) are not well-prepared to give the
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adequate care, especially to elderly and terminally ill patients. The main focus of nursing care as observed is curative approach without taking into consideration effective communication between them and patients/families the truth about diagnosis/prognosis of the disease, lack of patient and family readiness as a result of inadequate training/discharge planning and lack of follow-up [33].

Specifically, since there are no functional palliative care programmes in most health care facilities, the phases being addressed are:

A. Outpatient clinics
B. Hospital service
C. Home care service
D. Approach to care

A. Outpatient clinics:

1. Staff: Palliative care physician and nurse to be identified
2. Terminally ill patients identified after diagnosis is confirmed
3. Visit: To plan routine visit as necessary
4. Symptom assessment in clinic: Routine assessment during every visit by the nurse and physician
5. Psychosocial assessment in clinic: Routine assessment and discussion of goal with patient and family, support system, psychosocial distress and discussion on advance care planning according to their willingness
6. Telephone follow-up: Routine by the nurse after each visit
7. On-call service: 24 hours on-call service to be clarify during first visit after diagnosis has been established.

B. Hospital service:

1. In-patient care: access to palliative care for symptom management
2. In-patient staff training for nurses: identification of nurses, physician and family caregivers for continued education and training in palliative and home care
3. Palliative care in-patient follow-up: follow-up by palliative care team when the patient is admitted to other unit of the hospital.

C. Home care:

1. Community care contact health centre service: health centre closer to the patient will be identified for care continuation and this would be reassessed at each visit.
2. Communication with the family and community health centre: this should be done routinely.
D. Approach to care:

All care providers: Multidisciplinary, this is hope to address physical, psychological, social and spiritual needs of both the patient and the family identifying other specialist. The approach to care takes cognizance of the fact that the economic depression affects the type of care the less privileged members of the population attained. This may affect proper access to good health care services and as such provision of home care will be beneficial to them where they will be taken care of in their familiar environment.

8. Summary/conclusion

Nurses should strive to always make the most of the short time they have with each patient. As nurses, we need to promote a patient's psychological and emotional well-being in order to facilitate physical healing, especially in a poor economic situation. When we do this, our relationship with the patient alters and develops into something more encouraging than it was before. This contributes to better patient outcomes and can heighten the happiness and perseverance in our work as nurses. By doing this, informal caregivers would emulate and continue home care.

There are many easy ways to develop relationships with patients and encourage a sound psychological, emotional and spiritual environment.

- Learn the patient's name and use it
- Make good, strong eye contact
- Ask how a patient is feeling and honestly care
- Smile and laugh when suitable
- Use relaxing touch
- Assist the patient to see themselves as someone who merits self-esteem
- Maintain their self-worth
- Educate patients on the significance of self-care
- Ask the patient how you can decrease their anxiety or pain

Holistic nursing is the concept of caring for a person as a whole. The purpose is to return the patient as a whole to as close to normal as possible even when receiving care at home. Holistic nursing highlights on the nurses considering the link between minds, body, emotion, spirit, social, cultural, environmental and past relationships in order to return the patient to a whole. This however has not always been likely to attain. The idea of caring for the whole person, not just their physical body, is one that dates back to Florence Nightingale. Florence Nightingale devotedness was to care for those who could not care for themselves. Florence Nightingale herself advocated holistic care by recognising the importance of environment touch, light, scents, music and silent reflection in treatment process.

There is a direct relationship between economy and health and by implication of nursing profession. The present economic depression places an enormous threat
as its end is not sure. This chapter therefore tried to bridge the gap between holistic care, palliative care, which embodied all the components of spirituality, and the terminally ill patients needing home care. This has a lot to do with economic situation of the populace, especially in the low- and middle-class countries of the world. Since the elderly and the terminally ill patients preferred home care, it is pertinent that all the components of care be provided to take care of the total man.
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Chapter 16

The Need for XR-Measurement of Decision-Making Decline and Conscious-State Transition Impairment before Nonvoluntary Euthanization of Dementia Patients

Farida Hanna Campbell

Abstract

Non-voluntary euthanization of dementia patients, the majority of whom are severely conscious-state transition-impaired because of both high levels of antisolmogenic cytokine levels and circadian disruption, indicates the lack of measurement of decision-making decline and conscious-state transition in palliative care settings. This chapter explains why and how to setup medically-meaningful tests to collect these measurements based on environmental-interactive parameters of nonconscious testing in circadian calibrated XR or virtual reality platforms. It also mentions worthy opportunities in relationship to the Human Connectome Project, including the Alzheimer’s Disease Connectome Project.
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1. Introduction

Dementia is a prominent symptom of various diseases and not just a disease in and of itself. It is part of brain disease transition such as following virus-infected inflammation through increased neurodegeneration and brain network dysfunctioning.

It renders difficulty in recognition and response to daily environmental information which are needed in short-term learning and recall and decision-making [1, 2]. In general, one of the most disturbing characteristics of neuroinflammatory diseases is loss of conscious-state transition [3]. This is a type of disability or impairment that results in the presence of persistently high levels of antisolmogenic cytokines [4, 5], and common to Alzheimer’s Disease patients [6]. It is also associated with disruption of circadian synchronization between neuronal networks of the brain [7, 8].
A dementia patient’s care-giving team is presumed to include certified doctors and nurses qualified in early diagnosis and strategies for dementia-symptom management. The targets of such caregiving include optimizing physical health, cognition, activity and well-being identifying and treating accompanying physical illness detecting and treating challenging behavioral and psychological symptoms providing information and long-term support to carers (WHO).

Section 4.1 of the Dutch euthanasia law [9] declares that euthanasia may be given to a patient who is no longer mentally competent as a result of advanced dementia, and that the doctor does not need to agree with the patient regarding the time or manner of euthanatic execution based on a physician declaration of patient inability to comprehend the subject.

Euthanasia is delivered via anesthetics without acknowledging the surge of neurophysiological coherence and connectivity in the forced-dying brain [10] or on the basis of any measured disability of a patient to change from one conscious-state to any other. The degree that sensory information processing and conscious memory, awareness, learning and recall are supposed to be fully disabled [11] by the simple observation of delirium seems to possibly have led to an unchecked medical assumption that an overdosage of anesthetic-euthanatic neurotoxins is sufficient to overcome the disability and trigger instant brain death. However, the research shows that this is invalid and that memory formation- and indeed, brain survival mechanisms - are evolved to be much smarter, enabling survival-related learning related neuronal synaptic plasticity changes to occur even under deep anesthesia [12, 13].

In 2019, 146 dementia patients were euthanized in the Netherlands, 14% less frequently than the previous year [14].


Dementia

Two notifications in 2018 involved patients in an advanced or very advanced stage of dementia who were no longer able to communicate regarding their request and in whose cases the advance directive was decisive in establishing whether the request was voluntary and well considered. See case 2018-41, described in Chapter II, and case 2018-21, published on www.euthanasiecommissie.nl.

In 144 cases the patient’s suffering was caused by early-stage dementia. These patients still had insight into their condition and its symptoms, such as loss of bearings and personality changes. They were deemed decisionally competent with regard to their request because they could still grasp its implications. Case 2018-123, described in Chapter II, is an example.

But, the section titled Advanced Directive Points to Consider (Section 4.1, f, (see Annual Reports, Dutch Euthanasia Committee [15]) requires physicians to answer: Are there any contraindications that are inconsistent with the advance directive and preclude the performance of euthanasia?

If so, this statement represents one opportunity to provide an argument that all dementia patients deserve medically-meaningful conscious-state transition monitoring and decision-competence evidence before non-voluntary euthanasia can be legally authorized.

Such monitoring technology would enable demonstration of key factors of non-eligibility when a patient is unable to transition into unconsciousness or brain death instantaneously or for up to 36 hours - even following severe anesthesia and cardiac
The euthanasia method which is intended as a pain-free killing is error-prone with patient re-awakening rather than instant dying [17, 18] on record. Anesthetic drugs targeted to ion channels affect neuronal activity in the Central Nervous System (including the brain), the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and all connected organs, and the cardiovascular system [19]. Barbiturates such as pentobarbital suppress the central nervous system (CNS) by binding to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A subtype receptors, alters inhibitory postsynaptic CL- currents while simultaneously inhibiting excitatory presynaptic nerve terminal signal event transmission. This is supposed to sustain the opening of chloride channels and results in the suppressed neuronal activation of oscillations throughout the brain and sensory management throughout the entire system [20–23]. The GABAergic thalamic neurons would also therefore inhibit retinally-driven activity, and likewise disable input to the geniculo-hypothalamic pathway which is activated by crossed retinal inputs leading to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). In this way, brainwave activities related to conscious-state transition and measured by Bispectral Index (BIS) monitors [24] or Guedel’s classification system [25] are logistically absent, thereby theoretically preventing patient awareness and patient awareness or memory.

However, the research shows that brain death and cardiac death are not simultaneously correlated [26–29]). In research review by Robijn (2020) as part of an academic thesis submission, Robijn reports correlation between BIS and the Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale (RASS) (p < 0.0004) including reporting patients ‘awake’ during euthanization despite observational physician [30] decisions that the patients were dead [31, 32]. Also, memory formation also continues under anaesthesia [12, 33, 34]. On closer inspection of the events, one finds that the high dosage anesthetics such as 9 mg/L pentobarbital intravenous injection used in euthanization in the Netherlands has explicit pharmacological warnings that the neurotoxic compound cannot reach the brain in one minute intravenous application and that the accelerated injection causes gangrene, body-wide joint pain and tissue irritation for any intravenous-administered dosages above 0.5 mg/l. Furthermore, it reduces IL-1β cytokine release by only 30–40%, while endogenous tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) transport becomes elevated in a process that remains
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Figure 1.
_A list of features in the progression of amnesiac-related brain inflammation from disease or neurological disorders leading to risks that may compromise euthanization patient safety._

arrest [16] simply because of the nature of the disease’s impact on the brain (see Figure 1 below).

In 2019, 146 dementia patients were euthanized in the Netherlands, 14% less than 2018-21, published on www.euthanasiecommissie.nl.

Euthanization is delivered via anesthetics without acknowledging the surge of disorders leading to risks that may compromise euthanization patient safety. Figure 1 describes in Chapter II, is an example.

Barbiturates suppress the central nervous system (CNS) by binding to GABA A subtype receptors, alters inhibitory postsynaptic CL- currents while simultaneously inhibiting excitatory presynaptic nerve terminal signal event transmission. This is supposed to sustain the opening of chloride channels and results in the suppressed neuronal activation of oscillations throughout the brain and sensory management throughout the entire system [20–23]. The GABAergic thalamic neurons would also therefore inhibit retinally-driven activity, and likewise disable input to the geniculo-hypothalamic pathway which is activated by crossed retinal inputs leading to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). In this way, brainwave activities related to conscious-state transition and measured by Bispectral Index (BIS) monitors [24] or Guedel’s classification system [25] are logistically absent, thereby theoretically preventing patient awareness and patient awareness or memory.

However, the research shows that brain death and cardiac death are not simultaneously correlated [26–29]). In research review by Robijn (2020) as part of an academic thesis submission, Robijn reports correlation between BIS and the Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale (RASS) (p < 0.0004) including reporting patients ‘awake’ during euthanization despite observational physician [30] decisions that the patients were dead [31, 32]. Also, memory formation also continues under anaesthesia [12, 33, 34]. On closer inspection of the events, one finds that the high dosage anesthetics such as 9 mg/L pentobarbital intravenous injection used in euthanization in the Netherlands has explicit pharmacological warnings that the neurotoxic compound cannot reach the brain in one minute intravenous application and that the accelerated injection causes gangrene, body-wide joint pain and tissue irritation for any intravenous-administered dosages above 0.5 mg/l. Furthermore, it reduces IL-1β cytokine release by only 30–40%, while endogenous tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) transport becomes elevated in a process that remains
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_A list of features in the progression of amnesiac-related brain inflammation from disease or neurological disorders leading to risks that may compromise euthanization patient safety._
persistent on behalf of neurotoxin breakdown and elimination that can last for as many hours as the 36-hour half life of the anesthetic itself [30]. This process is part of inherent mechanisms of survival, regardless the neurotoxic, and it is automatically geared to protect the brain with interleukin-1β (IL-1β), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) pleiotropic mechanisms [6, 35–37].

This is significant considering the fact that, in the Netherlands alone, more than 32,000 killed patients have reportedly also died in conditions of unconsciousness with profound dehydration; and where, at least one pro-euthanization physician promoted the killing of a schizophrenic mentally ill patient to a general public readership with significant reference to the patient’s ethnicity and immigrant socioeconomic demeaning reference to drug-addiction [38]. In this chapter, it is particularly relevant to disclose the fact that dementia patients can be proven to be inappropriate for euthanization treatment, both on the basis of their majority high-level of anti-somnogenic cytokine levels and on the basis of brain survival mechanisms that are successful enough to preserve the brain in the oldest dementia-symptomatic victims.

Generally speaking, anesthetics bind to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A subtype receptors of the central nervous system, the post-synaptic NMDA receptors of hippocampal pathways for memory, and the two-pore-domain K+ channels of the central nervous system, depressing signal transmission associated with conscious awareness for a surgical period. Extreme intravenous euthanatic administration does not reach the brain, according to manufacturer related research and instead produces risk of organ-wide tissue damage plus gangrene [30]. This is because the higher dosages trigger instant release of the pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) which are powerful repair and survival brain protective cytokines [39, 40].

These cytokines modulate centers of wakefulness regulation located in the hypothalamus, the basal forebrain and the brain stem by influencing substances involved in sleep–wake-behavior such as adenosine, nitric oxide (NO), nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), the neurotransmitters γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), glutamate and norepinephrine, as well as hormones such as growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) and corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH). However, several key cytokines including IL-4, IL-13 and TGF-β are anti-somnogenic (wakefulness triggering) [41]. If so, queries against forced euthanization of Alzheimer’s disease should include high-risk of patient awakening susceptibility during the process, resulting in opportunity for greater error and patient suffering (see Figure 1 below).

At the time of researching, Dutch physicians reportedly still seem to choose to administer pentobarbital at 9 g/L as the primary euthanatic, which is well above the 0.5 mg/L safe maximum (see online pharmaceutical manufacturing warnings [42, 43]. 71% of patients, dementia and non-dementia, are euthanised at home [30]. Methods of testing brain death and pain detection still include the Bispectral Index monitor (BIS), NeuroSense monitor and Analgesia Nociception Index monitor. There are evidence of pain and suffering, awakening, and discomfort during the euthanization, despite that it is promoted as a dignified pain-free method of termination from irreversible disease conditions [44].

And yet, the law refers to the patient’s advance request to receive euthanization on behalf of preserving self-dignity which is separated from medical decisionmaking in itself. If so, there is an unchecked expression that could be interpreted as a mandate to destroy dementia-patients who visibly fail to prevent their symptoms from violating rules of local social dignity. If so, then this contradicts the claim of compassionate reasons for euthanization in the law-making.
In this chapter, a description is given of both. It includes:

I. Measurement of decisionmaking decline in brain-disease related dementia;

and,

II. Measurement of conscious-state transition impairment, and capacity to accommodate euthanatic administration.

2. Measurement of decision-making decline in brain-disease related dementia

Decision-making decline in dementia patients [45] can be measured by using tests for autonomic non-conscious learning and recall expression [46]. The rates of learning and recall are measured from responses to an unconditioned stimulus (US) that is associated with a subsequent aversive conditioned stimulus (CS) [47]. Tests are described abundantly throughout the literature as the basis of cognitive decisionmaking [48–50] evaluation. The results are matched with the arrival of short-term neurosynaptic plasticity changes in corresponding neocortical amygdaloid-hippocampal-prefrontal cortical networks [51], as demonstrated by fMRI images offered in the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database [52, 53], relative to the disease etiology. XR-investigations are appropriate before stages of profound delirium in advanced dementia [54]. Delirium is defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5) to include acute disturbance in attention, awareness, and cognition. The European Delirium Association and American Delirium Society (2014) describe its increased mortality rate [55]. Delirious patients suffer from severe disturbances of the circadian system [56]. And so, XR sessions as described in this chapter offer a diurnal monitoring method to predict the arrival of impaired day-night rhythm in patient dementia-related disease progression, long before stages of delirium have arrived.

Portable virtual reality devices that can simulate 360-degrees of 3D-immersive environments in videogame processing have been used in cognitive decision-making diagnostics and therapeutics. They can be scripted with internally-animated virtual cameras and objects, known as assets to trigger patient sensorimotor interaction and focus. The engagement parleys into recognition behaviors which can be recorded as data with simultaneous autonomic cardiologic variation measurements as frequently as needed in devices that stream the videogame up to 60 or more frames a second. Also known as serious games or medical virtual reality behavioral tests [54, 57], these videogames require a minimum set of calibration so that the collection of data from the patient (also referred to as the player) is medically-meaningful in investigations of decision-making decline and more.

For example, these include psychiatric considerations for:

1. Duration of each session which is minimized to avoid optogenetic influence on the patient bioreceptive retinal cells;

2. Diurnal (circadian) times of day that can report challenges due to brain inflammation transition stages, i.e. from inflammatory repair periods during the night to inflammatory protection during the day;

3. Patient locomotor stabilization and non-navigational requirements against disorientation and injury;
3. Measurement of conscious-state transition capacity under euthanatic administration

The thalamocortical pathway is central to cortical network information processing during conscious-state transition behavior [58] including auditory and visual sensory information response with emotion-based learning and recall networks. It is influenced by bioperception related retinal vibrations received via the suprachiasmatic nucleus and retinohypothalamic tract, along with influence from genetic signaling (e.g., CLOCK, BMAL1 and others) governing overall homeostasis [59–61]. The networks include the primary and secondary association area networks of the brain neocortex, as well as networks involving the orbitomedial prefrontal cortex (OMPC, areas 11 & 12) as part of the region described by the limbic cortex and septal nuclei (including the amygdala) on behalf of patient mood regulation monitoring, the hippocampus, the thalamus and basal ganglia which are directly involved in sleep/wake environmental awareness-states [62]. The disruption of these networks occurs from circadian desynchronization and the persistence of neuroinflammation [63]. Images of such disruption and the resulting network changes from neurodegeneration can be seen in detail from fMRI image repositories provided by the Human Connectome Project [52], the Alzheimer’s Disease Connectome [64], and similar collections. In fact, a future generation Connectome project might include the complementary circadian-calibrated XR-based data collected from dementia patients across multiple demographics, for key times of day, pre-dawn, mid-day and pre-dusk to dusk. A schematic for a...
potential model of selected networks with the Human Connectome is shown in Figure 2, below.

Currently, no tool exists to measure consciousness or self-consciousness objectively by any machine [65]. In non-communicative patients, its estimation requires the interpretation of motor responsiveness [66]. This response represents active brain processing events in the Primary Motor Cortex (MI, area 4) in the precentral gyrus and the corticospinal tract which has its own relationship to somatotopic organization for specific movement coordination, in general with other sensory processing information via a major thalamic motor nucleus, including its ventral...
lateral nucleus (VL) and Ventral anterior nucleus (VA), and in the presence of dementia-related inflammation [67, 68].

In the Supplementary Materials, a list of some of the parameters are explained so that optogenetic waveform signals are consistent within the virtual reality scene as they are in the natural environment that activates synaptic relays between the intralaminar nucleus of the thalamus and the sensory-information processing cortical networks. These are the same brain regions associated with awareness of self, in relationship to the environment.

Testing in XR can be used to evaluate the degree of this circadian desynchronization in dementia patients, as long as photopic and scotopic illumination settings are maintained for real-world time-of-day concurrently. $\gamma$-Amino-Butyric Acid (GABA) is necessary for refinement of the circadian firing rhythm that maintains healthy conscious-state transition processes throughout every brain region via the suprachiasmatic nucleus [69] and connecting intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) and retinohypothalamic tract to thalamocortical and related nuclei (Figure 3) is responsible for healthy circadian integration of environmental-information throughout multiple cellular oscillations [13] in observable brainwaves.

Circadian daylight regulation [70] via the suprachiasmatic nucleus is also crucial to the production of anti-inflammatory melatonin and so, it would be questionable to find XR-circadian related prosthetics lacking in palliative care for dementia patients.

Melatonin, secreted by the pineal gland, protects neuronal cells with its antioxidant and anti-amyloid properties, and helps to limit or reduce formation of amyloid fibrils involved in Alzheimer-like tau hyperphosphorylation [71, 72]. In neuroinflammatory dementia patients, phase shifts of daylight into dusk trigger agitation, aggression, and delirium during the late afternoon and early evening hours [73], a behavioral regulatory challenge known as sundowning [74]. Medically, it is vital to incorporate this condition as a risk of additional suffering during euthanization administration, particularly where euthanatic neurotoxic delivery does not reach the brain and the patient is already conscious-state transition severely impaired (see Figure 4).

The XR-tests in conscious-state transition offer an opportunity to evaluate retinal-support as part of psychiatric comfort targets [75] or, to evaluate potential pharmaceutical risk of overdosing a dementia patients.

---

**Figure 3.**
A simplistic schematic of the bioperception circadian excitatory (yellow) and inhibitory (green) response neuronal-nucleic network relationships, for XR-calibration development purposes.
In this chapter, an XR-based method for evaluating decision-making competence is presented. In reaction to a recent Dutch law that suggests decision-making incompetence is sufficient grounds for non-voluntary euthanasia of dementia patients. Instead, this chapter proposes that decision-making needs to be measured precisely along with conscious-state transition using XR. This is because majority of dementia patients cannot transition from alert or rest state to death state instantly, and that this predisposes them to high risk of brain aware and awake state, including for the duration of the euthanatic product half-life, and despite cardiac arrest. And so, the Dutch law which currently only describes patient-disease irreversibility and social dignity loss, appears to overlook the need to evaluate disease conditions and patient conditions for which euthanasia is not medically safe and non-voluntary euthanization of such patients is cruelty.

XR-based tests are described as short-instance virtual environmentally-interactive tests, provided in diurnal sessions that have been calibrated to the circadian optogenetic settings of neuronal-nucleic brain thalamocortical networks. The tests provide opportunity to demonstrate neuroinflammation progression and the impact of high expression of anti-somnogenic cytokines, the loss of anti-inflammatory neuroprotective melatonin and circadian desynchronization to the patient. This makes XR-based monitoring in palliative patient caregiving generally valuable as well as key to evaluation of euthanization-readiness.
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A. Appendix

A.1 Example XR-setup for decision-making decline monitoring of dementia patients

A.1.1 XR-scene development technology

Any state-of-the-art software can be used for dementia-related testing, such as Unity3D®, Unreal®, which are designed for maximum accessibility and ease-of-development for diverse developers. They lack psychiatric calibration and features suited to patient cognitive behavioral environmental-interactive capture and heartrate AI, as well as geographic solar-shadow and weather calibration for both illumination intensity draws and audio. Last but certainly not least, the player analytics do not accommodate sampling frequencies and these will need to be hand-built, which leads to significant reduction in frame rates at the time of this chapter's writing. For this reason data needs to be stored on the device for post-session upload and integration into an appropriate repository. In general, leading palliative care institutions should try to achieve approximately 600 longitudinal sessions per patient for at least 1200 patients to generate a suitable diagnostic game AI algorithm [57]. These totals represent average numbers of records submitted to the previously-mentioned Human Connectome Project, for example.

Ethical consideration: Large commercial database hosting sellers are eager to acquire patient data for free. And yet, healthcare costs of the producer, the dementia patient, and the time and technology costs are abandoned or ignored. A fee per interaction should be required from the sellers per frame, and reimbursed towards the patient's full needs, particularly those patients and teams who seek rehabilitation strategies and research for immediate potential curative-care opportunities with XR-related prosthetics.

The simplest platform or device that is VR-enabled and lightweight for hosting a real-time XR-scene for a stationary player is suitable. This can include a basic phone such as a Samsung(R) 10 or 10+ in a Gear VR headset, or an Oculus Rift product, and similar. The ideal software will include AI-calibrated illumination intensity and unbiased wavelength delivery, from a light-emitting diode (such as an AMOLED strip) plus brightness settings that can be adjusted manually by the team. It will also collect geographic coordinates of the player, plus time-of-day and ambient light, pollution and player Fowler's position, heartrate plus saccadic blinking and eye-tracking. The data collected may need to be temporarily stored on the device and so it should also have sufficient hardware capacity both to allow non-occluding GPU rendering and device storage for a 3-minute game processing and behavioral sampling every 30 seconds, minimum at a framerate no less than 32 to 45 frames per second. In a headset, ensure that audio settings conform to any hearing aid or other
prescription settings. The same is true for visual aid adjustments in the VR-headset. Handheld peripherals should not be used or required for dementia autonomic cognitive decision-making and conscious-state transition settings. The patient should not be required to navigate at any time and a member of the diagnostic patient caregiving team is responsible for the condition, use and removal of the XR-assembly from the patient in all sessions.

A.1.2 Significant parameters

Waveform calibration parameters describe photopic and scotopic settings.

A.1.3 Scene environments

Testing environments for adult-onset dementia-related patients should not be designed to evaluate decisions based on visible timer scoring, navigation decisions through civil-type architecture or semantic response requirements. These do not represent measure states of neuroinflammation-affected decision-making, based on short-term learning and recall.

Sky and ground assets above the horizon should be reported in the asset-inventory as either left and right orientable.
Parameters that describe the maximum spread of the wavelength field such as fulcrum depth and width can also be used to evaluate conscious-state transition where there are compounding or ageing related deficits in one or both hemispheres. These parameters describe the geometric projection of the user’s virtual camera-space and orientation of the player’s head rotation and line of direction in the virtual scene.

The raycast direction is the parameter used in scripts of assets to report the player’s line of direction. The raycast direction describes direction of focus, and is key to describing a change in patient conscious-state. The rate of change of raycast direction is used in behavioral response measurements in recognition and recall of an asset during a nonconscious test.

A.1.4 Light wavelength calibration

Wavelength intensity can be given for assets in parameters from all assets, including sky and ground, vegetation, weather and wildlife. The parameters can be described as 0-1 transparency alpha, depth projection, non-spectral shading component size, reflective source component size, rate of single-asset motion (blur), landscape contrast intensity (sharpness), and scene illumination intensity, whichever is appropriate and convenient to describing striking behavioral response differences.

The most critical wavelengths are blue: 450–485 nm 620–680 THz 2.64–2.75 eV and red: 625–740 nm 405–480 THz 1.65–2.00 eV on behalf of impact to hippocampal neuronal, and genetic signaling targets involved in transcription/translation feedback loop of CLOCK and BMAL1, and the nucleus basalis magnocellularis projections to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) mentioned in the main chapter text and shown in Figure 3. Cone and melanopsin signaling determines brightness perception. There are references available which suggest that melanopsin excitation takes place at brightness equal to 1 cd · m² for an equal-energy-spectrum light at 1 cd · m². The maximum range should lie within 380–780 nm, which represents the range of skylight visible to human bioperception from pre-dawn to post-dusk.

A.1.5 Retinal luminance

Luminance is in the research to have a defined photon catch of around 480 nm of opsin.

For this reason, maximum error in the device rendering of luminance should be no more than 10% from this value based on maintaining exactly 480 nm spectrally per session.

Mobile device platform manufacturers have responded to health-risk concerns in reported from excess levels of LED blue-light exposure [76]. On the other hand, the research suggests improvements to these same conditions [77, 78]. For these reasons, timing and duration of a virtual reality monitoring session should be coordinated to start at the first eye-blink, and no longer than three (3) minutes. In fact, the first sampling of sensori-motor response and heart rate should be at the instance of the first patient saccadic (blink). This ensures coordination of the data collection with the timing of innate cognitive recognition such as orientation or focus and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex response signaling. It includes the arrival of a new spatial learning event in the hippocampal brain region.

A.1.6 Event rendering

For sky this can also include stimulatory parameters that increase the decision-making integrity challenge, including parameters such as: sky-to-grand relative volume and types of event, such as fog-cloud-rain particle settings. Similarly, parameters for ground can include: ground illumination intensity, ground volume
and vegetation-variation, vegetation-windspeed events and so on. Keep in mind that virtual reality involving scores and changing scenes can trigger psychological discomfort, dizziness, eye-strain and even addiction [79–81]. For this reason, there should be only one scene with nature-related motion such as wind in grass or tree branch swaying, and water ripples rather than ground buoyancy.

A.1.7 3D-Audio

Audio settings are vital to immersive realism but, may be varied on left and right, such as for early dementia-related auditory-thalamocortical peri-operative risk evaluation or for patient prescription purposes. Manufacturer settings usually offer sufficient audio control parameters.

A.1.8 Scene bias

No civil society structures, roads, signs whether semantic or drawings, volume-measurement, clock-measurement or human relationship and non-nature type cue references should be included in neurobehavioral XR-testing that is intended to predict the condition of neuronal-nucleo cellular health or tissue functioning.

A.1.9 Behavioral sampling

Thirty second sampling intervals to collect the sensorimotor response and heartrate variation represents successive periods for potential long-term synaptic potentiation in the patient, such as would belong to a learning or decision event based and with matching cerebroarterial blood flow occurring in potential simultaneous XR-fMRI BOLD patient observation. Since daylight variations is composed of wavelengths of light whose frequency and phase change with the position of the sun, it is important to sample for all significant periods of the day in which daylight variation is significant, i.e. the behavioral response from pre-dawn all the way to post-dusk in 3 minute intervals for minimum of 5 or 6 XR-testing sessions, as shown in the sampling tables, below. During an XR-session, wavelength phase information stimulates the retinal cells depending on the device illumination levels (sometimes referred to as Troland units, representing retinal illumination from 1mm² pupil area exposed to 1cd/m² (candelas/m²) of scene light). Light information is translated vibromechanically by the photosensitive retinal ganglion cells onto the suprachiasmatic nuclei cells which directly stimulate the hippocampal neural bed for short-term neuronal growth. The process relies on intracellular transport via light-sensitive heterodimerization which recruits specific proteins in hippocampal neurons, involving recycling endosomes on behalf of neuron axon outgrowth [82]. If XR is used as a circadian prosthetic, this information can be helpful to measuring the amount or volume of full daylight needed for restoring circadian synchronization, using known optogenetic principles of cellular mitochondrial activation and targets in the retinohypothalamic and limbic region circuitry [83].

During a single test event an unconditional stimuli (US) is followed by an unknown conditional stimulus (CS) to the patient, as described in the chapter. This can be for example, a sudden thunder event in a random location that follows the appearance of a bird. The response to the stimuli should be reasonable but significant enough to trigger a cognitive autonomic learning process in healthy controls so that the response behavior is repeated at the next appearance of the same bird, even if the thunder does not occur. In this process, nonconscious autonomic decisionmaking behaviour can be recorded by any XR-scripts that report the raycast change of direction associated with the patient’s change of focus and change of heartrate. In Alzheimer’s Disease related dementia, for example, there would a
noticeable delay in heartrate variation at the time of change of raycast direction. In mid-day testing, learning and recall decisionmaking might appear to be significantly greater than in dusk-based sessions for a wide variety of dementia related diseases. This is because the pathway between the photosensitive retinoganglion cells to the thalamocortical nuclei may be compromised by the disease, such that the hippocampal cells via the retinohypothalamic tract do not receive sufficient daylight phase management information. The loss of daylight wavelength variation from pre-dawn to post-dusk impairs conscious-state transition and increases patient confusion and risk of sleep disruption and hallucination.

### A.2 Examples of XR-data-collection setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session: Control Mid-day (photopic scene):</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient device optimization check</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate streaming check</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This requires checking the asset acoustic and animation visibility for distant, near, left and right positions, plus in sky and on ground)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant: &lt;20,000m virtual radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near: &lt;1000m virtual radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonconscious-asset Type: None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation Type: None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling interval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate variation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensorimotor response rate - left</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensorimotor response rate - right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Contrast ratio - left</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Contrast ratio - right</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Sky-Ground</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of conscious-state transition response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cognitive Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Decision-variation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session: Pre-dawn (photopic scene):</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>CS left</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level, in a distant, near, left or right start position</td>
<td>(blink)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant: &lt;20,000m virtual radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near: &lt;1000m virtual radius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonconscious-asset Type: Visual and Auditory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation Type: Approaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A noticeable delay in heart rate variation at the time of change of raycast direction. In mid-day testing, learning and recall decisionmaking might appear to be significantly greater than in dusk-based sessions for a wide variety of dementia-related diseases. This is because the pathway between the photosensitive retinoganglion cells to the thalamocortical nuclei may be compromised by the disease, such that the hippocampal cells via the retinohypothalamic tract do not receive sufficient day-light phase management information. The loss of daylight wavelength variation from pre-dawn to post-dusk impairs conscious-state transition and increases patient confusion and risk of sleep disruption and hallucination.

### A.2 Examples of XR-data-collection setup

**Session: Control Mid-day (photopic scene):**

- Patient device optimization check
- Heart rate streaming check.

  This requires checking the asset acoustic and animation visibility for distant, near, left and right positions, plus in sky and on ground.

  **Note:** Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

  **Distant:**
  - <20,000m virtual radius

  **Near:**
  - <1000m virtual radius

  **Nonconscious asset Type:** None
  **Animation Type:** None

  **Sampling times**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:30</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>00:02:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:30</td>
<td>00:02:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:32</td>
<td>02:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:34</td>
<td>03:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Heart rate**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-left**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-right**

  **Sky Contrast ratio-left**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Sky Contrast ratio-right**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Contrast Sky-to-Ground**
  | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 |

**Session: Pre-dawn (photopic scene):**

- Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level, in a distant, near, left or right start position

  **Note:** Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

  **Distant:**
  - <20,000m virtual radius

  **Near:**
  - <1000m virtual radius

  **Nonconscious asset Type:** Visual and Auditory
  **Animation Type:** Approaching

  **Start**
  (blink)

  **US left**
  **CS right**
  **US left**
  **End**

  **Sampling times**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:30</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>00:02:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:30</td>
<td>00:02:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:32</td>
<td>02:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:34</td>
<td>03:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Heart rate**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-left**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-right**

  **Sky Contrast ratio-left**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Sky Contrast ratio-right**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Contrast Sky-to-Ground**
  | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 |

**Session: Post-dawn (photopic scene):**

- Ground-level asset-test
- Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level, in a distant, near, left or right start position.

  **Note:** Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

  **Distant:** <2000m virtual radius
  **Near:** <1000m virtual radius

  **Nonconscious asset Type:** Visual and Auditory
  **Animation Type:** Approaching

  **Start**
  (blink)

  **US left**
  **CS right**
  **US left**
  **End**

  **Sampling times**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:30</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>00:02:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:30</td>
<td>00:02:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:32</td>
<td>02:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:34</td>
<td>03:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  **Heart rate**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-left**

  **Sensorimotor response rate-right**

  **Sky Contrast ratio-left**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Sky Contrast ratio-right**
  | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

  **Contrast Sky-to-Ground**
  | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 |

**Example Pre- to Post-Dawn Interval: 20-50 minute**

Session: Post-dawn (photopic scene)

Ground-level asset-test

Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level, in a distant, near, left or right start position.

Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

Distant: <20,000m virtual radius

Near: <1000m virtual radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonconscious asset Type:</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>CS right</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual and Auditory</td>
<td>(blink)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sampling times**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:30</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>00:02:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:30</td>
<td>00:02:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:32</td>
<td>02:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:34</td>
<td>03:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heart rate**

**Sensorimotor response rate-left**

**Sensorimotor response rate-right**

**Sky Contrast ratio-left**
| 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

**Sky Contrast ratio-right**
| 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.1 |

**Contrast Sky-to-Ground**
| 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.8 | 0.8 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.3 |

**Rate of conscious-state transition response**

**Total Cognitive Responsiveness**

**Total Decision-variation**
Example Post-Dawn to Mid-day Interval: 4 hours

Session: Mid-day (no shadow) (photopic scene)
Nonconscious asset is animated on the sky level, in a distant, near, left or right start position
Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.
Distant: <20,000m virtual radius
Near: <1000m virtual radius
Luminance (log cd/m2): 4 to 6
Pupil diameter (mm): 6 to 8
Retinal illuminance (log Trolands): Photopic > 4.5 / Scotopic 0
Active photoreceptors: cones
Color perception/acuity: Good color vision, high acuity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonconscious-asset Type:</th>
<th>Start (blink)</th>
<th>US left or right</th>
<th>CS left</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual and Auditory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation Type:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sampling times
00:00:00 00:00:30 00:00:60 00:01:05 00:01:10 00:01:30 00:02:00 00:02:30 00:02:32 02:34 03:00

Heart rate

Sensorimotor response rate-left

Sensorimotor response rate-right

Sky Contrast ratio-left
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5

Sky Contrast ratio-right
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Contrast Sky-to-Ground
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Rate of conscious-state transition response

Total Cognitive Responsiveness

Total Decision-variation

Example Mid-day to Pre-dusk Interval: 6 - 8 hours

Session: Pre-dusk (photopic scene)
Nonconscious asset is animated on the sky or ground level, in a near left or right start position
Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.
Near: <1000m virtual radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonconscious-asset Type:</th>
<th>Start (blink)</th>
<th>US left or right</th>
<th>CS left</th>
<th>US left</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual and Auditory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation Type:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sampling times
00:00:00 00:00:30 00:00:60 00:01:05 00:01:10 00:01:30 00:02:00 00:02:30 00:02:32 02:34 03:00

Heart rate

Sensorimotor response rate-left

Sensorimotor response rate-right

Sky Contrast ratio-left
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Sky Contrast ratio-right
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Contrast Sky-to-Ground
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2

Rate of conscious-state transition response

Total Cognitive Responsiveness

Total Decision-variation

The Need for XR-Measurement of Decision-Making Decline and Conscious-State Transition

DOI: http:/ /dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.97384
Example Post-Dawn to Mid-day Interval: 4 hours

Session: Mid-day (no shadow) (photopic scene)
Nonconscious asset is animated on the sky level, in a distant, near, left or right start position
Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sky Contrast ratio-left</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky Contrast ratio-right</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Sky-Ground</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rate of conscious-state transition response
Total Cognitive Responsiveness
Total Decision-variation

Example Pre-Dusk to Post-Dusk Interval: 20-50 minutes

Session: Post-dusk (photopic scene)
Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level, in a near left or right start position
Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.
Near: <1000m virtual radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonconscious asset Type: Visual and Auditory Animation Type: Approaching</th>
<th>Start (blink)</th>
<th>US random</th>
<th>CS left</th>
<th>US random</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling times</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:00:60</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensorimotor response rate-left</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensorimotor response rate-right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Contrast ratio-left</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky Contrast ratio-right</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Sky-to-Ground</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of conscious-state transition response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cognitive Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Decision-variation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Session: Post-dusk (photopic scene)
Nonconscious asset is animated on the ground level in a near, left or right start position
Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.
Near: <1000m virtual radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonconscious asset Type: Visual and Auditory Animation Type: approaching</th>
<th>Start (blink)</th>
<th>US random</th>
<th>CS right</th>
<th>US random</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling times</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:00:60</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
<td>00:01:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Session: Post-dusk (starry-night scatter) (photopic scene)

Nonconscious asset is auditory in the sky or ground level, in a distant, near, left or right start position

Note: Patient is standing or seated and stationary at all times.

- **Distant:** <20,000 m virtual radius
- **Near:** <1000 m virtual radius
- **Luminance (log cd/m²):** -6 to -4
- **Pupil diameter (mm):** 7.1 to 6.6
- **Retinal illuminance (log Trolands):** Photopic < -0.62 / Scotopic -4.0 to 0.70
- **Active photoreceptors:** rods
- **Color perception/acuity:** No color vision, poor acuity

### Nonconscious-asset Type:
- **Type:** Auditory
- **Animation Type:** None

### Sampling times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start (blink)</th>
<th>US random</th>
<th>UC random</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>00:00:30</td>
<td>00:00:60</td>
<td>00:01:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:01:30</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>00:02:05</td>
<td>00:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:30</td>
<td>03:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Heart rate

|            |            |            |            |            |
|------------|------------|------------|------------|
| Sensorimotor response rate-left | Sensorimotor response rate-right | Sky Contrast ratio-left | Sky Contrast ratio-right |
| 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        |
| 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        |
| 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        |
| 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        |
| 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        | 0.5        |

### Contrast Sky-to-Ground

|            |            |            |            |            |
|------------|------------|------------|------------|
| Contrasted  | 0.2        | 0.2        | 0.2        |
| Sky ratio   | 0.8        | 0.8        | 0.2        |
| Ground      | 0.2        | 0.8        | 0.2        |
|            | 0.2        | 0.2        | 0.2        |

### Rate of conscious-state transition response

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total Cognitive Responsiveness

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total Decision-variation

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Repeat the above, for Scotopic settings and report.

Compare and analyse daily mid-day decision-variation longitudinal data.

Refer to rate of loss of conscious-state transition as:

Behavioral range > 0
Heart rate variation (time of US event recognition) = Heart rate variation (recall of CS event)
And
Heart rate or focus > 0 and raycast-direction collides with the CS event location of asset

```csharp
function Update () {
    var hit : RaycastHit;
    if(Physics.Raycast(transform.position, transform.up, hit, 10))
    {
        contact = true;
    }
    else
    {
        contact = false;
    }

    change to a US-trigger (based on change of raycast direction and speed) relative to patient heart rate variation, for dusk versus mid-day and dawn versus mid-day behavioral responses.

In general, this could verily indicate a medically-prohibitive gradient for euthanatic administration.

A.3 Additional evidence-seeking requirements recommended prior to non-voluntary patient killing including physician account investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavioural Impairment</th>
<th>Pain and Suffering</th>
<th>Infection and Organ Damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>† Virtual Reality INRIPET Models</td>
<td>† Include stress-related wipe-out (losses) of immunity providing gut, blood, and general immunostimulants (e.g., Lactobacillus, in prevention of dysbiosis is immunoreactive for neurotransmitter synthesis and neuroinflammation regulation).</td>
<td>† Look for increased GI tract permeability and alterations to the neuroheteral communication along the vagus nerve and enteric nervous system, and HPA axis activation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Focus on models of the prefrontal-amygdala circuits and `Amygdala-Prefrontal-Operational Network reaction times</td>
<td>† Look for increased GI tract permeability and alterations to the neuroheteral communication along the vagus nerve and enteric nervous system, and HPA axis activation.</td>
<td>† Measure the patient inflammation leading to infection and psychological impairments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Include autonomic-parasympathetic resting and reaction times.</td>
<td>† Include stress-related wipe-out (losses) of immunity providing gut, blood, and general immunostimulants (e.g., Lactobacillus, in prevention of dysbiosis is immunoreactive for neurotransmitter synthesis and neuroinflammation regulation).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Weakness &amp; Exhaustion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>† Look for records of increased GI tract permeability and inflammation leading to infection and psychological impairments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Include pharmacological induced evidence of C reactive protein, D-dimers, and procalcitonin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Use medical diagnosis (or absence thereof) to report potential psychiatric impact of loss of neuroaxis - and inflammatory signals, leading to cognitive disruption, and suicidal drive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These represent basic neuroendocrine inflammatory evidence that are treatable and curable. When these features are collectively neglected, the patient becomes more dependent on support and may be at higher risk of a non-voluntary commitment to terminal death by physicians or psychologists who have not conducted a proper full assessment for a minimum of three months.
A.4 Nervous system relationships for autonomic and conscious behavioral response regulation
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Abstract
The need for Palliative Care (PC) continues to grow throughout the world, requiring continuous development, true to its "ethos." As awareness grows so does the expectation for timely response and policies to potentiate its delivery. The scientific dimension of its philosophy, underpinned by research and scientific practice, looks to explain its nature, origin and concepts, models and theories within which it is delivered. The concept palliation is widely used; yet, it is understudied by academics and clinicians. Interestingly, it is increasingly questioned by society and other specialists, calling for it to "be debated and essentially contested." Our aim is to contribute to society’s understanding of palliative care so that they can have a clear and truthful awareness of the complex implications of its mission. We approach the different concepts, scientific theories and structures can be achieved by following different pathways, including defining its "ethos": personality or nature, manifest in the very formulae by which PC places itself before those who need it. What a fascinating topic it is to research and write on!, phenomenological in its base, it shows how different translations of the Anglo-Saxon PC influence its understanding and much needed expansion. Semiotics are at the base of the essence of how palliative care might be assumed and promoted. PC is, for sure, one of the most important, existential spheres to apply our knowledge today and a novel promising methodology to apply the semiotic and phenomenological approaches learning of different aspects of cultural transfer processes.
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1. Introduction
The extension and transferability of what has come to be known as PC [1, 2] has become stalled in some countries [3]. Many believe it to be a consequence of inadequate funding or even political indifference [4]; others question whether it might be due to lack of conceptual intelligibility and transferability across languages and call for a fresh PC [5, 6] definition that incorporates its philosophy and ethos while being fully transferable across countries and cultures.

But what can be said to constitute, identify and define the Palliative Care Ethos?
With the patient at its centre, PC looks for direction in their own and their loved ones’ narratives:
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1. Introduction

The extension and transferability of what has come to be known as PC [1, 2] has become stalled in some countries [3]. Many believe it to be a consequence of inadequate funding or even political indifference [4]; others question whether it might be due to lack of conceptual intelligibility and transferability across languages and call for a fresh PC [5, 6] definition that incorporates its philosophy and ethos while being fully transferable across countries and cultures.

But what can be said to constitute, identify and define the Palliative Care Ethos? With the patient at its centre, PC looks for direction in their own and their loved ones’ narratives:
‘You can tell them all that it was all right’, was the unpretentious and comforting message Cicely Saunders was asked to pass on to a lady’s relatives once she had died. It was important for that patient to let her loved ones know that she had not gone through a strange, dramatic, or just unlucky experience, (...) written up as such without sentimentality or sensationalism, but a common experience ordinary people have always faced, writes D. Clark [7]. A good example of the rich exchanges full of meaning and depth that can take place within the ordinary delivery of PC. So beautifully common in many ways; and yet, so elusive to capture in a defining snapshot to apprehend its uniqueness.

‘The joy, purpose and meaning of medicine has been codified, sterilized, protocolised, industrialized and regimented’ says Dr. Eric Levi [8]: a stark reminder of the reality in ever-advancing health systems which seem to have forgotten the more artistic aspects of medicine which allows compassion to highlight our common humanity, a fundamental aspect of PC.

2. The purpose of medicine

Medicine is as old as humankind itself [9]. At first it was mythological, the causes of diseases were attributed to the gods or spirits, subsequently acquiring a more scientific character as it was recognized that diseases had physical or environmental causes.

Hippocrates has been considered the father of scientific medicine. The Hippocratic Corpus [10], with its 53 books, has philosophical and ethical writings such as the Hippocratic Oath and Aphorisms, as well as others of medical order consisting of 7 books on Epidemics, 4 on the Regime, 4 on Diseases, 2 on Predictions, 2 on Women Diseases, Instruments of reduction of Joints and Fractures. Writings used by doctors to learn for centuries. One of these texts, the Hippocratic Oath, remains valid- It concisely points out the duties of doctors, duties that were not imposed on them by the authority of the moment but rather, somewhat self-imposed after assessing the value and importance of their own work. This Oath is a model of professional behavior not only for doctors but for all professions.

Medicine is finite, limited. People will die. Diseases will change, but it always comprises great respect for human weakness. Sometimes we will have patients with acute problems, sometimes chronic conditions, some patients will be conscious and sometimes unconscious, sometimes it will be curable diseases and sometimes incurable, sometimes we will have friendly patients, sometimes we will have patients with diseases that we like to treat and sometimes with pathologies that for the doctor are unpleasant, but they are all our patients, all expect us to treat them with respect, they want to feel taken care of, they want humanitarian treatment.

Our medicalised modern cultures tend to render reason and mystery mutually exclusive, defining “death by disease” as failure, and dying as disgraceful. Providers and policymakers alike marginalize aging and dying individuals, while formulating largely ineffective strategies to prevent deaths from violence or epidemics, terrorism, and famines. Policies to nurture care and support the elderly, those with long terms conditions and children [11–13] born with congenital medical conditions, malformations or different capacities, are too often inadequate and departed from reality. They tend to be declarations of intentions lacking in budgetary provision.

3. Palliative care

3.1 Meaning and fullness of worth within the health and social contexts

It is palliative care mission to demonstrate that each life is morally significant to its natural end, restoring patients’ and families’ quality of life where possible, and attending meticulously to the dying period when necessary [3, 4].
PC changes the perspective from which the world sees health and social care, since its philosophy gives standing to the multiplicity of beliefs and communication patterns manifest in the collective of suffering patients. This motivates the articulation of a good enough ethic.

Contemporary literature [3] shows researchers’ acknowledgement of historically relevant milestones in PC roots from bygone days and subsequent evolution, including Palliative Medicine being recognized in some countries as a specialized field of training and work. There is also explicit acknowledgment of the difficulties affecting uniform implementation of its philosophy and principles. Some projects centre future advances and growth in PC provision with promising results in relation to identifying the founding ethos of PC by reproducing its initial way of showing the depth of society’s concern for its more vulnerable members, based on its values when alleviating the suffering experienced while facing aging, disease, life threatening pathologies, dying and death.

Such ventures highlight the importance of setting the scene for possible advances to integrate ethical, legal and social implications in years to come to benefit the many likely to need it. It likens the development of the field to a journey; one that sets off on the knowledge the fullness of meaning and richness of PC can only be approached by taking its long view.

A sound understanding of PC foundational bases [2, 14] facilitates answers to many questions needing an answer, although some voices of those who seek a more bio-physical-psychological palliative care model strongly disagree. It is, for example, motivating to take into account the different creative initiatives born in clinical settings in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic; it confirms how man continues to look for ways to alleviate suffering in the most challenging situations making use of what they have to hand. In our time, the inventiveness brought to the bedside of the dying has been astonishing, giving hope to those of us who want to offer holistic care to those who see their lives threatened, including aging and the natural end of life, by some entity threatened life expectancy.

This chapter will aim to identify what constitutes the enduring ethos of PC as it continues to evolve and grow beyond the walls of St Christopher’s Hospice, flagship of Cicely Saunders’s endeavor to comfort the dying by letting them know that they matter because they are who they are; and they will matter to us until their last moment of their lives.

### 3.2 Modern hospice movement evolution

Looking into what is understood by this vocable takes us along surprising trails as a Work of Mercy, with deep ancestral Judeo-Christian roots [2]. It is depicted well in both the Old and the New Testaments, for example, in the Parable of the Good Samaritan and many conceivable and incomprehensible healings. It can be followed in the labour of hospital religious orders over the centuries which persists to this day in initiatives such as the contemporary Pastoral of Health. It is doubtless, care that has historically been largely provided by Christian orders that hold to the divine ‘Thou shall not kill’, and are moved to love and compassion.

In our time, proud of its origins, it is a formalized and widely recognized as a growing medical field which has its foundational modern roots in (Dame) Cecily Saunders’s concern and work to remedy the poor medical care being provided to dying hospital patients. Over time, its medicine had shifted [15] the focus away from the needs of those who could no longer benefit from evolving technology and life-saving treatments. But it did not stop there as the medical world continue in its way to ignore those dying in its institutions.

Cicely Saunders, established unambiguous foundations for the Modern Hospice Movement [2], one of which is to be found in the togetherness of Head (mind) and
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Heart (compassion and our own vulnerability) when caring for these people. It was not, she explained, an idea that occurred to her, but rather the mandate received from David. David Tasma, a Polish Jew, mortally ill with pancreatic cancer, when, broken by the profound suffering he was experiencing, as he was facing his own mortality so far away from his own country and those he knew and loved well asked her:

“Can you say something to comfort me?” taking Cicely Saunders away from doing something to him, or giving him some medication to soothe his distress. A little later, he added “I only want what is in your mind and in your heart.”

The Modern Hospice Movement, generally known as Palliative Care outside Great Britain, was thus born to use scientific rigor to research and treat symptoms such as pain. Its focus on the holistic needs of patients: physical, emotional, social and spiritual, without forgetting the professional dimension. Palliative Medicine is the only medical specialty that recognizes care of the spiritual person as part of its mandate [16]. Its science and care are applicable to any person with an incurable, complex or life-limiting illness; its principles can be applied to that person’s care from the time of diagnosis. This means good symptom management plus supportive and holistic care occurring alongside: it may be provided by any health care clinician, using the same principles to provide a ‘Palliative Approach’ to medical and nursing care.

Palliative is derived from the Latin word ‘pallium’ meaning to cloak someone who is ill, sick, lonely or needing protection. Symptoms are eased even if the underlying condition be cured.

Maximizing wellbeing and nurturing the hope to maintain or improve perceived quality of life can be achieved in a variety of ways, however, it is imperative to guide all interventions by a common moral compass which indicate the manner by which teams allows someone to be themselves at what can be an extremely difficult time in their lives. PC strives to acknowledge the person as a whole - addressing snags affecting different aspects of their life. A multi-disciplinary approach supported by the skills of different professionals, pooled and utilized as necessary.

Hospices and Palliative Care Units alike house an ethos of care which should extend beyond their walls to places where symptoms need to be eased, the underlying condition not amenable to be cured [14].

3.3 Limits of action: caring, not killing

PC acknowledges the reality of death and seeks to assist patients and those around them to accept its inevitability accepting dying as a normal part of life, teaching that helping people to die well, i.e. “in peace”. Nor should it be confused with actively helping people to die, i.e. to bring their deaths about.

Its distinction with euthanasia is at times obscured by claiming that the outcome (death) is the same for both and that the intention of both is to relieve suffering. These assertions are true, as far as they go, but there is a moral distinction between giving a “lethal injection” and the interventions that constitute palliative care. These interventions include the provision of symptoms relief by titrating medication against the symptoms. The aim being to achieve the best control of symptoms with the least side-effects, for which different medications are available: if one medication does not suit, there are usually others to try. Giving the right medication for each symptom at the lowest dose necessary to alleviate the symptom.

Sometimes, there might well be situations where relief of very difficult symptoms, such as pain that does not respond to analgesics and adjuvants or intractable shortness of breath and a number of catastrophic clinical events such as some hemorrhages or pulmonary embolism, can only be achieved by medication doses that result in deep sedation.
The clinical situation might be extremely complex leading to a binary status quo in which the options are either vigil and in unbearable anguish or unconscious and calm. In this scenario, the alternatives are either dying with intolerable suffering while being aware of it or dying comfortably while unconscious. There is no real choice here – the only morally good course is to address the patient’s symptoms accepting the side effect of sedation that inevitably accompanies this. The Lex Artis requires that all intervention is proportionate and relief of symptoms and suffering sought at all times by proportionate means, and regular reviews.

A frequently held fear or misapprehension when working to control symptoms is that the therapeutic maneuvers used in the process might be also shortening life and hastening death. Medication used need to be clearly explained regarding its purpose, effects and side effects; morphine is regarded with particular fear and suspicion. However, in most situations its careful titration following best practice guidelines under specialist’s advice will alleviate symptoms with no noticeable shortening of life. On the contrary, we should not underestimate the potentially life-shortening effect caused by the stress, and distress, of severe uncontrolled symptoms. This is an area in which good Palliative Care is able to help.

PC is certainly able to deliver sound, scientific based care with the vulnerable friendship of the heart. Not many could openly object to these foundations. Yet, many committed practitioners ignore them in their daily practice. Could there be a different reason behind? Or, could it be due to a lack of proper understanding of its place in science, health and social care?

Approaching Palliative Care from the point of view of its conceptual basis opens a fascinating quandary for the studious physician when the need to clarify to others, patients, family, cares, health and social professionals, society in general, what PC is and what is not, presents itself. It takes time and effort to work through it all when helping someone accept our help in a timely fashion. Communicating it in a conceptual nugget what PC is a complex task.

There are definitions put forward by organizations such as WHO and IAHPC. And there are also well defended theses, such as Randall’s, to deconstruct and determine how such definitions are rather aspirational “declarations of intention”.

WHO’s [17, 18] definition includes quality of life in their declaration of intentions. Unquestionably, a very important aspect of the palliative philosophy is its commitment to taking care of well-being by excellent symptom control to help maintain the quality of that life for as long as it such. For many, however, life -in its sanctity- cannot be classified and protected in direct relation to its perceived quality at a given time.

While life itself is an objective good, necessary to enjoy many others, its quality or lack of it, is a subjective good, dependent on many factors. For example, for many, happiness is essential to life and it is the pursuit of that happiness that gives meaning to life. It is particularly suggestive to understand the quality of life perceived by those who have learned to live life through the small, insensitive things that adorn it. While others think that the “core” of life can only make a concrete sense among those who believe in the Transcendent, be it God or not.

Dr. Pettus [19], a political sociologist claims that our modern and medicalized cultures make reason and mystery mutually exclusive, defining death from illness as a failure, and dying as shameful. Suppliers and legislators similarly marginalize older citizens and the dying, while formulating ineffective strategies largely to prevent deaths from violence or epidemics, terrorism or famine. The goal of PC is to support those with an incurable disease so that they can live the rest of their lives as well, and with as much sense as possible, giving them the necessary support when, eventually, they reach the natural end of their lives, and die from their illness.
Painful and distressing deaths without palliative care or relief from physical pain, in remote areas, attract neither political attention nor budgets, says Pettus. A growing effort is being made to establish and advance Palliative Care’s contextualized advocacy around the world, based on its own “ethos” and spirituality that ensures its implementation and availability for many.

Those who work advocating PC believe that, to be faithful, the its safeguarding should reflect the “ethos” of the hospice movement. This is a central concern for many, particularly concerned to understand how such ethos could be established and how it could dissipate into loss, disappearing. It is worth knowing the work done by those who care about those intangible aspects of the hospice movement that precisely make it so. A particular apprehension is the one that asks how the “ethos” could be lost by spreading more widely t is marketed while losing its well-founded and carefully established training its approach to transmitting its philosophy and principles.

Cicely Saunders left a great number of written documents. This one is particularly representative of her work:

“The longer I work with the dying and their families, the more I learn about life and the small things that are so important to each one of us. Dying is never easy, it is done differently by each person. Fear of the unknown is what most of us can identify with. Having a terminal illness including diseases of cancer, MND and other neurological illnesses, Dementia will take us all, whether patient or a loved one, to places in our lives we would rather avoid and will often include fear of unknowns. How we often support our patients & families is to get alongside them as best we can and share some of our skills and experience to break down these fears. We don’t always get things right because dying is not an exact science. What I think is also true is, yes, we put ourselves forward as a resource for the community, to show leadership in this field, but we can’t do this on our own” [16]. She was not a theorist and understood others’ suffering and distress and led the way to alleviate their suffering, advocating for a more comfortable dying process and a more acceptable memory of it to their loved ones who live on.

Nobody should be expected nor forced to consent to all life-prolonging treatment; Palliative Care does not preclude receiving life-prolonging treatment and, delivered alongside those treatments and interventions can be really productive. Each person should be able to choose for themselves how much treatment they are willing to tolerate for limited gains in life expectancy, and to refuse treatment they do not wish to receive. There is, however, a responsibility to use this life well in service to the end (and to reach one’ full potential).

The challenge is perhaps discerning when is it time to let go of this life, and so it has been since humans inhabit the earth. St. Paul’s illustrates this tension well in his letter to the Philippians (1:21–24).

Each individual will expect their remaining life to allow them to be and do what their very own idiosyncrasies such as age, illness or responsibilities to others requires to complete their lives. Often, we meet people who may feel that their life is approaching its natural end and are ready to relinquish this world when their time comes. Nowadays, PC has evolved to offer other services under the name Supportive Care [20, 21] based on patient’s needs, increasingly used in the acute sector and well accepted by both patients and professionals in the context of potentially curative or life sustain treatments which, nevertheless, can be onerous to receive and follow. To many, the adjective Supportive is better accepted and understood than Palliative.

It is important to find a common base which help recognize PC under whatever wrapping it might come in. Much confusion has come from the different, often random translations of the vocable hospitium [22] which has come to be understood
different things in different languages. *Hospices*, as understood from its Anglo-Saxon use, are far more than mere buildings; they house a philosophy of human relationship and hosting which could be considered as direct descendants of the medieval form because behind their assertive philosophy sits a highly personal holistic approach which places the physical, emotional and spiritual welfare of patients and their families at its heart.

Still, many still identify them with places where patients go when there is nothing more to be done, where people go to die. The problem with this, is that much of the suffering that could be alleviated in the right space, is not, because it is left too late, thinking they are places one might go to die.

Much work is nowadays undertaken to facilitate the understanding of terminology in our field, many researchers look and write about palliative care. In Spain where it has been translated as ‘*Cuidados Paliativos*’, thus stressing its most physically relevant aspects of care. Research groups such as ATLANTES. Instituto Cultura y Sociedad. Universidad de Navarra look for its secret, which they call “The Intangible”.

Our own research to define the ethos of PC moves in the same lines, recalling The Little Prince affirmation “And now here is my secret, a very simple secret: It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.” [23], which links seamlessly with the thoughts of those pioneers whose legacy is now ours to work with and transmit forward “All those intangible values are expressed in concrete actions able to transmit unconditional acceptance and the affirmation of the patient’s worth as a person [24].

### 3.4 Scientific aspects

Having set its humanistic aspects, it is imperative to look for PC scientific bearings.

Much has been written and researched around “the scientific” and the Ethos of Science, which refers to the “toned affective complex of values and norms that is carried out to be binding on the man of science. Rules are expressed in form of instructions, prescriptions, preferences and licences” [25].

It is acknowledged that the end of all science is the extension of agreed knowledge and that it must be able to be explained through its technical methods: “empirically confirmed and logically coherent statements of regularities (these are often predictions)” [26].

PC has a strong humanistic element but it is also science [25, 27]. Predictions are even more important in this field, where informed assumptions are regularly made to underpin decision-making as it is also science and, as such, it must be governed by laws ordering any other science. This issue, together with poor conceptualization, could have contributed to the deficient PC extension [28] and expansion; the fact that some have arrogated themselves the right to choose what aspects of the palliative philosophy and principles to apply, choosing them at convenience, either out of ignorance or neglect might have arrested its expansion.

#### 3.4.1 The science and its philosophy

Cicely Saunders is known to have been a woman of multiple interests which she followed by training to be a nurse, almoner, and a doctor. She had other interests such a full understanding of Christianity, Philosophy and is considered to be a humanist. She liked to read and study the different aspects of things in depth, often citing authors and philosophers such as Francis Bacon. Philosophy as science certainly underpins the philosophy of the Hospice Movement. Understanding this,
together with the great value she gave to the scientific foundations of palliation
brings us to consider the Philosophy of science as necessary.

Science is a limited human activity that has its origin in man’s observation of
ordinary experiences and his desire to know the truth. In its output, science pro-
vides proven knowledge that goes beyond human experience. Its classic ideal seeks
to achieve true knowledge based on reason, compatible with that which is provi-
sional and reviewable.

Classical sciences such as philosophy, theology or mathematics share some fea-
tures with many modern experimental sciences such as physics, biology or neuro-
science. However, the notion of science is often applied almost exclusively to
experimental sciences.

A broader perspective applies the concept of science in an analogue way. For
example, experimental sciences and common philosophy both seek a knowledge
that extends beyond ordinary experience; the difference is that the philosophical
approach does not willingly exclude anything that can be rationally studied. Exper-
imental sciences self-limit the search for empirical evidence using specific prin-
ciples of reasoning.

The same reality, for example, the suffering of the human being is the subject of
study of different disciplines (biology, sociology, sociology, psychology, medicine,
which means that each science has its own objectives, methods and therefore, also,
results. A situation which has leads to the fragmentation of knowledge which clouds
the understanding of the discipline.

The philosophy of science is a philosophical reflection that seeks to understand
the nature and value of science, given that philosophical reflection on scientific
activity is carried out from reason. Logic, history, sociology ... but, especially from a
meta-scientific perspective, experimental science is a clear test of human ability to
transcend what is immediately given to observe by the senses.

Philosophy, as science has evolved in time. Among the current main current
currents in the philosophy of science, Thomas S Kuhn’s historical ‘sociological’
approach states that the paradigm shift is not due to logical reasoning but to a
process of conversion of scientists.

Science needs to be communicated. Scientific communication demands clear
conceptualization. Each concept has a meaning and a reference that does not have
to be unique. Thus, terms can refer to many semantic fields (evolution of pain,
evolution of human suffering) and encompass in their meaning various mecha-
nisms related to their perception by society at that point in history.

But there is more as concepts, these most elementary scientific constructions can
be either qualitative or quantitative.

Quantitative concepts are common in healthcare and have a mathematic
expression, (temperature, blood pressure ... ) and are called magnitudes. They are
associated with methods and measuring instruments, acting as bridges between
theory and experimentation, because they make rigorous data processing as possi-
ble. These concepts, common to physical aspects of medicine are well used and
known: they have extended to less measurable concepts such as physical pain by a
number of conceptual models.

Concepts are not static. The understanding of the atom, today is much greater
than a few years ago.

Science uses models to simplify reality, idealizing some of its aspects. Some
models are schematic representations of what you want to study, while others are
much more complex idealizations. PC is defined by many as a phenomenon and as
such, for its realization the scientist needs to use informed guess (very common in
PC advanced communication) to tease out what properties of phenomena form the
appropriate basis for idealization and What features can be ignored.
To achieve which, the role of creativity and interpretation are essential, as is scientific induction, including inference.

For example, about could have been causing the back pain a patent suffers from. Or the reconstruction of a family distress from our knowledge of a patient’s disease trajectory. Or extrapolation when a new cluster of symptoms appears in relation to biochemistry analysis results taken a few days before of an election from surveys.

A situation which tries to help complexity using models: The model is a scientific construct between theory and reality. On the one hand, it concretizes the theory and on the other it simplifies reality.

Scientific statements, are a very varied type of scientific construction. They range from expressing the data obtained to an experimental measure: “You have cancer causing you pain several times in 24 hours as the analgesic effect wears off”. Up until a law is formulated: “Patients with cancer who have continuous pain shouldn’t have to earn their analgesia; opiates should be given regularly” stated C Saunders. Like models or concepts, they are not an exact translation of what is going on in nature. The statements and laws that are constructed from them are, by definition, approximate, provisional and contextual, because in the future the concepts can be further specified and the measuring instruments can be improved.

Theoretical Systems arise from statements and laws that articulate and command each other. Well formulated, they become consistent and are susceptible to improvement, at the same time, they remain always open, i.e. they are not closed systems: at least they have initial conditions and contour conditions. They are formulated in a fragmentary way, just as a child acquires greater ease in the management of a language.

Science and scientific proceedings therefore, come supported by complex structures that need understanding and respect. Many work to help others understand these and give us principles to promote respect, setting out the Ethics of Science, worth of a chapter to itself.

Sociologist Robert Merton [29] identifies four institutional imperatives—universalism, collectivism, selflessness, and organized skepticism—such as the ethos of modern science—its “fundamental values.” Mertonian laws cover aspects such as: volume of research funds, consistency of the professional network, community collectivism and involvement in non-academic content.

Universalism. Promotes the value of scientific claims for what they bring to society and not by who brings them to the scientific arena or even which personal or scientific background they bring their claims from. Merton recognizes and warns about the power of society at large and a scientific private cosmos which may clash with universalism. “Ethnocentrism is not compatible with universalism,” he affirms and requires that “careers be open to talent,” because science must be a meritocracy. Therefore, to hinder science ability to nurture knowledge, by excluding capable people from developing their scientific callings on the basis of competence, harms scientific progress at large.

This aspect could be detrimental to PC, where the friendship of the heart constitutes one of two foundational cornerstones, without which, extreme over technification and medicalization might overrepresent its science. PC demands more impalpable aspects to achieve its mission and the vast volunteering that support it is testimony of the founder’s vision to successfully combine both knowledge and compassionate doing.

Data and theories are valuable assets, continues Merton, which can be cond in models or scientific structures, even named after the scientist behind it when thought to constitute a significant contribution to the field and brings prestige to the so-named person or research group. Such prestige is in itself an honor best
respected by those who work in that field, hence the reason why communication of scientific results is prized by science which despises secrecy about them.

He [29] states that Universalism is also a democratic principle (laissez-faire), “impersonal criteria of realization and non-fixation of status characterize open democratic society”. established scientific knowledge should be accessible to all members of the scientific community to use, explore, etc.

Collectivism, also communism, does not refer to the Marxist-Leninist movement, but to the view that scientific knowledge is a resource to be shared with the entire scientific tribe, regardless of which individual scientists in particular have produced a particular discovery.

One of the things a scientist has to do to meet this standard is to communicate his findings to other scientists. Knowledge that is not made public does not help the scientific community.

Interestingly, Cicely Saunders took good care to encourage collectivism of the scientific ethos [30] of the new field of medicine was set to become. Palliative Care was born with no scientific secrets as she sought to tell others what she had found to help the dying from the very beginning when every Saturday morning the met to “work and pray for Hospice”.

Disinterest, maintains that scientific accounts ought not to be personal in their outlook and, rather than empower the individual scientist own plan, they should bring a greater good to a bigger group. Merton [29] argues that disinterest is an institutional obligation, not to disarrayed by individual motives. Individuals should certainly have personal motivators such as scientific awareness, publications, recognition, curiosity, among others. Such desires are licit as far as that will encourage them to work with others to obtain the results that will made the group shine.

“Institutional control of a wide range of these motivations” better characterizes what is fundamental to science and helps avoid science scam. Merton [29] believes this is reinforced by the rigorous monitoring that scientist undergo at the hands of other scientists. Interestingly, he also highlights the connexion researchers establish with their customers different from those other professions. Alarming, when lay people and scientists establish closer working links, such connection frequently spurs fraud and pseudoscience.

Finally, Organized skepticism, encourage omitting one’s own judgment and using only empirical and logical criteria. This is frequently the strained connection between and those vital areas inclined to offer judgment.

While difficult, it is comforting to discover that the scientific aspect of Palliative Care, “its head” is up to any other scientific effort, although it is true that there would be much to analyze and work in order to give greater rigor. It is especially relevant to strengthen the learning in countries where Palliative Care and Palliative Medicine are not recognized as specialties. This leads to situations in which the expert becomes such by means of an expensive, often online, master degree and short clinical observational stays with experts who are such by the same method, very distant from the structured learning that a four-year specialist training affords the individual.

From its inception Terminal Care, as it was our field originally known, it was ambitious in its founder’s commitment to practice within scientific frameworks, to research and treat symptoms such as pain [2, 30–32]. The focus being the person as a whole and responding to patients’ physical, emotional, social and spiritual needs. Palliative Medicine, is today a consolidated [33] medical specialty which incorporates the care of the spiritual dimension of the individual as part of its decree although, sadly, not in every country.

On the other hand, most cultures and formalized religions [34, 35] have incorporated palliation to their teachings and fullness in some way, having also “come to join the movement” with their own array of richness which, although not known to
many until now, has always being present in any human grouping. It is such an interesting and fascinating aspect that deserves another full chapter to really learn how other communities look after their vulnerable members, the ill, the dying and how to support those who are bereaved.

3.5 Patient centred and directed palliation effort: quality of life

It becomes necessary to position ourselves and acknowledge the conceptual mare magnum which too often blurs and disorders the delivery of timely PC, its scientific structures perhaps too vague to work on.

Probably, the best way to understand the undeniable value of PC is to allow others, those who have experienced PC, rather than deliver it, to inform our effort.

Patients’ narrative recounting their experience is full of details; something we become aware of when we introduce someone, visitor or professional from other specialty, to the dynamic of our consultations. We are talking about its other foundation: “The vulnerable friendship of the heart”.

As with any vital aspect, and Palliative Care is very much about living life to its natural end, we encounter have a static duality - dynamic, negative - positive, pain-pleasure, darkness-light, night day, death - life experience that makes this field one of very strong contrasts.

How many times have both patients and their families told us that they are “living on a real roller-coaster of emotions, experiences, illusions and losses.”?

Hundreds of sick people who tell us about what they experience when the afternoon falls and the day - perhaps their last day - becomes night. Likewise, the desolation of the last sunrise when a new day arrives that they do not know if they will have the strength to face in a dignified way. How much suffering holds the narrative of “I’m afraid of the night in case I die during it. I feel horror at dawn because I am still alive and have to face a new day and I don’t know if I can.”

As professionals, it is in these moments of very personal, intimate exchange and confidence, when we confirm that something very special imprints character to our work. Yes! something that reaches the other. Just as their desolation reached us. For me, the question is “how could we find what that something is?”

Occasionally, it’s rare but extraordinarily motivating, people look us in the eye and ask “And how can you do this every day? Sometimes they tell how they have seen us tend to another patient and have seen the pain in our eyes. They insist “where do you get the strength to come back the next day with a smile? Where does the inspiration come from for your eyes to shine when you approach me, broken my useless body? Me who with my pain caused you pain?” We respond with professionalism, humanism and simplicity. In that therapeutic space, we left something of us. It is very likely that in such a personal exchange, the very spirit of PC is contained.

It would therefore appear that experiencing PC is possible by both: those who need it and those trained to deliver it. As an experience it falls into the phenomenological sphere which incorporate a combination or synthesis of the positive aspects described, experienced in situations of suffering and uncertainty which can be qualified as intensely relational. If these moments pregnant with human intensity are symbolized by a single quality, it would be one very close to life itself and characterized by light, beauty and love gathered in one. A phenomenon that can be experienced but difficult to describe and be identified by the someone else, not actively involved or not adequately trained.

Thus, life to its end can be a wonder in the development of images and s never seen before, thoughts never before thought, realities never dreamed of, constantly emerging, constantly reminding us that the person’s individual universe might not yet have reached the limits of its possibilities.
Palliative Care might well be the force able to bring forward the life that remains as such, as an evolving universe, says R. Bruening, an organic chemistry scientist who says his work is that of anti-cancer drug maker and CEO. Practising good Palliative Care can help whoever receives it to reach their own, yet unrealized, potential as a human being.

These profound understandings come from experience; the problem is that trying to quantify subjective experience is like trying to create a metric for a favorite color. Or flavor of ice cream. Or to measure suffering by the volume of tears cried. It is also possible to use Scientific constructs and models to objectivize the experience.

Indeed, WHO’s definition of Palliative Care, considered by some authors to be mere statement of intentions, incorporates the concept of quality of life since a very important aspect of palliative philosophy is its commitment to well-being, quality of life, as long as it exists. Many consider happiness to be essential to closing a full life, and their pursuit of what gives meaning to life. It is particularly suggestive to have learned to live life through the small, insensitive things that adorn it. Others say that the “essence” of life comes to its full meaning depending on how transcendent.

From a metaphysical (spiritual) point of view the essence, as in any matter of vital nature, and Palliative Care is very much about life and living it, incorporates static–dynamic, negative–positive, pain-welfare, darkness-light, night - day, death - life, soul-body duality, which make this field one of very strong contrasts.

It might be that experiencing the essence of Palliative Care is possible: combination- synthesis- of the positive aspects described, experienced in situations of suffering, uncertainty and very, very relational. If these moments pregnant with human intensity are symbolized by a single quality, it would be a very close to life, the very life characterized by - light, beauty and love – gathered in one and become like One, that could be identified.

The European Consortium in Healthcare Outcomes and Cost–Benefit Research’s extensive study concluded that those theories based on a QALY approach do not give a true account of the manner real populations performance outlines (Quality Adjusted Life Year) is a non-specific measure of disease burden, which tries to encompass value and amount of life lived; used in economic appraisal to weigh the cost of healthcare interventions and their impact on society as a whole. An entirely foreseeable result: we can no more predict what patients will want or need when a given disease takes hold, than guess that their favorite color or the ice cream flavor they disfavor. Such understandings only come when we know them and we spend time with them and they tell us themselves. Or we observe their behavior and possessions as well as their loved ones.

Enabling patients to choose what they can has consequently become very relevant and organizations such as “Nothing about me without me” [35] leading the way help bring forward the more humanistic dimension of PC.

Consent laws focus on the ability to understand illness and treatment options, as well as the consequences of treatment selection or refusal. As patients often are not aware of their own goals and values because and they have not specifically paused to think about them or make them explicit, getting to know the patient through asking the right questions and listening carefully to answers which can be new to the person, can help us understand their choices. We learn what is most important to patients in their life right now, and what would their ideal end of life look like. Active listening [35] will afford us the knowledge of their wishes relating to spending time or even dying at home, not wanting to be in bed attached surrounded by machines. We often listen saying little while the patient comes to realize what they want and vocalize some outstanding goals of care. After this, the patient -as the
director of a well-rehearsed orchestra and the entire palliative team came up with a plan of care to meet those goals to the greatest extent possible.

*Patient choice*, as an entity, must become part of the medical Curriculum and take its rightful place as a basic starting point of all good medicine.

Bereavement is not to be forgotten. Frequently, the bereaved come with a card, cake or fruit to let the professionals know they are grateful for the great care provided to their loved one. They do not mention a single common research metric, but the team are motivated by their gratitude in remembering their patient. It is a very humbling experience as we are reminded of the uniqueness of each life and the impact of our common humanity.

### 4. Chapter motivation and scientific interest

After almost 30 years of combining multilingual medical care in three countries with a special interest in *Palliative Care* practiced at all levels of care in the country in which it had its modern origin and at the political-organizational level of the country of origin itself, the pressure to address its expansion from different perspectives: conceptual, semantic and semiotic; anthropological, philosophical, political and welfare, of confronting the intrinsic philosophy seeking what imprints character on a multi-professional attention at the international level at a time when there is great confusion as to what constitutes the delicate spirit of a movement that has its roots in medieval hospitium. What remains today in a health system carelessly over-mechanizing its practice within a society that turns its back on the truth of that fluid *charity* of religious orders that knew how to welcome, attend, assist, care for and treat exhausted pilgrims [35] who had undertaken journeys with genuine hardship of those who did not know whether they would be able to return home?

The rigorous search for intangible fundamentals to make them available to all involved, within a strict research framework will result in new knowledge that, made available to all, results in undisputed palliative conceptions and important new paradigms.

The real impact on the defense of life in the context of an announced death is indisputably revealed by the immediate practical applicability of the theories used. These are issues that arouse great interest in acquiring greater knowledge, apprehensible by those who develop their clinical activity in this field.

The Anglo-Saxon *Palliative Care*, known among Spanish speakers as “*Cuidados Paliativos*”, changes the perspective from which we see the process of dying and death itself contributing to facilitate vital fullness and that the sick or close individual achieves his or her potential as a person even in the midst of complex multidimensional needs.

Cicely Saunders’ original biography [36] relays how she established that one of its the modern Hospice movement underpinning values would be thinking and incorporating “Those who one day will come to join us” referring to professionals from diverse specialties, countries and bringing their own contribution to the field strengthening.

Undoubtedly the urgent demographic need means that many of us allow ourselves to call what is nothing more than a part of the original Palliative Care, a successor of Canadian origin of the previous “Terminal Care” [30, 32]. Contemporary Palliative Care has not made a full conceptual incorporation making, in my opinion, imperative the need to adjust foundational concepts.

International contemporary PC has not always made full conceptual incorporation, making it necessary the effort to adjust current impressions to the
foundational ethos of the discipline, maybe contributing to the serious contemporary problem of PC’s lack of expansion in some places, even regressing in some countries unable to take roots in different cultures and new times. A phenomenon that could be contributing to a great confusion of what can be legitimately undertaken to facilitate the end of life.

The IAHPC. Global Consensus based palliative care definition [6], found it necessary to incorporate a glossary to define a long list of terms, an indication of the difficulty to agree on them when used in different languages and settings.

An example of this situation has come to worry many during the current pandemic: While in the Anglosaxon countries it is said to have come of age and helped reinforce services and support colleagues and professionals, in other countries, their activity has been reduced.

The growing interest in the political and institutional sphere PC has fostered in the COVID-19 demands increasing determination in its organizational assistance and political levels. Might It be possible that the careful conceptual clarification of terms common in the palliative field eases their extension and promotion? [36].

The depth of PC ethos, wherever it might lay, should be preserved to some level. Its transformation into Cuidados Paliativos is work in progress since 1989 [37] and continues to attract interest to clarify evolving conceptions [38]. It has slowly started moving over the years from Cuidados to a broader and less physical atención, (attention), to be true to its authentic foundational philosophy and inherent principles, their safeguarding of which should reflect the spirit of the modern hospice movement as it was when St Christopher’s Hospice first opened its doors. How it adapts and evolves is a central concern for many, characteristically uneasy about understanding how such ethos could be more widely established and how to prevent it from dissipation until lost, disappearing under the increasing technology laden healthcare services. It is worth getting to know the work undertaken by those for whom intangible aspects matter, precisely because they constitute the hospice movement founding heritage. A particular apprehension is that the “ethos” could be lost by spreading more widely if it is “marketed”, while losing its well-founded and carefully established approach to convey its philosophy and principles.

Interestingly, it precisely the collaborative effort between PC and other hospital specialties which is contributing significantly to its interdisciplinary progression and consolidation. The support of classic specialties, which once questioned the specific object of Palliative Medicine, a different entity from PC, is key to its advancement and development.

It is worthy of consideration the fact that Palliative Medicine is the only medical specialty that

a. Does not wrap its expertise around an organ, as Cardiology or Gastroenterology do; or group by age, as Geriatrics or Pediatrics do; or even an entity such as Infectious diseases or Virology.

b. Has adjectivized its specialism to qualify the medical expertise offered.

c. Is truly transverse across all other areas of expertise, from Neonatology to Neurosurgery passing through Organ Transplantation and Primary Care.

It is, therefore hardly surprising its practitioners need to explain what they do and who they are many times a day!

A recent piece work reviews some important milestones in PC’s history and development from which Palliative Medicine spirals in many countries; analyses its evolution in the world, studying current issues concerning consistency in its implementation and some possible projections for future progress and expansion, seen from the perspective of a central issue:
“What exactly constitutes the ethos of PC faithfully replicating its philosophy and founding principles wherever it is applied or used?” The author concludes that coming to that knowledge would help facilitate possible future advances that integrate ethical, legal and social implications in years to come that truly benefit those with palliative needs.

PC delivery and benefits fall under the Philosophy Phenomenological arena while the conceptualization of the main terms on which research is centered around its practice, as the phenomenon investigated. Conceptual construction. Life to its end is a prodigy in progress. Images and s never seen before, thoughts never before thought, realities never dreamed of, constantly emerging, constantly reminding that individual universe that it has not yet reached the limits of its possibilities. The essence of PC could well be life that remains as such, as an evolving universe. Or perhaps the sick person’s journey to his deepest self than the professional is more of a witness than an escort.

To identify themes to be found in the English and Spanish literature a systematic search was conducted (Table 1).

From those, the summary, the most important ideas to consider include

Palliative Care comes to change the perspective from which we see the process of dying and death itself contributing to facilitate the vital fullness and that the sick or close individual achieves his potential as a person even in the midst of complex multidimensional needs.

Cicely Saunders, as included in her biography [2], spoke of the PC bases would include “Openness to those who will come” referring to professionals from diverse countries and cultures who, one day, would join the Modern Hospice Movement. They would bring new ways to alleviate and contribute their own culture, ways of doing and even different specialties and specific needs in the final phase of different diseases. Another base was to be the Freedom of the Spirit.

Wanting to know what constitutes the essence of PC is a complex task; our search shows the need to do an in-depth analysis of the terminology used and its conceptual adequacy.

A relevant finding was the fact that other concepts such as essence, might be used to make reference to what philosophy and ethos bring. “Essence” is a term of alchemy from Latin essere (to be), then arguably embodies “meaning”, “purpose”. From a metaphysical point of view, it could be considered as the possibility of filling the living space of the individual with information gained through experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESH Terms</th>
<th>32 Other non-randomized, quasi-experimental, descriptive (comparative, correlation), case–control, cohort studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Palliative” (and) “Care” (and) “Ethos”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Reports or opinions from expert committees or the clinical experiences of respected authorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Systematic reviews and meta-analysis. Controlled Randomized studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Books and Book Chapters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Clinical guides, documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Thesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
Palliative care ethos literature review.
5. Conceptualization

To the scholar mind, a multi-faceted approach is prerequisite to adequately conceive PC from the conceptual, semantic and meaning, anthropological, philosophical and political angles without forgetting that of actively caring for others’ wellbeing and assisting them. There could be different ways to unveil its intrinsic philosophy by seeking what imprints character to a movement which began well before Medicine itself was considered an entity, from the medieval hospitium [39] (pl hospitia) ἡςπιτίου Greek: ἕνεια, xenia, προξενία and positions the scholar in front of is the ancient Greco-Roman concept of hospitality as a divine right of the guest and a divine duty of the host. An archaic place of shelter for travelers, especially one kept by a monastic order, that we are trying nowadays to adapt to a very different society with unmet needs.

The encounter with the ancient vocables that give name to this caring movement whets the scholar’s appetite to learn more about the semantic and semiotic correspondence of the most commonly used words in PC in order to fully understand the impact of language and its own development in its evolution.

A straightforward methodology pathway leads us to study the roots of the discipline key words, analyzing their semantic transformation over time to witnessing their morphological evolution and conceptual spirit of each vocable. Grounded on a careful conceptual description of those words used in the palliative field could facilitate its extension and promotion which should benefit more people.

5.1 Language and conceptualization

Linguistics is a science which object of study is language. Its analysis places language in context, as it takes into consideration social, cultural, historical, and political factors influencing language.

Conceptualization consists of processes observing language production. It takes language-specific perspectives and event understanding.

Such process is still little understood by the experts [40] in the field. At the same time, we find ourselves at a point in the history of the Modern Hospice movement when it seems to be imperious to start a rigorous process around strong, concise and unambiguous definitions. This is due to the expansion of the discipline throughout the different countries with their cultures and languages which need to adapt to a new way of formalized compassion. Within PC, too many words are translated almost literally from the English language, resulting in numerous concepts with multiple scopes or dimensions, often inaccurate. This is confusing and makes it hard to transmit the science to others outside the field as they are incapable of conceiving its objective without further clarification. Existing PC definitions are being currently contested, probably because concepts are neither tangible nor concrete. Characterizations of our field based on abstract concepts make for confusion needing an effort to interpret conceptually by act or process of forming a general notion or idea.

Interest in this matter comes from personal experience of palliation in both the Anglo-Saxon and Iberian cultures and language and observing the inadequate adoption of terminology without the right notions behind. We defend the proposition that it is important to know what notions different authors might use to refer to PC and establish which of those most faithfully represent its most intimate nature.
There are interesting efforts to establish useful, replicable models. Some are orientated to [41] building digital domain ontologies, incredibly interesting and potentially game changing in niche areas used across the world. However, the model chosen to conceptualize is one by Flores Talavera G. [42] for reasons relating to its clarity, teaching dimension and the fact that she writes in Spanish.

Professor Talavera's process guides the investigator to initiate conceptualization by undertaking documentary research on the meaning of the key terms; including a review of the meanings and clarification of semantic confusions, looking at the appropriate dictionaries to contextualize it and learn about the possible conceptual evolution of the term. She then suggests consultation of Thesauruses in which the terms are described in the way they are used by scientists followed by accounting for the definitions of the term from a specific perspective. - In specialized dictionaries (Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology, and Physicians and Education) and conceptual essays, definitions located in sources to broaden the search horizon to find the “sense” of the term.

It is then possible to compare related terms using three processes: defining each one of them, establishing similarities and then establishing differences. This would then facilitate term characterization by establishing its most important characteristics, not of the word but of the complex reality that the term tries to elucidate.

To consider types and uses of the object (term) of study from its conceptual definition and expand the understanding of the meaning and reality intended to be explained, it is useful to identify the key ones.

5.2 Palliative care conceptualization

Conceptual purity of words used in the palliative field could facilitate its extension and promotion by examining its intrinsic philosophy understanding \textit{what} it is that imprints character to a movement that began from the medieval hospitium and has foundational Judeo-Christian roots.

Applying the chosen methodology to the conceptualization and semantics of the original Palliative Care entails an interesting linguistic and geographical \textit{iter} that could decisively contribute to the dissolution of the original \textit{karos} philosophy observed in some situations. There should have been a process of content-rich implementation, in its place this is truncated by a less nuanced implementation marked by external and constant pressure to achieve tangible and quantitatively relevant results.

5.2.1 Representative terms and words used in international palliative care

The number of terms that could be analyzed in order to be conceptualized could might be thought to be huge. This is not the case as there are a handful of terms, key to impulse palliative programs (Table 2).

However, there is a number of them that deserve immediate attention as they are used, maybe even abused, too frequently. An appropriate conceptualization of these is urgent due to their weight in planning, policy – making and the delivery of excellent Palliative Care.

Although it is a very specialized subject and deserves a full piece of work with more specialist direction, we present a first attempt here.

To begin with, and following the first two process points from guideline, we can start from the top of the organizational and planification pyramid from which all policy flows to inform health and social care, there are two vocables that could be used better to achieve the sought-after results.
### Hospice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Original language(s)</th>
<th>Contemporary use</th>
<th>Of note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| late 17th century. 1818 | Rest house for travellers | French hospice "hospital, almshouse"  
Old French ospice "hospice, shelter,"  
Latin 1. hospitium "hospital, hospitable reception, entertainment; hospitality, bonds of hospitality, relationship of guest and host  
2.hopes (genitive hospitis) "guest; host," also "a stranger, foreigner" | 1879 Sense of "home for the aged and terminally ill"  
1978 is first attested as hospice movement | The term "Hospice" is strongly repudiated in Spanish- Palliative Care Unit is used instead  
Used in the Netherlands as Hospitium, places for those who don't want euthanasia and go there for protection. |

### Implement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Original language(s)</th>
<th>Contemporary use</th>
<th>Of note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| early 18th century. 1707 | Verb, put (a decision, plan, agreement, etc.) into effect  
2. To start using a plan or system  
3. To complete, perform, carry into effect. | Late Latin: implementum; implore: filling up  
Made of two Latin vocables  
In (towards the center)  
Plere (to fill up) (Greek polis, many)  
Partly from Medieval Latin implanta (plural)  
Partly from late Latin implementum 'filling up, fulfilment', both from Latin implore 'fill up' (later 'employ'), from in- 'in' + Latin plere 'fill'. | From it comes implementation, its use first recorded 1913. |                                                                                       |

### Implant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Original language(s)</th>
<th>Contemporary use</th>
<th>Of note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 16th Century 1540c | Verb, 1a: to fix or set securely or deeply  
1b: to set permanently in the consciousness or habit patterns: inculcate  
2. to insert in living tissue  
II.Intransitive  
To undergo implantation | Old French Emplanter  
French "to insert, engraft"  
Medieval Latin. Implantus  
In (towards the center)  
Plant (see in, to plant, and observe) | Noun Modern use  
From 1886 Meaning "surgically implant (something) in the body", originally of teeth, which is attested by 1981 short for breast implants (1976).  
1890, "thing implanted;" | If you implant an idea or attitude in people, you make it become accepted or believed. |                                                                                       |
### Suggestions for Addressing Clinical and Non-Clinical Issues in Palliative Care

The term "Hospice" is strongly repudiated in Spanish—Palliative Care. "Hospice" is first attested as "almshouse" in English. From Old French "ospice" comes the word "hospital," which is used in the Netherlands as "Hospitium," places for those who want euthanasia and go there for protection.

### IMPLEMENT / IMPLANT
The difference between the notions conceived through these two verbs is very important. Implementing a Palliative Care Program speaks of "working at it" and "being part of the development." While implanting a Palliative Care Program talks about "having something new to deal with or to put up with". Something that needs to be taken into account by politicians, managers, et al. as it might mean the difference between people being engaged or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PALLIATIVE</th>
<th>Early 15c., Dates from 1724.</th>
<th>&quot;serving to mitigate or alleviate&quot; (a wound, illness, etc.); other meanings &quot;cloak, cover, concealing;&quot; from &quot;under cloak, covert,&quot; from Latin pallium &quot;a cloak&quot; to cloak, to protect, to conceal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADJ. PALLIATIF</td>
<td>As a verb, used since 1779.</td>
<td>&quot;Adj. French Palliatif; Late Latin Palliatus &quot;cloaked,&quot; from past participle of Late Latin palliare &quot;cover with a cloak, conceal,&quot; Noun. Medieval Latin palliatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN PALLIATUS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verb. Medieval Latin palliare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERB PALLIATIVUS</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;serving to extenuate by Excuses or favorable representation&quot;, &quot;that which mitigates or extenuates,&quot;. Used by politicians and journalists to express strong actions or will.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| LATIN PALLIARE | Circa 1400 | a. the provision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance, and protection of someone or something. (safekeeping, supervision, custody, charge, protection, keeping) b. serious attention or consideration applied to doing something correctly or to avoid damage or risk, (caution, carefulness, wariness, awareness, heedfulness, heed) D. Meaning "object or matter of care."

| CARE | Circa 1580. | a. Old English cura, ceara "sorrow, anxiety, grief," also "burdens of mind; serious mental attention" Late Old English "concern, anxiety caused by apprehension of evil or the weight of many burdens," Proto-Germanic "karō" lament; grief, care" Source also of Old Saxon kora "sorrow;". The primary sense is that of inward grief, and the word is not connected, either in sense or form, with L. cura, care, of which C. "charge, oversight, attention or heed with a view to safety or protection" is attested from; The sense in care of in addressing (used from 1840). Of all the different meanings of Care, only Cuidador & Cura are used in Spanish. There is a reluctance to Attend, Assist, have regard for etc. |

| Noun | Circa 1520s-1550s | |
| Verb | | |
Suggestions for Addressing Clinical and Non-Clinical Issues in Palliative Care

The primary sense is pains or trouble bestowed upon something. [Century Dictionary]

Old High German chara "wail, lament;" Gothic kara "sorrow, trouble, care".

1. Old English "to be anxious or solicitous; grieve; feel concern or interest, 1. Old English carian, cercian
2. "Proto-Germanic "karo-"lament,"
3. Old Saxon karon
4. Old High German charon
5. Gothic karon

a. feel concern or interest; attach importance to something. (be concerned, worry oneself, trouble oneself, bother, mind)
b. look after and provide for the needs of. (look after, take care of, tend, attend to, mind, minister to

| ATTEND | Late 14c. | a. "giving heed," "attention, attentiveness," | Both verb and noun share origin from two Latin vocables | Very little in Spanish Palliative Care | Attention "Mental heeding"
| Aspect of Care | 12c | Both verb and noun share origin from two Latin vocables | a. Latin attentionem (nominative) | This finding is highly relevant as id |
| Verb | 14c | Both verb and noun share origin from two Latin vocables | a. Latin attentionem (nominative) | This finding is highly relevant as id |

Aspects of Care

Related: Assisted; assisting gives way to...
Table 2.
Palliative care terminology: vocables evolution through time and languages
Suggestions for Addressing Clinical and Non-Clinical Issues in Palliative Care

I. Hospice

Noun.
Dates from late 17th century, 1818.
2. “rest house for travellers”
From: Greco-Roman concept of hospitality as a divine right of the guest and a divine duty of the host.
French hospice “hospital, almshouse”.
Old French ospice “hospice, shelter,” also “hospitality,” 13c.),
From Latin hospitium “hospitalable reception, entertainment; hospitality, bonds of hospitality, relationship of guest and host.
From hospes (genitive hospitis) “guest; host,” also “a stranger, foreigner”.
and positions the scholar in front of is the ancient.

II. Implement [43–46]

Verb. /ˈɪmplɪment/
Dates from the early 18th century.
Meaning: 1. To put (a decision, plan, agreement, etc.) into effect.
2. To start using a plan or system
3. To complete, perform, carry into effect,” 1707
From Late Latin: implementum; implere: filling up.
Made of two Latin vocables
1. In (towards the center)
2. Plere (to fill up) (Greek polis, many)

Latin

In-implere
implere fill up
Implementum filling up, fulfilment
Implementa
Implement, article of furniture, equipment, or dress

Late Middle English

Noun. /ˈɪmplɪment/
Used in late Middle English to refer to different artifacts: furniture, gear, or dress’. Originates in part from the medieval Latin implementa (plural), in part from late Latin implementum ‘filling up, fulfilment’, both from Latin implere ‘fill up’ (later ‘employ’), from in- ‘in’ + Latin plere ‘fill’.
First used circa 1707 initially in Scottish English. As a noun it was a legal term meaning “fulfilment,” From it comes implementation, its use first recorded 1913.

III. Implant [43–46]

Verb.
Dates from 1540, Old French.
Meaning:

I. Transitive verb
1a: to fix or set securely or deeply
1b: to set permanently in the consciousness or habit patterns: inculcate
2: to insert in living tissue

II. Intransitive verb
To undergo implantation.

If you implant an idea or attitude in people, you make it become accepted or believed.

Medieval Latin.

In (towards the center).
Plant- see in, to plant, and observe.
implant (v.)

1540s, “to plant in” (abstractly, of ideas, emotions, etc.), from French implanter “to insert, engraft” (alongside Old French emplanter “to plant”), literally “plant in,” from assimilated form of in- “into, in, on, upon” (from PIE root *en “in”) + planter “to plant” (see plant (n.)). Meaning “surgically implant (something) in the body” is from 1886, originally of teeth. Implanted is attested earlier, from early 15c., probably based on Medieval Latin implantus. Related: Implanting.

Noun.
implant (n.)


late Middle English: from late Latin implantare ‘engraft’, from Latin in-‘into’ + plantare ‘to plant’. (Oxford Languages Definitions)

implant (v.) 1540s, “to plant in” (abstractly, of ideas, emotions, etc.), from French implanter “to insert, engraft” (alongside Old French emplanter “to plant”), literally “plant in,” from assimilated form of in- “into, in, on, upon”. (Online Etymology dictionary).

Relevance: The difference between the notions conceived through these two verbs is very important. Implementing a Palliative Care Program speaks of “working at it” and “being part of the development”. While implanting a Palliative Care Program talks about “having something new to deal with or to put up with” Something that needs to be taken into account by politicians, managers, et as it might mean the difference between people being engaged or not.
IV. Palliative Care

The term “Cuidados Paliativos” (Spanish/Portuguese) seem not to have incorporated the richness of meaning Palliative Care has afforded those who request, practice and receive it in the Anglo-Saxon context.

IV.a. Palliative

As a concept, in my experience, requires much explanation to those who encounter it for the first time, both as a patient or carer and as professionals. Explaining its meaning and aims to the general public can be very challenging indeed, although it must be said it has brought about really creative ways of explaining it in a practical way.

It is said that its use in English has seen a significant increase in the last 200 years due to the development of Palliative Care. Its Spanish translation is often used in politics such as in “we are going to remedy such a situation without palliatives”, as a plural, indicating with harshnesh.

IV. Palliative [43-46]

Adj.

Early 15c., French Palliatif, “serving to mitigate or alleviate” (a wound, illness, etc.); other meanings “cloak, cover, concealing;” from.

From Late Latin Palliatius “cloaked,” from past participle of Late Latin palliare “cover with a cloak, conceal,”

Noun. Medieval Latin palliatiuus “under cloak, covert,” from Latin pallium “a cloak” (see pall (n.)).

Dates from 1724.

Meaning “serving to extenuate by excuses or favorable representation”. “that which mitigates or extenuates,”

Verb.

1779c. from the verb palliare ‘to cloak’, ‘to protect’ (Online Etymology Dictionary)

late Middle English (as an adjective) from French palliatif, –ive or medieval Latin palliatiuus, from the verb palliare ‘to cloak’.

IV.b. Care [43-46]

The Spanish and Portuguese vocables “Cuidar” and “Cuidados” fall short of representing its multiple meanings within this context. The question to try
to answer is: could this happen because it ignores certain conceptual aspects such as those of “that I care about the other”, “care”, “pay attention”, “assist”, “give assistance to”, “medically treat.” beyond “hacer curas” (wound and dressing management) and “curar” (cure in English) that has been reduced to in the Spanish language (while trying to offer its whole range of attentions)?

1. Noun
   Origen
   Old English caru, cearu “sorrow, anxiety, grief,” also “burdens of mind; serious mental attention”.
   Late Old English “concern, anxiety caused by apprehension of evil or the weight of many burdens,”
   Proto-Germanic *karō “lament; grief, care” (source also of Old Saxon kara “sorrow;”. The primary sense is that of inward grief, and the word is not connected, either in sense or form, with L. cura, care, of which the primary sense is pains or trouble bestowed upon something. [Century Dictionary].
   Old High German chara “wail, lament;” Gothic kara “sorrow, trouble, care”.
   Dates from c. 1400
   Meanings.
   a. the provision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance, and protection of someone or something. (safe keeping, supervision, custody, charge, protection, keeping)
   b. serious attention or consideration applied to doing something correctly or to avoid damage or risk. (caution, carefulness, wariness, awareness, heedfulness, heed)
   c. “charge, oversight, attention or heed with a view to safety or protection” is attested from;
   The sense in care of in addressing (1840).
   d. Meaning “object or matter of concern” is from 1580.
   To take care of “take in hand, do” is from 1580s; take care “be careful” also is from 1580s.

2. Verb
   Dates from
   a. Old English carian, cearian.
   Meanings
   a. “be anxious or solicitous; grieve; feel concern or interest,
   b. “from Proto-Germanic *karō- “lament,” hence “grief, care”.
   Source also of Old Saxon karon.
   “to lament, to care, to sorrow, complain,” Old High German charon “complain, lament,”
   Gothic karon “to be anxious”), said to be from PIE root *gar-. “cry out, call, scream” (source also of Irish gairm “shout, cry, call;”).
   If so, the prehistoric sense development is from “cry” to “lamentation” to “grief.” A different sense evolution is represented in related Dutch karig
“scanty, frugal,” German karg “stingy, scanty.” It is not considered to be related to Latin cura. Positive senses, such as “have an inclination” (1550s); “have fondness for” (1520s) seem to have developed later as mirrors to the earlier negative ones.

- feel concern or interest; attach importance to something. (be concerned, worry (oneself), trouble oneself, bother, mind).
- look after and provide for the needs of. (look after, take care of, tend, attend to, mind, minister to).

Old English caru (noun), carian (verb), of Germanic origin; related to Old High German chara ‘grief, lament’, charon ‘grieve’, and Old Norse kǫr ‘sickbed’.

Proto-germanic. Karo. “Lament, grief, Care”.
Old Saxon. Chara; wail, lament.
Old high German. Charon To wail.
Old English. Carucearu. “Sorrow, anxiety, grief”.
Old English. Carian, cearian. “Be anxious, to grief, to feel concern”.

“CARE”.
To find the Spanish Cuidados translation, we need to look further and find how care has other interesting close relations that help work with a more active manner of manifesting one’s need of being attended to.

Cogitatus (Latin)
Origin & history
Perfect passive participle of cōgitō (“think, consider”).
Participle
cōgitātus (masc.) (fem. Cōgitāta, neut. cōgitātum)

1. thought, having been thought.
2. considered, having been pondered.

Descendants
- Asturian: cuidáu
- Galician: coidado
• Portuguese: cuidado
• Spanish: cuidado

Latin: cogitatus
Co (combined, global) Agitare (to get moving, agitate, think things through)
Cogitare – to think with movement.
The same studies could be undertaken for all of Care meanings and “close friends”.

IV.b1 To Attend to [43–46]

1. Verb
   Dates from.
   a. Late 14c.

Originates from
   a. Latin attentionem (nominative attentio).
   b. Old French “attendre”(12c.)

Meaning
   a. “giving heed,” “attention, attentiveness,” 1300,
   b. “to direct one’s mind or energies,”

IV.b2 Attention

ad “to, towards” (see ad-) + tendere “stretch,”

Noun
Ad (to).
Tendere (stretch) one’s mind to.
Dates from early 14c, 1300.

Originates from
Old French attendre “to expect, wait for, pay attention” (12c., Modern French attendre) and directly from Latin.

Meaning
  –Attention “Mental heeding”.

Note.
This finding is highly relevant as id directed related to Cicely Saunders’s “Active listening”.
“give heed to,” literally “to stretch toward”, “be subject to” (now obsolete),
“direct one’s mind or energies” (archaic), from (...).
(Online Etymology Dictionary)
Middle English (in the sense ‘apply one’s mind or energies to’): from Old French attendre, from Latin attendere, from ad- ‘to’ + tendere ‘stretch’.

IV.b3 To Assist [43–46]

Verb. Ad- to; + iuvare – “to help” from ad- ‘to, at’ + sistere ‘take one’s stand’. Late Middle English, from.

Old French Latin assistere “stand by, take a stand near, attend,” from assimilated form of ad “to” (see ad-) + sistere “stand still, take a stand; to set, place, cause to stand,” from PIE *si-st-, reduplicated form of root *sta- “to stand, make or be firm.” Latin assistere Take one’s stand by”.

Originates

1. early 15c., assisten, “to help, aid, give assistance or support to in some undertaking or effort,”
2. 14c old French assister “to stand by, help, put, place, assist”

Dates
to help someone, aid, collaborate, cooperate, benefit.

IV.b4 To Insist

Dates 1580s,

Originates
French insister (14c.)

Or directly from Latin insistere.
“take a stand, stand on, stand still; follow, pursue; insist, press vigorously, urge, dwell upon,” from in- “upon”.
(from PIE root *en “in”) + sistere “take a stand,” from PIE *si-st-, reduplicated form of root *sta- “to stand, make or be firm.”

assist (v.) Related: Assisted; assisting. Medical assisted suicide attested from 1884.

IV.b5 Assistance

late Middle English: from Old French assister, from Latin assistere ‘take one’s stand by’, from ad- ‘to, at’ + sistere ‘take one’s stand’.

Noun.
“act of helping or aiding; help given, aid,” from the respective verbs.

Dates
early 15c.,

Originates from
from Old French assistance and Medieval Latin assistentia, Late latin adjuva

Meaning
“to help, aid, give assistance or support to in some undertaking or effort,”

Originates
Latin assistere
“stand by, take a stand near, attend,”
from assimilated form of ad “to” (see ad-) + sistere “stand still,

Meaning
To take a stand; to set, place, cause to stand,
“from PIE *si-st-, reduplicated form of root *sta- “to stand, make or be firm.”
Related: Assisted; assisting. Medical assisted suicide attested from 1884.

assist (n.) 1570s, “an act of assistance,” from assist.

late Middle English: from Old French assister, from Latin assistere ‘take one’s stand by’, from ad- ‘to, at’ + sistere ‘take one’s stand’.

6. Conclusion

Can you say something to comfort me? The Polish man Cicely Saunders considered to have been the Palliative Care patient to set the bases for the Modern Hospice Movement, asked her. A beautiful research question which proves incredibly difficult to give an answer to in a timely, honest and personalized way [46, 47]. A question that demands words constructed and delivered in a soothing, comforting manner. A question that leaves out action, doing to, as we often want to do: administering medication, offering therapeutic and surgical options less sought than human verbal interaction.

Language in its different forms is very important to transmit knowledge, affection, security ... and so much more too. PC uses not only spoken and written language but also body language. Language requires the support of concepts known, accepted and used by most. We conclude that too often those notions are not crystal clear and can provoke rejection, fear, isolation, doubt and increase the very suffering they should help alleviate.

Standing for and advocating for the promoting and contributing to the expansion and of Palliative Care [48], clear messages are important to avoid creating confusion. These messages should state truths such as “Palliative Care facilitates the process of dying without interfering with its natural course beyond the legitimate and ethical limits”. It’s a complex phenomenon that recognizes the intrinsic reality of professional work while touching on the most humane and compassionate principles of the art of palliating.

Today there is no doubt that the expansion and scope of Palliative Care is neither the desired nor the necessary [49]. In this the agreement is widespread. Where there is no agreement is in why this situation and therefore how to overcome it.

To appreciate and love something, it is necessary to know it. The better we know it, the easier it becomes to enjoy its bounties. The less we know it, the longer it will take us to accept it while finding what is needed to accept its place in our lives.

How much more difficult it is to accept something new when our life is threatened by a medical condition and we feel forced to face our own mortality. This is the reality found by professionals who try to introduce Palliative or Supportive Care to reinforce the person’s own strengths, both natural and acquired.

It is at that point that the professional needs to give the sick and their family a master class on what they do, what they offer, where and when. Were they going to
be seen by the cardiologist, the question might be “is that for the heart?” The number of questions that come up before accepting Palliative or Supportive Care are many more and are related to many different facets and it takes time to address each one of them appropriately. It has been the linguistic, semantic and its meaning and their impact on the patient’s outcome that has fascinated me after many years working in the field and observing the change in the often the angry, frightened and frustrate people I meet when responding to a colleague’s call for help and the relaxed, understanding, grateful and collaborative demeanor in the, by then patient under our care, we leave behind. Often part of our goodbye includes the question “will we see you again?” We have managed to establish a connection with the patient by spending time with them and their family and by talking to them about our role in their situation.

At a time when reassurance, otherness and presence can communicate so much, the power of language is immense in relationships that are short at the same time as they are intense.

Our work confirms the power of words and the importance of exerting the Active Listening key in the holistic care promoted by Cicely Sanders to alleviate Total Pain [7]. It pioneers in the recognition of scientific linguistics as fundamental to improve delivery of Palliative Care improving quality of translation to new languages. This will need promoting due care is taken by working towards methodologically scientific ways of conceptualization in language production with language-specific perspectives and event construal for different cultures who communicate in different languages.

An exciting topic to research, Palliative Care Linguistics will need further work in the future because, just as Cicely Saunders said about pain “There is so much to learn about explaining palliative concepts and the models of care!”

This chapter invites the reader to recognize the relationship between the expansion of PC and the appropriate conceptualization of the ideas, terminology and words used by those working in what constitutes its “deepest core”, where its true significance is.

Additional information

Figures in this chapter are adapted from Oxford Languages Definitions & Online Etymology Dictionary.
The number of questions that come up before accepting Palliative or Supportive Care are many more and are related to many different facets and it takes time to address each one of them appropriately. It has been the linguistic, semantic and its meaning and their impact on the patient’s outcome that has fascinated me after many years working in the field and observing the change in the often angry, frightened and frustrated people I meet when responding to a colleague’s call for help and the relaxed, understanding, grateful and collaborative demeanor in the, by then patient under our care, we leave behind. Often part of our goodbye includes the question “will we see you again?”

We have managed to establish a connection with the patient by spending time with them and their family and by talking to them about our role in their situation. At a time when reassurance, otherness and presence can communicate so much, the power of language is immense in relationships that are short at the same time as they are intense.

Our work confirms the power of words and the importance of exerting the Active Listening key in the holistic care promoted by Cicely Sanders to alleviate Total Pain [7]. It pioneers in the recognition of scientific linguistics as fundamental to improve delivery of Palliative Care improving quality of translation to new languages. This will need promoting due care is taken by working towards methodologically scientific ways of conceptualization in language production with language-specific perspectives and event construal for different cultures who communicate in different languages.

An exciting topic to research, Palliative Care Linguistics will need further work in the future because, just as Cicely Saunders said about pain “There is so much to learn about explaining palliative concepts and the models of care!”

This chapter invites the reader to recognize the relationship between the expansion of PC and the appropriate conceptualization of the ideas, terminology and words used by those working in what constitutes its “deepest core”, where its true significance is.

Additional information
Figures in this chapter are adapted from Oxford Languages Definitions & Online Etymology Dictionary.
Suggestions for Addressing Clinical and Non-Clinical Issues in Palliative Care
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Chapter 18
Rasheed Ofosu-Poku

Abstract

The educational standard of people living in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) such as Ghana is relatively low. Thus, most resources of information about health available on electronic and print media remain to a large extent non-beneficial to them. They rely mostly on healthcare professionals to discuss about their health, illnesses, resources available for care, and how and to what extent the available resources can meet their needs and expectations. Some healthcare professionals in these LMICs, instead of taking the opportunity to carry out these educational and empowering discussions with patients and their families, assume a paternalistic role, making decisions unilaterally and involving them only minimally in providing care. This article, instead of being written as a scholarly referenced paper exploring ethical issues of autonomy and informed decision making, has been worded as a letter to healthcare professionals. Although it addresses healthcare professional in LMICs in general, it does not in any way imply that none adheres to these important ethical principles.

Keywords: healthcare professionals, informed decision making, autonomy, paternalistic, patients and family

1. Introduction

The educational standard of people living in low- and middle-income countries is very low, with one-third of its youth dropping-out of school before secondary level of education [1]. The literacy level among graduates of tertiary educational institutions in most low- and middle-income countries is also low [2]. On account of this poor literacy rate, majority of people living in these countries depend on healthcare professionals for information about health and illness [3]. A similar situation exists in Ghana, a lower middle-income country.

The burden of chronic non-communicable diseases in Ghana is rising [4], and the importance of patients and their families understanding the disease they are suffering from, the treatment modalities available, and the objective of each modality is crucial to adherence to therapy [5–7]. However, in the course of caring for patients in the last few months to a year of life, the author has noted a generally poor level of knowledge among patients and families about the disease affecting
them and the objective of therapy they have sometimes received for several months. They, therefore, present to the palliative care unit with expectations of cure and expressions of feeling of anger at and disappointment with healthcare professionals for not being open to and honest with them from the beginning.

This article has therefore been addressed to colleague health professionals as a letter, to highlight the voices and cries of these patients and their families, and to appeal to healthcare professionals to involve them actively rather than passively in their care.

2. The letter

My dear colleagues,

I would like to congratulate all of you – doctors, nurses, pharmacists, laboratory scientists, health information officers and other healthcare professionals in the world in general and developing countries in particular – for the tremendous work you do every day and the sacrifices you make for your patients.

We, however, do not have to let the feeling and thought of having done or sacrificed a lot cause us to relent on our efforts. We cannot rest until our patients and their families are satisfied with the care we provide. How can we get them satisfied and grateful for the care we render?

How can patients and their families be satisfied and grateful for what we do if they do not understand their illness, our plan of management, and the role they have to play towards care? Thus, our goal – patient and family satisfaction – seems an impossible feat without discussing with them what we think is happening, the services available to meet their healthcare needs, and the possible consequences each course of action chosen may result in.

My dear colleagues, patients and their families are not oblivious of what is happening to and around them. They know the signs and symptoms they present with better than us. Our specialty is in our ability to connect the different issues they present with to make meaning – to arrive at a diagnosis. When they present to us, they seek first to understand what exactly is happening to them; then what we can offer and how what is being offered will help them.

Unfortunately, on both counts, health professionals in low- and middle-income countries such as Ghana generally perform below expectation. How much do we discuss with patients and their families to help them understand what they are experiencing? Most of the time, we say nothing after hearing their issues and asking a number of questions; we just hand over a prescription and/or laboratory request. Few times, especially when the patient has a life-limiting illness and wishes to understand what is happening to them, we tell them half-truths under the guise of ‘protecting them’ or ‘maintaining their hope’. Really? Are we protecting them or protecting ourselves? Do we not fear admitting that we do not have all the answers, and that we cannot offer cure?

Does the course of a life-limiting disease change by keeping information away from the patient and/or family? Does it change the fact that our medical or surgical therapy may not offer cure but reduce the disease burden, if anything at all? If our answers to the above are the obvious ‘no’, then are we not putting the patient and family at a great disadvantage of not putting right their affairs before the disease causes them to be incapacitated?

For a second, let’s turn around the table. Ask yourself, ‘if I or my relative is suffering from a life-limiting illness, will I want to be told everything so that I am mentally prepared?’ For most of us, our answer will be in the affirmative. That information is so valuable, not only in preparing oneself mentally or emotionally
towards the imminence of the inevitable, but is the basis for pulling together all physical, social and spiritual resources one can have to cope with the stresses associated with suffering a life-limiting illness. So why keep from patients such valuable information about themselves?

Consider the case of a mechanic who is called upon to attend to a faulty vehicle. After asking a few questions from the driver and checking a few issues on the vehicle, he scribbles a few things on a sheet of paper, directs that whatever is stated thereon be obtained from a particular shop to get the vehicle fixed, and takes his leave. Who can stand that? That is why the mechanic does not even imagine such a situation. Rather, what he does is to explain to and show the driver what he thinks is wrong, what he can do about it, what is unavailable and has to be purchased, where to purchase it, and the options available to resolve the fault so that the driver will make a choice – an informed choice, an informed decision. So why is this logical principle so challenging for most healthcare professionals?

The argument of ‘the patient/family must ask if they have any questions’ is feeble. Over the course of time, we (health professionals) have succeeded in creating around us an aura of being ‘superhuman’ rather ‘gods’. We have successfully replaced respect for the profession with fear of the professionals. Thus, our patients and family cannot even ask us what we think about their illness. The result is that they will go to those who will provide them information about the illness to help them make meaning of the situation. As to whether that information is true or false is really a secondary matter to them. One would be surprised to learn how much patients and their families pay for seeking such care that only causes their health to get worse. In the end, they report to the hospital with the patient in a worse state after exhausting all their resources. Interestingly, our reaction as healthcare professionals is to blame them for not reporting to the hospital at the outset. What we fail to recognize is that we are primarily responsible for their course of action. The earlier we as healthcare professionals begin to look within ourselves – our attitudes and actions – to identify our role in improving the image of our professions and the healthcare system, the better it will be for ourselves and the people we have pledged to serve.

Another intriguing related issue is how healthcare decisions are made in a system where patients and family have little information. Do clinicians just make unilateral decisions for patients and their families? If no, on the basis of what information do they contribute to decision making about their care or the care of their loved ones? Only two logical conclusions come to mind, either clinicians really make decisions unilaterally for patients and their families, or they provide some information and impose their decisions. In both cases, such clinicians occupy the role of ‘fathers’ to the patient and family. That is, they convey to patients and their families through actions the following message: “we are more knowledgeable and experienced than you in caring for the sick. We want to do ‘A’ and ‘B’ for you or your relative. Just do it and ask no questions because you, like a child, have no knowledge and experience in healthcare”.

That is exactly how patients and their families feel. Hence, they ask no questions. When they get fed up with prescriptions and laboratory requests for which they see no direct benefit to the wellbeing and quality of life of the patient, they request discharge. No amount of words can change that decision because they have gone through such an awful experience with healthcare professionals that, they would rather stay home and die in peace. That is their reaction; they are not involved actively in any decision making, but when they make the only decision about their care that has actually come from them, we try to talk them out. That will not work.

O my dear colleagues, where is the ethical principle of autonomy we learnt during our training? Why have we regulated informed decision making to the background and harnessed for ourselves a paternalistic role in rendering care in the 21st century.
O my dear colleagues, let us keep in mind that patients have the right to every information about themselves and their care. They have the right to seek another opinion from any other person they desire even if we disagree with their choice. Our responsibility is to provide them all the information they need to make whatever decision is right to them, and to provide them the best care we can offer in the context of their decision. There should be no coercion or imposition of decision.

If we really desire the best for our patients and their families, we must completely deflate our pride and come down to their level, offer them every information they need to know regarding their illness and the care we are providing, involve them actively in decision making at every step of treatment, and respect their decisions even if we are uncomfortable with it. If this simple but golden principle is kept in view, the public perception about healthcare professionals practicing allopathic medicine will totally transform and we will in no time be their first and only choice in seeking healthcare.

Yours sincerely,
Rasheed Ofosu-Poku.

The author is a nurse specialist in palliative care at the Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital in Ghana. Palliative care services in Ghana are available in isolated facilities in Kumasi (Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital), Accra (Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital) and the Eastern Region (Tetteh Quarshie Memorial Hospital). With respect to human resource, the number of trained clinicians providing palliative care services is inadequate to meet the need of the hospitals and the administrative regions within which they are found. Thus, many patients who need palliative care never get the chance to receive it. Furthermore, most patients and families who eventually get referred for palliative care live for a few more weeks to few months, and are thus unable to obtain all the benefits associated with palliative care services. The lack of a national policy on integration of palliative care within Ghana’s healthcare system is, perhaps, the greatest contributory to the inadequate availability of palliative care services in the country.

The availability of essential drugs such as opioids is crucial to the practice of palliative care. In Ghana, morphine is increasingly being made available as a prescription-only drug in pharmacies in its major cities. However, other essential opioids such as methadone are completely unavailable for use in palliative care. Thus, pain management is less than optimal in patients with severe renal impairment and those with bone metastases whose pain is difficult to control with other opioids. Fentanyl transdermal patch is available in only few pharmacies in the two major cities of Accra and Kumasi.

Thus, although some effort is being made in Ghana to provide palliative care services, there are many challenges ranging from lack of a national policy on palliative care to poor human resource capacity and poor availability of opioids for pain control.
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Data from the World Health Organization indicate that about 40 million people worldwide require palliative care each year. We must face this enormous problem with appropriate welfare policies and training of up-to-date and competent personnel. In this context, a book that collects the experiences of authors with diverse backgrounds, and operating in different settings of palliative care, can be added to the many editorial products on the subject. Over five sections, this volume addresses such topics as palliative care in children, infants, and gynecologic oncology patients; the role of the caregiver; the use of drugs; and ethics, organization, and policy issues. Although this book should not be considered as an exhaustive treatise on palliative care, the many topics covered and the experience and competence of the authors involved make it a useful tool for those who are already experts in the field as well as those who are studying this field.